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ARl'. I. Men and Things in 1828. A Poem, with Notes. By James
Shergold Boone, M.A. Hatchard. 8vo. 1823.

_TEMPORA mutantur, &c. has been quoted through many an
age, and will be repeated for age~ more. Every generation

contributes S()II)I;lthin~ towards the proof of itS truth, and· the
variety of its illustratlOn. Man is compounded of a fixed and a
flowing quantity; the principles of his constitution are eternal
as the heavens, and the modes of their development not less
diversified than the appearances of clouds and sunshine. Nature
elways makes him the same, and events always make him differ
ent. Were he less pliable to circumstances, his history would
be monotonouli; and if his character were who~ formed by
their influence, that history would be wort~ no· more than a
wry -tale, as a basis of our reasonings fi·om the past to the
future. The sameness is in all cases much /Veater than the
fliversity; the essentials of humanity are mightier than climate,
education, habit, society, government, and events; they are un
touched by these causes, in all their"combinatious, and con
tinually limit their results. &'till a sqfficiently extensive sphere
is left for their operation, and they moulel the rational clay into
a prodigious number of distinguishable llnd even contrasted
shapes. We are disposed to enquire what they are doing just
ROW with us and our contemporaries. .
. When Dr. Brown made his estirpate of the manners and princi

ples of tlle times, about three-fuurths of a century since, he passed
over the people altogether, as of no consequence in the investiga
tion. He considered them as "a brute and random bolt; or a
lifeless bell sleeping in the cannon," and requir~ " some superior
intelligence to give it both impulse and direction." Here our
opening quotation comes in well; if our estimate were to com
mence in the same way, Hamlet would be again left out of his
own tragedy. Nobody would think of such an omission now, or
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Me11 and Things i1l 1828. Jan.

dream. ofjumping to his conclusion over the nation's head. This
mistake in Brown arose from no aervile motive. He loved his
country, and wrote as he thought. The people have made them-
aelves of more importance, and they al'e felt and acknowledged. . I
to be w, by eTery man that speaks, or writes, upon whatever ~
subject. The manners and spirit of the higher classes would no
longer be the sole, OJ' the leading, topics of a dissertation on the
state and prospects of the oountry. They are reduced to theiI;
proper dimensions. They have their chapter in the volume
along with others, and stand in the index instead ofbeing in the
title. The people no longer sit quietly by as spectators, while
Whig and Tory, that is, a few great families with their con-
nexions and dependants, and a few pen$ioned or expectant
creatures, play a.ut ~e political game, in their own way, and for
their own benefit. _TIle " lifeless ball" has become instinct with
mind, artd the "brute and random bolt" will, in due time, strike
unerringly and resistlessly. There is an obvious deference for
the peopl~ and an implied appeal to them in the transactions of
ev~ry department, whether political, religious, or literary. The
House of Commons orator speaks not to those around hinJ on

. the benches, but to those above hinJ in the gallery. It is of
them. -and of tlJose of whom they are a representative portion,
that he is tbinking- when he makes his best points or turns his
best periods. Dissenting religionists, whether seeking or depre
cating, political patronage for their opinions, must court tlJe
public to give tlJem impoi1:am:e enough to ask tlJat patronage, or
strenp;th' enough to defy it. Their established antagonists must
plead" at the same bar. The multitude of theologiCal publica
tions, to say nothing of the pulpit, ~akes B~tain appear like
one great court of Areopagus; preparmg for Judgment on the
"setters forth of strange ~s'" The most abstruse contro
versies, on which the learned used to write in Latin, and discuss
as in a secret sitting witlJ closed doors, are now canvassed in
cheap tracts, and debated in every village. The book-manu
facturers show that respect for tlJe people which all manufacturers
show for tI. new and extensive market. All the standard works
of our language make tlJeir appearance in cheap editions, or
weekly numbers. The Bible no longer stands on tlJe cottage
shelf alone,· ~ supported only by the Prayer-book and the
Piltrim's' Progress: Flattering dedications are defunct; the
pob1i~ i~ ~e ~ .patI'~n .now for yo~r. l~rary adventurer.
The pool' hawe;·6~,periodicals· and their U18tltutes. Shoals or
twopenny~ ·-isskle from the press, some of them respect-
ably got up, ~Aircalating. ~the, ~oupt of ,several thous8nds
weekly. , In -short;- ·dle prod.JgtOUIly~ unportanee of the
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poople isr~ in tb.e speeches -of the state9lDaa, ,the
sermons of the divine, the luoubrations of the author~ aDd the
c:.riticisms of the reviewer. All seem impressed with the rise of
a new power, ,and, blessing or cursing, they pay to it a certain
~ree of homage. ,

It could not be expected that political power should remain
the exclusive and undisputed possession of the few, after the many
had once begun to feel, and ~ke felt, their importance. Nations
and governments are just in the middle of a warD;l controversy
on this point. The questioll is increasingly interesting to all
rulers and all subjects, and tht: combined power of the tonner is
manhalled agaiust the combined intdligence of the laUer. Thp.
theory c.f despotisro is ID01'e offensively stated, and more broadly
aiserted than ever. Despots have more thaB ever made a comJ:llon
cause of i\. These facts are not 8.0 ~I:lg t\S \hey have ap
peared w some friends of liberty. The principle of legitimacy
was never so asserted bt>.fOre, because never before so controverted.
TIle combination of despots was never before so complete, be
cause~r wpostrous ustU'pations were never befure in such peril.
Their so,le; reli@ce is on the ignorant and Ute mercenary; and
with such ztw,mts they may oppress and exeCl,lte for a time, b~t

C8J,l sca,rcely-hope for ultimate success. me people are becoming
aware that ~y too have a common C8,Wie. The world is divid
iDg into, two great classes, the oppress,ors and the oppressed; and
the members of both class~s h.\lve their Holy Alliances. Any
stretch of prero~ve, in any COJ,1,Wry, is felt lItS a victory gained
by every memPer of the great mona,rcbical conspiracy. Any p0
pular adVllptage ~ ~ tril.UJlPh for all n,atioD&. There is ~s of
that D,&ITOW and selfish paU'i,ow;Ul which used to exult in the
slavish condit¥>n of other countries. It bas given way to a
nobler feeling-to syDli>stl,ly with all wl.w are struggling to be free.
It begins to be ~oned as go<X.l a thing for the Greeks to win a
battle, as fQr th,t;: OpppSi~on to <:arTY a motion., In either C81ie,
the co~yne~ is bea,teq. Fo:reign politics and home poli
tics lose~ distinction. ~t ho~ or abroad, there, is but' one
sUbjel;t in tJ,wm. The ~ienCt;: i,s reduced to the solution of a
single question-are kin~ to be every thing, or shall the people
have a voice in the directJ.on of their own affiUrs? Different an
swers make a division paramount to that of PBt:ty or COlll)tTy.
The cause ~f liberty is one and indivisible. Th~ sympathy of
its friends is characteristic of the present age. TJie con!lOlidatiQR
of their vnion may emancipate a future geoeratioIh "

An inwartial portraitur~oC the spirit of the times is our object,
and we. are compelled here to, n9tice one feature on which lYe
~t dwell ~ith complaceJ:l~Y. We' are a trading natior" and

'~! '
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treat fl'eedom too much as a matter of mere calculation. Its
, pecuniary advantages are rated above its intellectual and moral

influence. A refOlm in parliament is often petitioned for on the
ground of its diminishing the public burdens. So it undoubt
edly would; but that is not the only, nor the best reason, for
desiring it. An oligarchy has worse evils in its train than pen
sions, sinecures, and wasteful expenditure. A degraded charocter
is more to be deprecated than an empty pocket. The great ad
vantage of liberty is, that it makes man manly. He ceases to bo:
either a machine, or a beast of burden. He" learns to venerate
himself," and tha~is the first lesson of public and of private
virtue. His portion of the public sovereignty is a wreath of
glory round his brows. He knows himself an equal member of
a free community, and that knowledge qualifies him to discharge
his duties and adorn his country. The consciousness of his rights
is never out of his mind, and· it dignifies every thought thac in
habits with it. He acquires an erect attitude, a bold tone, and
an unquailing eye. There is no servility in his manners, nor in
his thoughts. The" brave New World, that,hath such creatures
in it," should not be prized solely because it is cheap living there.
That recommendation is strong enough, heaven knows. Very
numerous are the unwelcome visitors, with pens behind their
ears, and little books under their arms, whose callil one wishes
less frequent; and which wouid be so, were the nation to
regain its proper control over its own purse-strings. Although
it be undoubtedly a very important principle that two and
two make four, a principle so strenuously insisted· upon by
Mr. Hume, who has traced !ts bearin~ on the whole sY,stem of
our Kovemment, and' made It the basIS of a very effective and
popular opposition to His Majesty's ministers, we submit that
there are other public principles as important, and that man and
his purse are not altogether co-equal.· Mental independence, and
full liberty of speech and action, so far as they infringe not on
others' rights, are what constitute a freeman; and he who desires
not 1ihese loves not liberty, though he may hate taxation. Ifhe
wishes to wed her, it is only for her d0":Y' and a despotism that
well feeds its slaves would soon induce hlID to transfer his affec
tions. This empty-stomach or empty-pocket patriotism is not of
a kind to endure through "the times that try men's souls." It
fluctuates with the state Of the markets; it goes off on the winds
that waft away large exports, and is reduced by the chancellor of
the exchequer, every time that he takes riffa tax. That men's rights
are seldom, perhaps never, infringed without their condition being
deteriorated, is a fact that ought not to be lost sight of. Let it be
by all means deeply impressed upon the public mind; but it is
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unworthy of being made the very head and front of our plea for
the introduction of a better state of society. Some of the freest
communities that the world has ever seen, have also been the
poorest. However incomprehensible the proposition to many of
our countrymen, we also believe that they have been the haPPiest.
That an admission of popular claims would bring speedy relief
from the crushing impositions of an almost unrestrained aristo
cracy, . is an argument which ought to be resistless, and may be
come so; but for a change produced on this principle to be.of
real and lasting benefit to the country, it should be desired and
demanded even tho~h no such result could be anticipated.
Liberty, for herself, IS the cry we would hear raised; or, at
least, should rejoice at observing a. greater disposition to adopt.
But this is altogether a. calculating age, and every thing is
thrown out of the question which .cannot be reduced to pounds,
shillings, and. pence. There has been a corresponding change
in servile loyalty, which, from being enthusiastic, has become
ml!rcenary. Burke described no imaginary change when· he
lamented that the age of chivalry was gone. Sovereigns have
no more service now than they can purchase. The power of
private interest is behind the throne, and greater than the throne.
Kings possess attachment and allegiance only ex qffit:io. All goes
with the throne, and nothing with the person, or family, any
longer than they sit thereon. The principle of senrility is, that
a larger dividend comes to the individuat by supporting the
measures of a governing and plundering faction, than by pro
moting the public good. This state of things ia partly owing to
our having become so completely a manufacturing and com
mercial people. The one great tbin:in which we are intent, is

. money; and our politics, re· ·on, literature, are only
=es ofthat pursuit, and conside as subordinate operations
to be conducted with constant reference to the main object. The
peculiar character of the power which is possessed by our House
of Commons has also contributed to this result. All the influence
which that body has in the govenunent, ames from the single
privilege of granting supplies. By this has its authority been
preserved and extended; probably its very existence been se
cured. Its members legislate in virtue of their being the only
constitutional leviers of taxes. The laws which they enact, at
least so far as those laws are extensive of the people's privil~
are so many bargains with the crown, in which prerogative gives
them a right, provided they will vote. prerogative a subsidy.
Hence there is scarcely ever a great debate in which financial
considerations are not prominent. We seem to be listening to a
counting-house discussion amongst the directors of • great trau-

B 8
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1ng COIDl*hy. A 'COBlliderable cbange has also been going on in
the clal!ls ofper8OBs who sit in that house. Fonnerly It was land
ddefty·tbat was 1'ePresented; but now, money. me agricultural
i'fttel'est. is hlpiclly waning. Hereditary est.ates, Bnd hereditary
~tJce, and hereditary prejudices, are all marching oft' ttte
~ together. The ariBtocracy of wealth swallows up all. TIle
pu6lit! millcl is taught by its leaders to be intent on nothing but
'Clalcnleti.on. The worst of it is that public principle is rapidly
withering under this system. A young man chooses his political
party asne chooses his trade or profeSsion; and changes it with
8S little hesitation -or shame whenever circumstances make it con
venient tOr him to do so. He finds that every thi~ is oonsidered
merely as matter of profit or '1018 to the nation, and amnot see
-why he shoulli Id so consider it in relation to lris own affairs.
He studies ethics in Cocker, and estimates honour by the rule
of three. The politics of the p~nt day have brought forth a
plentiful erop of this unvarnished pr~cy. .

This evil is happily limited by the fact; that, with the great
m8811 of the community it is impossible to Cl'e8te a private inter
est lit variance with the public good. Corruption has done as
much BS could be done towards E€ectingthis, IIIld one class has
been conU:::fr. played off against another. Still it is only a com
pantively Minority, or an ignorant majority, that can be thus
bribed or deceived. While the growing inte~ceof the people
'h1Ul been indicated by the appeals 'CODtinoolly made to them
on the parts of those who are, or .pire to be, of R>1IIe personal
consequence in the lltate, it has also been very powerlUlly aided
10 its advance by that very circumstance, which has tbuli been at
once cause and eiFect. Orators and writers endeavOUT to make
the people understand a subject in order to gain their ~ft'rage'J.
Their opinions an wanted; not as in days of ,old their thewes
and sin~. To gain the permanent aid of that opinion, they
muet be infonned and .coovinoed. The very highest talent has
been applied to this purpose. At public meetings it is evident
that most of our great speakers now do their best. They no
longer come in that careless and unprepared way, which seemed
to say, "and did mean, any nonsense may be talked to a multi
tude. They have become consciow, some of them rather late,
that the cause they advocate, and their own reputation, were at
stake; and in supporting both they have cultivated the minds of
their auditory. Our newspapers bear abundant marks of a si
milar improvement. The talent regularly engaged in them is
of a superior order to what was formerly employed, and they
are the not unfrequent vehicle of communication between the
very nob1elt minds, and the common sense IUld heart of the
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many. True, th~ are party engines; they ~tuperaae and on..
represent fur party .purposes: they may often mislead, ~
inflame, but to be e1rective engines they must be co~uctedwith
ability; ~ must meet the dem8hd iJr fact and argument, a
demand which '~grows by what it feeds upon;" they must have
a character whicli, aft« the amplest cJeauetioRs, is generally
favourable to the' intellectual improvement of that immeRse pa
pulation amongst which they circ:ulate. Every theory ofgtJverna
ment, eveir question of political scien6:e, every measUJ'eof the
adniinistration of the. day, becomes in tum the subject ofoorrttu
versy, and all c1aslle$ are iimiliarised with whatever superior
talent or extenaive lmowled~ can bring to its illustration. The
well-meaning pavons of the poor, who think they should know
something of their duty but nothing else, and who favour them
with edifying tracts in a laboured simplicity of style "made level
to th~ meanest CRpacities," are sadlj thrown out. Their ooeu
pation's gone. Their milk for babea is superseded by a stronger
nutriment. No sooner were the poor taught to_~ than, s0me.
how or other, they tpok to reading Cobbett. Of that man, who,
had he added consisteDcy to his otRer qualities, would have been
by this time the most pOwerful man in the COUDtry, none haft
so much reason &io complain as the i-iendII of liberty; for he has
80 JDaI188ed 88. to noder his oppositioB and his support alike
injurious to their cause. There is llOOlething else, we will not
tum aside to discuss what, to 'which he haS always aacrificed
that cause, and sometimes at very critical moments. But one
Rood service he h. l'eIldered, and must contiuue to render sa
fong as he continues te write; and long may that be. Hill
shrewd aDd maniT intdJect; his inexhaustible stock .of facts on
all subjecta of political economy; his eternal freshness, for "~
cannot witller him, Dor' custom stale his infinite variety 't' hIS
clear, una1Fected, vigprous, EDIllish style J and his bloodhound
chace of a favourite topic, ueiiLer weiuied by the length, nor
foiled by the intricacy d the pUNuit i-if they have not accom
plished the glorious l'eSults at which a man 80 gifted should have
aimed, and of which we can searcely believe he would have
failed, have yet done what was next to be wished; they havf!
roused into action the dormant sense of the poorer classes, and
provided m.ateriala for thought, and induced habits of investiga
tion which will correct all the evila that can be inflicted by all
the writers whom party spirit or personal ambition may bring
into the arena. " It is certain," said he, on oJ:1e occasion, "that
I have been the great enlightener of the people of England." It
was,imposaible to avoid laughing at him, and yet at the same
time feelibg, in our heltis, that the impudent fellow had~

B +
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ground for his boast. He has been a grea.. enlightener than
lie intended, and has so well instructed thousands that he cannot
now himself lead them, nor obtain a jot more at their hands than
that fair hea~ to which every well-qualified pleader on a
public question IS entitled. In this he has only outstripped
others who have beene~ in the same work; but their con
tributions have not equalr~his, and probably would never have
been made at all but for hIS example. ..

The intelligence thus created must, ere long, obtain that
extension of the elective franchise for the use of which it is so
well qualified; which constitutes, in fact, the difference between
a freeman and a slave; and by which alone the many can recover
or secure their rights and interests _against the ambition, the
venality, or the servility of the few. Other conSequences, besides
political ones, of a most important description may be expected
&om it. Already has it combined in various ways with that
tendency to associate which, in the extent to which it has been
carried, may be classed amongst the characteristics of the present
age. Every object of literature or ~volence is now pursued
by voluntary societies formed for that specific purpose. The
charitable institutions of the metropolis fill a decent-sized volume
with ilie mere enumeration of their objects and lists of their
coriductors. There has been a striking descent, as to the ·station
in society, of the contributors to such institutions. The do- .
nations of wealthy individuals have been found not so permanent
a resource as the united mites of numbers. The zeal of philan
thropic leaders led to the opening of thi~ mine; but the labourers
have discovered its worth, and they are beginniDg to work it for
themselves. It is becoming available for more than the contin
~ncies of sickness, or even a supply of books. We are advanc
mg from a reading to a scientific population. London has
followed Glasgow and Edinburgh in the establishment of a Me
chanic's Institute. At Norwich steps have been taken towards
forming a society amongst the manufacturing journeymen, for
affording a practical trial to the inventions and supposed im..
provements which may be suggested by the ingenuity of indi
viduals amongst themselves. These proceedings are evidently
progressive, and tend to a great and felicitous change in the
structure of society. It may be difficult to anticipate the exact
course of events; but the efrect must be to elevate the character
an<l increase the enjoyments of the labouring portion of the
community. Our social arrangements may stop far short of the
forms contemplated by Mr. Owen; but there seems good reason
to expect that they will be modified by the influences of his
favouritP- co-operative principle; that combination will in some

... ....
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measure suppl, the want of capital; and ~ the prodigious
improvements m machinery which have been, and will be made,
instead of merely enriching individuals already wealthy, will
become directly subservient to the interests of the operative
classes, on whom they now so often indict severe though tempo
rary injury.

'The intellect of the age, that portion of it, we mean, which is
devoted to literary and scientific pursnits, is chieBy directed to
wards subjects which are generally interesting to a population
thus advancin~ in knowledge. Our authors have a vivid and
constant conscIOusness of belonging to a large community. The
study is no longer a hermitage in ,a wilderness. Its tenant is
no longer abstracted, even in his profoundest speculations, or
wildest imaginings, from the society of his fellows. It is no
longer 1\ cell,in the cloister of a monkish fraternity-the literary
few, who were all the world to every individual of the brother
hood. He has now the " kingdom for a stage;" and there is a
wider fame than their praise, and a louder peal than the anti
cipated echo of posterity to their voice, ip the immediate and
immeme plaudits of the multitudes who constitute his auditory.
He never fo:r:gets this; nor since Grecian poets and historians
recited their compositions at the public games, and Grecian
philosophers disputed in the public walks, has the sense of on&·
ness with a people been so large an ingredient in the literary
spirit. Hence there is a dash 01 politics in almost every produc
tion. It is thrown in' as seasoning which the national palate is
sure to relish. Whatever be.the promise of a title page;' poem,
play, or tale j dissertations on· the belles lettres, or voyages
round the world; history, criticism, science, or even theology;
the odds are fifty to one that we get not one half through witb
out allusions to the men or mannenJ of the day. At the theatres,
such allusions are continually made in modem plays, and out of
old ones. Even Shakspeare and all his wonderful creations
cannot induce us to forget Castlereagh and Canning, the Queen
and Napoleon, the French and the Spaniards. The audience
not merely take hints, but make them. The subject seems never
to come amiss, and consequently it is always coming. It has a
general invitation, and mixes familiarly with whatever company
may at lUly time be assembled. It possesses a sort of bibliO
graphical omnipresence, and seems to claim an existence coex
tensive with that of types and paJ>C!. Wh~t, indeed,~ effectu
ally exclude a topic which has the good-will of both wnters and
readers for its admission? . .

Of course, in lists of new publications, the article '~ Politics"
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always appears splendidly attended, aDd drags along an almost
interminable train of titles. The character of the times, however,
is not so clistinctly marked in this as in the sub~ects, style, and
size of the worb announced. The writers are eVidently pleading
at the bar of the public, aDd not. at that of the legislature or the
aristocracy. They send forth ~phlets instead of volumes.
They. have deseended from the bigb ground of theory into the
broad field of practical uti~ty. Or if they theorise, it is not on
the origin of society and rights of man, but on the principles to
which it is sought to reduce the multitudinous and seemingly
conflicting facts of political eooDODlY. The degree of interest
felt in them by the public is the great ~tor of our studies.
The abstru6er branches of matliematicaf science are compara
tively neglected. We care not to toil after truth for truth's
sake; but must first know what use we shall make of' it, and
what get by it of fame or profit. The geometrical purists are
making their parting bow, like other gentlemen of the old school.
The short cut of analysis has superseded the circuitous route of
strict geometrical demonstration. It is not Euclidian; but it
solves the problem, and that's enough. The ancient. method is
said to have been a fine exercise of the intellectnal faculties; but
,so, it is replied, W88 the length of the old road to church, three
miles round, a fine exerciEe of the walking faculties, yet now
every body goes the new path. Nor has the art of reasoning
(especially if we are to judge by the works which some of the
greatest mathematicians were so unfortunate as to publish in
unscientific matters) suffered more by the change than the art
of walking. Accordingly, propositions are established, aDd
·theorems demonstrated, and problems solved, and queatioDS
answered, as Bonaparte took towns and destroyed armies, in
the most expeditious ,.nd business-like way, in defiance of old
rules and old maaters. The loves of the triangles have waxed
cold. Their suitorll affe(:t them, not for themselves alone, but
for their properties in navigation or mechanics. A formidable
rival too has arisen in chemistry, which has every requisite for
popularity. It can be illustrated to all the world in public lee- .
tures; and its connections with the arts seem boundless. It baa
a flash end a boamee for eye and ear, and puts money in the
pocket besides. The master of the house is profiting by it all thefeI; his countiJJg-hou.Be, and the children of hla family are

. tro by it all the evening in the lecture-room. This is
irresistible. We are a chemical people; and it is something for
any science to make its way 80 low aqd so widely in a nation,
~y when that very tbot~ to its advlWcement the best
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eft"ot tll- of ~eat minds, 8Ild 1rium it is a scieJEe so irntnelii8lIe"
and extensIVely sabservient to the muitipliClltioa -of the~
ences and enjoyRleats of life.

Metaphysics seem governed by the smne laws as methemstics,
and are waaing also. Few persons 9tudyontology. LiW.ehe-.d
is given egell *0 speculations on the -nature af the humm IIJ~

and the origin of its ftculties. They are too remote &om public
interest and public utility, to have many votaries. A supposed
connection with religious doctrine keeps some opinioJls on this
subject a little in grace; and they have the additional recommend
ation of oocaaicmally beiDg instrwnental to the raising ofa clamour
about materialism, atheism,BDd French principles, against some
obnOKious ~logist CJl" auatmnist; but this purpose aD8wered,
they go back to the armoury of the friends of " social order," to
8CCUDlulate rust far a future execution to rub off. Practical trea
tises on education succeed better. They harmonise with the
spirit of the age. We take mao as he iI, and make the best we
can of him, arid read those who assist us in so doing. The rest
is considered perhaps 1roII1lewhat too exclusively, lIS "DOt ger
mane to the matter;" or if the relationship be made out, still it
is a q1UU'ter from which there are no expectancies, and therefore
DO IUlCOUnt is taken of it. This cui bono disposition makes ter
rible work with learning. h commits irreverence on the Greek
metDes, and _ much reduced the number of classical quotations.
EveR GJleek and Latin must be made sub&errieot to some obvi
OUIl1y weful purpose of history or scienee, or they are pushed
from their stool&. The wig that :is &tufted with them must wear
well, to win either praise or a purchaser. The multitude does
BOt tmderstand ncb matters; aDd the literary world only cares

. about what the multitude does undentand.
However inveatiUl may flourish ill tile arts, thel'e is but little

of it in literature. We have a rich smelt, and are making much
of it. Our ingenuity is chiefly displtayed in varying the forms of
our fmrefBtRers' thoughts; and they will 80 long enable U8 to meet
the demand, that but little prospect remams of increasing their
Dumber. Essal.s and ~quisitioJ1Bbreecllike flies in lOme huge
old body of phIlosophy. Hiatory is diBhed up ill the ".court"
of this sovereign, and the " life" of that, and \he " times" of a
third; or it is brought in, as a dessert, still more pleanntly in
" Hiatorical Tale- by the author of Waverley." A lennon of
Barrow fumisbes two or~ months'~ preaching for a m0
dern divine. .TIle new consists of little more than selections.
expansions, simplifications, aDd re-arrao~6DtI, of the .okl.
The massy plate of antiquity is melted, com«:d, BBd~ inw
circulation. 1De int scene of the MldamOl'phQlis is the~
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of modem literature. Besi"des this transmigration of the spirit
of the works of former times, there is a 200d deal of resurrection,
of direct and avowed republication. IIappy were they, as to
their chance of revisiting the' eyes of readers, who were not very
voluminous in their prOductions. Quantity may make all the
di1Ference between a new edition, and an article in a periodical,
or a little pilfering for an original work. Folios are quite out of
fBshion; and, if any thing enshrined in their Titanic forms be
ventured on for revival, octavos, or perhaps duodecimos, are the
11000 corpora into which it must pass. In one way or the other,
all our hoarded treasures are made available for common use.
This is the object for which so much extracting, reviving, amI
remoulding, is going forward. Undignified as modem book
makin~ appears, compared with the elaborate composition of
elder limes, when so much profound learning and original talent
were put in requisition for that work, it is yet the process bJ
which the prisoners of the British Museum, and similar collec
tions, make their escape into the book clubs and circulating
libraries of the people. We live under a new dynasty in litera
ture: the sovereignty of the people has succeeded to the oli
garchy of learning; and the accession is celebrated by a gaol
delivery of all authors who are not guilty of the capital offence,
of bein~ not readable, or not capable of being made so.
, The mfluence of this state of things on our national poetry is

very considerable and very obvious. All our great poets write
for the people. Sir Walter Scott is the choicest specimen. Not
that he is entitled to rank as the first living poet; but his pro
ductions exhibit many of the characteristic marks to which we
refer, more glaringly than those ,of his contemporaries. His tales
of war, and chivalry, and love; the unelaborate and universally

, perceptible melody of his verse; his resort to nursery tales and
vu~r superstitions in preference to the stores of classic history
andmythology; his recklessness of the charge of plagiarism, and
free. use of common-place expression or description, whenever it
serves his purpose; his frequent disregard of the niceties of lan
guage and of rhyme; and the bold outline by which he aims
at effect: these; if we add to them from Byron the Kean-like
expression of the most violent passions, an occasional mixture
of the vituperative and the burlesque, and ever recurring hits at
the popular topics of the day, will furnish a pretty complete
picture of a poet moulded by the spirit of the age,nnd ~ring

the image of his creator. The anxiety of Wordsworth to be'
the head of a school, or rather to be himself the whole school;
of Campbell to secure the sui&ages of men of refin~ taste; of
Moore to charm young ladies; and of Southey to promote the
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interests ofhis employers; - have modified this influence on them,
which the structure of their minds seems also less calculated to
receive: yet its impression is on them, broad and deep. They
sing for the many; except that Wordsworth seems rather to
chaunt a demonstration to the initialed few that the many should
be sung to. Cowper was the herald of this revolution. He first
disused the conventional phraseology which poetry had been
schooled to use, and bade her "speak right on" in the language
of nature and simplicity•. He was unconscious of what he did;
and wrote, not to please the people, but to please himself, one
of the people. Pursuing the latter object he attained the former.
Wordsworth aimed at the former, and succeeded in the latter.
This reformation of the poetical dialect is a happy consum
mation; but whether the effects, taken altogether, which have
resulted from the increased number and different character of the
readers of poetry have made it of more intrinsic worth, is very
questionable. It is not, however, for the present generation to
quarrel with bards, who in their eagerness to secure its plaudits
are ready to "jump the life to come" of posthumous reputation.
And even if poetry should prove to be somewhat deteriorated,
prose wor~s of fiction have had a compensating increase of ex
cellence. We speak of their general character. The laurels of
Sterne, Fieldirig, Smollett, and Richardson, are in no danger;
but in spite of their immortal works a stain remained on the
title of novel or romance, which it was reserved for the present
times to obliterate. In~ependently of the "great unknown," we
have 0. host of writers of great talent cultivating ~is wide field
with splendid success. If observation no lon~r supply them
with material in the strongly marked peculiariues of individual
character and manners, they have laid almost every period of our
national history under contribution to supply the deficiency.
And more than this has been done; for by the employment not
only of historical knowledge, but of antiquarian research into the
literature, manners, and daily habits and amusements of our an
cestors, a more faithful and vivid picture of the state of society, at
different and remote times, has been presented, than any professed
history in existence can supply us with. 1f any body wants to
become acquainted with his predecessors, the Fortunes of Nigel
is a better book for his purpose than Home's History of the
Stuarts. Such works of fiction are amongst the best vehicles of
truth. That they are in demand, and their authors powerfully
IlUmulated to their- production; that they are craved for, and
devoured, and incessantly supplied;-is a very pleasant symptom.

We are a mpst religious people, through all the gradations of
society. The higher classes became so, from the oppasite



extreme, very much out ofloyalty to GeoJ:'ge the Third &J;Id.hatred
of the FreDc:;h Revolution. The faith of their inferiors has been
cherished by a variety of popular institutio~ Bible, Missionary,
aDd Tract Societie~WIthout number; withmee~ speeches, and
sermons, succeedintiP: each other without intervaf. We mention
them not disrespectlUlly, nor with any doubt that much good has'
been accomplished by their agency; but. to show how religion
itlrelf has been affected by the causes which operate so powerfully
upon literature. That the press is kept cOllStantly at work by
these societies; that ~owds are continually assembled to hear
reports of their proceedings and be inspired with zeal for their
objects; and that, on such occasionSt statesmen, peers, and pre
lates mingle with the m,ultitude ;-are not owy demonstrations of
devout zeal, but acts of homage to the people, who were formerly
left to learn their creed and their duty in a quiet way from the
clergyman of the parish. Heresy, and even infidelity itself,
partake of this change. Those who dissent from the doctrines of
the established church have their hostile m~tings and missions,
and publish in the streets what used to be whispered in the closet.
That Scepticism should have descended also to struggle in the
public arena; sho.uld exchangE! its deliClJ,te iroQY and covert
i~sinuations Glr fierce attack and denunciation; should have its
apostles, its confessors" and its martyrs; - is more extraordinary;
and though something of the sort might natu~y have been ex
pected, let,. in the extent to 'Yhica it lias. actually happened, must
be partly 8icribed to t!J.e ~j1,l,d.icious ~ which, by seeking its
violent suppression, roused in its bew.If that sympathy which
human nature is prone to feel with those wh.o are, or are sup
posed to be, persec1,l,W<!.

If the in,creased prevalence of the religious principle be a sub
ject of congratulatioJ;l, there is one consequence which naturally
follows when its diffusion has been promoted by the spiritual
forc4J,g to which we have adverted, and when knowledge, though
advancing, has not kept even pace with it, which must be fa
mented. We mean the mu~h more ~reased prevalence of
religious language; its employment by men whos~ mouths it
becOmes qot, its frequent and almost profane misapplication, its
separation from any real feeling" and even from any rational
meaning, and its currency in the form of J?hrases, which, only
serve to impose on some and disgust others. Wi~ wh8.t a host
of illustrations might we fill our number, from royal proclam
ations down to tabe~le trac~!. We!pij notbWg of privileged
characters and places" nor of the. ~ligIbuS m~ at town
halls and taverns, tho~h there spme commit the offence who.have
no claim to ben~t of clergy; as. when the stateS~~mes fresh



&om the impoIiIion of lIOIBe'«leinoralizing tax to aubecribe fop
the spre8d of Christian precepts of purity; or a dissipated lordling
lends his titled name to grace the religion of universal brother
hood; or the lawyer foams his testimony to the word of truth :

.: or the soldier leans on the hilt of, perhaps, a mercenary sword
to support him through the praises of the gospel of peace. What
is worse than even this is, that we all cant, at all times and in
all places. The fashionable religious tinge is given even to the
speeches from the throne of our most gracious sovereign. His
ministers are, of course, the champions of religion and morals.
From the bar one often hears a great deal ofjilriOl# Christianity,
and from the bench sometimes a little animated sennoni»ing.
We have noticed also, that they are not always the cheapeft
shops where the tradesman keeps a Missionary or Bible Society
box upon his counter. The professed and sincere religionists of
the present day are much too apt to cultivate a peculiar theolo
gical dialect, and to employ it on very improper occasions; thel
scruple not to "sing the songs of Zion in a strange land;" but It
is much less tolerable that the taskmasters apd traffickers of
Babylon should join in the chorus.

Perhaps the enthusiasm of religion may flourish the more &OIQ

its being the only enthusiasm (though the cant of religion is cer
tainly not the only cant) in whiclt we seemd~ to indulge
one another. An affected levity and heartlessness have crept
over much of our literature, ~a more of our criticism, whose
cant deserves to be held in equal ab9mination. Our elder
brothers of the reviewing family have a considerable portion of
this mischief to answer for; and the rest may be laid at Lord
Bf!'On's door. Because some master minds can gracefully sport
WIth a subject, and playfully dispose (but not less acutely than
playfully) of a philosophical controversy; Qr because a powerful
effect was produced by the inspired delineation of a libertine, his
feelings worn out and his heart seared, moving through all that
is beautiful and grand, and finding in it only food for scorn;
does it therefore fo.l.l.Pw, that every stripling who can indite 1\

pretty verse, or fabricate a readable paper for a magazine, is to
find nothing in heaven or earth, in life, mind, or morals, im~

portant enoU8h to make him serious, or interesting enough to
demand emotion? The aB'eciation of deep feeling is bad eno~h ;
but not half so bad as the affectation of no~ at all, and the
ridicQ1e d it in others, where its absence bes~ks either an
original want of the native sympathies of hwnanity, or the ~
~whi~h it reqou"s a lO~urse 0.£ selfish dissipatiqn to
1Uperinduce. This taste is not .; it cannot last long. np~

wonld it~pr~~ IJll b~ ., the~k.:dpllii~~
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which (in some departments) it succeeded, and the Aeductive
~lare of certain productions. which should have remained un
Imitated as they are inimitable. Let mere talent revolve in its
own orbit, a very honourable one, without launching forth into
the eccentric sphere of genius. The fact is, that many laugh for
fear of being laughed at. They are more in dread of being ri
diculed than of being ridiculous. He who would readily en
counter an argument quails before a joke. The levity of criticism
has withered many a sensitive mind which gave promise of bright
excellence. It represses whatever is pathetic in poetry, or bold
in philosophy. It has made us a timid race, unworthy of our
lineage, for" we are sprung of earth's best blood;" and an un
curbed originality of thought, and the free vent of every emotion
that becomes a man, are the traits of our ancestral literature.
This is most ungrateful and unwise; for criticism feeds on author
ship, and should not deteriorate the quality of its own food:
unless, indeed, criticism means to be self-supported. and to
supersede the authors altogether. There have been symptoms
of a tendency towards this anarchical state. The professed
reviewer writes a dissertation on his author's subject, and in
retaliation the author reviews himself in his own book, criticising
as he proceeds. But enough' of the errors of reviewers, which,
perhaps, our own p~s may soon be put in requisition to ex
emplify. Periodical literature has enlarged its boundaries; an
its conquests, like most others, bear a mixed 'character of ,.,rood
and evil. It has been acted upon by that popular impulse whidl
has so extensively affected the whole of our literature; and the
wider range it now takes, and the higher talent embarked in' it,
qualify it to re-act powerfully upon the public mind. That this
re-action should be as beneficial as it is powerful, is of the first
importance. That the spirit and manner in which the lending
reviews have been conducted are deemed susceptible of improve
ment, is implied in the present aitempt to increase their number.
Our hope of success is grounded on that greater conformity with
the spirit of the times, in all its honourable.peculiarities, which is
allowed by our freedom from the trammels of party. Such a
publication as we project, seems to us to be called for by the
voice of the people; of whom we are, from whom we have no
Ileparate interests or objects, and to whom, though we cannot
sacrifice a single just principle or personal conviction, we heartily
devote our efforts in the pages of The Westmz'nster Revz'err.
Let us be tried by our country.
. Mr. Boone's view of " Men and Things in 1828" bas a
more inIIDediate reference to the political' topics and. events
of the day than that which it has been attempted to sketch in
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the foregoing pages. He reads a lecture, a very friendly and
laudatory one, to Mr. Canning, on the state of parties, and the
conflict of principles both at home and abroad, and on the course
which that gentleman should pursue to secure his own fame and
his country's good. Some of the statements and advice have
already become obsolete. The then situation of Spain, and
what Mr. Canning might or should have done, are unhappily
of this description. It is justly remarked, however, that" be
neath the surface of the present conflict a far wider revolution is
going on; and its mainspring, its vivifying principle, is the
diffusion of knowledge. The pen is bec.ome a far more powerful
and effectual weapon than the sword; and they who would
oppose the arm of power to the influence of the press, must
soon have occasion to rue the hopelessness of the contest."
Accordingly, the prowess which knowledge and liberty have
made, and must continue to make in the world, are said and
sung by Mr. Boone, in the first of his poetical epistles and its
notes. He then becomes a little alarmed at the extent of the
anticipated triumph which he has celebrated. He is fearful of
our having too much of a good thing, and descants on the
" danger of their being carried too far, or running wild." The
prevention of such danger is a dignus 'Oindice nodus, and his
Magriu'J Apollo is invocated for that purpose.

, SUCD ills have risen 1- Oh! lest they rise again,
Let reason's arm avert tb' impending bane.
But how1'- think, Canning: - in thy mind revolve
That awful problem man has now to solve:

The author's hints towards the solu~on of the problem are
recommendatory of a liberal and conceding policy to govem
ments, that they may thus" take the cause of freedom out of the
hands of political enthusiasts, hair-brained speculators, soldiers
of fortune, ambitious rebels, hungry, desperate, unprincipled
adventurers," and pltu:e it in tkeir own. We wish they may
adopt this advice; but submit, nevertheless, that the cause of
freedom may be in safer and better hands than either. Let the .,
people keep it in· their own. Unless they do, it is a lost
cause.

Mr. B. is not, nor does he affect to be, a poet. His epistles,
he says, " are put into rhyme, because, without that aid, a mere
didactic exposition of general principles would be altogether
unpalatable." We hope not; and have, therefure, ventured to
offer our remarks in prose. It is but just to add, that he has
accomplished all that he pretends to; that the syllables in each
line are correctly counted, and the final ones have a very

VOL. 1. C
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tolerable c:I~ of resemblance to each other. Some passages
deserve higher praise, and might be quoted 8i specimens of
nervous versification.

ART. II. Fahlelfor the Holy Alliance, Rhymel on the Road, etc. etc.
By Thomas Brown the younger, Secretary of the Poco-curante
Socie!r' and Author of the" Fudge Family" and" The Two-pennv
Post Hag," 1828. 12mo. pp.l98. Longman and CO.

MR. Moore has not been, like many others of his class,
(though we believe he might have been with profit to himself,)

a court sycophant; - he has taken in hand and in heart the great
cause of mankind; he has sympathised with the o~pressed many,
instead of making common cause with the oppressmg few; he has
dared to attack tne vices and follies of men in power, and his most
brilliant sallies of wit and satire have been directed. against the
tyrants and bigots who would keep mankind in perpetual igno
rance to make them the objects of perpetual pillage. U The
Fudge Family," "Tom Crib's Memorial to Congress," and
" The Letters of the Two-penny Post Bag," though unhappily
devoted to topics ofa nature too transient for poetical immortality,
are to our taste hi~hly entertaining and instructive productions;
and we wish heartily that the work which we now propose to
examine, had in any way corresponded with those master-pieces
of ridicule and invective.

Unfortunately, the exclusive culture of the faculty of imagin
ation has but too strong a tendency to impair the powers of
judgment; and how much soever poets may wish to instruct as
well as to amuse, (" et prodesse volunt, et delectaTe poeta:,") it
rarely happens that they accomplish this double purpose. The
very qualities of mind which fit a man for the production of fine
poetry, tend in a great degree to incapacitate him for the striC\.
process of logical deduction. Poetry (which never has been,
and perhaps cannot be, accurately defined) seems to differ from
prose mainly in this, that, instead of being such a statement of
the totality of the particulars belonging to any given subject as
is requisite to enQhle the judgment to arrive at correct conclusions
in relation to that subject, it is a selection of such only of the
particulars as are calculated to affect the imagination. The
fll'e&lest poet, like the greatest painter, is he who can produce
the most vivid impressiori by the smallest number of lines j and
the chief skill of both lD'tists consists in bringing to view or
aggravating such only of the striking features in each subject as
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may enable the imagination to fill up the picture with varying
thou~h vi~rous conceptions.

It IS eVIdent that an habitual process such as this cannot but
tend to disqualify any man for the severer exercise of his reason.
Truth can be attained no otherwise than by a minute and compre
hensive examination of all the details of a subject, and general
conclusions on which reliance may be placed can onIy be drawn
from a dry and painful exhaustion of almost innumerable particu
lars. This is more especially the case with regard to political
science. "Truths in general have been C4I1led stubborn things;
the truths just mentioned are so in their own way. They are
not to be forced into detached and general propositions unin
cumbered with explanations and exceptions. They will not
compress themselves into epigrams. They recoil from the tongue
and pen of the declaimer. They flourish not in the same soil
with sentiment. They grow among thorns; and are not to be
plucked, like daisies, by infiwts as they run. Labour, the in.
evitable lot of humanity, is in no track more inevitable than here.
In vain would an Alexander bespeak a peculiar road for royal
vanity, or Ptolemy a smoother one for royal indolence. There
is no Ki1lfts Road, no Stadiholders Gate, to legislative any more
than to mathematic science,"

To the ardour and rapidity of poetical genius, such a task is
repulsive and difficult, if not impossible; and, as we seldom suo
ceed where the affections are not en~, there are few great
poets who have been good reasoners. - ':they are the mere crea
tures of sentimental sympathy and antipathy; their heart tells
them this, and their heart tells them that; their love and hatred,
their approbation and disapprobation, are measured by no intel
l~ible standard. Their fine feelings supply them instinctively
WIth all the rules of morality. In their view, logic has indeed a
closed fist and a scowling aspect, and the tune of " Trisle raison ..
is always uppermost in their ears. They love to carry us back.
to days of yore, when the mind of man was still cradled in
infantine weakness; and appear almost to regret the passing
away of the blessed days of chivalry, with all their darkness and- •
don.JO'U' violence and insecurity; when the functions of chr0
nicler and romancer were equally blended, and the dreams of
imagination were received with the same credence as authentic
historical narrative.

From this intellectual weakness, common to the greater nUID
ber of his poetical hrethren, Mr. Moore is by no taeaI18 exempt.
His instinctive hatred of oppression has indeed impelled him
to attack the whole race of oppressors; but from the contents of
the volume now before us, it may be interred that he is ignorant

c ~ .
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of the causes which give birth and continuance to these enemies
of mankind, and of the only means which can accomplish their
downfal: his reprobation is confined to individual actions and
individual personages; he never seems to suspect that these per
sonages are endowed with the powers ofmischief, and these repre
hensible actions occasioned by systems adverse to the interests of
the mass of mankind, and that, as, in the long run, men have
always been the same, the same results must ensue so long as
the same systems prevail. His opinions, so far as he has any,
are the oflSpring, not of his enquiries, but of his sympathies.
Mr. Moore has resided in America; and, we understand, speaks
of the Americans with unbounded dislike and contempt. The
cause of all this is obvious enough; - one, who during a large
portion of his life has been the god of drawing-room idolatry,
who, constantly surrounded by titled and fascinating females,
has found himself the delight of every ear, the object of every
eye, and the theme of every tongue; one, who has' inhaled a
whole atmosphere of flattery, could scarcely be expected to re
tain his sober senses amid such peril of intoxication. It is natu
ral enough that this brilliant scene should be the nucleus round
which his sympathies should be encircled; that he should forget
or place out of the account all other classes of human beings,
and fall into the common mistake of supposing that thefashian
able world is the 'IJlhole world, or at least the whole whose exist
ence is of any importance.

Now in America there are no titles, little fashion, and few
drawing-rooms. People who have scarcely existed as a nation so
long as the ordinary life of man, must necessarily be for the
most part engaged in the obtaining of subsistence: they have not
had time to prod_uce a very polished or very leisurely class; no
class for whom the delicate gossamers of European aristocracy
can entertain any great d~ee of sympathy. True it is that the
great mass of their population is exempt from the evils of poverty
and misgovernment, to a degree which no other nation has ever
experienced; true it is that taking the aggregate of numbers
there exists among them a greater amount of happiness than the
same numbers have ever before enjoyed; - but, in the estim
ation of the sentimentalist, the, are a coarse, calculating, matter
of-fact people. The possessIOn of competence, security, and
content, can never compensate the want of that elegance which
alone can render a community worthy of his consideration, and
in the absence of which it is impossible that t.hey can, in his
eyes, retain any redeeming qualities.

Upon the nature, the cause, and the extensIve effects of good
government, it is probable thllt Mr. Moore has never enquired
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or t~ough~ ~ery d~l?ly; i!1deed we suspect ~hat the.whole amowlt
of his political 0plOlOns IS comprehended 10 ~rtainvagueasso
ciations attached to the words lib(!7·tyandfreedom, so often the
subject of his most exhilarating strains. What he means by
liberty he has not told us; perhaps he means security from op
pression or injustice at the' hands of men in' power; but the

. tribe of writers who are hired to cheat mankind out of their
senses, and persuade the flock that it is their interest to be shorn
to the quick, will tell Mr. Moore that liberty means hanging
up opulent men to the lamp-post and dividing their spoil among
the executioners, - some such executions having once been
performed on its oppressors 'by an infuriated nation whom those
oppressors had succeeded in rendering ignorant and ferocious, _
and had failed in keeping subject. The backwoodsman of
America will tell him, it means exemption from all the restraints
of society in a "habitation fifty miles distant from any other
human abode: - and 'We tell him it means nothing. The reign
ofvague generalities is passing fast away; - before we can attain
what we esteem desirable, we must be able to describe with
accuracy what we wish to attain, and abstain from the employ
ment of terms which no two individuals understand in the same
sense.

However, as to this matter, the fault seems to lie rather in the
art of poetry than in the artist; and perhaps all we have said
amounts to no more than this, that Mr. Moore is a poet, and
therefure is Mt a reasoner. Provided he encourages institutions
and feelings likely to operate beneficially upon the condition of
the people at large, we ought to be contented with his perform
ance, and abstain from analysing very rigorously the process by
which he arrives at his conclusions, or the terms which he em
ploys to express them; and we should never have entered upon
the inv~tionwe have just concluded, had not indulgence in
sentimentAlity and indisposition to reason impelled our author
in his last performance to express sentiments incompatible with
justice and the best interests of mankind.

For instance, with regard to the Neapolitans, he exclaims, -

, Ay-down to the dU5t with them, slaves as they are!
"From this hour, let tho blood in their dastardly veins,

That shrunk at the first touch of Liberty's war,
Be suck'd out by tyrants, or stagnate in chains!

, On, on like a cloud, through their beautiful vales,
Ye locU5ta of tyranny, blasting them o'er

Fm, fiU up their wide sunny waters, ye sails
From each sIave.mart of Europe, and poison their ahore !

c S
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, Let their fate be a mock-word; let men of all lands
Laugh out, with a scorn that shall ring to the poles,

When each sword, that the cowards let fall from their hands,
shlill be forged into fetters to enter their souls.

, And deep, and more deep, as the iron is driven,
Base slaves! may the whet of their agony be,

To think - as the damn'd haply think of that heav'n
They had once in their reach-that they might have been fr.ee.'

Now, in our judgment, nothing can be more cruel, unjust, and
absurd, than the sort of language so generally expressed by
sentimentalists on the unhappy issue of the attempts made by
the Neapolitans and Spaniards to rid themselves of a portion of
the manifold evils of misgovernment.

" Out upon them !" - says the tender-hearted, love-sick son
netteer. "Out upon them!" "Down to the dust with them !"
" Drive in the iron I" "Suck out their blood!" "Trample out
every spark of freedom I"- And why? Because the scanty popu
lation of a diminutive country, degraded and brutalised by whole
centuries of ignorance and oppression, did not exhibit the same
resolution and use the same efforts in their own defence which a
well educated and intelligent people might have resorted to, had
their country been in like manner attacked. We say might 
not 'tDOUld; because to whatever extremes men may be impelled
by republican enthusiasm or philosophic determination, we are
quite sure, that in point of military propriel:f, few would recom
mend a half-arme<}, undisciplined, unsupported band of ten
thousand men, to sustain the shock of five or six hundred thou
sand veteran troops pouring in upon them by successive armies,
week after week, and month after month; and we are equally
sure that no one who reflects would ever imagine a territory
scarcely larger than Wales, able to cope a moment with the
strength of Austria and Russia. Yet in his sentimental and dis
proportionate abhorrence of that weakness of mind and body
called cowardice, Mr. Moore has no -merc~' on the unfortunate
victims of arbitrary power; - it is the topic in which he seems
to delight. He has a whining elegy on the same subject in the
last number of the" National Melodies," which, if we have not
been misinformed, is one of his most favourite productions, and
that with which in singing he most frequently regales his
hearers. 'Tis well for those whose "lives and fortunes" still
remain after the long contest against the improvement of mankind,
to cry " A plague of all cowards, I say, and a vengeance too !
Marry and amen I Give me a cup of sack, boy I Is tllere no
virtue extant?" But the mighty in song are not always mighty
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in fight; and we cSnnot feel altogether assured, that the prick
of an Austrian bayonet might not liave power to cbange a poet's
note, or, like the American torpedo, to paralyse if not to silence
his tongue. Let him not be rufBed at this distant supposition:
as great as he have fallen into the same weakness; and when
Horace took to his heels, he had the magnanimity to con
fess it.

It is not in the sufferings of the Neapolitans alone, that Mr.
Moore seems to take such pious delight. Duped into error and
injustice by the commonest form of poetical expression, - by
one of his own personifications,-he views with complacency, if
not with delight, all the sufferings endured by the enslaved
Venetians. -

, Mourn not for Venice, - though her fall
Be awful, as if ocean's wave

Swept o'er her, - sbe de,eroe, it all,
And justice triumpbs o'er her grave.

Desolate Venice! when I track
Thy haught}' course through centuries back, 
When I revIew all tbis, and see
What thou art sunk and crush'd to now,
I feel the mOf'al vengeance aweet,
And smiling, o'er the wreck, repeat,
Thus perisli every king and state,
'That tread the steps whicb Venice trod.'

This is poetical justice with a vengeance, and justice only on
the bare surf8ee of the words employed to describe it. The fal
lacy lies in a single personification; and is so transparent, that
even a poet, ifhe paused a moment, could scarcely fail to detect
it. Whoever is guilty of crime o~ht to be pUnIShed. Venice,
says the poet, has been guilty of cnme; therefore Venice ought
to be punished. But though it possibly escaped his penetration,
the Venice mentioned secondly is altogether a different personage
from the Venice mentioned firstly; and in plain prose the matter
stands thus: -

" Certain persons called Venetians, none of which persons are
now in existence, committed great atrocities between the years
14000 and 1600: "Ergo, certain other persons called Venetians,
who had no share in those atrocities, but who live in the yeer
1828, deserve to be enslaved, and afIIicted with manifold suffilr-

int);;rhaps, even in this position, a poetical intellect which bas
never bestowed a single thought on the principles which o~ht

to r~te punishment, may not be enabled to detect any thing
very Incongruous or unjust; but we think we can place the matter

c 4-
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in a ~ht which, for the future, may induce even Mr. Moore to
pausebefore he measures out retribution according to the dictates
of sentimentality.

" Certain persons called Cath.olics, none of which persons are
now in existence, committed, a few centuries ago, great atrocities
in Ireland: Ergo, certain other persons called Catholics, who
have had no share in those atrocities, ought throughout Ireland
to be the victims of persecution in 18240."

In an address to Montblanc - describing the effects pro
duced upon him by an evening view ofthis mODntain,-Mr. Moore
says-

, I stood entranced and mute,
Mighty Montblanc! thou wert to me,
That minute, with thy brow in heaven,
As sure a sign of deity ,
As e'er to mortal gaze was given.
Nor ever--------
Can I the deep-felt awe forget,
The ecstasy that thrill'd me then!
'Twas all that conscioUBDe88 of power
And life beyond &hill mortal hour; 
That proud 886urance of our claim
To rank among the sons of H$ht,
Mingled with shame, - oh, bitter shame! 
At having risk'd that splendid right
For aught that earth, through all its range
Of glories, offers in exchange--
And should my spirit's hope grow weak,
Should I, oh God! e'~r doubt thy power,
This mighty scene again I'll seek,
At the same calm and glowing hour;
And here, at the sublimest shrine
That nature ever rear'd to thee,
Rekindle all that hope divine
Andftel my immortality I'

If Mr. Moore, as we are led to suspect from the foregoing
extract, has ever been of a sceptical turn, we congratulate
him on the discovery of any argument likely to promote any
belief which may be conducive to his happiness: but a little
of that charity which is one of the chief characteristics of the
creed which our author professes,-a little forbearance towards
those with whom, if in error, he himself may have erred in com
mon, might, we think, have induced him to abstain from joining
in the attack (p.89.) against an individual now suffering pro
tracted imprisonment for the publication of opinions differing
from the opinions professed by his prosecutors. The unhappy
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prisoner, it is true, may have arrived at his conclusions byargu
ments less high-flown than the elevation of Montblanc,-his
conclusions may be al~ther erroneous; but it can scarcely be
doubted that they are the result of investigation, and ~ieved
with at least as much sincerity as those at Which Mr. Moore has
been enabled to arrive by a speedier process of induction. At
any rate, persecution for opinions, whether under colour of law
or in any ·other way, is injustice. Disregard of the sufferings of
persecuted men, let their errors be what they may, is cruelty.

Perhaps, after all, there is not perfect sincerity in the attack;
and, considering the whig-aristocratical atniosphere in which
Mr. Moore dwells, we suspect that an apprehension of being
esteemed somewhat of an eraltado, may have induced him to
make this little sacrifice to the prejudi$:es and interests of those
who have much to lose. and little to gain b~ any chan~ and
who mask under profesSIOns of moderation therr steady discoun
tenance of every attempt at political improvement.

However, did not the present work afford conflicting evidence
on the point, we ~ht almost suspect that our author had been
bought up by the Vice Society and Constitutional Association, to
further the purposes of those enlightened and humane bodies;
and now when youth is passing away, desire cooling, and the
" fifty fair maids" with whom he may " have kissed and prattled"
are growing old, to cry out with Solomon at the end of the chap
ter, and not till the end of the chapter; " All is vanity."

Not content with prostration at the shrine of intolerance, he
turns knight-errant in defence of female chastity, and launches
out a long acrimonious invective Bgflinst Rousseau and Madame
de Warens. (P.125.) Now from Thomas Little this is a little
too good! Don Juan preaching a sermon against incontinence,
and consigning to eternal infamy a matronly lady for befriending
a poor pennyless boy, and for committing a few irregularities to
save him from the efFec.ts of his own youth and indiscretion! 
Spare, spare, gentle moralist! your indignation against actions
which occasioned pain to no human being, and point it against
thOllC which are the cause of assignable mischief. Lash the
male coquet, who excites hopes wmch he is predetermined to
disappoint. Lash the male seducer, who for the sake of a
moment's gratification does not hesitate to involve 8 whole
family in protracted misery and disgrace. Thunder against
the tyrants and bigots who would fetter our intellects, and despoil
us of the fruits of our labours. - But let one benevolent old
woman settle the account of her frailties before another tribunal.

In the stanzas on country dance and quadrille, we are sur
prised to find in Mr. Moore (an educated and travelled gentle-
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man) a degree of petty nationality such as is now scarcely to be
met with in a vulgar squire 01' morevu~ cockney. Undoubt
edly the sympathies and associations oreach individnal will for
the most part lead him to prefer the manners and habits of his
own country; but the very variety of taates which he ml1llt ob
serve at home, might lead him to abstain from fOlltering a mass
of hostility and prejudice against our fellow-men, for no better
reason than the circumstance of their being born a few leagues
from our own doors, and differing a little in their dreu and
pleasures.

Upon the whole, we deem the present the leut interelil~

and impressive of all Mr. Moore's productions. We say thIS
with no bitterness, and with no desire to occasion pain: he bas
still, as a poet; great powers; and if he will continue to exert
his energies against the foes of improvement, and encourage us
in the pursuit of the blessings of good government, he will be an
object of interest more extensive and lasting, and of~ more
cheering, whether for the middle or the close of life, than all be
may have hitherto enjoyed in the blaze of drawing-rooms or the
caresses of beauty. .

'Vith the following extract, which exhibits, if not a very
vigorous, at least an accurate picture, and which we esteem the
best piece in the present volume, we shall now conclude: -

Epitaph on a La""'!/er.
• Here lies a lawyer _ one, whose mind

(Like that of all the lawyer kind)
Resembled, though so grave and stately,
The pupil of a cat's eye greatly, 
Which for the mousing dee4JJ transacted

In holes and corners is well fitted,
But which, in sunshine, grOWl contracted,

As if 'twould, - rather not admit it, 
As if, in short, a man would quite

Throw time away who tried to let in a
Decent portion of God's light

On lawyer's mind or PU88Y'S retina.
Hence when he took to politiclI,

As a refreshing change of evil,
Unfit with ~d affairs to mix,
His little Dlsi prius tricks,

Like imps at bo-peep, play'd the devil ;
And proved that when a small law wit

Of statesmanship attempts the trial,
'Tis like a player on the kit,

Put all at once to a baBB viol.
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Nay, ev'n when honest (which he could
Be, now and then) still quibbling daily,

He served his country as he would
A client thief at the Old Bailey.

But - do him justice - short and rare
His wish through honest paths to roam ;

Born with a taste for the unfair,
Where falsehood call'd he still was there,

And when least honest most at home.
ThUll shuJHing, bullying, lying, creeping,

He work'd his way up near the throne,
And long before he took the keeping

Of the king'l conscience, lost his own.'
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ART. Ill. For the Oracle, qf God, Four Oratio1U. For Judgment
to come, an Argument, in Nine Pam. By the Rev. Edward
Irving, M. A. London. T. Hamilton. 182S. 8vo. pp.5+8.

WE are of opinion that Mr. Irving is a man of extraordinary
talents; who, either from an undue hankering after pre

mature fame, or from the solicitations, perhaps, of misjudging
friends, has been induced to put forth a most unequal work.

So curiously indeed are the faults and beauties mixed up in
the book now before us; so nice and accurate is the compens
ation given and received by each class; so much i'J there, on the
one hand, of flowing and poetical language, of lofty thought,
and, moreover, of just reasoning, while, on the other, there are
such unequivocal specimens of expression the most vulgar, con
ceptions the most abortive, and logic the most pointless; that we
must honestly declare, we know not in which scale the balance
preponderates. We are aware that such an acknowledgment of
fallibility as thi'! which we now make, will seem a little odd to
those who mark the first essays of public criticism; the positive
ness of a reviewer being generally in the inverse ratio of his
experience. But we are, nevertheless, constrained to repeat,
upon this subject of the merits and faults of Mr. Irvin~, that we
are utterly unable to decide upon the question of thell" relative
magnitude. We believe both to be so great, that, had we ten
dered our evidence on a late important investigation-, the coun
sel on both sides would, by mutual consent, have rejected us.

In several of the objects which, as we gather from his preface,
Mr. Irving chiefly proposed to himself in the composition of
these sermons, we think that he has most signally failed; and
that, whatever success may attend his preaching, if we are to

• Trial of the Rev. Edw. Irving. See the clever pamphlet with
that title.
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judge from the specimens contained in this volume, will be found
to be of a different, though hardly less important kind, than that
which the author seems principally to have had in view. Mr.
Irving seems to have sat down to the work of composition with
the purpose of writing to (or at) the literary, the imaginative,
and the scientific among unbelievers; and intended either to
bring over to his own standard all those classes of opponents, or,
at any rate to neutralise the effects of their opp6sition, by stig
matising and depreciating them in the opinions of the people. '
Now in thi'i we believe that he has failed; and, moreover,
that if an angel from heaven had set about the same task in
the same manner, he would have met with no greater success.
For, really, the literary and scientific men of the present day are
a stiff-necked generation, neither to be converted nor yet silenced
by dint of undiscriminating invective; and we do marvel that any
man should have lived to the age of Mr. Irving without perceiv
ing, that the effect of uilderv81uing the pursuits of such men,
of directly attacking their infl~ence upon society (which, by the
way, was never so powerful as it is at p.resent), and of seeking to
drive them violently, and all at once, out of the strong holds
which they have built, could be no other than to provoke them
into an active and formidable hostility. Instead of stealthily and
gradually sealing up the hive-patiently stopping each par
ticular chink-and carrying off his enemies while wrapt in
darkness and sleep,-he has chosen to break in upon the honey
combs at mid-day, deranging the whole economy of the cells, and
rousing the very drones to resent his unceremonious invasion.

If, tnerefore, it should be admitted, that this gentleman has
been successful in disenchanting some minds from the influence of
the wizards of literature and science; if he should have stopped

. up some ears against the voice of these " charmers, charm
they never so wiseIy;"-we should still be inclined to doubt
whether, upon the whole, the loss has not been greater than
the~. For, though the enemy have been driven out of some
of hIS fortresses, he has been injudiciously exasperated into a
degree of activity which may gain him many others. But, for
our own part, we are disposed to believe that very little has been
done even in this way. Among those classes of the people for
whom Mr. Irving professedly writes, there are few individuals
indeed who have not some literary or scientific attachments,
and who are not, therefore, likely to receive, with more of anger
than of submission, the general invectives which are fOWld in the
volume before us. With the single exception of Wordsworth
.and his disciples, we know of none who may not with reason
complain of the contemptuous hostility with which they are here
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assailed. Had Mr. Irvin~ explained to his hearers the supreme
importance of religion, Without thinking it necessary to deviate,
for the sake of contrast, into dissertations upon the unhesvenly
tendency of this poet's verses, or that reasoner's argumentation;
had he contented himself with expounding St. Peter and St.
Paul, without interweaving a running commentary upon Byron,
Southey, and Moore; - his talents and his earnestness would
have made more converts and fewer enemies.

In like manner, we must be permitted to doubt whether the
reforms which Mr. Irving seems anxious to produce in the lives
~d discourses of his fdlow ministers, lire very likely to be
brought about by the means which he has adopted for the pur
pose. Mr. Irving's own life, we have been informed, and believe,
is characterised by zeal for the interests of religion, and by great
and most praiseworthy efforts to promote them. His set'll1ons,
too, are full of earnestness, and certainly.contain most of those
qualities in which he asserts that the discourses of others are
deficient. And we would ask any reasonable man, whether the
persorial example of this gentleman, in both these respects, is not
likely to produce infinitely more effect upon the conduct and the
sermons of his brethren, than any quantity of invective and
sarcasm which his eloquence can heap upon them? In this, and
in other points, Mr. Irving seems to have too little respect for the
reasoning faculties of those with whom he has to deal; he insists
upon blurting out every truth (supposing that all his charges are
truths), instead of leaving any~ to be inferred, though the in
ference be never so easy and natural. The consequence has been,
that his attacks upon science and literature have procured him
the marked hostility of nearly every publication of the day;
while we have reason to know, that, among his own brethren,
there is hardly one, who does not retort (at least in private) the
scorn with which he ha!P been treated.

Let it not be supposed, that, in making these remarks, we
are findinR fault with the independence of thought and the fear
lessness or speech, which so favourably characterise Mr. Irving.
On the contrary; we are ready to ~ve him the tribute of our
admiration for his boldness, - qualified, nevertheless, by many
doubts as to the extent of his discretion. Speaking in our own
character, we applaud, instead or condemning, the conduct of
any man who proclaims the existence of delusion or abuse:
indeed it is a liberty of which we shall claim a large portion for
ourselves. But, after all, the knife and cautery are only to be
used now and then in desperate cases; and our complaint
against Mr. Irving is, that he uses these when other specifics
would be preferable. He is a Quixote, who holds all parley in
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scorn; and rides, with lance couched, not only against ravishers
and giants, but also against fulling-mills and flocks of sheep.

Having thus protested. against the indiscretion which is
sometimes observable in these discourses, we are now at liberty
to say, that we think it nearly the heaviest charge which can
be brought against Mr. Irving. We speak not of the com
position of his sermons; but of the spirit in which they are writ
ten. Perhaps, however, we o~ht to say a little of a certain
tone of dogmatism which shows Itself oftener than we could wish,
- an assumption of the character of Sir Oracle; which, in the
first production of so young a man, and a man too whose rea
soning powers are not the highest of his faculties, seems not
a little injudicious. It will convince nobody, a.nd it offends
many. Such are the principal faults discernible in the sermons
before us, so far as the manner and spirit are concerned; and,
as we are sincerely desirous that the observations we are now
making should have the effect rather of removing obstacles out
of the way to this gentleman's future success, by furnishing him
with some useful hints, than of creating any additional prejudice
against him, we shall be heartily glad to find no material for any
new criticism of this kind in the works which he may hereafter
be induced to consign to the press.

We believe that, while it would be quite impossible for the
most partial friend of Mr. Irving to assert that he has not the
faults which we have imputed to him, it would be equally out of
the power of his enemies to deny him the possession of many
qualities which deserve and command approbation. There is
about him so much of open sincerity and ardent. zeal ; so
thorough a contempt for prejudice, however inveterate, and for
fashion, however prevalent; so fixed a devotedness to the cause
which he supports; such decision, in short, and such enthusiasm,
as serve to remind us very forciWy of the early Scotch Reformers,
and to produce in the mind, notwithstanding our suspicions of
the occasional impolicy of his language, a very extraordinary de
gree of sympathy, respect, and admiration. From the bottom
of our hearts we feel reverence for the man who can display so
mu~h ofmoral courage as we discern in Mr. Irving. Surrounded
as he was at the time when these discourses were delivered, by
the gay, the fashionable, and the selfish, he has not scrupled to
bear his testimony to that equality, which, in like manner as it
originally existed amongst men, finally awaits them. With minis
ters of state among his auditors, he hesitates not to speak of the
excellence of civil liberty, and to refer with evident exultation to
the times in our own history when it assumed even an aspect of
republicanism. In the presence of literary men of all ranb
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(whose power either as friends or as enemies, is, at this day,
incalculable), he has denounced the allurements of literature,
when they would seduce from the paths of religious duty.
Throughout the whole book there is no such thing as equivo
cation or trimming; no paring down of principle to fit a par
ticular standard; neither retraction nor qualification. It is
Bourdaloue preaching to the court of Louis XIV.; or South
haranguing the royal profligate of England; or the fearless
apostle of the Gentiles addressing the heathens and sceptics of
Athens.

It is perhaps scarcely necessary to add, that, in consequence
of the qualities we have just referred to, the style of Mr. Irving
is often exceedingly impressive. Indeed, we are persuaded that
a selection might be made from this volume, furnishing a cento
of brilliant and most forcible passages, which should be equal
in strength, in warmth, and in all the qualities which commend
themselve'3 to the heart of man, to any simila.r collection which
could be made from the same number of sermons of any divine,
antiquated or modem. And here we cannot but express our
grief, that, in consequence of the profusion with which Mr. Irving
&as scattered his metaphysical and a.rgumentative passages (in
which he shows no superiority, to say the least) over die sur
face of his work, the volume is likely to remain a llea1ed book
to the great majority of readers. Just as a person new to the
works of Jeremy Taylor is apt to be wea.ried and disgusted by
the perpetual recurrence of quibbling theology, and insufferably
heavy quotations from the Heathen and Christian writers of anti
quity, though, ifhe will but persevere, he may meet with bursts
of the truest eloquence in which heart ever spoke to heart;
so in this tome of Mr. Irving's, any reader who is not bound,
like an unlucky reviewer, to read a book through, will feel
his patience give way under the piles of clumsy a.rgument, and
will hardly take pains to cull out the pearls which might evell
now and then be found imbedded amongst them. Indeed, the um
versal complaint is, that the book is not readable; and we are
compelled, from ouro~ painful experience in travell.inl( through
it, to acknowledge that there is but too much justice in the impu
tation.

We shall not meddle at all with Mr. Irving's theology, which
we suspect to be, in some points, nearly p~uliar b? hims~.
We have not looked at this volume with any VleW t?f disco.ver~
its doctrinal merits or demerits, but almost exclUSIvely WIth the
purpose of determiniIig its literary character. .The pre<:edin2
observations have forced themselves upon us m the perusal;
and we have thought it not amiss to lay them before our
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readers, because we think they may serve, in some measure,
to account for that host of critical prejudices with which
the reputation of Mr. Irving has hitherto had to struggle.
In consequence of those prejudices, the bad and questionable
passages in this work are a great deal better known to the
public, than those which are of an opposite description; and,
for that reason, we shall confine ourselves, in the few extracts we
have to make, almost exclusively to the favourable specimens of
these discourses. The bombast, the foolish quaintnesses, the
puerile conceits, and the lame and incongruous figures in which
the volume abounds, have been already laid before the public in
every possible shape; and we shall content ourselves with refer
ring our readers, for the faults of Mr. Irving, to the thousand
and one publications in which they have been zealously and
carefully set forth. For what could we, who unfortunately
bring up the rear of criticism upon this subject, and who are
compelled to fall on Mr. Irving when every critical tooth in
the nation has been fleshed upon him already, - what could we
say, more than has been said over and over again, in condemn
ation of the many sins against grammar, good English, and~
taste, which are to be found in this variegated volume? Why
should we renew the outcry against "the flinty heart which
strikes its £aur into its own proper bosom" (p. 68.); or" the
stumblingbloc of a miscaken paltriness, cast between enlight
ened men and the cross of Christ" (p. 24.); or "the platform
of our being, erected upon the new condition of probation, dif
ferent from that of all known existences?" or against the syntax,
taste, and sense of the assertion, that "masterful men, or the
masterful current of opinion, hath ploughed with the word of
God, and the fruit has heen to inveigle the mind into the exelu
sive admiration of some few truths, which being planted in the
belie£; and sacrificed to in all religious expositions and discourses,
have become popular idols, which frown heresy and excommuni
cation upon all who dare stand for the unadulterated, uncurtailed
testimony?" (p.41.) Ours shall be the more novel, and really more
agreeable task, of pointing out some of the matter which may
justifY Mr. Irving's extraordinary popularity as a preacher, alld
warrant the hope that, with ample pruning and much caution,
he may hereafter become a really el~uent divine.

The following is the opening passage to the volume; with the
exception of the two last sentences, we think there is a great deal
of simplicity and beauty in it: - .

, There WIl!I a time when each revelation of the word of God
had an introduction into this earth which neither permitted men
to doubt whence it came, nor wherefore it was sent. If, at the giving
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of each several truth, a star was not lighted up in heaven, as at the
birth of the Prince of 'J'rl1th, there was done upon the earth a wonder,
to make her children listen to the message of their Maker. The_
Almighty ma~ bare his arm; and, through mighty acts shown
by his holy servants, gave demonstration of his truth, and found
fop it a sure place among the other matters ofhurnan knowledge and
belief. .-

, But now the miracles of God have ceased, and nature, secure and
unmolested, is no longer called on for testimonies to her Creator's
voice. No burning bush draws the footsteps to his presence cham
ber; no invisible voice holds the ear awake; no hand cometh forth
from the obscure to write his pUrpOles in letters of 6ame. The vision
is shut up, and the testimony is sealed, and the word of the Lord is
ended; and this solitary volume, with its chapters and vel'llefl, is the
sum total of all for which the chariot of heaven made so many visits
to the earth, and the Son of God himself tabernacled and dwelt
among us.

, The truth which it contains once dwelt undivulged in the bosom of
God: IMId, on coming forth to take its place among things revealed,
the he&vens and the earth, and nature through all her chambers, gave
it reverent welcome. Beyond what it reveals, the mysteries of the
future are unknown. To .gain it acceptation and currency the noble
company of martyrs testified unto the death. The. ~eneral asaembly
of the first-born in heaven made it the day-star of thClr hOpei, and the
pavilion of their peace. Ita every sentence is charmed with the power
of God, and powerful to the everlasting ~.uvation of souls: pp. 1, 2.

In the same chaste and simple style is the following, which
we quote chiefly on account of the very beautiful tribute to the
memory of a true and warm-hearted poet with which the passage
concludes: -

, The constitution described in the two last dinsions of this argu
ment, is alone equal to this res1loration of the lower classes from their
brutal apathy to what is noble, and their brutal excess in what il
sensual. For, as we have seen, it addresseth every good and gene
rous feeling within the breast, and prompts it into activity by every
inducement. Then from the personal it proceeds to watch over the
locial principle, regulating all the relationship' of life with .der
nesa and aff'ectiCllft; planting love in ramiliel, mutual respect among
the ranks of life, and disinterested attention w the wellbeing of all.
It awakens spiritual tutes, and refreshes the mind with divine sen.ti
ments, and mtroduceth to virtuous company. It casteth a restramt
upon every wicked propensity, and putteth" a divine economy throu~
all one·s· affairs; and by all these influences works ov~r a commun~ty

th., most complete of all reformatiODs. For what IS a commllIUty
but a number of fathers, mothers, brothers and sisters, mJt:8terll and
servants, governors and governed ? An~ if each of these.1B held to
his office by a wise and powerful authorIty,. made to love It and.de
light in it what is wanting to the welIbemg of that comOluDlty?
Religion ';ould also bring back with it all the social and generoU8
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nrtuel which once dwelt within the land, and restore the efRorel
cence of happiness which hath almost faded away. It would wipe
away the disgustful scenes into which their irrepressible freedom
hurries the people. Sobriety, and economy, and domestic peace, it
would plant in the families of the most dejected. The industry of
parents would thrive under the blessing of God and the expectation
of everlasting rest. The children would be trained in the fear o(
God; the young men would be strong in self-command; the young
maiden, clothed in modesty, and chastity, and a divine gracefulness.
Servants would be faithful and masters kind; and within every cot
tage of the land would be realized that bower of innocency and pa.
nUliae of religious content, which our sorely tried, and, alas! too
yieldin~ poet, hath sung in his "Cotter's Saturday Night;" thereby
redeemmg half his frailties, and making the cause of religion his
debtor - a debt, it seelD8 to me, which the religious have little
thought of in their persecution of bis name, and cruel exposure of all
his faults: pp. 234, 235.

We shall now give a few lines from one of those question
able passages, from which both· the friends and the enemies of
Mr. Irving have professed to derive support for their respective
opinions of his eloquence. The earlier part we ac~nowledge to
be desperately bad; but in the short extract which we subjoin,
there appears to us to be a good deal of likeness to the manner
of Jeremy Taylor. There is all the eloquent amplification
which 80 much distinguishes that admirable writer, mixed with
some of his faults. Upon the theology of the passage we have
no remark.to offer. Mr. Irving is speaking of the approach of
the judgment day, and of the horrors which it will bring to the
impenitent: -

C And the gay glory of time shall depart; and sportful liberty shall
be bound for ever in the chain of obdurate nece88ity. The green
earth, with all her blooming beautr and bowers of peace, shall depart.
The .morning and evening salutatiOns of kinsmen shall depart; and
the ever-welcome voice of friendship, and the tender wbispering of
full-bearted affection, shall depart, for the sad discord of weeping and
wail..iJ18 and gnashing of teeth. And the tender names of children,
father and mother, wife and husband, with the comQUlDion of domes
tic love and mutual affection, ud the inward touches of natural
instinct,- which family compact, when undivided by discord, wraps
the live-long day into one swell of tender emotion, making earth·s
lowly scenes worthy of heaven itaelf: - all, all shall pass away; and
instead shall come the level lake dIat bumeth, and tha IOlitary dun
geon, and the deaolate bosom, and the throes and t088ings of horror
and hopelessness, and the worm that dieth not, and the fire that is
not quenched: pp. 63, 640.

We remember nothing which appears to us more excellent in
its kind, than the following litde extract: -
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COb, how shall I speak of this unutterable glory, who am a man
of unclean lips, and of a deceitful and de61ed hearl, and have no
where to gather illustration save this unhappy and unrighteous world!
You have felt, or you hlrfe Reen, the wrapt (rapt) enjoyment of an aged
lire, making a round of his children in their several homes, beholding
them blooming and rejoicing in the favour of the Lord, with their
little ones encircling them like the shoots of the tender vine. No
discords to heal, no 80rrows to assuage, no misfortunes to lament in
all that have sprung ofhisloios. What an emotion of paternal glory
and pious thankfulness fills his breast! He looks round upon the
numerous and happy flock, bone of his bone, and flesh of hiS flesh,
and tbe tear silently 611s his eye, which he lifts to heaven, the seat
of God, with a look that would sal' Thou hast dealt bountifully with
thy se"ant; now let him depart 10 peace. One BUch sight makes a
parent forget the care and labour of a long life; one such emotion
puIs to fli~ht all the fears and forebodings of a parent's heart, - his
loul is satlS6ed, the measure of his joy is full: p. 184.

Where, again, shall we find a spirit oftruer eloquence- bfthat
eloquence which makes its way directly to the heart, and dwells
there long after the voice of the speaker has ceased to vibrate on
the ear, - than in the following most successful passageI-

I Let us then contemplate what sustains the spirit of a man under
the removal of those thmgs upon which his desire is set here below,
that we may gather what will support his soul when bereaved ofall ita
corporeal possessions and enjoyments. When a beloved object is
removed, there is for a season within the soul a sense of emptiness,
as if really a part of herself had been torn away. Into this empty
chamber sbe retireth to dwell alone. Engagements, and pleaslit'es,
and discourse of mends, are for a while foregone. Inaction of body
abstraction of mind, a fixed eye, and a sealed spirit, go with 118, and
cleave unto us like our shadow. "Farewell the tranquil mind! Fare
well content !" But by degrees nature recovers from the blow which
had stunned her powers, and then her first· employment Is to look
back into the annws of the past, when her delight was with the de
parted object of ber love; and if she finds that she had treated it
well, that she had honoured it in the bighest placc, and made of it
the most aeco'nnt; tbat its memory is associated with duties perform
ed, and kind o'ffices discharged; that she can ruminate upon virtuous,
and innocent, and happy intercourse, and discourse with contentment
and gratification of all that passed between them; that there is no
invasion of repentance nor remorse, for arrears of love unpaid, or
overtures of advantage unaccepted: tben sbe hath a consolatIon, and
to memory she flecth as to a city ofrefuge. The object gone getteth
a second life, it liveth in those parts of the mind which dwell with
the paSt; in the seasons of stillness it cometh up and h!epeth us
company, it riseth up like a spirit in the places where we liojourned
together~ it cometh to us in visions of the night, when deep sleep
fa1leth upon man, invested with those same attributes of love ana
joy which it wore towards us in our earthly converse, and which it
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weareth still in the converse of memory. But besides living with the
past, it liveth also with the present, in the affections which it culti
tinted, in the good habits which it strengthened, and the good inter
ests which it hath secured: when we rejoice over the good and
worthy part of our nature, it shareth in our joy; and when we pur
sue the honourable paths to which it accompanied us once, it accom
panieth us still; and when we tend alone the cares to which it once
gave us aid, we reflect upon its counselll and walk in its footstep••
An'object therefore which bath been rightly used continues to have
a share of the happy, holy parts of our life, and is as it were only cut
off from the senses, but to the spirit is present as before. To these
two we join, if it be possible, the anticipation of beholding it again
we seek to give it a life in tholle parts of the soul which hold COIl

verse with the future: and it is unspeakable the consolation which
comes from any shadow of hope in this direction. This poureth life
anew into the chambers -of death, and eternity into the mouldll of
time. Death loseth his sting, and the grave her victory, and mor
tality is swallowed up in life. We seem to hear the departed spirit
inviting us to come and be joined to its felJo~~hip, to hasten and come
unto our rest. Death is a journey froUl friends to friends, life a visit
amongst friends, and death a return to our friends: pp. SOl-gOg.

Equally meritorious in its way is the eloquent argumentat.ion
ofthe following paragraphs. It will be observed, that we vary these
extracts as much as possible, so as to afford our readers an oppor
tunity of judging as to the diversity of Mr. Irving's powers: -

• I~ then, the truth of God'. presence and presidency in our
worldly affairs find for itself universal belief amongst Christians,
though resting upon Revelation alone, and having no foundation either
in sight or perception; upon what plea will they reject the doctrine
of the Spirit's pretence and presidency in the great world of grace,
ifit be found revealed with the lame distinctness? There ought there
fore to be no preliminary objection taken to it upon the grounds of
its not being perceptible, but the Scripture. should be searched
whether it be so or not. _

, Rather, upon the other hand, because it is not perceptible, we
should entertain it as more akin to the other operations of the in
visible God. For, exalting your thoughts a little, conceive the ways
of God; look abroad over the world, and what do you behold?--'
Noiseless nature putting forth her buds, and drinking the milk ofher
existeoce from the distant sun. Where is God? he is not seen, he is
not heard: - where is the sound ~f his footsteps- where the rushing
of his chariot wheell- where is his storehouse for this inhabited
earth - where are the germs of future plants, the juices of future
fruits - and where i. the hand dividing its portion to every living
thi~·1gt an~ filling their hearts with life and joy? Lift your thoughts
a httle higher; behold the suo, - doth he, when preparing to run
his race, shake himself like R strong man after sleep, and make a
rustling noille, and lifl up his ,"oice to God for a renewal of his ex-
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bausted stren~h? Doth the pale-faced and modest moon, which
cometh forth In the season of the night, make music in the still
mence to her Maker's praise? Do the starl in their several spheres
tell to mortal sense the wondrous stories of their births? Again, turn
Jour thoughts inward upon yourselves, and say if your manly
strength did grow out of infant helplessness with busy preparations and
noisy workmanship, as the chiseled form of- man groweth out of the
quarried stone? In the stIlI evening, when you lay you down wearied
and worn out, doth rour strength return during the watches of the
sleepy and unconscIous night by noise and trouble, as a worn-out
machine is refitted by the cunning workman? Tell me how intelli
sence grows upon the unconscious babe; where are the avenues of
knowledge, and by what method doth it fix itself?' pp. 486-488.

It is pretty evident, from the foregoing specimens, that this
gentleman has infinitely greater powers of eloquence, than his
critics have generally been disposed to allow him; and greater,
perhaps, than some of his admirers may hitherto have sus
pected. Many of the latter, indeed, when called npon to
point out the beauties in this volume - the green spots in
the desert -have adduced passages which possess no extra
ordinary merit, as the very best which the volume will supp~y.

Perhaps among those which have been frequently quoted; the
following is one of the least exceptionable i though in our minds,
the picture is by no means well-finished. Some persons, how
ever, for whose opinions we have much respect, think dilIer
endy; and we shall on that account, and because the passage
furnishes a specimen of Mr. Irving's narrative and descriptive
talent, give it II place among our extracts :-

• Perhapi the best way of making this experiment is to look upon
the last hours of the condemned. There are no practical despisers
of death like those who touch, and taste, and handle death daily, by
daily committing capital offences. They make a jest of death: all its
forms, and all its terrors, are in their mouths a Bcom. Now it hath
been my lot to attend on- the condemned cells <?f prisoners, and to
note the effects when they were kept cool in body and in mind, and
saw that enemy at hand whom they a1fected to despise when at a dis
tance; and in the North we have a better opportunity of making
this painful observation, seeing weeks, not days, intervene between
sentence' and execution. Now this is the fact:- that, tint of all,
death in "sight hath Iluch a terrible aspect, th~t .they mak~ eveTJ: effort
to escape him. If there be one ray of hope, It IS entertamed 1!'lth the
whole soul. All friends are importuned; every channel of mterest
heset; and a reprieve is sought by every argument and ~ntreaty.
Some have lived Buch a life of enormity. and are enveloped In such a
cloud of brutal ignorance, that they die wit~o~t care, and run the
riBk ofanother world, if there be one. But th!S,18 not fre1~ent. The
greater number abandon their untenable position of har Ihood, and
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leek a shelter when the terrible storm hurtleth in the heavens, and
they see its dismal preparation. I know how it is, for I have watched
all the night and alr the morning in their cells, and walked with them
to the drop; and one only I have found whOle heart would not/ield;
and when I took his hand it was cold and clammy, and ever an anon
there Ihot a shiver through his frame, and again relolution braced
him up, and again the convulsive throb of nature shot thrilling to the
extremitiel, which testified the strife of nature within.' pp. 5840, 55S.

We ought to give an example of the manner in which Mr.
Irving inveighs against the follies and vices of the day, inasmuch
as we believe that to his efforts of this kind he owes a large
share of his popularity. The following is one of the best in
stances that we can find. More of the author's occasional
quaintness is discernible in this extract, than in any of those which
have been already given. The latter paragraph, however, is
written with much force and truth: -

e There be those who confound the foresight of death with a fear
fulness of death, and talk of meeting death like brave men; and there
be institutions in human society which seem made on purpose to
hinder the thoughts of death from coming timeously before the de
liberation of the mind. .And they who die in war, be they ever so disai
pated, abandoned, and wretched, have oft a halo of everlasting glory
arrayed by poetry and music around their heads; and the forlorn hope
ofany enterprile goeth (go) to their terrible post amidst the applauding
shouts ofalr their comrades. And" to die game," is a brutal form of
speech which they are now proud to apply to men. And our prize
fights, where they go plunging upon the edge of eternity, and often
plunge through, are applauded by tens of thousands, just in propor
tion as the bull-dog quality of the human creature carries it over
every other. And to rUD hair-breadth escapes, to ~aze the grass
that Ikirts the grave, and escape the yawning pit, the Impious, daring
wretches call cheating the devil; and the watch.word of your dis
lolute, debauched people is, "A short life and a merry one." All
which tribes of recluell, godleu people lift loud the laugh against
the saints, as a sickly, timorOUI crew, who have no uprigbt gait in
life, but are alwaYI cringing under apprehensions of aeath and the
devil. And these bravos think they play the man in spurning God
and his concerns away from their places; that there would be no chi
valry, Dor gallantry, nor battle-brunt in the temper of man, were he
to stand in awe of the sequel wbich followeth death. And thus the
devil hath built up a strong embattled tower, from which he lordeth it
over the spirits of manr men, winning them over to himself, playing
them off' for hil sport, mutter darkne88 all their life long, till in the
end they take a .leap i~ the dark, and plunge into his yawning pit,
never, never to rue agam.

e I would try these BUllh and Bashy spirits with their own weapOftS,
and play a little with them at their own game. They do but prate
about their exploits at fighting, drinking, and death-despising. I caa
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tell them of those who fought with savage 'beasts; yea, of maidens
who durst enter as coolly as a modern bully into the ring, to take
their chance with infuriated beasts of prey; and I can tell them of
those who drank the molten lead as cheerfully as they do the juice
of the grape, and handled the red fire, and played with the bickering
flames as gaily as they do with love's dimples or woman's amorOWl
tre8llell. And what do they talk of war? Have they forgot Cromwell's
iron band, who made their chivalry to skip? or the Scots Cameroniana,
who seven times, with their Christian chief, received the thanb of
Marlborough, that first of English captains? or Gustavus of the
North, whose camp sung psalms in every tent? It is not 80 long, that
they should forget Nelson's Methodists, who were the most trusted
of that hero's crew. Poor men! tiley know nothing who do not know,
out of their country's history, who it was that set at nought the wil
fulness of Henry VIII. and the sharp rage of the virgin queen against
liberty, and bore the black cruelty ofher popish sister; and presented
the petition of rights, and the bill of rights, and the claim of rights.
Was it chival'1? was it blind bravery? No: these second.rate qualities
may do for a pitched field, or a fenced rin~ ; but when it comes to death
or liberty, death or virtue, death or religion, they wax dubious, gene.
rally bow their necks under hardship, or turn their backs for a bait of
honour, or a meas ~f solid and substantial meat: pp.526-528.

We had nearly overlooked a few lines which we find in an
earlier part of the volume, and which we should have been sorry
to omit, as they appear to us to possess great merit. The figure
which they contain, though certainly not very. new, is extremely
well chosen, and, moreover, very consistently supported through
ont the passage : -

• But while the preIS is free (which may it (or ever remain I) it win
send forth its host of intellectual messengers, as evening sendeth
forth her constellations to rule over the darkness oftbe night. And
as astrology believeth of the stan which come forth at even.tide, these
messeQgers of intellectual light do, without a fable, shed various in
fluence over the lives and fortlwes of man: - some, like the martial
planet, stirring him to strife; IIOme melting him to tender love, some
rousing him to gay and jovial moods, and some foredooming him to
the 8Iltumine fates of melancholy and misfortune. Likewise, as in
the starry firmament there is but one bleBBed light 'which hath in it
any steady guidance to the lost wanderer or the sea.faring voyager,
110 amongst those vanous lights in the firmament of mind, there. is
but the solitary light of religion which hath in it any consol~tion
or direction to guide the soul of man as it fareth through the penlous
gulf of death onward to eternity. Therefore from the preIS there
mould at all times ilSue forth, amidst ita teeming company, some
forma of religious truth, to guide the course of those who are ever
in6uenced by its novelties: p.481.

In our last extract from this work we shall enable ou.r read~s
to form a judgment of the plainness and eamestne81 WIth which
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the preacher frequently exhorts his hearers; a kind of mixture,
as it appears to us, of the peculiarities of the ~ly Scotch
preachers, and those of our own antiquated divines. We have
nevertheless to protest against the words which we have printed
in Italics, and to express our inability to comprehend what
Mr. Irving means by "the theological love of childhood."
Upon the whole, however, the passage is a very favourable
specimen of the volume: -

• Have ye the conscience to think, brethren, that for this neglect
an occasional visit to the church catechism of a Sabbath night will
compensate? or can you believe that certain words lying dormant
in the memory during the years of' budding manhood will operate like
an eastern talisman, or a catholic scapular, against the encounter of
evil? Why should the wounded prejudices of any man wince while
thus we speak, as ifitwere not God's truth we spoke? Have we not
the experience within ourselves, of having been mastered by this
world's ambitious schools, albeit not untutored in the theologicallove·
qf childhood, and have ye not the same experience? Feel ye not,
when ye would set your hearts in order before the Lord, that they are
all like an unweeded garden, and that you have to begin by tearing
and lacerating the loves, admirations, and proprieties which in early
life cast their seduuments over you, without note of warning from
parents, or from the books in which your parents and your mas
tera schooled you" Take heed, then, and resist the evil in its
first beginning. Give the enemy the spring season, and you ge
nerally give him the summer, the autumn, and the winter of life,
with all eternity to boot; but tutor your children in the institu
tiODl of God, With a cODltant watchfulneSli and a papent persevet
ance, beginning with restraint, then with lOft persuasion leading on,
then with arguments of duty and interest confirming; and in the end,
habit, which at lirst is adverse, will turn propitious, and the bleSliing
of God, promised to the right training of children, will keep them
from leaving his paths when they are old.' pp.60! 61.

The extracts which we have now made from this work will
have afforded our readers some notions of the excellences
with which it abounds. We do not give the passages we have
quoted as the best; but they are those which were most avail
able for our purpose. Many of Mr. Irving's very good. things
are so involved in obscurity, so completely enveloped in objec
tionable matter of all kinds, that we should have found great dif-

. ficulty in separating the pure metal from the dross, without doing
a good deal of violence to the train of the preacher's thoughts.
But as it has been our chief object to show that this volume is
really not destitute of merit, and as we believe that that point
is satisfactorily established by the quotations now made; we shall
not stay to enquire whether we could have demonstrated our
provosition in a different method.

• Perhap~ a misprint for lore. ED.
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•

In wading through these sermons, we have been repeatedlY
struck with the very strong resemblance which exists betweei':t
Mr. Irving and some of our earliest. divines, especially those
of the purit.lln schooJ, not only in thought and manner, but
even down to their peculiaritie,:; of langu~l7e. One large por
tion of this book is occupied with 11 series of discourses upon
the final judgment which awaits mankind: in the course of this
dissertation, we meet with a number of very striking pictures of
the scenes which the preacher an.ticipates. There is 11 consider
able similarity, ofcourse, discoverable in these several descriptions;
but we will venture to say, that Mr. Irving is not more like him
self in anyone assignable instance, than he is like one of the old
preachers who flourished during the time of the English common·
wealth. In u sermon by Thomas Reeve, printed in 1657, we
find a passage which it would puzzle those best acquainted
with M r, Irving to distinguish in style, in quaintness, and in force,
from many of those which are to be found in the volume before
us. The passage is short, and we give it, that our readers may
form a comparison for themselves: -

, Oh how is the world potentate-struck! Grandee-inchanted !
We are only waiting at man's heels, listening to the thunder-claps of
his lips, fearing his cold irons, and strangling gibbets. But hath not
man his equal? Yes; though man do swell upon the thought of his
high deserts, (and great is the haughtiness of this Achillean race,) yet
man doth but stand upon the lower ground,- he is but an inferior; for
wipe thine eyes, chafe thy temples, expostulate with reason, awaken
conscience, and see if man be the object to whom all thy regard and
reverence ought to be limited. No; if thou canst lift up thine eye
lids, pry into the heavens, and behold afar oft' that great tribunal
where thy last account must pass, thnu wilt say thou hast mistaken
thy awe, misplaced thy dread. For let there be never such treme
bundoes below, yet this. earth hath not the face of authority which
thou oughtest to stoop unto; no, there is One higher than the high
est. It is a dangerous thing to fall,under man's displeasure, but it is
a fearful· thing to fall into the hands of the ever-living God. What
are man's fetters to God's chains of darkness? man's executioners to
infernal fiendll ? man's vengeance-corners to God's tormenting tophet?
Fear not them then that can kill the body and can ~o no further, but
fear him that can cast both body and 80ul into hell fire. Let summon
ing and sentencing man go, and tremble thou at the judging and
cursing God: - God', Pleafor NineueJ,.

We have now done with this book. But., ere we part with
Mr. Irving, he must permit us to offer, with great sincerity,
one or two hints which may be beneficial to him, and which
we really must tender, whether he will accept them or not, in
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discharge of our own coJ18cience. We beg him to understand
that in doing so, we have at heart not only the interests of his
reputation, but also his success as a preacher. In the first place,
then, we protest against his further indu4lence of that notion
which hasevidently taken possession ofhim, that he is most success
ful in argumentation i and though we know that a Scotchman is
likely to resent any imputation upon his logic, or his metaphysics,
we are bound to say that we think the logical and metaphysical
parts of his volume in~mparably the worst. Mr. Irving himself
has very truly remarked, that one of the provinces of the Chris
tinn preacher, and perhaps the most important, so long as
there are Christian writers and reasoners out of doors, is that
of affecting the heart by faithful and vivid pictures of human life,
its various courses, and their several consequences - by a plain
and benevolent exposition of the principles of religion, and by
earnest, simple, and energetic exhortation.. In all these respects,
we know of no man more qualified than Mr. Irving to become a
successful preacher. In the next place, we do beseech him to
lay aside a few (if he cannot part with all), of those startling
peculiarities of diction, which are calculated to produce a most
unfortunate effect, when it is the object of the preacher to make
his hearer or reader serious. Above all, we entreat him to de
sist from those attacks upon other men, their doctrines, preju
dices, and conduct, which being enforced by no reasoning, can
produce nothing but dissatisfaction, without any intermixture of
benefit.

For our own part, we think there is much both to be hoped
and feared for Mr. Irving's future reputation. We are afraid,
that while this whole metropolis has been agitated by his popu
larity, the head of the preacher himselfcan scarcely have escaped
from the intoxicating influence of public adulation. But we firmly
believe, that not more surely will the year upon which we are now
entering come to a close, than will the fume of Mr. Irving, unles.'l
he shall exercise much greater watchfulness over himself, than
any which we can trace in this volume. So long, indeed, lUI

fashion shall countenance him, and rank and beauty shall ren
dezvou'l in Cross-street, as at the opera, or in the park; so long
as it shall be -deemed an exploit to ~ into the Caledonian
church, without loss of life or limb; ana so lon~ as there shall
remain persons, who, having had their CUriOSIty once excited
with respect to this novelty, have not yet had the opportunity of
gratifying it; - so long, and no longer, will the fame of the
preacher endure, if he shall neglect to put in, ere it is too late,
less questionable claims to public approbation. But ~ on the
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other hand, he will cultivate with assiduity the talents which he
has been so largely gifted with - if he will throw aside clap-trap,
and study the effect which may be produced by sincerity, sim
plicity, and earnestness - if he will trust more to nature, and less
to the effect of meretricious art, - we venture to affirm that Mr.
Irving, besides effecting incomparably more good as a reli~ou8

orator in his own day, may hereafter rank among the most distin
guished ornaments of our national literature.

ART. IV. Chreltomathia: being a Collection of Papers explanatory
of the Design of an Institution proposed to be set on foot under
the Name of the Chrestomathia Day School, or Chresto'mathia
School, for the Extension of the New System of Instruction to the
higher Branches of Learning. For the Use of the middling and
higher Ranks in Life. By Jeremy Bentham, Esq. Payne and Foss,
1816.

Puhlic Education: a Plan for the Government and liberal Instruc
tion of Boys in large Numbers; drawn from Experience. 1822.

THE object of education is twofold; to point out those objects
in nature which are most important to be known, and those

principles in conduct which are m08t proper to be observed; to
teach what it is moo useful to know, and what it is most con
ducive to happiness to do: hence, education is intellectual and
moral. There exists a vast treasure of f8cts which the observ
ation and experience of mankind have accumulated: it is the busi
ness of education to communicate a knowledge of these facts;
and it is in the power of an able tescher to communicate in an
hour what it required the labour of years to acquire; to show at
once results which were Dot obtained. without the most compli
cated and skilful processes; and to exhibit th08e results free from
the obscurity, imperfection, and error, in which -they Wel'e at first
involved, and for the removal of which the calm and persevering
attention of the most powerful minds was necessary. It has often
been said, that the brevity of man's life, in consequence of which
he is removed from the scene of observation and experiment as
soon as his faculties are developed, and he has acquired so much
element:aI7 knowledge 88 would enable him to pursue his inves
tigation WIth advantage, must for ever keep the human mind in
a state of infan~; and it would be so, did the minds that quit the
scene leave behind them no trace of their progress, no results of
their labour; bot they do not thus utterly perish. Education feeds
the infancy of succeeding minds with the fruits produced by the
streugth of the maturity of those that preceded: whence the for-
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mer not only acquire an earlier and greater vigour, but start for
ward in their career from the point at which their predecessors
stopped, with .the acuteness of the youthful sense, and the ardour
inspired by the feeling of the freshness and energy of their
powers. Thus, by means of education, thll:t law which would
otherwise have been fatal to the improvement of the human mind
in knowledge and virtue, becomes the very source whence it is
supplied with inexhaustible vigour.

But education has not hitherto accomplished the wonders it is
capable of producin~. The mode' adopted in working the ma
chine has deprived It in an incalculable measure of its power.
We are but beginning to see the stupendous results which bene
volence, enlightened by science, may obtain from it. We per
fectly agree with the author of Public Education, " that it is one
thin~ to have learned, and another to be able to teach; that it is
possIble to possess vast stores of knowledge without being able to
impart them, even to the willing and anxious pupil; and that to
fix the volatile, stimulate the sluggish, and overcome the obsti
nate, demands an acquaintance with the human mind not quite
innate, nor likely to be gained without some experience." It was
not possible indeed. that R proper metlIod of instruction should
have been adopted, until tlIe arts and sciences had been brought
to a tolerable degree of perfection, and a very considerable pro
gress had been made in the knowl~ of the human mind; be
cause that method could have been the result onl)· of a generaliz
ation of all the knowledge which was accumulated, or a deduction
of general principles from particular facts, and adaptation of those
principles to the principles of the human mind. Yet considering
thep~ actually made in art, in science, and even in tlIe phi
losophy of the mind, the adoption of a scientific metlIod of in
struction has been later than could have been anticipated, and
than can well be explained. Both in the selection of subjects
to be taught, and in the mode of teaching them which has been
perpetuated even to the present day, there is exemplified a most
extraordinary ignorance of the yery elements of rational instruc
tion. Ingulphus, an Englishman, who flourished as an eccle
siastic and historian in the reign of Edward the Confessor, speaks
of having been educated. first at Westminster, and afterwards
at Oxford. On this narrative, Mr. Harris remarks, that West
minster and Oxford seem to have been destined to the same
purpose then as now; that the scholar at Westminster was to
begin, and at Oxford was to finish: "A plan of education," con
tinues he, "which still exists, which is not easy to be mended,
and which can plead so ancient and so uninterrupted. a pre
scription." Now this "plan of education" consisted of little
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more than teaching Latin and Greek: at least, whatever else
was comprehended in it was made completely subservient to the .
acquisition of those languages, and the whole course was adapted
only to the education of churchmen. When this plan was first
instituted there was some reason for it. At that period the Greek
and Latin langu~s contained all the knowledge which the obser
vation and expenence of mankind had yet accwnulated. Of
science, properly so called, nothing was known, and therefore
nothing could be taught; at any rate, the little which existed was
to be found in the ancient languages, and churchmen were the
only persons in the community who had the least pretension to
learning. But that this plan should be continued in the present
age, when the Greek and Latin languages do not contain a thou
sandth part of the information which ought to be communicated,
whether the importance of that information be estimated by its
extent or value, is sufficiently extraordinary. Yet hitherto there
has been no medium between stud;ying language as the principal
object of education, and as part of a course calculated only for
the cultivation of the learned professions, and receiving no edu
cation at all. No plan of instruction has been adopted for those
who are to be engaged in the active business of life. A gentleman
who might happen to have no desire to bea scholar, must have
~one without any instruction whatever; and the merchant to whom
It might not be convenient to wade through" tremendous Lilly,"
has been doome;d to enter the counting-house with little further
acquaintance with the treasures of knowledge than could be ac
quired by "poring into the mysteries of 10n8: division with a dirty
slate before him and the.frustntm of a pencil in his ~ers, heap
ing one set of figures upon the ghosts of their predecessors."
It is no less true than lamentable, that hitherto the education
proper for civil and active life has been neglected; that nothing
has been done to enable those who are actually to conduct the
affiUrs of the world, to carry them on in a manner worthy of the
age and country in which they live, by communicating to them
the knowledge and the spirit of their age and country; that there
has been no access for any man to the temple of science but
through the gate of language, and that the only key to it h(1ve
been the Westminster and Eton grammars. .

The evil of this unfortunate restriction in the ran~of subjects, _
great as it is, would be comparatively small, were It not for the
method of teaching them which is still adopted, which has de
scended from the dark ages, and of which those execrable
grammars afford a specimen. We do Dot apply to these gram
mars the word " execrable" without designing to excite against
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them, In the mind of the reader, the deepest feelings of contempt
and detestation which have ever been associated with that term.
It is an utter disgrace to our age and country that these books·
should still be tolerated as the medium of initiation into the
Latin language. ,We shall be much mistaken if we do not make
it evident that the mischief produced by the ignorance or supine
ness of those who perpetuate the absurdity is most serious. Yet
before we proceed, we are anxious to guard against being mis
understood. We are by no means unfriendly to the cultivation
of classical literature; we think a comprehensive and unpre
judiced consideration both of its intrinsic worth, and of its relative
importance, will invariably tenoinate in the conviction, that it is
ofgr~t value, especially as a means of exercising the intellectual
mculties, and as conducive to .the fonoation of a pure and correct
taste: to a gentleman it is hi~hly ornamental; to a member of
the learned professions it is indIspensable: butwe object altogether
to the mode in which it is taught; we object still more to the
space which it is allowed to occupy in the common course of
instruction; and we object to its fonning any part of the edu
cation of a very important class of the community, to whom, at
least as it is at present communicated, experience proves it to be
utterly useless.

Mr. Edgeworth, in imploring the assistance of some able and
friendly hand to refono the present generation of grammars and
school-books, asks, whether it be indispensably necessary that a
boy as an initiatory lesson should learn by rote that " relative
sentences are independent; i. e. no word in a relative sentence is
governed eitht-r ofverb or adjective that stands in anothersentence,
or depends upon any appurtenances of the relative; and that the
English word tkat is always a relative when it may be turned
into which in good sense, which must be tried by reading over
the English sentence 'IIKlrily, and judging how the sentence will
bear it; bot when it cannot be altered sal'DO Se1lSU, it is a con
junction." This, to be sure, is sufficiently appalling. What is
the understanding of a child to make of such obscure and bar
oorous language, one principal object of studying which, be it re
membered, is to enable him to form an elegant style? But what
is this, compared to the absurdity of making a boy learn Latin in
the Latin language itself I Of all the follies that ever entered into
the lirind of man, surely this is equalled by none. It is to require
a perfect knowledge of an unknown la~age, in order to learn
the rudiments of it. Let us see how thiS method operates when
it is reduced to practice: let us take fur an example the Eton
granutw', whieh is generally co08idered the most simple and the
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best arranged. In this grammar, as soon as the boy has got
through his accidence, he is put to learn the following far-famed
rule:-

" Propria, qutf maribus trihurmtur, mascula dicas:
Vt sunt divorum; Mars, Bacclzus, Apollo: 'lJirorum;
Vt, Cato, Virgilius."

It must be borne in mind, that as yet the child knows nothing
of construing; in order to prepare him for this, he has beeJl
learning the declensions of nouns, the conjugation of verbs, and
liO on: ne is now to be ta~ht the genders of nouns; and to con
strue the very first rule which is to give him any infonnation on
this subject, he must possess a knowledge of the Latin language
not to be obtained, as is universally acknowledged, in common
schools in two or three years, and often not really acquired in
six. The second rule is of the same description.

" Propriaftemineum riferentia nomina semm
Fcemineo generi trihuuntur: sive dearwn
Sunt; ut, Juno, 'Penus: mulierum; ceu, Anna, Philotis," 4"c.

Can any thing be better calculated to confound the under
standing of a child, and to place in his way at the very threshold
insuperable difficulties? But it will be said, a translation of
these rules is given. A translation is indeed given, and then the
lesson to be learned is as follows: " Propria, proper names; qUte,
which; tribu.untur, are attributed; maribus, to the male kind;
dicas, you may call; mascula, masculine; ut, as; sunt, are; di
'()()1"'U71I, the names of the heathen ~; Mars, the god of war ;
Bacchus, the god of wine; Apollo, the~ of wisdom; 'Viroru""
the names of men; ut, as; Cato, a noble Roman; Virgilius, the
poet VirWl." And this is the apparatus adopted to teach the
profound"'and mysterious truth, that males are of the masculine
and females of the feminine gender. Can any thing be more
easy than to teach a child ,these rules in the simplest words of his
native tongue? By the method here adopted, not only is the
construction of the nile the most intricate, and the wordz; in
which it is expressed the most varied, but to understand it in the
least degree, requires such a previous RCeJuaintance with the
Latin syntax, which the scholar does not begin to learn till he has
finished forty-seven pages in the same style, that it should seem
expressly designed to impede his progress and to produce ~ utter
disgust with his studies. "Totally incapable of anaIYZl~g or
translating otherwise than by rote the first sentence of his ini
tiatory lesson, he is led to rest in th,e use of bis m~ry, ~d is
unaccustomed to, and discouraged from !he exer~ of ~1ll wr
derstanding, even when in the' p~tioI1 of his studies he
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comes to tasks which are level to his comprehension. And after
he does. arrive at the syntax, there are eighty-one more pages
(including construing) in a similar style." •

And tne syntax itself, the manner in which that is taught is
equally, and, if possible, even more absurd. Almost all the rules
anticipate future rules not yet learned, or embrace preceding- rules
not understood. The application of the rule often requires ,a
previous knowledge of all the words in the context, and of all
the rules under which they come; but with none of these is the
learner familiar, and the words themselves are in the ve? lan
guage which it is his business to learn: yet these rules, 10 the
order in which they occur in the grammar, in the unknown
tongue which he is to acquire, the boy must learn memoritn".
Take, for instance, the first example in the first concord.

" Sera nunquam est ad bonos mores via."
In this first example the nominative is thrown behind the verb

at a distance from it; but what shall be said of the number of
rules anticipated in another example under this first rule?

" l1zgenuas didicisse fideliter aries
Emollit mores, nee sinit esse fn"os."

By such initiatory lessons, what special pains appear to be
taken to perplex and confound the pupil, to alienate and disgust
his mind, and to prevent the exercise of his undeTStanding ! If
all the rules for performing addition, multiplication,divisiolJ, the
rule of three, vulgar and decimal fractions, were given to the
scholar to commit to memory before he had performed a single
Qperation in arithmetic; if then he were presented with promis
cuous questions to work, as they occurred in the books of a
merchant, without any regard to the order in which arithmetic is
taught, I'ule by rule, in regular succession; or if the student were
made to get by heart, in the original Greek, before he had learned
that language, the enumerations ofall the propositions in Euclid's
Elements, and were then obliged to construe the denominations of
thepropositions, regardlessofthe mode in which theyare arranJtt'{l t;
it would be but an extension to the science of number or that
method of teaching which is actually adopted in regard to lan
guage. For three centuries no alteration has beeh made in that
method. The grammar taught in all public schools at the -pre
sent day, is essentially the same as that taught by command of
king Henry VIII., who ordered that one kind ofgrammar should
"only every where: be taught:" and in the reign of queen Eliza-

• Elements of Tuition. By Andrew Bell, D. D. Part III. p. SSg.
et .eq.

t Elements of Tuition, Part. III. p. 896.
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beth the bishops were obliged to "enquire, at their visitation,
whether there were ~ other grammar ta~ht in any school
within their respective dioceses." It is of thiS same grammar
that a modem author says, " I may confidently recommend its
continuance, because the experience of more than two cen
turies has evinced its utility, and because I am sure there is none
better accommodated to schools. Time has decided on it; and
it is often no less injurious than presumptuous to controvert his
,decisions." • Yet, as knowledge advanced, its disadvantages be
came clearly manifest and deeply felt. "All arts and sciences
(liays Lewis, Vestib. Tech. 1675) have been exceedingly im
proved; only the education of youth in England stands at a stay,
and is the same it was almost two hundred years since, when
Lily's Grammar was first compiled; as if, in the twilight, when
reformed learning first peeped into the world, things were brought
to that state that nothing might be farther suggested without a
crime." "It is grievous (remarks More, in his Pre£ Gram. 1689),
that at this time of day, when all the arts, as well as sciences, are
wonderfully cultivated, grammar alone, which is the gate of the
sciences, remains. uncultivated, covered with briers and overgrown
with thorns. With so many intricacies, and so many difficulties
are boys encompassed at school, that not a few, even of our nobl~

youth, have entirely abandoned their study from despair; othert}
also, -how lamentable I-in thevery entrance, are compelled to
yield to the burden, and prevented from advancing a step farther."
" H all maliCious fiends and men (says Hoadley) were met in consult
to contrive a way to learning of endless 'trouble to the master and
vexatious toil to the scholar, they could not have found one that
could be admitted to use, worse than that we have." And our
Milton says,. " We do amiss to spend seven or eight years in
scraping together so much miserable Latin and Greek as might
be learned otherwise easily and delightfully in one year."

,How deep must have been the sense in Johnson's mind of the
disgust produced by this mode of teaching, when he declared,
that no child loves the person who teaches him Latin! How
striking is the illustration of the loss of time occasioned by it,
which is afforded by the author of "A Supplement to the Eng
lish Introduction of Lil~"s Grammar," who declares, that" upon
many years' experience he can testify that the learning of Lily's
Grammar throughout by rote, without understanding it (which is
afterwards to be done), is a task of two years to the generality of
boys: and though some few, by quickness of memory, could take

• Liberal Education, or a Practical Treatise on the Methods of
Acquiring Useful and Polite Learning. By Vicesimus Knox, D.D.

VOl•• J. J:
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It Dl little above a. twelvemonth's time, yet more (of harder wits)
would be three years about it, who, in the end, according to hill
observation, made better scholars than the former. Hi8 expe
rience," thill author continues, "made him conclude, that as an
adult person, in whom age hath ripened judgment, would, with
all his parts, improved by use and sharpened by study, find it a
troublesome piece of business to learn .by heart a single page in
an unknown tongue, and would think himself mocked by the
imposing thereof; .so to boys that have the least dawning of that
noble and manly faculty, judgment, a hundred page.. of ~e

same could not but be very disagreeable, and so much the more
as that dawning is the clearer and stronger; and considering the
tenderness of their spirit and their age, must be such a load as
neither their minds nor their bodies could well bear, being in·
jurious to the health of the one, and tending to create in the other
an aversion to learning never to be removed."· And Clarke, in
his Essay on Education, affirms that " Lily will be found to cost
boys, in most and best schools, two years' time at least, and in
many others a great deal more." .

A perfect contrast to this is the testimony borne to a more
rational method by one whom many will admit to be a com
petent judge, who himself made the experiment, and who has
placed on record the result. " Omitti~some of the theoretic or
didactic part of grammar," says Mr. eworth, "which should
only be read, and which may be explain with care and patience,
the whole of the declensions, pronouns, conjugations, the list of
prepositions and conjunctions, interjections, some adverbs, the
concords, and common rules of syntax, may be comprised with
sufficient repetitions in about two or three hundred lessons of
ten minutes each; that is to say, ten minutes' application of the
scholar in presence of the teacher." According to this account,
the essential part of grammar may be learned by the judicious
distribution of study over not more than forty hours j - that
is, in forty hours it is possible to convey to a boy more real
knowledge of the grammar than is actually taught, in the
common method, in two, and often in three years. "In the
midst of a variety of other occupations," continues this writer,
" half an hour every morning for many years, during the
time of dressing, has been allotted to the instruction of boys of
different ages in languages, and no other time has been spent
in thill employment. Were it asserted, that these boys made a

iI' A Supplement to the English Introduction of Lily's Grammar, for
the Use of the School in Eton commonly called the Free Sc:hool.
2d edit. E1on, 1719.
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reasonahk progress, the expression would convey no distinct
mean~ to the reader: we shall therefore mention an example
tried this morning, November 8. 1796, to ascertain the progress
of one of these pupils, whose age was just ten years. Without
previous study he ttanslated twenty lines of the story of Ceyx
and Aleyone from Ovid, consulting the dictionary only twice: he
was then desired to translate the passage which he had read into
English verse; and in two or three hours he produced" a very'
tolerable verllion, which is recorded in the vo)u~ to which we
are referring. •

To complete the wretchedness of the com.monmethod, it has
been the custom in grammar-schools from time immemorial, to
arrange the boys in classes, without any ~rd to their age,
talents, or proficiency, according to their standing in the school.
The same tasks are assigned to all, the same time is allowed to
all for learn~ them. By this means many are inevitably re
tarded by the mferiority of others; and this is the least part of
the evil: boys of less talent, or less quickness, or less proficiency,
lose their time and labour altoKether; their lessons are of no
manner of use to them, because 6eyond their capacity. No re
saM is paid to the proper succession of their lessons. They are
made scarcely in any degree, much less strictly, consecutive.
The instruction intended to be communicated in one lesson, often
cannot be at all understood for want of the information which
is deferred to a subsequent lesson; and rarely indeed is it ascer
tained that one lesson is mastered before another is~.

This miserable system, which has stood the shOCk of ages,
which has exercised an influence so universal and uncontrolled,
which like other tyrannies has excited the execrations of thou
sands, because it has filled with bitterness the most precious
years of life, which has so often blasted the bud of intelligence
and genius, and so constantly checked their growth, is, we trust,
nearly at an end. In our day an improvement has been made
in the art of teaching of more importance to the advancement of
knowledge than any discovery that has been made since the in
vention of the alphabet itself. This new system ofeducation has
spread with unexampled rapidity; there is scarcely an inhabited
spot in our country to which it has not already penetrated; it
will become universal: but neither its principles nor its applica.
tion appear to be perfectly understood by many who sincerely
rejoice in the effects which they see it daily produce, and who
would wiIlinR:ly aid in extending it. No subject can be more
important. We shall point out what the principles of this system

• Practical Education, vol. ii. p.~•. et seq.
1:2
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really are, and to what extent it seems practicable to apply
them.

1. The first and essential principle of the new system ofeduca
tion is, that childrt>n teach each other. This, like many other
important discoveries, is but the new application of an old truth;
for· no maxim is more ancient than that, what a person under
stands he can communicate, and that the best way to learn is to
teach.- 2. In this system, in order that the schol8rs may teach
each other, the school is divided into classes. These classes
consist of all the scholars who are nearly of the same age, and
who have made nearly an equal prOfess. The consequence of
this arrangement is, that the rank 0 every boy in h1s class and
in his school is determined by his attainments.- Each class is
further paired off into tutors and pupils. Thus in a class of
twenty-four boys, the twelve who are the best informed and the
most worthy of trust are made tutors to the twelve worst, for
whose knowledge of their lessons and behaviour in school hours
they are responsible. The effect of this arrangement is often highly
important: occasionally, however, it is dispensed with in the higher
and more perfect classes.-s. But what is never dispensed with is,
the appointment to each class of a certain number of monitors. I

This is oneofthe chiefcharacteristicsalld.advan~ofthe system. .
The duty of the monitor is to attend exclusively to the business
of his class: to see that every boy is attending to his duty; to
instruct the tutors in learning their lessons· and assist them in
teaching their pupils, aod to hear the class say its lesson the
moment it.is prepared. Every instant the monitor sees how
every boy in his cla~ is employed, and hears every word that is
uttered. The monitor, raised from the class he teaches, must
have mastered what he is now intrusted to teach: he must be
a well-informed boy, and a boy of good conduct: his office is a
proof of both; ;t is earned by merit; it is a place of trust,
and the confidence reposed in him makes him worthy of it.
4. The lessons taught are plain: each contains but a few ideas, ex
pressed in the clearest language; nothing is anticipated: the
knowledge acquired in the preceding lesson prepares for that
which succeeds, and that again for the next.-5. These lessons
are short: they never require more than ten minutes or at most
a quarter of an h~ur to learn them; as soon as they are prepared
they are said at once, without the delay of a moment: thus three,
six, or even ten lessons, are sometimes repeated in an hour; and
they continue to be repeated until it is certain that the scholar
understands them perfectly. Special care is taken that not a
single word is passed over which every boy in the class does
not fully comprehend; that no new lesson is begun until the old
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is completely mastered. There is nothing with which so much
pains is taken as to secure this capital object; and the superlative
excellence of the system is, that whatever progress appears to be
made is real, aDd that the instruction, to whatever extent it goes,
is perfect. .

The manner in which the lessons are said is similar to that in
which they are learned. Each boy takes precedence ofhim whose
error he is able to correct: hence as a high place in the class can
be obtained C?n}, by great attention, so it cnn be maintained only
by uniform vigilance. Each lesson, as soon as said, is marked
in the mopitor's book: and the sum of these daily lessons, and of
all the other daily tasks, together with the individual proficiency·
of each scholar, are entered in a register book. Such are the
principles which constitute this system: it may be useful to ad
vert a moment to some of its more important effects•

.In the first place, it is evident that on this system children
are better taught than on the old, because from the sympathy t;hey
take in each other, they learn every thing communicable by one
to the other more easily and perfectly. Whatever a child has
been taught, he will communicate to his companions better than
a master; because his manner of teaching, and the words he em
ploys, will be suited to the capacity of his pupils: he knows where
their difficultl lies, and how to remove it. - By this system
the attention 15 fixed: there is no idleness; the mind must be en
gaged in the business in hand; a lesson is to be said every ten
minutes; the monitor's eye is on every child; the pupil's task is
easy; the time allowed for learning it is short. By this single
arrangement the great difficulty in the art of education is over
come: a certain method is discovered of fixing the attention, of
abstracting the mind, and bending it vigorously and unremittingly
to the accomplishment of the particular object in which it is en
~d: no matter for how short a period this is done: a few mi
nutes of real, continuous, uninterrupted application, if the occasion
for the exertion frequently recur, will lead to an unusual deve
lopment of this most valuable faculty of the human mind-.
that which even in the most vigorous understandings is always
unfolded more slowly, and cultivated less perfectly than any
other.- The knowledge which is thus communicated is clear
and precise, and is fixed indelibly in the mind by repetition.
Should a boy not retain the previous lessons he h~ learned,
it will ap~ from his answers; and he must smk ~ the
bottom ot his class; and if he remain there long he Will be
degraded, and.he knows it, to an inferior class. Of the success
ful operation of this principle the testimony is uniform, and the
evidence irresistible. It was the triumphant appeal of one of the

E 3
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principal founders of the system to those who came to visit his
school - "You have often heard that there are boys in every
school who cannot learn their lessons distinctly and accurately.
Examine every class· in this school, and show me a boy of this
description. Lay your hand upon any class, and any boy in
that class; let him say how far he is advanced: open his book at
any place which he has read, and examine him throughout the
course of his past studies." What other master would have ven
tured to make such an appeal! - 40. By this system the gi-eatest
possible assistance is given to the slow, and the greatest advantage
to the quick. The slow are stimulated and impelled; the quick
are never for a moment retarded. As soon as they get to the top
of their cla$s, remain there steadily, and thus show that they per
fectly understand its business, they are promoted to a higher class.
Here then is a free course for genius. The active and indolent,
the stumbling and the sure-footed, though they may be yoked to
gether, are not forced to keep pace with each other; if stupidity
be dragged along by the vigour of genius, it is a clear advantage
gained: genius cannot be chained down by the weight of stu
pidity. It has been said by an excellent judge - " To mark pre.
cisely the moment when the pupil understands what is said, the
moment when he is master of the necessary ideas, and conse
quently the moment when repetition should cease, is, perhaps,
the most difficult thing in the art of teaching." • By thi~ ar
rangement of classes, this period is pointed out with perfect
exactness and invariable certainty. - In this system there is a
prodigious saving of time. In the school at Penley, in Flintshire,
it is stated, that " children who had not known a letter nor a
figure at their entering the school, were, in less than four months,
able to read and spell accurately, and to cypher as far as long
division, being able to state and write down any sum. Moreover,
they were able to say all the catechism, and most of the chief
truths of the Christian religion." t The celebrated experiment
made to show the perfection to which the manufactures of tllis
country are brought, in the present times, by shearing a sheep in
the morning, causing its wool to pass through all the processes
necessary to form cloth, making the cloth thus manufactured into
a coat, which was worn at dinner on the same day, scarcely ex
ceeds this. - Another advantage is, that there is a wonderful saving
of masters. Rousseau says, "One man cannot educate more than
one." Edgeworth affirms, " Without a multiplicity of masters it is
impossible to suit instruction to the different capacities and pre
vious acquirements of a variety of pupils." In Joseph Lancas-

• Edgeworth on Practical Education, vol. i. p. 152.
t Elements of Tuition, Part II. p. 124.
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ter's school, one master alone educates one thousand boys in
reading, writing, and arithmetic, as effectually and with as little
trouble as twenty or thirty have ever been instructed by the usual
modes of tuition. - By this system the best possible advantage
is taken of the stimulus of emulation. It is just sufficient for tIl~

purpose, and no more. There is no waste of excitement. It
produces no angry, no malignant feelings. By the manner in
which it is directed, it becomes a totally different principle from
that emulation which is excited occasionally, by the addresses
of the tutor to his pupil. It is the result of the fixed laws of the
school: it operates silently, uniformly, unceasingly, and with in
flexible justice. - By this system misconduct is prevented, and
consequently punishment is rendered unnecessary. Every mo-
mcnt of time being occupied under the strict superintendence of
the monitors, there is no opportunity for idleness, or for any of
the school-boy's besetting sins. The plan of preventing the com
mission of offences, rather than that of punishing them, is here
carried to an extent that is truly edifying; and when offences.
do come, the mildest remedies are found sufficient to correct
them. "My experience at home has served to confirm my
experiment made abroad, where, for months together, it was
not necessary to inflict a single punishment. In the hands of
a master of energy, who enters into the spirit of the system,
and has for some time reduced it to successful practice, and is
supported by able teachers, whose business is not to correct,

. but to prevent faults, and to preclude the use of punishment,
I am persuaded· that no other punishments or even rewards
are absolutely necessary than those which the emulation of the
New School, the principle of honour and sbame, keeps in per
petual action." - Lastly, by this system the highest plCllSure
is afforded to the pupil. It is idle to declaim against the
inattention of children, and their aversion to their lessons.
Knowledge is delightful to the human mind: the pleasure
connected with the gratification· of the senses is neither more
real nor more lively. He must be both a careless observer,
and a bad teacher, who, when he has been explaining to a
chilq some interesting fac~ of a nature which he could com
prehend, in clear and precise language, has not seen his eye
sparkle with intelligent enthusiasm, and been struck with the
deep, anxious, and delighted attention which his whole soul
has put forth to understand it perfectly, and to trace it in all
it" relations. It is words without meaning, or with a meaninp:
above his comprehension, propositions not intelligible in them
selves, or not to be understood without some elementary know
ledge, that are disgusting to a child. Give him ideas, bring

E 4
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them down to a level with his capacity, exhibit them to him
with clearness, and you will see him as much enguged and
as happy as in the merriest moment of his merriest sport.

With an exception or two hereafter to be mentioned, this ad
mirable plan of education has hitherto been restricted to the
mere elements of instruction; namely, to reading, writing, and
arithmetic. The success with which it has taught these ele
mentary arts, by far the most ilifficult to be communicated. in
the whole circle of the science of education, is perfect; and dte
labour, money, and time saved by it truly wonderful. That it
is capable of being applied with equal advantage to the higher
branches of education; that with· some modification it might be
made the instrument of teaching ~age, ~and science, in
all the variety and extent in which these subjects ever are, or
can be communicated by one mind to another; - is the constantly I

repeated opinion of the inventor of the system, and is' also the
opinion of every intelligent man who has attended to the sub
ject, as far as we know, without Jl'single exception. But the
honour of proposing to try the experiment, and of digesting a
plan of instruction for the-New School, has been reserved for
the illustrious author of the Ckrestomatlzia. It is truly encou
rnging to find the name of Bentham connected with this most
important subject. In this work he has drawn liberally from
the stores of his highly cultivated mind; he has put forth its
strength: it is a work distinguished for the power and accu
racy of its reasoning, and the profoundness and comprehensive
ness of its views.

The term by which the New School is designated, Clzres
tomathie, is derived from two Greek words, which signify
conducive to useful learning. The volume before us containll
a scheme of instruction adapted to the purposes of an institution
in which all the higher branches of learning might be taught-on
the principles of the system which has already been enlarged
upon. It is framed to comprehend the .various branches of
e?~cation, whic~ are spread ove~ the whole fi~d of k~owl~,
glVlng to each Its dlie share of Impl?rtance, With a view to the
greatest Possible sum of practical benefit. This scheme is dis
played ill two tables termed "Chrestomathic Instruction Tables,"
which are developed and explained in the volump. itself.

The first table is intended to show the several branches of
intellectual instruction proposed to be included in the aggregate'
course. The second contains an application of the principles of
tlle new system of instruction to the higher branches of learning.
Both as an exhibition of the contents of this work, and as a
means of directing the attention of the reader to the subjects
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which it is proposed to teach in the New Schoo], we shall give a
brief but connected outline of the course of instruction which is
here sketched•.

The first table is divided into five columns. The first c0

lumn states the advantages which are to be derived from intel
lectual instruction; namely, that it ~cures to the possessor a
proportionable share of general respect; that it is a security
agarnst idleness, considered as a source of sensuality and mis
cliievousness; that it is a security against ennui; that it is a
security for admission into good company, &c. The second
column states the grounds on which the order in which the
various: subjects Qf intellectual instruction are most advantage
ously taught, depends. This ~ a subject of extreme importance,
which has been perfectly understood and acted on only In the
new system of education; and had this system done nothing
more, it would have produced incalculable benefit. The first
ground of precocity on the part of the mind, is its degree of
preparedness with relation to the subject' and mode of instruc
tion in question; and the second, the natural pleasantness of
the subject. At the dawn of reason an object is the more plea
sant the more exclusivel? it presents itself to the senses, espe
cially to the senses of Sight and hearing, and the less forcibly
it appeals to the understanding, and calls for the exercise of
the judgment. Hence the various sensible forms presented by
nature and art, particularly by nature, excite at this period a
stronger interest than is produced by the transactions which
arise out of the mutual intercourse that takes place between
persons of mature age. Thus birds and beasts ~re among
the most interesting objects that can be presented to the ob
servation of children. Corporeal find the mind earlier prepared
for their reception, than incorporeal ideas. For example, na
tural substances, such as stones, plants, and animals; artificial
substances, such as buildings, furniture, clothing, tools, articles
of food and drink,· and the materials, wrought or unwrou~ht,

of which, and the tools and the othel' instruments with whIch,
they are respectively composed. Hence the juvenile mind is
earlier prepared for the reCeption of instruction, with reference to
natural history than to natural philosophy. .

The third and fourth columns exhibit the· distribution of the
course of instruction, which is divided into stages.' Of these
columns the first commences with the preparatory or elemenrary
stage, which comprehends the elementary arts; namely, 1. Read
ing, taught by writing. 2. Writing, and, s. Common arithmetic.

Stage I. The first stage purposes to treat of natural history.
This incl.udes: 1. Miner81ogy; in this early stage to be taught
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only by the exhibition of figure, colour, and other sensible qua
lities, without reference to causes and effects. - 2. Botany; to be
taught like the former subjects, without reference to cause IUld
effect. - 8. Zoology; to be taught as above. On these subject~

the exercises prescribed are to be accompanied with the exhibi
tion of specimens both dead and living, and with draughts or
models of specimens. ...,.... 4. Geography; the familiar or purely
geographical part only, which may be taught by maps with a few
verbal explanations. The scientific part, that which exhibits
the facts and appearances which result from the earth's connec
tion with the sun, moon, and other parts of the universe, to be
deferred to a future st8gt>.- 5. Geometry; the demonstrative
and even the enunciative parts of the propositions, except perhaps
a few of the most simple and easily conceived, to be postponed
to a future stage. At present the definitions alone are to be
taught; for the illustration of which the most familiar specimens,
such as rules, pencils, slates, marbles, balls, tops, &c. to be em
ployed. - 6. Historical chronology: that is, history so far as
exhibited by chronology considered in the most familiar point
of view, consisting only of indications of the principal events
known or supposed to have happened to IDlUlkind, mentioned in
the briefest manner in regard to the portions of time in which
they are supposed to have taken place, and without reference to
their causes and effects, or the characters of the respective
actors of which the matter of history is composed. History thus,
as it were, clothed, to be reserved partly for a higher stage in the
same school, partly for a maturer time of life. Exercises in his
torical chronology, to be afforded by tables, charts, and memorite'l'
verse; and answers to be written and repeated in prose, in re
turn to corresponding questions. - 7. Biographical chronology.
To be taught in the same manner and with the same kind of
exercises as historical chronology. -8. Appropriate drawing:
that is, drawing corresponding on the one hand to the state of the
bodily faculties and the degree of proficiency attained, and on
the other to the particular nature of the branch of art and science
to which its application is to be made. The first rude essays in
drawing cannot take place too soon. Writing is but a particular
application of it. Mineralogy, with the right-lined angles exhi
bited by its chrystals, the outlines of some of the objects included
in botany, and zoology, and geometry especially, afford forms
more easily traced upon sand or slate than those which are pro
duced by writing under the name of letters and words. By the
several branches of natural history, comprised in this stage, is
furnished the matter upon which the juvenile mind will have to
operate in the course of the several succeeding stages. With
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these objects, as exhibited in this most simple point of view, the
mind is to be made perfectly familiar, in order that it may expe
rience no difficulty in its endeavours to comprehend the propo
sitions of which they will be taken for the subjects in the cOurse
ofthe succeeding stages. .

Stage II. The second stage purposes to treat of natural phi
losophy, including, I. Mechanics ; - II.Chemistry ; - III. Sub
jects belonging to chemistryand mechanics jointly.-I. Mechanics:
1. Mechanics, in the limited sense of the word, that is, in the
sense in which it is employed for the designation of the several
distinguishable classes of configurations, contrived principally for
the purpose of gaining force at the expense of dispatch, 0"

dispatch at the expense of force. These are, the lever,
the wheel turning upon a fixed axis, - the pulley or
shifting wheel, - the inclined plane, - the screw, - the
wedge; - to which has of late years been added, the funi
cular machine. These are now denominated by the common
appellation of the mechanical powers. The species of force to
which all distinguishable bodies or masses of matter appear to be
indebted for the quantity of matter, the form,. and the texture they
possess are, attraction of gravity, - attraction of cohesion,
electricity, - attraction and repulsion as assisting in mag
netism, - in electricity, - in WJ1vanism, - in what is termed
electrive attraction. - 2. Hydrostatics. To this head belong
the means employed for ascertaining the specific gravity of
different bodies: likewise in a considerable degree the effects of
pump-work, of mill-work, more particularly ih the case of water
mills, and the efficiency of such solid constructions as are
employed in resisting the pressure of the water: for example,
navi~ble vessels, wharfs, docks, &C. - s. Hydraulics; the me
chaDlcal properties of liquids, as confined in solid channels of a
dt>terminate form: it is a modification of hydrostatics. To this
kind belong, for example, pump-work, and in general the art of
conveying water upon a large scale to places in which it is
wanted. - 4. Mechanical pneumatics. To tllis head belong the
mechanical properties which are possessed in common by all such
portions of matter as are in the aenal or gaseous state; and in
particular their weight; their elasticity, and thnt pressure on all
sides which is the result of the sort of compl'omise which takes
place amongst these nntngonising force.~. On these principle!>
depend, fdr example, the art of mill-work, in so fal' ns concerns
wind-mills; the art of constructing and Illl"i~ntillg vessels, in so
far as sails are employed; and in "il'lul! of the tendency of tht!
same body, namely, water, to pass 'rom the liquid into the
gaseous state and back again, according to the llllnntity of heat
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combined or mixed with it, the construction of steam-engines.
lj. Acoustics. - 6. Optics. - II. Chemistry, including chemical
pneumatics.-7. Mineral chemistry. - 8.Vegetable chemistry.
9. Animal chemistry: that is, chemistry considered in its ap
plication to those three different classes of bodies. In the course
of the instruction given in chemisnr, as it comes to be applied \
respectively to the subjects 'of the mmeral, vegetable, and animal
kin,qdoms, occasion will occur for recalling, enlivening, and fixing
in the memory the information accorded in relation to them in
Stage 1.-10. Meteorology.-III. Subjects belonging to chemistry
and mechanics jointly. - 11. Magnetism. - 12. Electricity. -
1S. Galvinism. - 14. Balistics; the art of projectiles. - 1S. Geo
graphy continued. In the first stage, the instruction relating to
geography will have been confined to mere topography; the
knowledge of the divisions and remarkable spots partly ~ural,

partly' factitious, observable on the earth's surface, beginning
with the country in which the instruction is administered. At
this next, and in other succeeding stages, the same pound
will be retrodden; and as the capacity advances, informatlon will
be afforded of that sort which has recently been referred to a
distinct name, that is, statistics; such as that which concerns
population, the manner and proportions in which the matter of
wealth, the matter of power, and the matter of dignity are dis
tributed; quantity and quality of military force, &c. &c.
16. Geometry. - 17. Historical chronology continued. In the
same manner as geography, presented at first in the state of a
naked field, receives by degrees its proper clothing, .so will his
torical chronology. In both cases, the siwts will be repeated,
and at each repetition an additional quantity of information will
be superadded. To this account given of great military wars,
and other political events, composed of battles, unions and dis
memberments, acquisitions and losses of territory, changes in
dynasties, and in forms of government, will by degrees be added
the sort of information designated by the term archreology; that
is, account of antiquities, or of the state of persons and things
in former times, including information respecting lodging, diet,
clothing, military equipment, pastimes, power, and functions
beIOl~~ing to officers civil, political, and religious, &c. -18. Bio
graphical chronology. - 19. Appropriate drawing continued.
In the Chrestomatllic School, the great use of drawing is to give
assistance to, and to serve both as a test and a cause of pro
ficiency in the branches of art and science to which it is
applied. - 20. Grammatical exercises applied to English, Latin,
Greek, French, and GerDW1 in conjunction. The object aimed
at in these exercises will be, - to render the scholar acquainted
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with the structure of language in general, and that of his own
~ in particular; - to familiarize him with the greater
part of the terms belonging to foreign languages from which
those of his own are derived; - to render tne approach to the
several branches of art and science os. smooth and easy as pos
sible; - to lay a substantial foundation for a more particular
acquaintance with the several foreign languages comprehended
in the scheme, or such of them as at a maturer age may promise
to be conducive to the scholar's advancement in life., or may be
agreeable to his taste. The subjects of the exercises, in addi
tion to the rules of grammar, may consist of select portions of
history and biography taken from the IBost approved works com
posed in the several languages.

Stage III. At this stage the general information obtained· in
the two preceding stages is still repeated, and the application
made of it to the exigencies and qualifications of common life,
rendered more and more particular and determinate, and brought
still nearer to actual use. 1. Mining; only a very general view to
be given of the momier in which this art is practised. - 2. Geog
nosy or Geology: an account of the manner in which the mat
ter composing the substance of the earth is distributed. Geog
nosy is am~ the new fruits of chemistry: it is useful as affording
presumptive mdications of the presence or absence of the valuable
substances for the extraction of which the art of mining is em
ployed: it alliO includes archreology as applied to the structure
of the globe. - 8. Land-surveying and measuring. In an appli
cation made of it at Stage 11. to mechanics, geometry found one
of its principal uses: in its application to land-surveying it
will find another.-4. Architecture.-5. Husbandry, including
the theory of vegetation and gardening. The application will
be made of the instruction obtained in relation to the mineral
as well as the vegetable system in Stage I.; to vegetable
chemistry in Stage II.; to architecture, as far ds concerns
barns, drains, and other constructions; and to husbandry
itself, as far as concerns implements employed, or with ad
van~ employable in husbandry. - 6. Physical economics:
that JS, mechanics and chemistry applied to domestic ma
nagement and other common purposes of life. From me
chanics, and more especially from chemistry, will be deduced an
all-comprehensive stock of practically nseful information. The
ends which this art has in view are the maximization of bodily
comfort in all its shapes; the minimization of bodily discomfort
in all its shapes; the minimization of labour and expense applied
to both these purposes. Articles of household furmture, apparel,
food, drink and. fuel; these it will have among its principal sub-
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ject matters: wl\rmiog, cooling, moistening, washing, drying,
ventilating, lighting, clothing, cooking, pres,erving, repairing,
restoring; these it will have among its principal operations. Air,
heat, cold, light, substances, some in a solid, some in a liquid,
some even in a gaseous form, substances infinitely diversi~d in
form and texture; s~bstances from all three kingdoms, mineral,
animal, and vegetable, some natural, some factitious, some simple,
some compound; these it will have for its materials and instru
ments. -7. Geography. -,8. Geometry. - 9. History. - 10.
Biography. - 11. Appropriate drawing. - 12. Grammatical
exercises applied as above, continued.

Stage IV. Hygiantics or Hygiastics; that is, the art of pre
serving as well as restoring health, including the arts and sci
enCf'.8 thereunto belonging: in this school to be taught only so
far as to enable the scholar to guard against disease and death,
considered as liable to be produced by suddenness or excess of
heat, cold, or moisture, by want of respirable air, by excess of toil
or bodily labour: how to apply one's self ,0 as to obtain from
friendly ignorance the speediest as well as most effectual relief in
case of thqse accidents from which the most common disorders
take their rise, a burn, a scald, a flesh wound, &c.; how to ope
rate towards the recovery of persons apparently drowned, &c.
In this stage will also be contained - 12. Geography. - IS.
Geometry. -14. History. - 15. Biography.~ 16. Appro
priate drawing. - 17. Grammatical exercisea.

Stage V. The fifth stage comprehends Mathematics.-
1. Geometry, with demonstrations. -2. Arithmetic, the higher
branches. - S. Algebra. - 4. Uranolo~cal or astronomical ge0
graphy. To this head belongs the diviSIon made of space on the
earth's surface; namely, the divisions into climates, and degrees
of latitude and longitude, the in8uence exerci~ by the moon on
the tides, &c. - 5. Uranological or astronomical chronology.
To this head belong the divisions made of time; namely, the
natural divisions into periods, cycles, solar years, months, lunar
years, and days; of the artificial divisions into hours, minutes, and
seconds. In this stage will also be contained - 6. History.
7. Biography. - 8. Appropriate drawing. - 9. Grammatical
exercises. - 10. Technology; or arts and manufactures in gene
ral. On this occasion it is proposed to give a connected view of
the operations by which arts and manufactures are carried on.
The more general information obtained in the second and third
stages in relation to mechanics and chemistry, and some of their
dependencies, will be extended farther to particulars. Here will
be shown and exemplified the advantages in regard to the dispatch
and perfection of which the principle of the division of labour is
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productive. To reduce the apparent infinitude of the subject
within a comprehensible compass, it will be necessary to apply
the art of arrangement of the naturalist to the contents of the
field of the technologist: to bring together and class the several
sorts of tools and otner implements, and that in such a manner
as to show how they agree with and differ from each other. Thus
the Chrestomathic School would become a source ofgeneral com
munication, a channel through which the several sorts of artists
might receive from. one another instruction in relation to points
of practice, at present peculiar to each. The carpenter, the
joiner, the cabinet-maker, the turner in wood, the ship-builder,
the white-smith, the black-smith, the metal-founder, the prillter,
the engraver, the mathematical instrument maker, the taylor, the
shoe-maker, the collar-maker, the saddler, the distiller, the brewer,
the sugar-baker, the bread-baker, &c.; the respective tools and
other implements of all these several artists, togethtlr with the
-operations perfonned by many of them, would thus be compared
together, and a comparative and comprehensive view be given of
the points of resemblance and difference. Independently of the
mutual information capable of being by this means derived from
one another by the artists themselves, to the scholars the effect
will be that enlivening consciousness of mental vigour and inde
pendent power which is the fruit of learning in general, reaped
from the soil of a highly cultivated mind. It is proposed to ter
minate this course by instruction in - 11. Book-keeping in
general: that is, the art of registration. - 12. Commercial book
keeping. - IS. Note-taking, applied to recapitulating lectures
on such of the above branches as admit and require it.

Such is the course of instruction proposed to be pursued in
the New School, and without doubt the extent and variety of the
s~bjects must appear sufficiently appalling to those who have
been accustomed only to .the old method of teaching; but that
they are all capable of being taught on the principle of the new
system, will appear evident from the following considerations: 
There is nothing in the nature of these subjects which renders
the principles of the new system inapplicable to them, but the con
trary. The knowledQ:e we possess of them, as far as it extends, is
real and precise; and such knowledge it is always easy to com
municate. - The subjects themselves are naturally interesting to
the human mind. Most of the objects treated of, especially in the
early stages, are not only sensible objects, but objects the lllOIit
f&miliar to the senses: many of the phenomena to be explained,
are the most common occurrences in nature, are the first to
awaken the curiosity of the youthful mind, and respecting which
it is always easy to excite great interest.-Most of th~e sub-
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jects are capable of that simple and natural arrangement which
is of such essential importance to the communication· of know
ledge. In all of them it ii easy to begin with simple principles ;
to advance, step by step, to those that are more complicated; to
prevent the anticipation of &Dy idea; in fact, to make every lesson
perfect in itself, or, at least, in conjunction with the instruction
that has preceded, and a preparation for the lesson which is w
follow. \\'ith natural philosophy, in all its extent, with mechanics,
with chemistry, with their associated branches, and with mathe
matics, this IS eminently the case, and it is really so with
language itsel£ - There is not one of these subjects, all the
pam of which might not be subdivided and arranged in lessons
as short as can be desired, recognizing, to the fullest extent, the
principle never to be lost sight of in education, that the human
mind can attend to but one idea at a time. All these facta are
capable of being learned in a class; all are capable of being said
in a class: many of the objects to which they relate are admira
bly adapted for instruction in a class, because they are capable
of being exhibited in specimens or illustrated by drawings or
diagrams. The short lessons containing an account of these
objects and of the facts relating to them, may be repeated over

. and over again until they are learned perfectly; and it must at
all times be easy to ascertain whether or not any individual in the
class understands them thoroughly. Hence, then, it is clear,
that there is not a single principle of this admirable system which
is not as applicable to instruction in the highest· branches of
lea~, as experience has proved it to be favourable to the
acquisition of its elementary arts.

It; before the experiment had been made, it might have
been reasonable to doubt of the correctness of this statement,
at least in its full ~xtent, and if any of the branches included
in the above table had been pointed out as affording a proba
ble exception, it would certainly have been the study of language.
It is singular, that in the only attempt hitherto made to com
municate any of the higher branches of learning on the principles
of the new system, that ve~ branch should have been selected
for the trial respecting whIch there would have been a priori
the most reasonable ground to doubt whether the experi
ment would succeed. The experiment has been made, and
witll complete success. The event is triumphant; it is declared
to be so by authority that must be deemed decisive. It is stated by
Dr. Bell, that Dr. Russel, now the master of the Charter House
School, having prepared three elementary books on the simple
principle of the Madras system, "introduced it into his school;
that no boy has ever since·passed a sentence of .which he has
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been ignorant, or been flogged on the gt'ound of his learning."
In a subsequent volume he adds, " that he had just attended the
annual examination of the Charter House School, in the pre
sence of Dr. Fisher, then master of the Charter House, by the
chaplains of his Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury; that the
three upper forms, taught, as well as the rest of the school, by
monitors, were examined in the higher Greek and Roman clas
sics, and that every member of these daiSes proved himself fully
master of every book which he had read; that the examination
altogether was in the highest degree satisfactory to the ex
aminers, and most gratifying to his own feelings; that the
school has grown in .number thirty scholars since last year, and
is in a most floUTishing state." •

The account of the applicalion of the new system, to the ac
quisition of language in the High School of Edinburgh, f$iven
by Mr. Pillans, and by Mr. Gray, is still more full and deCISive.
In this school the number of scholars is usually from five to six
hundred: the whole is divided into four classes: each class 0c

cupies a separate room. The head class, which is the most nu
merous, is under the immediate charge of the head master, styled
Rector. From the statement of Mr. Pillans, the present rector,
it appears that his class consists of nearly two hundred boys;
that the brlUlches of knowledge ta~t by him are the Latin and
Greek languages, together with anCIent, and a small portion of
modem geography; that the ordinary business of the class is to
translate and parse a portion of a Latin poet, - tor example, from
thirty-five tc;> forty-five lines of VirWJ or Horace, - and an. equal
portion of Livy, Cicero, and Sallust, and to repeat some part of
Dr. Adam's Grammar, and of his Antiquities. The whole class is
formed· into twenty divisions, under their respective monitors.
The duty of the monitor is to take care that every boy construes a
portion of the lesson; to see that his division understanda the
syntax and construction of the passage; to take care that the
right meaning is always given to the passage in all its parts..; and
to mark on a slip ofpaper the names of the boys who full in say
ing. The boys, on the other hand, are ins~eted to notice any
falSe interpretation which the monitor may allow to pass, and re
serve it for an appeal. If a boy proves that any such error was
allowed to pass uncorrected, he takes his place above all the boys
in the division who did not observe the blunder, and the monitor
himself losP-s a place. This ~on binds both monitor IDId
pupil to a careful preparation athome, and it has also the advan
tage of bringing into discussion the difficult passages. After the

• Elementl of Tuition, Part HI. p. 249.
VOL. J. F
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appeals are concluded, the lessons are construed to the master,
generally by some of the boys who are reported by the monitors
to have failed in saying their lessons correctly; and questions are
asked relating to geography, history, antiquities, derivations of
words, and niceties of construction and expression. Of the
written exercises, which consist of translations from Latin into
English, and from English into Latin, and which are also ex
amined and corrected by the monitor, the best and the worst are
exhibited to the class, and places are determined according to
their merit. In like manner in the Greek class, which consists
of about one hundred and fifty-five, the lessons are also said in
divisions. In the geography class, in which ancient and modern
geography are united, a sketch of each country is drawn by the
master on a black board, with white clialk. The physiool features
of the country, the principal ranges ofmountains, the rivers which
fall from them, are pointed out; then the ltmgth, breadth, longi
tude, latitude, and boundaries are fixed, and next the towns,
the situations of great battles, and so on, are added; and when the
sketch is thus completed, the pupils are required to construct
maps from it. The maps which are best executed are exhibited
to the class: the boys who constructed them are employed as
monitors to those who have drawn inferior maps, or none at all ;
.00 thus the information they have obtained is fixed in their
memory.

The testimony of Mr. Gray to the efficacy of this system is
most decisive. His class consists of upwards of a hundred boys.
He declares, that

" On the new system I have been enabled so to arrange my
class, that every boy is employed every minute of the time he is
in school, either in the acquIsition or communication of know
ledge. The fifteen highest boys are monitors. The first thing
to be done after the meeting of the class, is to see that they have
their lessons distinctlr' When thiJ is ascertained, the whole
dass goes into diviSIOns. In this waY' fifteen times as much

.work can be done in the same space, and I can say with confi
dence, ilileen times better. From this contrivance, instead of
the languor and restlessness that too frequently prevails, all is
activity and energy. More noise indeed is heard; but the sounds
are sweet, fur they are the SOWlds of labour. Every one studit!S,
because by the exertion of his talents he finds himself equal to
every task; and ignorance is more shameful when the account is to
be rendered to one of his own years, than to a man. It seems,
indeed, that boys are better qualified to teach boys than men.
They enter more readily into their feelings: they are more sensible
of the diiIicultiea which they themselves have just mastered; and
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wjll adQpt mQre simple and f8Qliliar modes of illustration. Nor
have I ever bad cause to SU$Pect the diligence or fidelity of
a moriitor. To attain this station, is an object of ambition
to the whole class: and where anyone has risen to it, he is too
m~h afraid of 100ing it, to risk the disgrace by his own miscon
duct. I have never once found it necessary to degrade a monitor
fur inattention to his division. To this there is a double check.
An appeal is open to the division against the monitor, as well as
to him against the division; and when every boy has gone over
the whole, not a portion of the lesson, I examine a number of
them promiscuously, and the lessons are said with so much more
promptitude and accuracy than in the old way, that I am frequently
enabled to examine as many as if no time had been spent iII
divisions at all. Then I have united the advan~es cf both
methods. By this means, every boy in the Class, Oesides the
benefit accruing from saying over the whole of every lesson till
he has satisfied his monitor, is separately examined by me two or
!.hree times a day. The superiority of this mode over the other
is incalculable, as it tends to store the mind with useful knowledge,
to infuse a love of learning, to form habits of industry, and to
render the whole economy of a school delightful both to scholar
and master. Of my present class that h!IS been conducted on
this plan, all have gained a more extensive knowledge of the
Latin language than 1 have known on any former occasion; and
not a Single boy kasftiled. This till now I did not think possible.
For many years it had been _ subject of melancholy reflection to
me, why so many boys failed in acqniring a competent knowledge
of rbusicaJ learning, while they succeeded in every thing else.
This objedion to our dassical sehools may now be easily obviated.
I do not say that every boy will be equally successful. Nature
has made strong BIld marked distinctions in the extent of capacity;
but I will venture to assert, that every one may be made to turn
bis talents to the beJt account. One of the most important of
the objects of a good education is to inspire a literary taste; and
I know no way in which this can be done so effectually. What
deters many boys from the prosecution of ancient learning is its
difficulty. By aid of the Lancasterian system, asperities may be
smoothed, the boy may be gently led over the threshold of the
temple; and when he is once introduced, he cannot fail to be
charmed by its beauties. I have never, indeed, known a young
IDall who pursued learning that did not· love it. This
bias to literature is of more value than all the knowledge he
earns from school It is the ahield of the young mind against
the ruinous inroads of vice. In a school so~, it is
imposaible for any boy to spend his time idly. He must exert

p 2
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himself. He readily does what he finds he cannot escape; and
what may have been irksome at first, soon becomes pleasant.
He is happy, from a consciousness of doing his duty; and habits
are formed that will be useful through life. To the master, the
task of superintending such a school is delightful. He is merely
the belmliman that steers the bark, under perpetual sunshine,
while every man on board is at his duty. Cmporeal punishments
m'e abolished. This practice is equally degrading to the scholar
who suffers, and to the master who mflicts punishment, and I
firmly believe has done more mischief to our classical schools
than all other causes whatever. The boy soon considers the
man whom he sees in the daily use 'of the torture as a tyrant

. and his greatest enemy; and all his ingenuity will be exerted in
inventing the means of retaliation. A great objection to this
mode ofdiscipline is, that frondts very nature the master applies
to it with reluctance; and for one fault that is punished,
twenty escape. Thus the hope of impunity begets disorder,
which, when it comes to a certain height, in its turn brings punish
ment. On the new method, the boys are kept in constant good
humour, and no irritation is ever excited in the mind of the master.
There exists between them only a reciprocity of kindness and
docility. To animate a whole school with one spirit, to make
them advance in the intellectual career with the same march of
mihd, to stimulate them to exertion by the enlivening power of
emulation, to exalt them in their own opinion, has always been
my object in the discharge ofmy public duties: and Mr. Lancaster
has put into my hands an instrument by which I have been
enabled to realize my fondest visions in my most san~ine mood.
This is a testimony that I think due, and I cannot WIthhold it."

The practicability of the application of the new system to the
higher branches of learning is therefo~ no longer a ques
tion: no experiment could have been devised better calculated
to put it to the test; no report of that experiment could have
been invented better adapted to prove that its success is perfect.
Here then is a machine of immense power capable of producing
the most extraordinary effects. Let us suppose it in full oper
ation: let us suppose this admirable method of communicating
knowledge applied in all the extent, and with all the efficiency
of which experience proves it to be capable, to the instruction
of one important division of the community, that of the middle
class. Of the political and moral importance ofthis class, there
can be but one opinion. It is the strength of the community.
It contains, beyond all comparison, the greatest proportion of the
intelligence, industry, and wealth of the state. III it are the heads
that invent, and the hands that execute; the enterprise that pro-
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jects, arid the capital by which these projects are carried into
operation. The merchant, the manufacturer, the mechanist,
the chemist, the artist, those who discover new arts, those who
perfect old arts, those who extend science; the men·in fact who
~ for the rest of the world, and who really do the business
of the world, are the men of this class. The people of the .class
below are the instruments with which they work; and those of
the class above, though they may be called their governors, and
may really sometimes seem to rule them, are much more often,
'DOre truly, and more completely under their control. In this
country at least, it is this class which gives to the nation its cha
racter. The proper education of this portion of the people is
therefore of the ~eatest possible importance to the wellbeing of
the state. Consldering then their station, and the n~
nature of their pursuits, what is the kind of knowledge which It
is most desirable to communicate to them; what are the Ilubjects
an acquaintance with which wil\ afford them the most assistance
in their occupations, and the greatest enjoyment in their hours of
leisure ?

We answer decidedly, not an acquaintance with the languages
of antiquity. For the lawyer, the physician, the divine, the
scholar, the senator, BDd the statesman, Latin and Greek are in
dispensable. To men who are to be occupied in the ordinary
business of life, whose main object is to become acquainted
with things, and who are to think only in order to act, Latin
and Greek are comparatively useless. There was a time when
these languages contained aU the knowledge possessed by man
kind; now other languages contain all that was ever to be com
municated by them, together with that vast stock which has
been accumulated since they ceased to be the langu~ of living
being.;. They have nothing in common with the busmess of the
world as it is transacted now: they do not enter into men's
thoughts: they do not form the topic of conversation in society:
they are obsolete: they have no longer an habitation or a name,
except in some degree in literature; and they possess no power
of developing the human faculties which is not at least equalled
by other branches of learning. As we have already said, there
can be no reason whv there should not be profound scholars, as
well as subtle specfaI pl~ers, and learned theologians; but
nothing can equal the absurdity of consuming more th~ three
fourths of the invaluable time appropriated to education " in
scraping ~er," as Milton expresses it, "so much miserable
Greek and 'Latin," bv persons to whom it is of no manner of u"e,
to whose pursuits it" bears no kind of relation, who after all IlC

quire it so imperfectly as to derive no pleasure from the future
plJ
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cultivation of it, who invariably neglect it as SOQll as they are
released from the authority of school, and in the lapse of a few
years allow every trace of it to be obliterated from the memory.

The cultivation of language, however, ought by no means to
be ~lected by persons of this class. They ought to be tho
roughly instructed in the principles of language in general, and
to be made correctly acquainted with the elegances of the Eng
lish language in particular. Perhaps also in the Pl'eSeJlt state of
literature, and of national intercourse, it is desirable that they
should be taught the French language. Mineralogy, botany,
zoology, geography, geometry, history, chronology, mechanics
in general; with the kindred subjects of magnetism, electricity,
galvanism, balistics, mining, geology, land-surveying, archirec.
ture, husbandry, physical economics, hydraulics; then the higher
branches of mathematics, the higher branches of arithmetic,
algebra, astronomy, &c.; in a word, all thebranches of learning
included in the table of the proposed Chrestomathic School ought
to be taught them as fully, that is, with as great a regard to
particulars, as experience may prove to be possible. These
subjects are intimately connected with what is to become the
business of their life: many of them constitute the very objects
to which the whole attention of their minds is to be devoted.
Not to dwell on their tendency to develope the intellectual
faculties, to awaken curiosity, to interest attention, to fOrm
the habit of observation - the observation, for example, of ana
logies and discrepancies, - to secure the exercise of reason in
tracing these anal~'esand discrepancies, in deducing inferences
from them, in I . to the notice of new phenomena, and
consequently to the . covery of new facts; not to d~ll on
these circnmstances, though they are of vast importance, the
capital advan~ of the early study of these subjects is, that they
must necessarify be better understood, and therefore excite a
deeper interest on account of the clear, precise, comprehensive,
and scientific elementary knowledge which will thus be com
municated respecting them. These advantages are more certainly
secured for the reason, that each of these subjects is taught in
connection with all the others included,in this comprehensive
course; for this extension of the field of learning Dot only expands
the mind, not only teaches more things, but teaches those that
are communicated better than they could otherwise have been
understood.

The course of instruction which is here proposed would 'Cel'

tainlyafford to this class of the community sufficient intellectual
cultivation; but in order to secure the ultimate object of all edu
cation, that is, in order to form enlightened men and virtuous
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citizens, it would be highly desirable, towards the terminati"on ot
the course, to direct their attention to some other subjects, the
study of which is usually postponed to a later period of life, and
the teaching of which is assigned to a higher school Thesub
jects to which we allude are, ltistory, considered in relation to its
more important uses, particularly the history of England, govern
ment, commerce, political economy, and the philosophy of the
human mind. We can easily imagine the astonishment and the
scorn which will be felt by some persons at the bare mention of
such topics as fitted for the study of a school-boy; and 88I11l'edly
they are above the comprehension of school-boys of fifteen or six
teen years of age, educated in the ancient method. But it must be
borne in mind, that the boys whom it is here proposed to initiate
into these studies, and who in general will have no opportunity
of going to a university, have not spent three-fourths of their time
in learning jargon by rote; that every moment which they have
passed in school has been actively and efficiently occupied; that
the subjects to which their attention has been directed, have been
adapted to their capacity and congenial to their taste; that no
thing bas been taught tbem obscurely and imperfectly, but that
their knowledge. so far as it has extended, has always been clear,
exact, and complete: whence they must have gained a vast
accession of time, Bl'ld have experienced both a more early and a
more perfect development of the mental faculties. A boy edu
cated in this manner, will be as competent to study the elements
of the subjects mentioned above, at the age of fifteen as at the
~ of thirty.

In the first place, then, we would have every boy taken from
the middJerank of life instructed in the true uses of history-.
We would have it demonstrated to him, that while it improves
the understanding, it prepares for the proper discharge of the
duties of life; that it frees the mind from prejudice; that it is the
foundation of all real improvement in the science of government;
that it strengthens the sentiments of virtue; that it produces an
enlightened patriotism; that it forms a taste for solid glory and
true greatness; and that it teaches just conceptions both of the
strength and weakness of human nature. We would have his
attention directed to the sourees of history, and the methods which
have been used for transmitting to posterity the knowledge of past
events; the application ofother kinds of knowledge to the study
of history ought to be pointed out; an account of the most
important objects of attention to a reader of history should be
presented to him, as well as an explanation of the CirCumBtances
which contribute to the real wealth, prosperity, and glory of a
country. Then the attention should be directed, with all the

F ... .
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detail that may be found practicable, to the history of England
'" particular. Its meJllorable eras should be pointed out;
the origin of its institutions should be shown, and ~eir progress
traced; its struggles for liberty, civil and religious, should be
dwelt on; the most probable means of securing its freedom
and promoting its prosperity should be explained; and its il
lustrious men who have rendered their country, and the very
.age ~ ,,!hich they flourished, .glorious, sbould be exhibited to ~e
admu'ation of the youthful nund. Here are abundant materials
for reflection; here are admirable lessons of morality; here are
means of kindling the purest love of liberty, of exciting the
noblest emulation, and of producing the most enlightened and
most fervent patriotism.

In like manner, in the higher classes of these schools, ought to
be explained the true nature and object of government; the ad
vantages and disadvantap;es of its different forms, that is, the
grea.ter or less facility afforded by them for acoomp1ishin~ its
great purpose; the rights and duties of the governed; the rlght'l
and duties of governors, and so on. It ou~ht never to be for
gotten, that the minds which are forming m these schools are
soon to take an active part in the service of their country; that
they must have, and will have, a great and commanding influence
on the measures pursued, on the laws enacted, on the justi(.'C
administered.

The cOmmerce of the country is carried on almost exclusively
by persons of this class: it is therefore important that the means
should be afforded them of forming enlightened and compre
hensive conceptions of the subject. The capital advantages of
commerce, the manner in which it produces those advantages,
the circumstances on which its power of 'increasing the wealth
and prosperity of a country depends, its influence on landed

. and other species of property, expedients which mayor which.
may not be adopted with safety for its encouragement; these and
similar subjects ought to be illustrated. There is no subject in
which this class of the community is more deeply interested;
none in which the views they take and the conduct they pursue
will beattended with more important results; none, an acquaintance
with which is more necessary to guide their exertions, to prevent
the misdirection of their labour, and to secure even to their bene
volence itselfbeneficent effects, than that ofpolitical economy.

Some knowledge of the laws which govern the operations
of the human mind is necessary to conduct any mental proces!l
with success, in order to save much valuable time, and to pre
vent much waste of labour in the investigation of Ilubjects which
there is no hope of ever comprehending. To understand how
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habits are tOnned, how prejudices are engendered, how the judg
ment is influenced, how the will is determined, how the cha.
racter is superinduced, and consequently how habits, prejudice.,
judgment, will, and character, may be modified, or changecj, or
fixed; to entertain just conceptions of the merit and demerit of
actions and characters, of virtue and vice, of reward and pu
nishment, ,..- all these subjects are of vital importance; they
involve the most· deep and permanent interests of individuals,
and communities: to persons of this class especially, just
conceptions of them are essential to the proper discharge of
the most momentous duties which devolve upon them. From
our own actual observation and experience of the capacity of
the youthful mind, when properly trained, we pronounce that
these subjects are perfectly within its comprehension, and we
know that it is poyible to make it intensely interested in their
study. This study would perhaps be best conducted by de
livering, at stated periods, to the elder and more advanced
boys, whose admission into this class might be made a reward for
their past diligence, for their actual attainments, and for general
good conduct, short and familiar lectures on these subjects, in the
manner of Dr. Priestley's Lectures on History: at the com
mencement of every new lecture to examine the students minutely
on the p~; to require them to ~ve an account of it,
not in the wo.rd» of the lecture, but in their own; to go over the
same ground again and again, until .it appear certain that it it;
perfectly understood, aad then, and not till then, to encourage
the pupils to write essays or themes on the topics that have been
discussed. For perfect instruction in these subjects, and every
other which it is proposed to include in the New School, nothing
is requisite but elementary books, adapted to the principles of
the new system: these, indeed, are wanted; but surely it is not
too much to hope, that there are men of science, whose benevo
lence will induce them to undertake a labour, which, however
humble it may appear, can be properly performed only by a truly
philosophical mind. Can any scholar be more nobly employed
than in writing such a book on~; or any natural, moral,
or political philosopher, than in disclosing to the youthful un
derstanding, in the most lucid order, and in the plainest terms,
the profound yet simple principles of these respective sciences ?

We have dwelt so long on the intellectual part of education,
that we have left room to say but little of moral instruction; and
but little need be said of it. It does not require discussion. It
is impossible to teach morality to children .by precepts. The
correctness of their moral feeling and the integrity oftheir moral
conduct must be secured, if secured, by the discipline to which
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they are subjected. Boys do not listen to IeI'ID.ODS: the elo
quence of the moralist and divine, though the most perfect
imaginable, is lost upon them. They must be made honourable
by ~ibiting to their view honourable conduct: they must be
made virtuous, by being led to the practice of virtue from habits
superinduced by the ~lent operation of the circumstances under
which they are placed. They need not be told what is right:
like men they all know their duty sufficiently; the grand diftlculty
is to practise it: the only means of securing ibl practice is the
furmation of the habit of pl'BCtising it; and in the formation of
that habit, the discipline peculiar to the new system of education
aft'ord aida so admirable and so powerful, that it will be found, on
examination, 88 conducive to the cultivatiOn of virtue, as it is
favourable to the acquisition of learning.

The grand moral advantage of this system is, that it places and
keeps boys in a condition in which there is little opportunity of
d~ wrong. Their time is completely occupied: their atten
tion 18 constantly fixed: they are never idle: they never deviate
from a regular and steady course: whence the habit is furmed of
doing every-thing in its proper time and place. H the tempt
ation to yield to bodily listlesaness and mental dissipation occur,
they are imm~tely roused to exertion by the active 'spirits
around them, and compelled to put forth theIr strength, in order
to keep pace with companions, by whom they feel it would be an
intolerable disgrace to be outstripped. This practical moral
lesson is repeated every day' and every hour. The mind ill in
dw:ed to postpone -its gratification as often as its temptation to
yield to it recurs, and is stimulated to the steady performance of
Its duty. Thus the power of self-amtest, that virtue upon
which all moral excellence depends, is acquired, and is formed into
a habit. Those who are acquainted with the mechanism of the
human mind, and know how the law of nature and the power of
practising it with steadiness are geoerat.ed, will admit that this,
though not perhaps one of the mOst obvious, is one of the most
real and importailt excellences of this admirable system. '

Another lesson of great "f81ue aftOrded by this system arises
from the plan of confiding all punishment to the boys themselves.
By this expedient their attention is directed in the best, because
in the most practical manner, to the circumstances on which good
and bad conduct depeud; to the feelings and actions which ren
der a human being an object of praise or blame, of reward or
punishment. They furm their own code of morals, and that
code is sure to be better adapted to their condition than older
heads can make it. The laws they impose are enacted, because
experience baa tnght theJD that they are DecesMry; whence they

n
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are respected, abd a rigid adherence to them is exacted. The
same experience makes them acquainted with the exact degree
of guilt incurred by any particn1ar violation of the laws; for they
are excellent judges of the motives which have led to such vi0
lation, and can estimate with astonishing accuracy the circum
stances of aggravation or of palliation on which the measure of
guilt essenti&lly depends. Whatever punishment is impoeed,
therefore, is almost uniformly just in a dElfVee which is equalled
in no other cue in which punishment IS in1licted by bUD18ll
agency; and it is this feeling which pervades the mind of every
member ofthe little commamty,-thathis sentence, whatever it be,
will be rigidly just,-that l'eDders punishment under this system
so exceedingly eflicacioua, at the same time that it operates to
such a remarkable extent in the prevention of offences.

These principles have received an excellent illustration, and a
most· complete confirmation, in the details presented by the
author of Public Education. To this work we would particularly
direct the attention of the reader. It details the result of an
original and independent attempt to apply several of the moat
important principles of the new system of education to m.truc
tion in the higher branches of learning, and especially to the-cul
tivation of a more manly spirit and a. more just and BOund
morality. 'The great principle on which this is attempted is, "to
leave as much as possible all power in the hands of the boys
themselves." To this end they are permitted to elect a COIJl~

mittee, which enacts the laWIJ of the school, subject, however, to
the veto of the head master. There are also courts ofjustice for
the trial of both civil and criminal cases, and a vigorous police for
the preservation oforder. This system has been in operation
aeveral years in a school consisting of about seventy boys. The
results 816 detailed with great candour, and many of the facts
are highly curious and interesting.

But ofall the moral advantages of the new system, perhap. the
~ arises from the mildness of the punishments which it
JmPOSe8. Its punishments appeal to the rational, not to the ani
mal nature of man; and are calculated to influence the principles
of his min~ rather than to impose torture on his body. Every
blow inflicted for the correction of a bad action, excites ten bad
feelings ; and it is somewhat absurd to attempt to purify thE- stream
by corrupting the source. A boy may be fl~ fOl a iiwk,
and the iault may be corrected; but it is correCted DOt in con~

aequence of the flogging, but in spite of it. No v~0U8 prin
ciple was ~ver instilled into the human mind by stnpeI:~
only eJFect JB to irritate and hardeu, tIG make .level &lid to train
up tyrants.
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We cannot dismiss the subject of education withont adverting
to one topic, which, though of paramount importance, is entirely
neglected in this country; we refer to that of health. The con
nection is intimate between the soundness of the bodily organs,
and intellectual vigour and moral sanity. Such is the sympathy
of the mind with the body that the infirmity of the one is the
feebleness of the other: mental strength, clear moral discrimi
nation, noble feeling, never did and never can long exist in a
crazy constitution, - in a frame feeble and tottering, tormented
with" cramps and 15ide-stitches that pen the breath up." To
think clearly, to feel generously, and to act vigorously, man
must be in health. Persons take the most judicious care of
their horses; they observe what conduces to their strength as
animals; they neither neglect them on the one hand, nor pam
per them on the other: they diet them, they groom them, thay
exercise them, in the manner which experience shows to be best
adapted to put them and keep them in good condition; that is,
to give them the greatest firmness of muscle combined with the
greatest animal courage and vigour. The health of num as an
animal is entirely neglected. He is neither lodged, nor clothed,
nor dieted, nor exercised, with a view to give to his bodily frame .
the greatest strength, and to maintain it in the utmost perfection.
The ancients were wiser. Their baths, their unguents, their ex
ercises, their ~es, were obviously designed to nerve the body,
to arm it agamst the vicissitudes of the seasons, and to render
it capable of sustaining every kind of fatigue and every degree
of privation. The men of the present age are a puny race: their
stature is smaller, their muscles are feebler, their joints are less
firmly knit, their step is less elastic, their countenance is more
pallid, their whole appearance is that of a physically weak and
degenerated people, compared even with their forefathers. By
the proper regulation of diet, by vigorous exercise, by the en
couragement of athletic games in the intervals of school hours,
an astonishing change might be produced on the health and
strength of our youth. And here we protest against the num
ber of hours which boys are confined in school. It is alike
injurious to the health of the body and the vigour of the mind.
It is utterly impossible that the attention can be kept up dur
ing a tenth part of the time in which they must have at least the
appearance of learning their lessons; and nothing can be con
ceived more pernicious than this pretended occupation and
real idleness, this conjunction of the most painful bodily weari
ness with the most complete mental dissipation.

We have stated our opinion of the course of instruction proper
fur persons of the middle class of life. Suppose that this class
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were actually thus instructed, - what would be the consequence?
At once the great object for which philosophers have meditated, and
philanthropists have laboured, would be accomplished. The body
of the people, the mass of mind, would be en~htened. Their
conceptions would be clear, their opinions woul(l be just. Over
the whole field of knowledge there would be to them, no "dark
spots." Of the true nature and scope of eve? art and science,
they would have an exact conception; and their information, as
mr as it extended, would be real. Their minds would be stored
with ideas of which their language would be the clear expression:
there would be no example amongst them of a memory loaded
with words which did not stand in their minds for the signs of
things. The effect on art, on science, on the conduct of af
fairs, of the communication of this single power to this im
mense mass of minds, would itself in a short period entirely
change the condition of the human race, and advance it to a point
in the scale of improvement which few have dared to believe to
be of possible attainment.

These men would have acquired also habits of industry, men
tal as well as corporeal, and, above all, their minds would be inde
pendent. Understanding every thing taught them, - they
would have taken nothing upon trust, they would have believed
nothing upon authority. Of the dogmatism of the master they
would have known nothing. Knowledge would be communicated
to them, the materials for thinking would be afforded them, and
their minds would be left to their own operations.

These men would also be taught the principles of justice, by
being made to act upon them; they would acquire the habit of
performing their duty before they understood its abstract nature;
they would be vntuous before they knew even the name of virtue.
Out of the circumstances in which they are placed would arise
the necessity of performing, with invariable regularity, certain
acts; some affecting the condition of others, some regarding only
their own. The undeviating performance of these acts they
would perceive to be essential to their own happiness, and to that
of their companions: the violation of them they would find uni
formly attended with sufferinIls. Thus their code of morals,
and the true foundation of the obligation to respect it, would
be the deduction of their own reason from their own expe
rience. Ther would know nothing of names; they would be
acquainted With no nice distinctions; they might even be unable
to give a logical definition of virtue, but tlieir feeling would
be the theory itself, and their conduct the exemplification of
it. Thus morality would be associated in their minds, not with
words, but with deeds; they would have no conception of a
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virtue to be telked of and admired, but not to be practised.
The very notion pf virtue woul4 arise in an inverse manner
from that in which it is coJDIW}nly formed: it would be an
abstraction made by themselves of the actions performed or
witnessed by themselves, whic4 they observe to be conducive
to happiness; not an abstract proposition which they are
taught· to repeat by rote, for the understanding of which they
must wait ·till observation and experience shalf have instructed
them in its meaning. The effect of thus making the great body
of the people virtuous, without giving them a single moral
precept,-what would any physical or moral revolution hitherto
witnessed be compared to this ? What changes would it pro
duce in the counting-house, in the cabinet, nay, even in the
church itself! What films would at once fall from the mental
eye I what light would beam upon the moral understanding'
When examined with this new kind of moral sense, with what
astonishing clearness would some subjects appear, which at
present perplex beyond measure the merchant, the legislator, and
the divine! The justice, for example, 'of tearing from their
native country a people who have had the direful misfurtune to
receive from nature a dark~olbured skin,-of Conveying them
across the ocean in a slave-ship, that most horrible of all human
constructions, to a burning climate, where they are made to labour
like brute animals, where they are treated worse than brute
animals, where the whole~nuityof man is exerted to keep them
down to the condition of brute animals, exterminating in them
systematically, and to a moilt fearful extent, every thought, every
feeling, flvery trace of humanity; the justice of desolating the ter
ritory, sacking the cities, and butchering the inhabitants of one
country, because the prince or the minister of another may be am
bitious, or the mistress or the minion of one or both may have an
intriguing head and wicked heart; the justice of placing the value
of human property above that of human life, of putting to vio1eDt
death a man who has driven from his neighbour's field his _ox or
his sheep, _of thus cuttiD~ oft by the wretched expedient of the
gibbet, aU hope of the crimiual's reformation, aU probability of his
making reparation; the justice of doQming w the eam.e loss of we
::J0utbfid offender tor JUs first breac1;J. of the law, IlUd the prao-
. plunderer, who has taught him. the art, and j.njt.iated him

to the commission of guilt, ,......,.the man who iJDi~ the hand
writing of a stranger, and he wllo plunges his ~~I" into the
bosom of his friend or father; the justi,ce of ~diPgP.fI. the
scafFold the blood of her who, in the moment of intense qadily
pain and bitter mental anguisb,wged to desperation by the COD

lCiousneu tlIat she hasyi~ to a guiJ-ty p.8iSWn, al)cl that ruin

.-
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and destruction must attend her to the grave, furgets that she
is a mother, while the villain who by the basest treachery
seduced her to a compliance with his lust, is allowed to main.
tain his place in society, is admitted to the presence of the
beautiful and the innocent with equal welcome, and is still the
hero whose laurels wither not, or the gentleman whose honour is
stainless; the justice of excluding from the offices of the
state the man who adopts a particular theory of religion, or
who avows his disbelief in any: theory; -these difficult and
mysterious subjects, which perplex, in so extraordinary a degree,
the statesmen and moraliats of the present day, how surprisingly
easy would their solution then appear I Men endued with thiA
clear-sighted sense, men possessing this single-minded honesty,
occupying the various stations of life,-what havoc would they'
make with certain opinions, customs, habits, and institutions,
which prejudice and interest now combine their efforts to up
hold I Men into whose minds the lip;ht of truth could thus
enter, and with whom to perceive ana to act were the same;
what good burgesses, what pure voters, what excellent jurors,
what capital special-jurymen, what admirable judges of libel,
what cautious hearers of the best charges of the best judges I
Honesty is to the judgment what the eye is to the body: honesty
would be interwoven into the very constitution of these men's
natures, and therefore the whole science of morals would be to
them unclouded light. And they would carry the. same clear
discernment, and the same unbending integrity, into the science
of politics; for the science of politics is but a particular applica
tion of that of morals. With· the true object of government,
with the expedients which experience Las proved to be best
adapted to secure its ~t purpose, with the genuine nature
and transcendent work ;'f liberty, with the names and deeds
of heroes and patriots, and martyrs, their minds would be
familiar. Never would Sueh men submit to be slaves, never
would they crouch to the tyrant, never would they assume his
scourge. Their voice in the state must be heard; their in
fluence must be felt. Such an exaltation of the character of
the middle class would necessarily, and at once, elevate the
condition of the class below, and raise the standard of know
ledge and virtue in the class above. The improvement which
would immediately take place would be universal, amd without
any bound which it is possible to fix. On this admirable
system of education the brightest hopes of the human race
may anchor. This system has commenced its career; it must
go on; it will become universal: we may share it. triumphs;
we C8II!lOt prevent them.
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ART. V. Parallele de Ia Puissance Anglaise et Russe reIaJi.oement
~ l'Europe, ~c. Par M. de Pradt. Paris. 1823.

Poliarnaia SVCBsda. Karmannaia Knijka dlia liubnel'nitz i liu
bitelei Ruskoi slovesnosti na 1823 god, islannaia A. Bestujevrm
i K. Rrlevrm. St. Petersburg. Gretsch. 1823. i. e. The Polar
Star. A Glance at the Ancient and Modem Literature of Russia,
down to 1823. By A. Bestujev and C. Rilevim.

THERE was a country a century ago which excited neither in-
terest, nor jealousy, nor anxiety; it was known and thought

of only as the land of stra~ and distant barbarians, of whom
some vague notions might mdeed be gathered together by the
curious, from the travels ofa few adventurous wanderers, though
Muscovy appeared in truth to have no more concern with
European politics than has Tartary or Japan. If sometimes
its ambassadors and boyars reached the southern kingdoms
of Europe, they were regarded only as uncivilised monsters
with unutterable names, who had strayed from Ii remote and
heathen territory, with which we had no other concern than
to receive ifl; raw productions, and to send back in return the
works of civilisatic:m and of art to decorate the rude magnificence
of its wealthy nohles. He who should now prophesy that the
Laplander or the Esquimaux will in the lapse of another hundred
years domineer over the world, would be scarcely less adven
turous than the man who formerly foretold the preponderance
of the Muscovite power.- Mastered by every invader,- humi
liated by the Scandinavians, - kept in long subjection by the
Tartars, - and utterly vanquished by the Poles, - there seemed
in this branch of the great Sclavonian family no element of virtue
or valour, - no disposition to resist aggression, far less to en
courage enterprise. It was a monstrous piece of presumption
for a tzar of Muscovy to become the candidate for the hand of
an English princess; for what was MuscOTJ,lJ but. a remote, and
frozen, and barren region. - the chosen abede of inertness and
ignorance?

But things are altered now; and Russia, barbarous still, has .
aspired to, and has obtained, a dictatorship over the states of
Europe. She sits like a huge incubus upon the rest, disposing
of kingdoms at her will, directing and controlling the fate of
nations from the Manzanares to the northern Tomeo. The
other members of the Holy Alliance, cajoled into a belief that
they possess an equally influencing power, are in fact only in
a state of subservient vassalage. Russia, in the great struggle
which is going on between improvement and barbarism, is the
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commanding champion as well as the efficient representative of
the latter. And surely her governors are in the right, if they
mean to preserve, if they hope to consolidate, the gigantic power
they wield. It is impossible they can hold it long, if they con
sent to open the flood~tes of knowledge upon the Russians,
for knowledge brings wIth it the want and the necessity of political
amelioration, a necessity which must be satisfied. The art of
~ government is to foresee and to provide for this necessitl'
In a well-constituted state, the government takes the lead ill

improvement, and elevates and advances the people under its
inflaence, though too frequently the ruling power is greatly
behind the general and pervading will. TIle cabinets and the
councils of mODal'chs are seldom, if ever, honestly labouring with
and for the public interests; and even when reform becomes
imperative, and its representatives irresistible, - the struggle
is as tenacious as it is vain on the part of rulers, and it ends in
violent convulsion and irreconcilable hate. Here tllen is the
difficulty and the danger. Truly such a crisis is far remote in
Russia, and it is the knowledge ofthis which hq enabled ber ~o:

vernors, whether by the daring violence of open i>rce, or uy
the crafty and perfidious intr~es of veiled rapacity, to add pro
vince to province, and kingdom to kingdom, controlled by no
public opinion at home, checked by no sufficient interference
~road. .

Let anyone take up a map of this eastern hemisphere, and
trace the slow, the sure, the steady pro~ess of Russian power.
In ull the vicissitudes of states and empIres, she has made sure
of her spoil. Her aggrandisements have not been like those of
England, spots far removed from each other, and far from the
centre of government, laid hold of, as it were, by fortunate
accidents, and often entailing an expense ten times greater
than their value; Russia has gone on widening her inlIuence,
consolidating her strength, enlarging her frontiers, fortify
ing her outworks, by new possessions. She overhangs Europe
an(J Asia like an inverted pyramid, which threaten!> to fall and
crush them at its will. In the flagitious. partition of Poland
she stole the -qest share, while Courland and Livonia have
given her the eastern shores of the Baltic•• ' On the north-west
she has added Finland to her dominions, by the most daring
exercise of force and fraud. From the south she has torn
almost all the country Ob the northern borders of the Euxine,
Georgia is hers, and the hundred tribes of Caucasus have laid
their submission at her feet. In Persia her influence is noto
riously predominant, and it is to be feared that she has obtained a

YOL. I. G
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baneful sway in the councils ofOreece. Her ambition has crossed
the Pacific, and her standards are planted upon the north
western coasts of America. Add to all this, that the Russian
system ofgovernment in the conquered provinces has generally
been one of mildness; - to the Poles, she gave a constitution
which was flattering to the national pride, and seemed a security
against gross misgovernment. The Finlanders have been cajoled
by personal acts ofkindness and condescension on the part of the
autocrat himself.· The Georgians and the Circassians were tam
pered with by splendid presents, and yet more splendid promises.
To the Greek Ohristians of the south, Russia presents herself as
their protector against the persecutions of the Mussulman. Every
where the trains are laid, so that Russia may profit by the ex
plosion, - while with magnanimity and social order on her tongue
she carries on her schemes of ambitious plunder. It is indeed
time that Europe, and that England especially, should awake
to the dangers with which the Russian empire threatens her
independence and repose. England, by the short-sighted and
narrow-minded policy of former ministers, has been the main
cause of the existence of that excessive power which now stares
her in the face on every side. The ambitious schemes of Napo
leon were at least open and palpable. He went boldly forward
to his purpose - and wicked it often was, - proclaiming to the
wide world, that he meant to reunite the broken sceptre of Char
lemagne. But the march of Russia is that of a thief in the
night - a thief clad in the garments of honesty; who calls you
by endearing nlUnes - seems to be your grateful and contented
gu~t, and marches away after having despoiled you of your
lientage.

• We once witneBlled a remarkable instance of this. The Finlanders
being exceedinKly irritated by the transfer of their country to RUisia,
Alexander determ41ed to pay them a visit. He did so, but was re
ceived with the utmost coldness. He was one day cr06sing a lake
in the interior, accompanied by his suite, when he observed a decor
ation hanging from the button of one of the peasants in the bOaL
.. Where did you get that, my friend?" said the Emperor. The man
was silent; and one of his companions answered, - that he had
been in the service of Napoleon, and had won the distinction in bat~
- that he was greatly venerated by his countrymen, and was called
.. The K,ing of the Finns." Alexander turned to one of his ministers'

. and said, -" Take you the oar, and row the King of the Finns to the
land."_ What no proclamation, what no persuasion could do, was
oo';le by this solitary act, which obtained for Alexander more popu
larity than he could have won at the price of millions.
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There is another awful consideration. RUSbia is inaccessible
lDlattackable from without. Frosts, and snows, -and the terrible
hosts of winter, make her unconquerable. Her frontiers are
mountains and seas; and, as De Pradt has remarked, she has
a territory beyond her own to secure and protect ber; while
"the occupation of Poland has opened an entrance for Russia
into the body of Europe. Her arsenals may be brought forward
to the German frontiel'S; the Vistula will become her boundary."
(P.H2,US.) From her neighbours Russia has nought to fear.
Bernadotte has not the privilege of legitimacy, and dares not
offend the monarch who holds the young pretender, the heir of
Gustavus, in his hand; and if he dared, it would be vain. Fin
land and the Oland Isles belong to Sweden no more. Prussia
and Austria cannot detach themselves from Russia, nor oppose
her projects. She holds her military posts, as it were, in the
centre of the states of the former; and the latter has neither
forces nor frontiers to oppose an incursion of the autGcratK:
horde'J. Turkey is in the dust; and it remains to be seen
whether Greece, favoured by and allied to England, will, under

. a popular and effective government, present a barrier to the
ambitious march of Russia.

Meanwhile a power has been growing up in Russia, which
becomes every day more formidable. The Russian army, SlWl
to consist of a million of men·, has been a great drawback on
the finances; and a plan of military colonisation was lately or
ganised for the creation of an army without any considerable
charge ,to the state, by registering the peasants belonging to the
crown, and disciplinin~ toem to active service. In a country
farther advanced in clvilisation than Russia, this scheme for

• The official reports say 950,000 ; .but thia probably exceeds the
number by one-third. We believe the following statement is not far
from correct: - Mea.

Firstarmy, . Gen. Saexen,-bead quarters, Mohilov - 820,000
Second army, Geo. Wittgenstein, the Pruth - 100,000
ImperialGuard, Gen.Ouvarov, Petersburg 80,000
Georgian army, Gen. YermoIov, Tiftis - 60,000
Lithuanian army, Wilna - 80,000
Polilh army, Warsaw - SO,OOO.
Disciplined Couacb. 7,600

677,500

This caleulation is made after areduetionofabout so.OOO men, which
took f1ace a few months ago, 'the whqle of which laave been ineorpo-
rated mto the military colonia. .

G 2
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anning the population could not but be attended with consider
able danger to despotism; but we fear those who have introduced
it know too well the ground on which they stand, and that the
soldier-citizen would rather lose than gain by any change he
could immediately produce. Here, in truth, is the great security
for misrule. The soldier, whose profession would be degraded,
perhaps destroyed, under a system of government friendly to
human happiness, will hardly lend himself to its establishment;
and, after all, spite of the pleasing reveries of poetry and phi
losophy, there is nothing so mighty in this world as iron and
gold.

The military colonies of Russia are already spread over the
governments orNovgorod, Cherson, and Charkov; and more than
fifty thousand soldiers have been thus silently disciplined: their
numbers are daily and rapidly increasing, and new villages are
constantly enrolled. The organisation of theie establishments
is simple and effective. The villages whose peasanti are the pro
perty of the crown are first registered, aud subjected to the disci
pline of military chiefs. All the labouring men are trained to
the use of arms, but are required at the same time to cultivate
the land for their support, under the control of the chief of the
colony, to whom a certain extent of soil is granted for the use of
the colonists. Besides the effective and regular troopi, a large
body of reserve is maintained, from whence recruits are draughted
into any vacancies; and the system of trainin~ begins from the
eBTliest period of infancy. There are three diViSions of the rising

.generation. Till the age of eight, they remain under the care
and guidance of their parents. They are then transferred to
the military schools, and a severe education of discipline and
duty is entered on. At the age of thirteen, they obtain the
distinction of cantonists; and are taught at the same time the
profession of the agriculturist and the soldier. 'Vhen seven
teen years old, they form a part of the colony; for the whole of
which a special code of justice is provided. The commander
in-chief. of the cavalry, which form about half the whole number
of colonists, is the supreme judge; but every colony has its
own tribunal, of which the higheit military officer is the presi
dent, and the rest follow according to rank. No female colonist
can marry any individual who is not enrolled. By this system it
will be seen that Russia is gradually creating a tremendous mili
tary force almost without effort and without expense. Be~

once put in motion, such a machine rolls on gathering strength
and confidence j and should it become a willing agent of aggres
sion, we do not see what is tQ oppose its conquering march.
But though, for the moment, little risk is run by thus. giv.ing to
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the peasantry of Russia the means of establishing and consoli
dating their freedom, it is a hazardous experiment for futurity. In
any and in every case the system must introduce great changes ;
for these armed bands, who have now an attaclurient to, and a
property in the soil of their country, must, as they go on in
creasing, necessarily become a subject of great embarrassment to
the Russian government. If they settle tranquilly down, and
continue to occupy the same abode, the social affections will bind
them to their homes and their families, and the very object of
their establishment will be frustrated by their change of posi
tion; while, on the other hand, should a busy and a restless
spirit make head among them, still less easy will it be to con
trol them. In a moment of change, or tumult, how could they
be relied on? They seem to us like the ice which fills in the
winter months the holes in a Russian edifice, and appears to give
it strength and solidity; the thaw comes on, the frozen mass ex- 
pands, the building totters and falls.

The details of the military strength of Rossia, when concen
trated in a tabular form, appear tremendous, and give a very
~ notion of her means of interference; for it is certain
that-Itussia never has been able to assemble in one point a force
at all commensurate to her population, or her nominal anDy.
Large masses of -men cannot be gathered together without large
masses ofmoney ; and the very extent of Russian territory, thinly
peopled as it is, is an effective security ~inst their being brought
together in numbers at all equal to the JDlposing representations
upon paper. No doubt Russia has obtained more influence
from the weakness and the ignorance ofother states than from any
real power of her own. She has availed herselfwith remarkable
dexterity of all those delusions which have served to blind her
neighbours with respect to her real situation. Her resources
have been exaggerated with the most busy zeal, though it may be
demonstrated that scarcely any country exists having the least pre
tensions to civilisation, which is so unproductive, either with a
reference to its extent, or its population, or its climate - a climate,
notwithstanding, which would lend itself to an infinite variety of
cultivation. But with what address has Russio. made events
subserve to her ambitious willi Of all the elements likely to
produce important changes in society, the spirit of association,
which more and more pervades it, is most prominent. That
very spirit, which seemed to be 8 security against the excesses of
despotic power, has despotism made an engine of its own. The
Holy Alliance is the standing ~tion of Pillnitz - the consoli
dation of 8 principle so flagitious, so insulting, that it might well
have been supposed, when the deed of darkness was perpetrated,

G S
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the consp'irators would each retreat to his strong hold. But, no !
enc~ by the success of the first crime, and by the weakness
of other victims, the sainted brotherhood have permanently
banded themselves together. Ever since Russia took her station
among European powers, and interested herself in European
policy, she seems to have been guided by one individual will.
Elsewhere the death bf a monarch, the faU of a minister, changes
immediately the whole character of the government; but Russia
moves onwards, always onwards to the goal she has in view.
The character of Alexander, courteous and seemingly benevolent,
lulls suspicion. He appears as the guardian of social order, the
adv~te of toleration, the patron of all that is philanth~opic,

but hIS eye and the eyes of those around are as steadily fixed
on the South as were ever those of his ambitious grandmother.
And in the details of Russian policY1 how much is there that is
unique and admirable!

From the time of Peter the Great her sovereigns have always
made it a part of their system to attract to their presence, and to
conciliate by their patronage, men distinguished by their talents,
whatever may be their country, their language, or their opinions.
From the latter she has nought to fear; for they can have little
influence on forty or fifty millions of inhabitants, thinly spread
over thousands ofsquare leagues, without knowledge, or a desire of
knowledge, and as indiflkrent, for the most part, to passing events,
as the cattle that browse around them; while the excessive and buSy
jealousy of the censorship of the press makes it almost impossible
that any dangerous seed of discontent, or even of enquiry, should
be scattered. Catherine the Second flirted with the poets, the
historians, and the politicians of the south; nor was she divested
of literary acquirements, and literary ambition. We have seen
productions of her pen manifesting a degree of application
harmonising little with that round of~s and sensual pleasures,
that restless and reckless spirit so predominant in aU' she did
or planned to do. Of'the names which now direct the ca
binet of Russia, of the generals who command her armies, of
the writers employed in her service, the proportion of foreigners
is singularly great. Her guiding statesmen have been Greeks and
Corsicans, her most eminent military leaders Germans and Poles,
her public works are in the hands of Spaniards and Englishmen,
the education of her princes and of her nobles has been com
mitted to the charge of Swiss and Italian strangers. In all this
despotism has found its account. This aiaalgalnation of various
interests and various sympathies, this constant importation from
other 'countries to create and to control opinion in its most
civilised sphere, has prevented the formation of a Russian 7flinJ~
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- of 'a tribunal which might weigh and decide on the great
que;;tions of national or ~eral ~eal.. . '!bus it. is that the
cabmet can proceed forwards in all Its ambluous desIglls, unuio
leated by the obstacles which in all other couutries, even the
most despotic, the fear of public rep~obation raises in the path
of misrule.

The preponderance which Russia has obtained in European
po~ is dtlrived, we have said, rather from the ignorance of
other governments, than from the real strength 'of her own.
Omnipotent in her means ofdefence, she is feebleness itselfbeyond
her own borders. The war in the Morea demonstrates her
w~ess; for if a mere handful of revolted Greeks, almost un·
armed and wholly unassisted, have been able to establish their
independence against the Porte, the successful stand against
Russia made by the Mussulman power, exhausted as it is, proves
how much fear and delusion have exaggerated the Russian
irdIuence. Her power neither results· from the number of her
inhabitants, nor from her pecuniary resources, nor from the talents
of her rulers, nar from the extent of her territory; but from her
snowy and icy region, which, thou~ it is a wall of adamant
against attack, she cannot drag with lier to the south for the pur
pose of attacking others. She appears indeed a giant; but is
only a giant of the mist, which passes away before a penetrating
vision, or a rising SUD. The closer her pretensions are examined,
the vainer lind the more presumptuous they will be found. Her
finances are in a state of notorious dilapidation. Abroad (i. e. in
the distance) her security ranks on the level with that of m06t of
the continental nations; and she obtain~ on the ~lish exchange
from eighty to ninety pounds sterling of solid cash for one hundred
pounds' worth of her paper promises, while in Russia (and where
is the difference in the security ?) the great mass 6f her circulating
medium, issued indeed without control, is at a discount of about
seventy-five per cent. With this disgraceful and depreciated paper
currency her provinces are deluged; it passes for about one-fomth
of the value which it represents: yet so inefficient is the govern.
ment to carry its decrees into general effect, that the introduction
of this rag-money has been successfully resisted. in many of the
eastern governments, in which nothing but metals will be receivecl.
The whole character of the commerce of Russia affords the most
stri~ exemplification of her poverty. All her foreign trade is
carried on by the capital of strangers. The shopkeeper pur
chases at a very long credit,· while the cultivator of produce is
acenstomed to be paid for it months befo~ it is.delivered to the
experting merchant; on every side there IS sac.rifice. to be~
by the Russian. Meanwhile exorbitant and ill-adJusted duties
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have covered the country with adventurous smugglers and de
frauders of the revenue. What system can be conceived more
ridiculous and more oppressive than that which is now establish.
ed in Russia, of making the 'Weiglzt of the taxed article the grade
of taxation? so that the more coarse or the less costly the manu
facture, the higher is the duty enforced. The whole fiscal ad
ministration presents such a mass of corruption and abuse as can ,
scarcely be conceived; it might be described in a few words,
as a system which gives to every individual an interest in fraud,
and destroys every motive to honesty. Every custom-house
officer, stinted beyond measure in his salary, manages to spend
twenty or thirty times the amount of his wages; a fee is the pass
port to every facility, and there is no amount of dishonesty
which may not be purchased for a proportionate bribe.

In the civil and criminal tribunals - which are in fact little
better than records of the decisions of individual, irresponsible,
corrupt, and military ju~es - injustice is dealt out in the most
profligate contempt of eVidence, and perfect disregard to shame.
Paul - who every now and then had a fit of benevolence upon
him - made an attempt to reform these abuses, by inviting the
communication ofany instance of wrong inflicted. by the courts.
The immensity of applications overwhelmed him with despair.
He was not the Hercules to clean the Augean stable, and his
successor still less so; for it may safely be affirmed that there
never was a period in which justice was more openly, more habi
tually prostituted, than during the reign of the'magnanimous
Alexander. And are not these causes, and proofs of weakness?
Heaven be thanked, they are. But let it not be forgotten - and
this is the corurideration which we would press on our readers 
that the influence and the power which are only a vain usurpation
and a delusion to-day, may by criminal neglect and indi1ference
become a reality and a fact to-morrow.

One of the first elements of strength, population, increases
every day, and with tremendous accession, in Russia; Petersburg,
whose creation is almost in tlie memory of the present gener
ation, contains· the third of a million of inhabitantll. Odessa,
which has only lately been introduced into our map, is already
become a very populous city. The provinces through which the
Don and the Volga roll their gigantic streams are being rapidly
covered with settlers. The wandering tribes of Caucasus and
the Crimea are becoming stationary; and were not the busy
meddling of the Russian cabinet ohvious in every thing that
passes in the west of Europe, it would seem, from the clianges
that are now going on, as jfall its cares were directed to the east.
To the incren:re of the population of Russia it would be as difficult
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to place a limit as to that of America, each equally possessing
an unbounded and a fertile territory, which can hardly be dis
turbed by invasion, and capable of producing sustenance for
ten times as many inhabitants as now occupy it.

But as population increases, and as civilisation advances, it is
scarcely possible that the great mass of power which Russia will
have to wield can be preserved in all its compactness, and be
used, as it is now used, for the purpose ofannoyance. While com
pletely sunk in ignorance and barbarism, her government took no
interest, no share in the general politics of the world. EventS of
which she has most dextp..roulllyavailed herself, have dragged her
forth, and made her the sovereign as it were of the European
confederacy. This calamity we owe to the mad ambition of Na
poleon. It was he who created the power by which he himself
was first crushed; and which has since broken the elasticity,
and almost destroyed the name, of liberty. While the people of
Rnssia remain in that state of inertness which makes them the
ready instruments of despotic will, the plans of the cabinet of
Petersburg may be carried on undisturbed, - but society can
not continue long in the state in which it now exists in Russia.
There is enough of knowledge at work even among the peasants
to produce ~eat changes: the surmce of society is frozen by
seeming indifference; but there are waves and torrents rolling
and flowing beneath, and those who direct affilirs may not be,
and are not, acquainted with what is passing in the minds of the
people, from which their pride and aristocratic spirit have so far
removed them.

To a certain extent they may calculate wisely; for long-exist
ing slavery aDd its degrading influences give great security to

. despotic power. When liberty becomes a habit it is a necessity,
and. it is only then that it towers securely above the vicissitudes
of time. Itis seldom the want offreedom which convulses and re
volutionises a people; -it is the intolerable weight of oppression.
The miscalculation of tyranny more frequently than the well-or
ganised plans of refonners, leads to beneficial change. It is the
self-destroying principles of evil, rather than the active iuflu@ces
of~ that ameliorate the world.

The .country to which the hopes and the affections turn, as
offering from its position a future probable check upon Russia,
is Poland: but Poland is bound in a tliple chaiu. She is not
only possessed, she is surrounded by her omnipotent despoilers.
Among the wrongs committed on humanity by Bonaparte,
DOne was more cruel than the disappointment he inflicted
upon the Poles: eighty thousand of them gathered round his
standard, because they believed it was for them and their
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country the standard of redemption. He used them, not for
the deliverance of Poland, but for the subjugation of other
nations. Their remains have been scattered over Europe: for
still with a fond and faithful devotion they clung to the vain
thought that lze might yet save their native land. While he
lived, however, there was some check upon the despotism that
held them in bondage, - a bond~ now becoming more into
lerable every day. A few facts Will serve to illustrate the cha
racter and temper of the g~vernment of Warsaw, and to show
with what fear and trembling the slightest expression of pub
lic opinion is regarded. Not long since a Polish lad of fifteen,
a student at the university of Wilna, wrote on one of the walls
of the college, "Long live the Constitution of the 3d May."
The awful fact was reported by the governor of the city, by a
special messenger, to the Grand Duke Constantine, who imme
diately dispatched his aide-de-camp, M. Nesselrode, with instruc
tions to sift the matter thoroughly, and to act with becoming
severity. He found the fact was but totJ true. The rector
(a gentleman equally distinguished for his talents and his vir
tues), and all the professors of the college where the fearful
words had been inscribed, were put under immediate arrest:
a number of the students were conducted by gendarmes to War
saw; while the chief criminal, the boy-conspiratop, was conveyed
in fetters by M. Nesselrode himsel~ in his own carriage, tQ the
seat of government, where he and his companions were thrown
into dungeons under the especial mroeillance of ..the great duke
himself. The fierce brutality of Constantine Pavlovich has been
often recorded. The character of his intellect may be judged of
from the following circumstance: -A short time ago he observed
a Russian officer reading a book; he commanded the officer
to approach, and took the book from his hand. Finding the
name of Helvetius on the title-page, he deprived the officer of

. his commission on the spot, violently exclaiming, "I know Hel
vetius was a Carbonaro: La Harpe wanted me to read him,
I was no such fool. He who reads Helvetius cannot be faith
ful to his sovereign." So watchful is his despotism, that the
baggage of foreign travellers is now frequently conveyed to the
'rie&-regal palace, in order that his High Mightiness may per
sonally examine the documents it contains; and indi\'iduals
are led into his presence for the sole purpose of allowing him
to judge by their countenance whether there be any treason
_".oncealed in their bosoms. Nothing can be more character
istic of the man, and of his govemmenL These are "they to
whom God has committed,.. to use the words of the declaratioWi
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of the Holy Alliance, "to whom God has committed the wel
fare of nations."

,In connection with the situation wh'ich Russia professes to
occupy among the nations of Europe, we shall take a hasty
glance over the rise and progress of the literature of this extra
ordinary power; and especially as very little attention has been
directed to the subject, and as the little volume which heads
these observations has enabled us to supply the deficiencies in
OUl" previous information. It can scarcely be uninterestin~ or
out of place to enquire whether the course of Russian ambItion
has been escorted by the advancing steps of civilisation, in as
far as ,civilisation is indicated by the national literature. In
Russia, where t.he chasm which separates the many from the
few is deep, wide, and impassable, -where all who are not
comprised under one of the castes, lord or slave, are as nothing,
the dust upon the balance, - literature must be considered as
the representative of the privileged class alone; for though
among the millions of slaves now and then an extraordinary
genius has appeared, and has burst the fetters which bind
1Joth mind and body in vassalage, such instances of strength
and -elasticity are remote and rare. The brow of the boor is
branded, - and who shall remove the stigma? The intellect
of the slave is flung into the dust, - and who shall raise it
from its de~adation ?

The workings of improvement in Rus...ia, emanate from whence
they may, must be slow and gradual.•The race ofman deteriorates
under the influence of misgovernment - the aptitude for the re
ception of knowledge dies away; and though the ordinary and
imitative faculties of the mind, which are the only ones called into
habitual action in an oppressed and vitiated state, are singularly
alert and vigorous in Russin, we have always observed that it is im
possible to elevate the conceptions beyond a certain height: that
he~ttheyreachwith great celerity-but no effort, no explanation,
wilftake them much beyond it. Thus theeasiest and simplest prin
ciplesofmathematics are rapidlyreceived, and becomepermanentIy
impressed on the minds of the common Russians; but when a
proposition is offered to them which requires a ~ter stretch of
mtellect for its comprehension, it is in vain that Its difficulties are
cleared away and its obvious truth presented in the most lumi
nous form :..... the task is too great - the burthen is too heavy
the mind sinks by its own weiW1t to that position above whiM
it cannot be raised, except by the influence of time and improve
ment acting upon the great mass of men.

In a country like Russia, just bursting the bonds of darknf'.S8,
only two classes of writers can excite much 'interest, 01' po85C&s
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much nationality; that is to say, the historians and the poets. So
few of the former are entitled to any special distinction, that we
shall but sli~htly introduce them, while recording the works ofthe
latter. One rnteresting subject ofenquiry has been long the object
of attention in Russia - the philosophy and origin of languages;
and the contributions of Russia to this valuable branch of know
ledge, sometimes the only guide to the early history of nations,
have been most extensive and most honourable to thosee~. •

The earliest recollections of nations are almost uDlversally
poetical. In the mystery and darkness which hang over long
since departed time, the restless spirit of man loves to wander. It
seeks a scene above or beyond the sphere of his daily cares, and
is best pleased to stroll where the flight of the imagination can
not be checked by the sober realities of experience. It cannot
easily create fables for the present, for observation and reflection
would dissipate them, so it builds them out of the past; and as
they flatter the pride and the vanity of nations, they easily get
blended with their hi'ltories, and are as much reverenced and
cherished, as if they had been revealed by inspiration. Some of
the northern nations, the Finlanders especially, have preserved
a great mass of the poetry of a period long anterior to the intro
duction of Christianity, through whicbtheir old mythology can
be distinctly traced, and on which the influence of the Dew reli
gion may be followed, introducing merely a few new names. In
fact it did but transplant the saints of the Christian calendar to
the niches filled by the minor deities of the old Finlanders; while
the persons of the Trinity, and of the Holy Family, were made to
suit the attributes of the higher deities.

The Scandinavian tribes generally preserved the songs and tra
ditions of their ancestors with reverential care; they are fre
quently the sole fragments on whieh the historian can build his
theories. In the sunny regions of the south, the recollections are
more imaginative; but wbere the inhospitable climate gathers
tribes and fumilies together, their tales, oft repeated, become
deeply impressed, and scarcely vary in their descent through
many ages.

Poetry has been called a universal element. It is co-existent
with human passion and human society; and its condensed and
emphatic forms peculiarly fit it for the communication of thoughts
and feelings from one generation to another. The deeds and
the memories of the great and the proud are preserved in their
mausoleums and their temples, their pillars and their palaces; they

• Consult F. Adelung's Catherinen der Grossen Verdienste um die
Vergleichende Sprachenkunde. Petersburg, 1815.
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are molten in brass and sculptured in marble;- the traditions of
song are the ancestral history of the people. Theil' forefathers
leave them no inheritance of recorded· deeds and titles of fame;
but they bequeath the memory of their love and hate, of their
passions and affections. All that constitutes nationality, all that
distinguishes one race of men from another, is thus preserved in
a continuous, unbroken stream, which cannot easily be turned
from its onward course. But the Russian people have no pa
pular antiquity; no poetry exists of an earlier date than the
16th century, and the few fragments that we possess in the
vernacular tongue of that period are mean and worthless. The
origin and early progress of the Russian language is wholly lost,
but it was greatly influenced no doubt by the translations from the
Bible, and by the works ofthe ecclesiastical annalists, wh9del~
every idiom ofthe Sclavonic with Greek ~.d Latin words. The
residence of the Tartars produced no conSIderable change; but
in the 16th and 17th centuries, the Sarmatian branch obtained
considerable ascendency from the residence of a number of
Russian writers in the universities of Polimd, then, as now, the'
most intelligent and cultivated of all the Sclavonian nations.
Under Peter the Great, the German and Latin tongues intro
duced a great number of new terms; during the rei~ of Elim
beth the Russian was completely gallicised.· ..Catherme restored
its characteristic nationality, and its daily progress has been
most obvious from the period of her reign.

In the first ardour and fury of conversion, the pagan records
probably perished. Zeal without knowl~ is a destroying
barbarian. The personal characters of VladImir, Jaroslav, and
Monomach,· were certainly friendly to literature; but Russia was
an arena of internal disoord, of which at last the Tartar availed
himself, and made the divided and distracted nation an easy prey.
Some faint memorials of these struggles are yet preserved in the
memory of the Russian peasant; and to the name of Black Caps
(Clzern'fe Klobulci), by which the Turks and oriental tribes are
yet ~ished, recollections of deep-seated enmity attach.
The only depositaries of history and literature were the monas
teries, and the free town of Novgorod, whose forei~ commerce
introduced civi.liiation from the south. Ivan Danilovich, who
obtained from his generous spirit the name Kalita, or Purse, by
which he is generally known, and V85sily, who followed him after
the lapse ofa century, did much to elevate and improve the people•

. John the Terrible invited Swiss artists to his court; and Alexir
stretched out his hand to distant alliances, and laid the foundation
of the international relations of Rusaia with other powers.

The annals of Nestor are the earliest historical records which, ,
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exist. They are very valuable, and obviouslJ the production of
an ingenuous and vigorous mind. Their style is unaffected, but
full of old Sclavonic expressions. In the records of Pskov ~d
Novgorod, much of interesting episode, and many pathetic pas
sages are blended with the dry details of passing events. These,
and the code of laws by which the Scandinavian pr4tces professed
to regulate their conduct, nre almost all that has been left to
illustrate historical antiquity.

Among the poetic names which have been preserved out of
the ruins of old times, there is one which, though but a name, is
religiously venerated in Russia. Boyall, the nightingale (Solovei),
whom tradition has cherished as the bard who led the old Russian
warriori to battle, and enabled them to work miracles of valour
by the magic excitement of his strains, still lives in the universal
mind, though not a &lingle breath of his lyre has found its way to
the existing generation. In a warlike and anonymous fragment,
the hymn used in the campaign of Igor in the 12th century,
written in the dialect of southern Russia, in measured prose, a
fine spirit of heroism is mingled with the obscurity of a forgotten
mythology. For three centuries there is a perfect chasm; after
which the song of the Battle of the Don, a pictorial, unoma
mented narrative, is the only production worth even a mention,
till the epoch of Peter the Great.

And truly marvellous was the influence of that extraordinary
man. Every species of knowledge and of cultivation was planted
in Russia under his protecting and active auspices. Even popu
lar eloquence found a representative; and Theophanes taught the
Russians to give expression to thought. His writings are 8l'gu,.
mentative and passionate, though his diction is full of barbarism.
Kantemir introduced into Russia the artificial and insipid versi
fication of the French; his style is harsh and broken - yet he
opened the floodgates of European knowledge, .and prepared the
way for one of the most extraordinary phenomena that ever in
structed or reformed mankind. Lomonossov was the son of a
poor mariner. 'His mind received its deepest impressions from
the poetry of the Old Testament, whose sublimity he transferred
to his own 1a.nIluage, creatin~ all those elements of strength and
harmony whictl he wielded. 'WIth a sovereign hand. He enriched
the literature of his OOUBtry by purifying and fixing the standard
of language; he dragged from obscurity its historical umals; he
introduced the study an4 the love d experimental philosophy;
he advanced the art of navigation ; estabIiabed the rules ofpoetry;
and decorated every subject with ~ueneeawl correctD.eSs. His
contemporary~ Tredyakovsky, did SOIIIedHng to irDprc7re the strIW
ture of Russian verse: but he had neither taste DOl' @llIliMs; and
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his laborious industry,· his sole merit, has been eclipsed and
long since forgoten. At this period Sumarokov founded the Rus
sian theatre. Time, which does justice at last, has placed SUD1&
!'okov in the situation he ought to occupy; but in his lifetime he
was the idol of the court, and was allowed, by the common sui:
&ages of the nobility, to treat the father of Russian literature with
scorn and contempt. He left the language of Russia nearly as
barbarous as he found it. His dramatic pieces have neith~r ori
ginality nor nationality of character. The language is either in
elegant or bombastic, the plots intricate, and the vanity of the
author only exceeded by the weakness of his pen. Popovsky!
treading in the steps ofLomonosov, wrote in a pure and graceful
style, and translated into Russian, Pope's Essay on Man.

Meanwhile, many seminaries had been founded in Russia, and
the university of Moscow was established in 1755. A number
of distinguished foreigners were invited to settle in Russia; but
no considerable progress was made in civilisation, and no extra
ordinary genius appeared till the time of Catherine the Second.
She, in the midst of her follies and her crimes, had, as we before
remarked, a most decided passion for literature, and no small lite
rary ambition. She could abstract herself from sensual indul
gences to write Russian verses, and forget her vast schemes of~
bitious domination in plans of intellectual reform. While she sent
forth her generals on most unrighteous missions, she founded aca
demies and patronised schools; and to the present hour; in spite
of the foul deeds and stran~ caprices of her reign, she is spoken
of, and thou~t of, in RUSSJa, with reverential affection. Petrov,
a bold and 1fery lyric poet, sung the triumphs of Orlov. Kheras
kov sought· inspiration· from the epic muse: his style is flow
ing, but affected and di1fused: in his Vladimir and Russiad are
many passages which are strkingly pictorial, and some local de-

. ScriptiODS dmWD to the very life; but he wrote too much to write
well. Every species of poetry he attempted, - but he perfectl,
succeeded in none. His Fortune-hunter (bkateki &lzasti:'Ja) IS

the least defective of his productions.. The gay and festive Bog
danovich produced the Duslzenka (Psyche), one of the most .
graceful of ~cal fictions; it immediately obtain~ and still
preserves, a high degree of popularity; and its desultoiy wander
mgs gave it a peculiar attraction in a country where the almost
universal character of verse is too artifical and restrained. Khem
ni~r's easy and instructive Fables do honour to a branch of
poetical composition in which the Russians have had remarbble
success. Von VlSin gave an air of nationality to the Russian
drama, and bas seized with great success some of the peculiarities
of his nation, and especially the frh'oloUi pride ad folly of die
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lower nobility. They may be corrected, - as they will be cor
rected, - but the interesting picture will remain. Kapnist gave
to comedy all the bitterness of satire, whil~ his serious odes are

. grand and noble, and his shorter pieces graceful and delicately
wrought. Kostrov's prose translation of Ossian is a fine specimen
of the capabilities of the Russian language; and his version of
tht' eight first books of the Diad, though not equally sustained,
is generally dignified and energetic. Kniajnin introduced tr~y
upon the stage, where his Dido and V&dim preserve their place,
as do one or two of his comedies and vaudevilles.

Derzhavin was born in 17408. There is no limit to the
eulogiums with which his countrymen speak of this distinguished
man. We will quote the language of Bestujev, for it is curious
and characteristic: -" The glory of his nation and of his~ ;
the inspired, the inimitable bard, -he soared to a height which
none before had reached, and none shall ever reach again. A
poet and a philosopher, his similes brought truth to the ear of
princes. His mysterious influence could enliven the soul
enrapture the heart - excite the attention by rapid thoughts, and
bold el?(}ue~ce, and glorious ~ictures. His style is irresistible
as the lightnmg-flash, and luxunant as the lap of nature: - so
when the sunbeam falls on the brilliant diamond which has been
long buried in. obscurity, its rays burst forth in magnificent
brightness; so ere the eruption breaks from the triple-regioned
Vesuvius, its smoke is veiled beneath the sheltering snows, while
the traveller looks upon the dark mists, and foretels the coming
storm." To such an extent has the spirit of oriental exaggeration
pervaded the literature of Russia. Derzhavin is certainly a poet of
a high order, and his Ode to God, his Waterfall, llDd his Felitza,
are lImong the best, if not the best, productions of a Russian pen.
The poetry ofDerzhavin is of too lofty a tone ever to become ex
tensively popular; but a playful and elegant writer, who first
excited attention by the justice of his criticisms, and next became
an example of prudence from the faults he had reproved, ap
peared nearly at the same time, and occupied, as he still occu
pies, a high place in public opinion. Dmitriev's poetry
obtained currency in the circles of fashion and served to popu
larise the Russian language. His fables are .shrewd and sarcastic,
yet easy and flowery; his songs gay and picturesque. Mean
while Karamsin assiduously corrected the redundancy of his
early productions, and threw off much of the foolish sentimen
tality in which he had been fond of indulging. He has produced
a work on the History of Russia, which will become an European
authority. It were to be wished that he could have found more
materials beyond the courtly and aristocratical circle, and
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that he had .written rather in the spirit of a philosopher tbsu
with the special pleading of a Rusllian advocate, - but he has
on the whole given to the world an important contribution to the
sum ofknowledge, while the fact that many thousand copies of WI

expensive and voluminous work should have been. readily sold
augurs well for the progress of infurmation in Russia. As a
specimen of stylI'., Karamsin's history is entitled to the highest
praise. Muraviev and PodUivalov co-operated to improve the
~neral tone ofRu~ <:<>m~sition. ~br.ov's"Kh~rsonidu.".is
hiWtly coloured With onentalism; but It IS energetIc, and Its
delineation of scenery appropriate and picturesque. Vosiokov
introduced many new varieties into Sclavonic prosody; while
Kaiserov, the translator of Sterne, and Martinov, published'
versions of the most renowned of the poets of Greece and Rome,
and modem Europe. The satires of Gortshakov, and the paro
dies of Marin excited much attention; and a Siberian bard,
the blind Eros, published a popular volume of jocose poetry.
Ismailov, whom the Russians call their Teniers, has been very
successful in his pictures of vulgar life. Benitzky wrote a few
pieces which are characterised by strong and glowing thoughts.
He died in 1809 (lilt. 29), at a moment when he had excited
strong admiration·in his favour. Shishkov's writings for children
have considerable merit. He has been a leading controversialist
in the discussions which are still going on in Russia on the
subject of langua~; and he has thrown much light on the his
tory of the Russ18n dialect in his 0 Starom i Nuoum Slogie, On
the Old and New Style. Sudovshchikov, Krinkovsky, and Oserov
havewritten several successful plays; but the " pozharsky" of 'the
second is full of historical mistakes. Oserov is the most admired
dramatist of Russia. He uses the hexameter verse with con
siderable effect. His" CEdipus" is good; but his "Donskoi" is
most interesting to a &"tranger: - Russian character is generally
well preserved, tholl.gh the hero of the piece has little likeness to
either truth or nature. The influence of Oserov will necessarily be
baneful in Russia. He has fettered tragedy in rhyme, and it will
be difficult to release her, - yet the Russianlan~ requires no
such support to make it poetical. It has variety of accents, rich
ness of tones, flexibility and strength. . Shakhovsky has done
something to throw off the trammels of the drama, though without
sufficient genius to introduce a better model. The French
thea!Z'e is the p~t of the RUllSian, which is solely imitati~e.
Moliere's master-pleces have been translated by Kokoshkin;
Racine's, by Lobanov. Kantenin has introduced Comeille.
Of Shakspeare, some fragments of the Julius CleSal" have been
badly rendered by Boris Fedorov; and Hamlet has been brought

VOL I. H
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out on the Russian stage by Viskovatov. KnIov is a fabulist,
who in any country would. obtain the highest praise. Easy,
pointed, forcible, original,-his laug~ sath~ is one of"the best
examples of good-humoured philosophy with which we are
acquainted. A volume of Russian fables would be an accept
able present to English literature.

Zhukovsky and Batinshkov have employed the language of
poetry with great success, and ha'le excited a more active and
general enthusiasm than WR.<i ever before awakened; -they have
popularised literature. The translations of the former are models
of poetical version; and his mastery over language, and facility of
reproduction in another form, are very remarkable. Sometimes
he is obscured by a strange, unintelligible mysticism; but his
" Warrior among the ruins of the Kremlin," and his patriotic
poetry in ~eneral, have had a very decided influence on the
general feeling.. His ballads are remarkably pleasing and pointed.
Batinshkov is a poet revelling in the joy of existence, - flinging
his charms of song around as he proceeds on his flowery way.
His " Dying Tasso" is a work of decided ~nius. Pushkin
is very original. His~' Ruslan and Lindmllla," and " The
Prisoner of War on the Caucasus," are filled with exquisite
images. Vresemsky has the .force of proverbs in most of his
compositions. He has had the boldness to create, and the success
to introduce, many new words and newforms of language. Gruedich
has been very felicitous in his translations from the Greek in the
classical measures. His poem on the birth of Homer seems as if
it had been written near the waters of Alpheus. He has pub
lished Idyls for the people. . Glinka is fanciful and melodious;
Davidov, rich and martial; Baratrnsky, gay and graceful; Milov,
abrupt and broken. Rllieiev has opened a new career of poetry;
one in which Niemcewicz, one of the most distinguished of the
poets of Poland, has had great success. He has written popular
and historical hymns. He who would do good in Russia mustwork
downward-he must act upon the mass of the nation. The
nobles are too selfish and too depraved-. toQ. self..,sufficient to
learn, and too proud to teach: the few will not bend down
towards the many, nor detach from their privileged aristocracy
any who may form a link for blending the distant castes. If the
rich will not descend, the poor must rise; and he who elevates
them most is the greatest benefactor of both poor and rich.
Ostolopov has published a series of shrewd allegories. Rodsi
anka is the painting poet of still life. Merslakov has written a
masterly translation of Horace's Ars. Poetics; and Vir¢1's
Eclo~es and the Georgics are finely rendered by RaYch. 1'wo
RUSSian ladies have also latelyappeared in the field ofpPetl"y, .A'nDll
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Bunin and Anna Volkov. The "Fall of Phaeton: by the former,
has very varied beauties. In the Russian periodicals" which lie
before Us, we have been much struck with the lively productions
of some female pens. A good hope is ~)Uilt on the intellectual
improvement and cultivation of the mind of woman in Russia,
whose influence ma1 gradually lower the tone of despotism.

Of the prose wnters. of R\lssia, Kachenovsky is one of the
purest. He has discussed a variety of historical and critical
subjects. Grech, whose volume on Russian literature is the
safest guide to the study of its authors, has done abundant service
to the language of his country. His Travels into France and
Germany are petulant and ill-humoured. Bul~rin, though a Pole

.by birth, is the most powerful political writer 10 Russia; and such
extracts from the Ru~ian newspapers as have been deemed
worthy.of translation into the German, French, and English
journals, have been generally frOJ,Il his pen. Golovin's Travels
have found their way to England, through the German trans
lation. Svinjin's Journey through America is worthy of the
same honour. The Sclavonian Evenings of Narrejnyare full
of interest, for thel are strewn with fragments of old national
poetry. Menshenm has published s~veral respectable chemical
works. The descriptive essays of Jakovlev, the European
letter> of Kurkhelbecker, and the criticisms of Somov, ought not
to be passed over unnamed. '

Political economy has found an advocate in Russia. We do
not speak of Storch, whose writings, though published at Peters
burg, are in the language of his country (Germany); but of
Turgenev, whose Theory of Taxation has obtained him great
applause. The brothers Bestushev are interesting travellers,
and excellent critics.

We have thus made out a cata1ogue,-it will perhaps seem
a dry and uninteresting one, -of the most prominent among
those authors who have been pouring forth their streams of
knowI~ upon the widest and most consolidated empire in the
world. 1t will appear eulogistic; but we have only mentioned
the authors who are entitled to praise. There are hundreds
who are entitled to none. We are proud of our list. Is it not
something to point to such a number of civilising elements in a
country just escaped from absolute barbarism? The standing
armies of the Holy Alliance scarcely give us concern and
apprehension enough to counterbalance the consolation we
derive froin such a ~lay as this. Why, in Russia itself, the
tribunal of public opimon is beginning to erect itself, even in
the midst of swords and spears. Hear the language of our

H2
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Russian author:-" Well, then, let us be consoled; for public
tasre (he would say opinion if he dared) public taste is mounting
upwards, like the streams hidden in the bosom of the earth,
which struggle to burst forth. The new generation be~ins to
feel the charm of our native language, and to erect itself on its
strength. Time is working silently. in favour of the seed
that is sown; the mists that cover the field of Russian literature
may seem to hinder the growth of tlle young plant; but it springs
up and will flourish, and promises an abundant harvest."
(Poliarnaia Srxesda, pp."'4.3, 44.)

Indeed it is most obvious that, by the action of so busy a
spirit of enquiry and literature, the preparation for important
changes in favour of human happiness is silently going on.
Even in Russia despotism appears t~ be providing for its own .
downfaI. The day of freedom must yet, it is true, be distant;
for the virtuous soil in which its roots can be planted remaius
to be discovered. Over the nobles, pride and proHigacy have
obtained an omnipotent sway: the peasants are bent beneath the
degradation 'of ages; the streams of knowledge flow on, and
seem to produce no fertility; yet there are some green spots,
Ilud seeds are springing up to be watched over and watered by
those who are labouring for futurity. The great plague and
pest of Russia, - its insolent and arbitrary feudal lords, the
masters of its millions of slaves, -might be removed by the
necessity of an autocrat seeking a security in popular opinion
against the dictation of the nobles. Of such an event there have
been symptoms more than once during the reign of Alexander.
Some fatal genius has presided over his destinies. A miserable
delusion that he is called on to be the guardian of social moder,
-social order being the silence of despondency and fear, the
contentedness of ignorance and degradation, -this miserable
delusion has crushed in their embryo, plans of consummate be
nevolence, defeated projects which might have blessed millions
of human beings through untold generations, and have crowned
the memory even of an autocrat with never-fading glory.

A monstrous despotism was, indeed, destroyed when Napoleon
fell from the summit of his power; but he stood in his single
strength, and tlle gigantic pile.would of itself have crumbled into
dust with the crumbling of the hand that reared it. Proud and
terrible as it was, it made no mockery of the .mind of man. It
courted genius, it sought alliance with poetry and philosophy, it
.even professed to respect the name of freedom. If the despotism
of triple tyrants have succeeded the despotism ofthe solitary war
rior, let it be acknowledged that it does not seek to deceive by

: ..
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words. Once and again, in its hour of weakness, nations lent
an easy ear to its flattering promises; but being enthroned in
its legitimate strength, it flatters no longer: it will not sheath
it.,; sword. Let no one be deluded into the idea that this mon
strous confederacy is less terrible than it appears to be. Its
eye is omnipresent, its arm is now omnipotent. It sits amidst'
clouds and mists, and throws the bolt of perdition at it.$ will.
Yes! these lords of nations have power enough, and well have
they used it for the infliction of misery: they have that steady
purpose, which can look with unwet eye and hardened heart
upon the wide scene of desolation which it causes. Yet let them
not be too confident; for though they have rooted out from their
spheres of wonted influence the ~htened, and the virtuous,
and the brave, who have been gradually improving society, and
leading forward civilisation with no tardy step, these very reform
ers are as detennined in their projects, as unwavering in their
will, as their oppressors are. Out of the ruin of their hopes,
they have saved their hate; and they treasure it up, and walch
over it, till the day of retribution. They are scattered over the
face ef the earth; they are disciplined by every species of want
and woe: but their very sufferings are the best and noblest pledge
of their sincerity, and of th'eir integrity. They have not plun
dered the people; nor have their depredations placed them
beyond the reach of public opinion; nor are they protected except
by those UDanned interests over which they honestly watched,
and for which they have been cruelly sacrificed: but they are

, not, they cannot be destroyed.

ART. VI. Memorable DaY8 in America; being a Journal of a Tour to
the United States, principally undertaken to ascertain, by posi
tive Evidence, the Condition and propable Prospects of British
Emigrants. By W. Faux, an English Farmer. Simpkin and Mar.
shall. 1828. 8vo. pp. 4-88.

LetteT8from America. By James Flint. W. and C. Tait. Edinburgh.
1822. 8vo. pp. SOO.

Tra"eu through Part Qf Me United State8 and Canada. By John
M.DuncaD, A.B. I Glasgow. Hurst and Robinson. 1828.2 vols.
Bvo.

THERE are few topics of modem interest on which we have.
been furnished with so much and such varying information

IS the actual condition of the great republic of North America,
and the prospects of such as may be desirous to emigrate to that
imd of promise. Scarcely a quarter ofthe year elapses without

H 8..
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a fresh publication, and still the last is read with undiminished
curiosity. In the present melancholy state of Europe, when des
potism and bigotry have succeeded in establishing at least a tem
porary dominion, when in England itself, by bishops and judges,
by ministers and hireling writers, are daily advanced and main
tained doctrines of passive obedience which would have disgraced
even the reign of James the Second, - America possesses a

. stronger hold than ever on the hopes and affections of those who
desire improvement in the general condition of man.

But it is not on this account solely, nor because the whole of
America is, year by year, undergoing changes almost incredible
to Europeans, that every new statement from candid and well
informed men is received with increas~ avidity. With re~d
to European countries, the demand, for mformation is of various
kinds, and has been supplied b;y travellers of various qualifica
tions, many of them fully competent to the task they have under
taken. The sentimentalist, the poet, the antiquarian, the geolo
gist, and even the drawing-room beau, have each of them the
tours performed with a view to the objects in which they respec
tively take interest. The greater number of men possess iillffi
clent qualifications to furnish a decent volume in one or other of
these departments; and the political institutions of the Conti
nent scarcely deserve the trouble of investigation.

With respect to travelling in America the case is very dif
ferent; - the demand for information,. or at least by far the
chief demand, is all of one kind; and the aptitude requisite for
the supply of this demand, is such as few possess. America is
the only country which has presented us with the spectacle 'of a
people governed by a system of genuine representation; the
spectacle, not of a nominal, but an actual republic, and of entire
democratic ascendency. The object of paramount importance,
the first object which every man has at heart with respect to such
a country, is, to know in detail the effects of such a system on
human happiness. Information of this kind can only be furnished
by a traveller who, with a clear and unprejudiced intellect, pos
sesses a knowledge of the leading principles of legislation and
political economy. What we want is, to have the facts relating
to these branches of knowledge presented to us in all their inte
grity. But how few, even among the educated, are capable of
separating the essential from the accidental, or of conveying to
us, with r~tion tD any given snbject,a fact undistorted by omis
sion, arrangement, or colouring, or unincumbered with irrelevant
details I Hence arises, notWithstanding all the volumes which
have already appeared, the imperfect, and apparently conflictinp;
testimony on the subject of the grea1; American' community.
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Of all the writers of these volumes scarcely one bas possessed the
requisite qualifications to place clearly before us the facts essen
tial towards furmi~ an accurate judgment. Tradesmen have
given us a list of pnces, and merchants have explored the rate of
profit; fiumers have found fault with the soil and husbandry;
and fine gentlemen have decided that good breeding cannot exist
where bowing, scraping,' and cutting have been superseded by
plain speech and affability; all have admired the height of
Niagara, and the length and breadth of Mississippi; - but few
have directed their attention to the grand point, - whether, taking
the whole population into account, a greater mass of happiness is
or is not enjoyed by the Americans than by the same number of
people in any part of Europe; and if it be enjoyed, how far this
~ effect is ascribable to the nature of the government, and
liow far to other causes.

Considering the character of the witnesses, we think it by no
means difficult to reconcile the apparently conflictin8 testimony
which has been adduced with reference to the expedIency or in
expediency of emigration; nor, indeed, in the absence of all
testimony, should we ever have despaired of coming to a safe
practical conclusion on the subject.

In a newly settled and thinly peopled district, where towns have
not been built, and the inhabitants for the most ,part have little
to subsist on besides the immediate produce of their labour, it is
obvious that men cannot procure those conveniences and comforts
which are attainable by a large proportion of the members of a
more advanced state of society; nor can they obtain even that
degree of mutual assistance which in older countries the poorest
individuals are able to extend to one another. In order to live,
each man mUst be a farmer; amI he will labour under considerable
difficulty, if he be not also in some degree a carpenter, black
smith, and tailor. )Vith these qualifications he may, at a mode
rate amount of labour, insure subsistence; and if he be careful
and industrious, may. after a few years, as the settlement advances
and markets approach him, arrive at comparative opulence. In
the meanwhile his enjoyment of security will not be of the highest
order, and will consist rather in the absence of temptation, than
in the presence of the magistrate and police, or the prevalence
ofa very rigid morality. Where all have the'means of subsistence,
and few possess superfluity, still fewer will resort to violence as
a relief from want; but when occasionally violence is resorted to,
there will be but slender means of redress. The whole produce
of the country would not support a m~istracy and efficient
police; and the paramount sanction for good conduct in the bulk
of a populous society, namely, the necessity of acquiring the good

H 4
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opinion of others, in order to obtain subsistence, will not here
exist. Where a man has no neighbours nearer than five or ten
miles, he can derive little inconvenience from their bad opinion,
and little advantage from their good. Such is the state of what
are called the back settlements; - such is the state of every
infant community. To complain that under these circum-stances
occasional outrages should remain unredressed, is to expect
effects without a cause; but it can hardly be asserted that the
degree of insecurity is very formidable, where capital and popu
lation are on all sides so rapidly increasing.

However, to thrive and be contented in such districts, a man
must be resolute, industrious, and frugal; he must have been
unaccustomed to the luxuries of city accommodation, must be
able to turn his hand to any thing, and look for society in the
circle of his own family. To the agricultural labourer, who, in
England can eam but six shillings a-week by twelve hours' hard
labour every day, - who, jf he has a wife and children, obtains
no better fare from year to year, than bad bread in insufficient
quantities, - who goes to bed hungry every night, and sees his
children half starved around him; and we know many districts of
the state of which this is a mitigated representation, - to such a
man, if he can find a friend to convey him thither, it must be the
height ofbliss to sit down in the back settlements of North Ame
rica: he has never been accustoQled to the luxuries and accOID'
modations of city life, he has never moved in refined society; he
therefore has no sacrifices to make, nor any very agreeable as
tiOCiations to snap asunder in leaving his native village; and if
he live in a log-house with one room instead of a hroken-win
dowed mud cottage with two, he is at least exempt from the
constant pain of hunger, and has the satisfaction of being released
from all anxiety with respect to the fate of his children.

So, the small farmer, - who, moving in a circle scarcely more
elevated than that of his labourer, has spent his days in some
remote village almost _as little frequented as the American wil
derness, -who, after pillching and struggling against poor's rates
and taxes, finds his little capital hourly diminishing, and his
family verging fast into the class ofpaupers, - may take courage
while he has yet enough to pay for his passage: the industry and
parsimony which here reward him with nothfug but care and dis
appointment, will insure him competence in the western world,
and his circle of society and enjoyment will not be more contract
ed than in his native country.

But with the town mechanic, who has generally obtained, even
under great disadvantages, a certain portion of the conveniences
of a more refined state of existence, and still more, with persons
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who have been in the enjoyment of competence and of an en
lightened class of society, the case is. altogether different. If a
choice must be made by such persons between European comfort
and society on the one hand, (alloyed as they are by taxation and
oppression,) and the solitude, silence, and want of accommodation
in the western forest (mitigated as these evils are by the absence
of insult and hunger) on the other hand, there can scarcely be a
doubt that to the great mass of dispositions, the ¥noyances of
Europe would on the whole be esteemed less in' amount than
the inconvenience to be endured by a toml change of the habits,
and disruption of the associations of furmer years.

To this alternative, however, no person already possessed of
a competence removable at pleasure, or of mechanical skill, need
be reduced. In or near the large towns of the eastern and
Borthem states, he will find society and accommodations not
materially differing from those of European' cities. In conse
quence of the facility with which employment and subsistence
may be obtained, his servants will be less obsequious and accurate
in their duties, his house will be less neat and orderly than in Great
Britain, the attendance of menials-in minute matters he must
dispense with altogether: but his suffering from the misgovern
ment and barbarous political institutions of Europe cannot be
very intense, if he does not esteem an exemption from taxes and
oppression an advantage which more than compensates for the
absence of extreme neatness in domestic economy.

Whether the evils occasioned by despotism and aristocracy
are so painful as to make it worth while for a man, who is other-.
wise tolerably weH off, to forsake, on any terms, the scenes and
connections to which he has ~ attached through any con
siderable period of his life, is a question, the solution of which
must altogether depend upon the circumstances and disposition
of each individual; but it may fairly be confessed that this is a
step which no one should venture to make, unless he feels some
enthusiasm for the progress of human improvement, and consi
derable annoyance at the mischievous political institutions of the
Old World. As to capitalists and tradesmen, who, without any
other motives for preference, seek a re!>idence in America with
the sole view of obtaining a larger rate of profit than Europe
affords, all the infonnation we can collect leads us to suppose that
they mast encounter disappointment.

With respect to the western settlements, the views we have
taken are fully confirmed by the statem~nts :made by .Mr. Faux,
one of the latest and not least instmctlve of the VarIOUS travel
lers through the Union. Mr. Faux, who states ~self to be a
fanner, does not indeed appear to have possessed m any great
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degree the highest order of qualifications which we should Wish to
find in a traveller through America; but he seems to be a clear
headed, unprejudiced, honest man; and his work, in the shape
of a journal, - ashape which, of all others, most entitles to credit
the statements it contains, - bears every internal mark of truth,
and of a veracious disposition in the writer.

The facts which fell within the author's observation are clearly
and fearlessly stated; but the defect of his book is, that instead of
its consis~ altogether ofa statement of such facts, or the author's
own remarlts upon them, a very farge proportion of it is made
up in detailing the foolish opinions of foolish persons with whom
the author happened to fall in company: as, of a certain Captain
Strode (p. 54.), who thinb "king, lords, and commons, to be the
best system of government for old England, if the commons were
but good and faithful." The problem is, how to make them so,
or to act as if they were so. In page 71. we are told Judge King
thinks a limited monarchy the best for all countries, and (like
Mr. Justice Bayley) the national debt a national good.

In page 126. is given a long character of the Americans by
one Perry, full of idle generalities, assumed probably from a very
insufficient number of particulars; but, in the very next page,
we are expressly told that Mr. Perry is not to be trusted.

Towards the close of the book a very large space is filled with the
sentiments and sayings of Mr. Thomas Law, who seems, indeed,
to be a kind-hearted amiable man; but of the value of whose
opinions the reader may form some estimate, when he learns
that Mr. Law esteems a paper circulation essential to the prospe
rity of America (p. 444.) ;-that he is an advocate for the exclu
sion of foreign manut8.cture, by high duties or prohibitions
(p. 441.); - that he deems a philosophy false, of which utility is
made the basis, believing that impulse and feeling furnish the best
moral guide.

From the facts which Mr. Faux gives on his own authority,
it clearly appears, that of the agricultural labourers who have
emigrated to the back settlements (where Mr. Faux's time was
cl1ieBy spent) a large majority are doing well; .and that by far
the greater part of those persons who have failed, have failed
through drunkenness and improvidence, or their own extreme un
fitness for an employment newly adopted. At page 142. he says,-

, I visited and spent the night with Mr. Worsley, a first-rate prac
tical farmer and grazier, late of Lincolnshire. He owns a fine farm,
in a Maryland valley, of 350 acrea, which 13 years ago he bought at
20 dollars an acre, hut which is now worth 60 dollars. It has aver
aged yearly, exclusive of a good living, a net gain of 600 dollars, by
<:wtivation only. He finds 40 miles from a market of no importance,
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as the carrying is done when menand horses have nothing else to do.
He is also paid for the carriage, and brings in return plaster, for which
he must otherwise have gone empty; or if be preferred it, he misht
sell his grain to a neighbouring miller at a city price,. onlf, allowlDg
the miller for the carriage to the city: - "My expenses,' says he,
., on an acre ofwheat, amount to 12 dollars, and it has always aver
aged 22 dollars, or 23 dollars at market, so netting near lOOper cent.
I have always 150 acres in grain and corn, 100 in clover, and 100 in
wood; the latter of which is worth, to sell, 150 dollara an acre, bat
that mUlt remain as indispensable to a farm without any green hedges.
I conuer green clover crops in value equal to grain, when fattening
beasta and J;ligs pays well. This dry year, the four-years old beasts,
which cost m, as stores, 35 dollars a.head, will sell out only for the
same money; - a sad loss! AII my time, keep, and labour are wasted
on them:"

Again at page 14-9.-
• Supped and slept at NewTown with Mr. M'Gill, a venerable and

highly respectable merchant, who knows that farmers have JltAde
large fortunes quickly, where disposed to economy and indusfry.
Still, many of the Virginians have spent all as fast 88 It came, indulg
ing in all manner of luxury and excess; giving their children most
expenaive educations, which never turned to any account, 88 they
afterwards all sat down on small plantations. Colonel Thomas (says
he) has saved much and spent liberally too, although he talks to you
of money being made slowly by farming. Bacon, potatoe, and bonny
elaber farmers (Germans), have become invariably rich by cultivating.
On farms of 300 acres each, 100 is in wood, 100 in corn and rye, for
the support of the farm and etabliahment; and 100 is in wheat, clear
gain, which might be put into the pocket every year:

At page 104. we read· of two emigrants who had failed; but
both these young men, " lived freely and imprudently: they
dressed in styl~ and woUld have dinners which cost four dollars
a week."

Near Zainsville in Ohio, our author passed through a fine
rich country, " full of the natural means of living well by the
sweat of the brow: - the poor complained of a want of money,
and others of 11 scarcity of it; but none of want of common
necessaries, such as bread, meat, and whiskey."

At Lexington, and in the neighbourhood, housekeeping is
very cheap: 100 pounds of fine flour for two dollars; a fine
fat sheep two dollars; beef, two-pence and three-pence a pound;
a dozen fat fowls from tbree-quarters to one dollar; but (p.228.)
"our party were all~ in thi'J particular, that the western
CIOUDtry is only fit for tIle little hardworking fanner with a small
capital. He must live, and better than he could' elsewhere, on
the production o~ his own hands and lands." - u' Wholesale
6mners from England~ to. cultiva*e: from SOD. to 1000
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acres, and sell the produce of the farm in lumps, will come here
only to be disappointed."

Eighty miles to the westward of Vincennes, in the very depth
of the Illinois wilderness, Mr. Faux arrives at the abode of John
Ingle, an old acquaintance, lately settled in the district. Mr.
Ingle, a hard-working man with a wife, a female servant, and six
children, is evidently in a situation exempt from want or the
apprehension of it; but subject, like all new s,ettlers, to a scram
bling kind of existence for the first two or three years after his
sitting down. The description of his abode, which probably
differs little from that of most new-comers, is as follows :-

• My friend's log-house, as a first, is one of the. best I have seen,
having one large room and a chamber over it, to which you climb by
a ladder. It hl18, at present, no windows; but when the doors are
shut, the crevices between the rough logs admit light and air enough,
above and below. It is five yards square and twenty feet hil{h. At
a little distance stand a stable for two horses, a corn crib, a plg-stye,
and a store; for store-keeping is his intention, and it is a good one.
Two beds in the room below, and one above, lodge us in the follow
ipg manner: - my~elf and Mr. Ingle in one bed; in the second, by our
side, sleep six fine but dirty children; and in the chamber, Mrs. Ingle
and a valuable English maid. Thus, on my account, husband and
wife are divided. It is not unusual for a male and female to sleep in
the same I;.oom uncurtained, holding conversation while in bed. In a
yard adjoining the house are three sows and pip half starved ; and
several.cows, calves, and horses, very poor, havmg no grass, no pas
ture, but with bells about their necks, eternally ringing. Shame, or
rather what is called false shame, or delicacy, does not exist here.
Males dress and undress before the females, and nothing is thought of
it. Here is no servant. The maid is equal to the master. No boy,
or man-servant. No water, but at half a mile distant. Mr. Ingle
does all the jobs, and more than half the hewing, splitting, and
ploughing. He is all economy, all dirty-handed industry. No wood
18 cut in readiness for morning fires. He and the axe procure it, and
provender for the poor hungry cattle, pigs, and horses. His time is
continually occupied, and the young boys just breeched are made
useful in every possible way.'

Of the bad faith but too common in such remote and thinly
peopled districts, the following is an instance:-

• A preacher took a piece of land to clear for my friend, and re
ceived, before he began, fortI dollars on account, but refused to per
furm his contract. To sue him was idle. My friend, in the presence
of the fellow's son, called him a right reverend rascal and thief•
.. Call him so again,1t said the son, doubling his fist ready to strike.
My friend repeated it and taking up an axe, said .. Now strike-; but if
you do, as I was never yet afraid of a man, I'll chop you into rails." ,

No medical man lives nearer than within twelve miles ofIngle's
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seitIement, (Sandeville,) nor is there any school for children';
but an ordinary schoolmaster might, it is said, earn from foor to
five hundred doUars, a year. - Soap,' candles, sugar, cotton,
leather, and woollen clothes of.a good quality, are all made in
the district; but not Without the most unremitting industry on
the part of the females. Filth and rags, however, are often pre
ferred. Imperious necessity alone commands extraordinary
exertion: but the industrious speedily thrive, and even the im
provident secure subsistence.

•Mr. Peck, late of Chatteris, introduced himself to me this day.
Born and bred a labourer, he at length became a little farmer, on the
dearestland in Chatteris, from which he brought a wife, four daughters,
one 800, a man, and 5001.; all the perfection of British industry.
Feeling themselves likely to lose all, they came here to two quarter
sections, costing 1451. to be paid, in three years, by instalments; so
leaving 3551. for stock, seed corn, and housekeeping, until they shall
have cleared twenty acres, and raised produce. He begged I would
come and dine with him, so that I might hear particulars of his former
state, present condition, and prospects, and be able to tell his old
neighbours ofhis comfortll and satisfaction. .. Now," sa,s he, .. I feel
I can live, and live well, by working, and without frettmg and work
ing, seventeen, out of the twenty-four hours, all the year round, as I
used to do at Chatteris. And what is sweeter than all, I feel I am
now the owner of 300 acrell of land, all paid for, and free from all
poor-rates, parsons, and tax-gatherers; and that I shall be able to give
and leave each of my children 100 acres of good land to work upon,
instead of the highway, or C~atteris work-house. No fear of their
committees now, nor of ElYlaoI." (P.2402.)

• By a conversation with 01 Ferrel, I find he began, thirty years agoi
with nothing but his own hands. Striking each hand, he said, Ie This
is all I had to begin with;" and it seems, that excepting his children,
he has little more now, - merely a quaJ1er-section just entered, and a
log raised on it. All seem very improvident and extravagant, the
family sometimes eating four or five pounds of butter a-day, the
produce of all their cows. Thus, with the com-cake and bacon, a
part of the year (for they are almost always destitute of fresh meat,
tea and sugar), is their table supplied: (P. 245.)

In November, 1819, Mr. Faux visited Birkbeck's settlement
at English Prairie: at that time little of the lands purchased had
been brought into cultivation, but Mr. Birkbeck had sold off
various portions at a profit;. and Mr. Flower had a flock of five
hundred Merino sheep, and a large herd of cattle: - all the
family of the' latter said they had nothing to regret, and were
well satis6ed, but wished that more friends would follow. They
acknowled,;red that they had much to do from want of servants.
Their log-Iiouses were well laid out, replete with every comfort,
and many of the elegancies of European life; books, music, &C'.
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The little town of Albion close by, consisting of one house only,
and ten or twelve log-cabins, contains a good market-house, and
a public libJWy, - the books, a donation from the Flower fa
mily, and their friends in England; but the town, according to
our author, is full of degenerate English mechanics, too idle to
work, and above every thing but eating, drinking, brawling, and
fighting. The streets and paths are almost impassable with roots
and stumps; and in front of every door is a stinking puddle,
formed by throwing out wash and dirty water.

Wanborough, the village rising on Mr. Birkbeck.'s estate,
seems in a better condition; and every log-house has. a cleared
enclosure of a few acres attached. However, the Hunters, or
Illinois Rowdies, as they are called, appear to be rather trouble
some neighbours. They come rudely with their hats on into the
parlour, and when drunk, threaten violence; but a little resolu
tion is in general a sufficient protection. The greatest obstacle
to the prosperity of the rising settlement, is the unhappy and
apparently irreconcilable quarrel between the two families of
Flower and Birkbeck: this quarrel originated in conflicting claims
for the hand of a fair lady, now the wife of one of the parties;
but as the cause of dissension existed before the settlement at
Albion WBS commenced, it is, for the sake of both parties, to be
regretted, that the last comer did not fix himself in some other
quarter. The prevailing opinion of the Americans was, that
both must fail. .

Of the native western labourers we have the most repulsive
account. The greater part of them lire small farmers, poor,
dirty, and wretched, because idle and ignorant; they live chiefly
on the deer they shoot, their children staying at home in rags
and filth, because it is disgraceful to go to service. Though able
workmen when they choose, they are a great annoyance to the
English, by whom they are employed, haunting the fire-side at
meals, where they stand in pairs with their backs towards the
fire, to the exclusion of the family, at whom they gaze, expecting
to be asked to dinner, breakfast, or supper. WIlen they come
for work, they often brush in with their hat on at meal times, ex
pecting to be fed. If the female of the family is in bed, they
stand and see her get out and dress, and it is often necessary to
show or threaten them 'With a pistol.

Thedistance and consequentinefficiencyofthe magistrature, and
the expense and inconvenien~eattached to a demand for redress,
under the regular tribunals of the country, have occasioned the in
8ti~tion of a kind of self-appointed police, called regulators, who
puniSb or destroy offenders, where the law cannot be enforced;
and the inhabitants often exert themselves for mutual protection.
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A stranger was waylaid and robbed of 8000 dollars: on making
it known, colonels, majors, captains, and lieutenants, all as ORe

man, instantly armed, without fee or reward, and scouring the
country round for many miles, overtook and seized the robber,
and recovered aU the money. (P. 14-7.) The regulators, however,
as might be expected, are sometimes guilty of great oppression;
and we are told of one instance in which a person acquitted on a
charge of theft was desired to leave the town, when having
obeyed, and being in the act of quitting the country, he was
overtaken in the woods, and severely whipped. The lonely road
to the Missouri is still exposed to danger, by combinations of
Rowdy robbers.

It ought also to be borne in mind by persons disposed toemi
grate, tha~ almost all the prairie lands have been found unhealthy.
These lands consist of large tract'i of rich soil near the sides of
rivers: they are naturally clear ofwood ; and there is strong reason
for supposing they have formerly served as a bed for lakes or ex
tensive inundations. But as they are annually visited in the autumn
with dangerous fevers, the advantage of having the soil ready
cleared, is outweighed by the peril of sickness. There seems to
have been less of this sidtness in the prairie chosen by Mr. Birk
beck, than in other situations of the s~e sort; but the native
Americans generally prefer a more elevated district.

In his journey through Carolina to the western settlements,
Mr. Faux had ample opportunities of ascertaining the aetnal
condition of the negro slaves, and the opinions prevalent on the
subject of slavery. In the majority of instances it is clear the
slaves are used wen in point of diet and housing, and seldom
overworked; but with this comparative mitigation, the horrible
and degrading effects of the system, both on the oppressors and
oppressed, are but too apparent. Under the influence of fear
(the most cruel of all the pa'isions), lows have been enacted which
deprive the black man of the most OEdinary security ~nst in
justice and violence. According to a provincial act of Carolina,
made perpetual in 1788, a master who tortures or dismembers
his slave in any way, is liable only to a fine of about 141.; for
killing him in cold blood, a fine 'Of 1DOl.; tor killing him in
anger, a fine of 501.; while a penalty of 1001. is imposed on any
person who shall dare teach a negro to write. In these laws we
believe some alteration has vtIry recently been made, but the
t:ffects of them on the dispositions of the planters will long remain
unchanged. Under such institutions instances of outrage cannot
be unfreqoent. Two slaves were whipped to death during, our
author's pas~ through the country; and he was so much
affected by seemgthe remains of one of themt whipped into 0
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shapeless mass of putrefaction by a drunken master and two assist
ants, who each relieved the other for a whole night, during which
the execution lasted, that he had the courage to publish all the
details, subscribed with his own name, in a Charleston newspaper,
and to apply to the attorney-general of the state. We say the
courage; for, as might have been anticipated, what he had done
was ill received by all r8l1~ and his life may be considered to
have been actually in danger. (See pp. 75. 'i9~ 80.) His interview
,with the attorn~y-generalis not a little curious.

, At ten o'clock this morning I went in due form with the go
vernor's aid-de-camp to Colonel Haines, the young attorney-general,
who, when I entered, after a polite reception, addressed me as
follows: -" Now, sir, will you please to open to me your sources of
information touching this alleged murder? But, sir, give me leave
to say; that I think that you have acted imprudentl, in 'publishin~

it so hastily, inasmuch as it interferes with the province of a jury. '
I replied, " My motives are good, and they must shelter me. I
fear not the consequences. Too little publicity, I think, is given to
such cases: what I have done is calculated to prevent a recurrence
of such enormities," -" But, sir, you have stained the character of
South Carolina; and 'What you hare thus' 'Written 'Will he greedil!J
copied and extensively read to our injury, i71 the northern and elUtern
states, and aU O'Der Europe. But, sir, let me tell you, further, that
such offences rarely occur in this state, which is always prompt to
punish the offenders. Will you or can you give personal evidence i'''
I aB8wered, "I cannot. I can do no more than I have done. My
publication and my conversation with you, sir, are sufficient. From
what I have said to you now, the matter is tangible enough." "Well,
sir," rejoined he, "if that is all you will do and say, we must leave it,
and I will write immediately to the district attorney, and get Kelly
indicted," This conversation or examination occupied about an
hour, and was politely conducted. There is no evidence that the
learned gentleman redeemed his promise here given:' (P.76.)

It is pretty evident the learned gentleman dared not proceed
against the offender, or even countenance the exposure of the
offence. But his apprehensions, with respect to the opinion which
would be fbrmed on the case by the northern and eastern states,
sufficiently discover the cause of the comparatively mild treat
ment experienced in general by the slaves of the United States;
the more so as the same apprehensions were openly expressed by
other respectable persons. (See p. 77.) Ou~ which the law
rather encourages than represses, seem, in some degree, to be
checked by the powerful sanction of the tribunal of public
opinion: in many respects the condition of the Carolina slaves
approaches nearer to that of domestic servants than could reason
ably be expected under such a state. of things; Uld this seems to be
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confirmed by the faCt, that their numbers are continually on the
increase by births. (See pp. 59.63.68.)

But the portions of the British dominions in which slavery is
still established, being severed by the ocean from those in which
the population is free, the opinions entertained in Great Britain
on the subject ofslave treatment are almost a matter of indifference
to the Jamaica planter; and the obvious result is, that horrible
as is the condition of the slave in Carolina, in the West Indies
he is subjected to an extremity of misery and degradation a
thousandfold more ~htful. This is put out of all doubt by
the testimony of Mr. Cooper, who was sent out three years ago
by Mr. Hibbert, an eminent planter, with a view to enquire into,
and if possible ameliorate, the condition of the slaves on the eitate
of that gentleman. From this fact alone, it is evident that Mr.
Hibbert is a man generous and humane in no ordinary degree;
it may therefore be presumed that the treatment experienced by
slaves on his estate affords at least a fair sPecimen oftheir condition
throughout the West Indies. Yet, what is the statement? ....

During the sugar harvest, which lasts for about five months,
the manufacture of sugar is continued without intermission
either day or night, except for about eighteen hours from
midnight on Saturday to Sunday evening. The slaves are for
the most part divided into two gangs, which, besides being fully
occupied in the labours of the plantation during the day, are
en~ the whole of the night on alternate nights. In the
exaction of this labour no difference is made between men and
women.

The men employed in carrying the canes from the field to the
mill have no regular time of rest, except half an hour for break
fast, and two hours' interval in the middle of .the day; but it
IIe1dom happens that they get a wIiole night's rest at one time.
The whole of Sunday they are obliged to employ in the culti
vation of their provision gt'ound,- in bringing thence the food
requisite for their sustenance during the week, and in keeping
market. The punishment of the whIp is inflicted on all occasions
at the discretipn of the driver and overseer. The law which
limits the number of strokes to thirty-~e is practically disre
garded, and tb~ wretched victims are frightfully mangled and
excoriated 1,>y every execution. When the lacerations produced
!?r one flogging are sufficiently healed, a second is frequently in··
flieted; and while the sores are unhealed, maggots often breed in
the lacerated flesh. Their numbers, as might be expected, an~
nually decrease; and suicide, by d~ting and otherwise, is
DOt unfrequently resorted to 8.1 the only escape from misery; or

VOL I. I
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(as the perverted intellects of West Indian writers will have it)
out of an ill-disposition to their masters !

After this, and a thonsand corroborating statements, how
childishly absnrd is the tone of triumphant reproach with which
British writers, Whig as well as Tory, assail the American re
public for permitting the exis1ence of slavery, as if no such evil
existed in the British dominions, or as if the influence of pro
perty or the prejudices of edncation were to be overcome in an
instant by the breath of the republican legislator I

Are the mischievous effects of the system less notorious in
Great Britain than in America? do we. less "know the value of
liberty," less " understand its principles," than the Americans?
If the existence of slavery in America is "an atrocious crime
with which no measures ,'can be kept" (see Edinb. Rev. No. LXI.
pp. 146. 1408.), is its existence in the British dominions less
atrocious?

It must be remembered too that slavery was established and
took firm root in.America, under the British dominion; that
the Americans theruselves had no means of efficiently attacking
the evil till it had been strengthened by an existence of near

, 200 years; and that, notwithstanding the obstacles opposed by
property, prejudice, and not unreasonable apprehensions as to
the effect of any sudden emancipation, these same Americans
have already done much more towards the ultimate eradication
of the evil than Great Britain has ever been able to ac
complish. So early as the year 170S, the colony of Massa
chusetts imposed a tax to prevent further importations. The
same settlement made atempts to prevent the import altoge
ther in 1767 and 1774. Previous to the year 1772 no less
than twenty-three acts were passed by t;he legislature of Virginia
iOr applying taxes to the trade with a view to its restriction. In
17n, Virginia petitioned the throne on the same subject, but
obtained no rebelS. Several other colonies made remonstrances
at different times, but were repressed by the qpposition ofBntisk
governors. In 1780, the state of Pennsylvania, though then occu
pied in the struggle for independence, passed an act for gradual
manumission. .Since that time the whole country north of Vir
ginia has nearly effected the extinction of slavery. In 1787 a
IBw was passed prohibiting slave keeping in the large districts
north of'the Ohio and east of the Mississippi. In about rorty
years the United States have effected the emancipation ofnegroes
over half the territory snbject to their jurisdiction. A progress
much more rapid than Great Britain has been able to effect with
regard to its dependencies; and, as Mr. Flint has well observed,
a striking illustration of the p4)wer of democratic ascendency to
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COlTect the ab1l8e8 implanted and fostered bv aristocratical
sway.

There is another circumstance which imposes additional diffi
culties OIl the American legislatures. Mr. Flint says,

• The governments of new territories are allowing vast tracts of
country to become markets; and the old~r slave-keeping states are
converted into nuneries, from which multitudes of slaves are pro
cured. If this coone of policy is persilted in, the humane exertIons
of individuals, and the benevolent associations in Britain and else
where, cannot counteract the growing abuse. Emancipation can
scarcely be contemplated, where its objects are multi'plied with such
rapidity. Amalgamation with the whites, exterminatIOn, or ultimate
preponderance, present themselves to the penetrating mind.

• The baneful effects of slave-keeping are not confined to negroes,
but are widely diffused amongst white people. The necessity of per.
sonal labour being removed from the master, he either indulges in
idleness, or spends his time in amusements that are incompatible with
industrious habits. His progeny, seeing that every 80rt of useful
labour is performed by the mes, whom they are taught to regard
as an inferior class of beings, naturally conceive that the cultivation
of the earth is a punuit too degrading for white men. Where such
early impressions are entertained, we need not be surprised with the
multitudes of idlers, hunten, horae-racen, gamesters, and dissipated
penona, iliat are here very prevalent.'

Mr. Faux and Mr. Flint spent the greater pert of their s0

journment in the western settlements. The travels of Mr. Dun
can were chie8y through the lat'~ towns on the eastern coasts.
He a~ to be an eminently plOUS and loyal man; one who
loves kinRs, lords, 8lJd commons, eb-pecially Kings George the
Third 8lJd Fourth, and whose 8lJtipathy to 8lJd dread of unIversal
suffrage resembles, and is about as reasonable, as that which a
fine lady entertains towards a spider. He is constant in his
attendance at public worship, never travels on the Sabbath,
and is seriously atllieted at the sight of enjoyment or business on
a day which he would devote exclusively to religion.

The testimony of such a witness as to reli~ous matters cannot,
we think, be impugned; yet according to him, without a splen
didly endowed establishment,-without a law ~st blasphemy,
-without a vice society, or the aid of those impIOusly inconsistalt
persons who tell UI that the Almighty, unless assiSted by them,
is unable to support a ereed expressly propounded by him for the
benefitofman,-withoot state prosecutions for JibeJ,-and without
buming every copy of Tom Paine, or even discountenancing the
sale orhis works,-religious observances obtain in the UDited
States to an extent, and with a degree of rigaur, of which Europe
can fumish few examples. At the Il&IIle time, universal equality

I 2
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as to political rights has ~tinguished a great proportion of the
ill-will and dissension between contending sects, and all the cruel4

ties -and oppressions inflicted in Europe by the members of pre
vaili;ng creeds over those who differ from them in opinion. Mr.
DWlC8J1 says, with much effect (vol. ii. p. 329.): -

, The inquisition undertook to regulate astronomical science, and
kings and parliament have, with equal propriety, presumed to legis
late upon questions of theology. The world has outgrown the former,
and it will one day be ashamed thl\t it has been so long of outgrowing
the latter. The founders of the American republic saw the absurdity
of employing the attorney-general to refute deism and infidelity, or
of attempting to influence opinion on abstract subjects by penal
enactments; they saw also the injustice of taxing the whole to sup
port the religious opinions of the few, Ilnd have set an example which
older governments will one day or another be compelled to follow.

, In America the question is not, What is his creed?-but, What
is his conduct? Jews- have all the privileges of Christians; Episco
palians, Presbyterians, and Independents, meet on common ground.
No religious test is required to qualify for public office, except in
some cases a mere verbal assent to the truth of the Christian religion;
and in every court throughout the country, it is optiollal whether you
give your affinnation on oath.

'It has been often said that the disinclination of the heart to reli
gious truth renders a state establishment absolutely necessary, for the
purpose of christianizing the country. Ireland and America can fur
nish abundant evidence of the fallacy of su~ an hypothesis. In the
one country we see an ecclesiastical establishment of the most costly
description utterly inoperative in dispe])jng i~orance or refuting
error; in the other no establishment of any kmd, and yet religion
making daily and hourly progress, promoting enquiry, diffusing know
ledge, strengthening the weak, and mollirying the hardened. The
religious aspect of America is no doubt checquered with gloomy
spots, and I believe that in a large portion -of the southern states ig
norance and irreligion prevail to a deplorable extent; but even in our
own comparativelr small portion of the globe's surface, how large a
proportion of parishes are to be found, where there is all the appa
ratus of religion, a steeple, a benefice, and an incumbent, but an utter
famine of the bread of life! and in how many more do we find that
dissenterism, that is, systematic opposition to the established religion,
has been the sole means of preserving the knowledge of the truth!

, When we dispassionately examine the history and present condition
of the nrious divisions of the United States, we shall be constrained
to admit that religion has made .. extensive progress as we could pos
sibly have expected from any establishment; nay, that it is probably
in as active a state of advancement, in the older sections of the coun
try, as in any part of the world. If any would imagine that an esta
blishment would have improved matters, let him look to Canada; and

• " While I was in New York the-sheriff of the city was a Jew."
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even setting' aside all reference to the French \,opulation, let him tell
us what bas been effected, among those of BritIsh descent, by a lordly
episcopacy, supported by annual stipends from government, and a

. seventh part of all grante~ lands:
The inferiority of the Canadians to the inhabitants of the

United States, at least as far as regards activity and enterprise,
has been remarked by Mr. Duncan, as well as by every other
traveller. A canal of nine miles in length to elude some of the
worst rapids of the 81. Lawrence, has been talked of at Mon
treal for the last twenty years j the people of New- York in the
meanwhile have united .the waters of Lake Erie with those
of the Hudson and the Atlantic, by a cut of near 400 miles.
All this, however; joined to an almost entire exemption from tax
ation, cannot overcome Mr. Duncan's evident hatred of repub
licanism. His arguments against the system of suffrage which
prevails in America, are indeed confined to the calling it a " pesti
lent system," and predicting that the evil of it will be felt hereafter,
without attempting to ,show us how; unless indeed at vol. ii.
p. 335., where it is evident he considers as an evil a change in
the constitution produced at the desire of ~e people, even though
the change should be attended with nothing but advantage. "It
does seem ominous of evil," says he,. " that so little ceremony is'
at present used with the constitutions of the various states."
Why. is this ominous? or rather, of what is it ominous, save
good? If there be any thing defective in the constitution of these
states, why should ceremony be used towards such defects?
When the people at large have ceased to use ceremony towards a
form of government, what instance can ;Mr. Duncan adduce of
their having made it worse? when sovereigns have ceased to
use ceremony, what instance of their having made it better?
"The people of Connecticut not contented with having pros
pered abundantly under their old system, have lately assem
bled a convention, composed of delegates from all parts of the
country, in which the former order of things has been condemned
entirely, and a completely new constitution manufactured; which,
among other things, provides for the same process bein~ again
gone. through, as soon as the pro/anum vulgus takes it mto its
head to desire it." . •

Now admitting the full force of the argument contained in the
words "ma~factured," and "pro/anum vulgus," we cannot
truly see the harm of all this. -.., If the alteration were for the
better, the learned friend of antiquity, immutability, and "tke
old original," would scarcely venture to object to it: if it were
for the worse, why has he not pointed out to us in what respects
it was so? What evil has accompanied this change? Tumult,

1 8
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dissension, insecurity, abridgment of the rights of the governed,
dangeroua addition to the power of the governors, - not one of
these, nor any other assignable evil, is 80 much as hinted at; and
since it is obvious that it would have afforded our author no
small pleasure to be able to indicate the slightest inconvenience
attending the change, we may rest auured from his having fiWed
to do so, that no such inconvenience existed; - and yet says he,
" this is unive1'881 suffrage in its most pestilential character." But
though he can assign no evil arising out ~ the supposed pesti
lence, he has his fears and his anticipations: -" I am afraid that
if the Americans continue to cherish a fondness for such repairs,
the highlandman's pistol, with its new stock, lock, and barrel,
will bear a close resemblance to what is ultimately produced."
And if the old stock, lock, and barrel were worn out or unfit for
service, how is the highlandman injured by obtaining a serviceable
instead of a mischievous instrument?

Mr. Flint entertains quite a different opinion as to the efFects
of Mr. Duncan's pestilence:-

• I am almost of opinion that the more extended bonds of Ame
rican society are much strengthened bl universal suffrage, and the
frequent recurrence of elections; for this reason, that the candidates
havm~ no boroughs to be treated with in the wholesale way, and the
constituents bein~ too numerous, and coming too often in the way,
to admit of then being bought over, expectantll are obliged to
depend on their popularity, and do not find it their interest to
repulse anyone. It is only from these caUBe8 that I could attempt
to account for the affability of manners which are almost univeraal.

• To-day the inhabitants of Pennsylvania elect their represent
atives in congress, members of the state assembly, and county
officers. I have gone repeatedly to tile court-house of Pittsburg, to
lee the popular proceedingll. The citizens wrap up the names of the
candidates they recommend in a small slip of paper, which they
hand through the open pane of a window to the inspector, an officer
previously appointed for counting the tickets. Thill way of balloting
places the poor man beyond the control of his superior or creditor. .
I have seen no riot or confusion. Populous cities, in America, are .
divided into wards, where separate elections are held at the same
time; a salutary precaution, that prevents the assembling of great
crowds: .

• A few days ago I witnessed the election of a member of congress
for the state of Indiana.-Members for the state assembly, and
county officers, and the votes for the township of Jeffersonville.
were taken by ballot in one day. No quarrels or disorder occurred.
At Louisville, in Kentucky, the poll W88 kept open for three daY"
The votes were given 'IJ;OO 'IJOCe. I laW three fights in the course of
an hour. This method appears to be productive of 88 much dillCOl'Ci
here 88 in England. Tbe states Illinoia, Indiana, Ohio, Penn-
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.,Ivaoia, BDd all north of the latter, vote by ballot; and the southern
proceed verbally.'

He atl:.enrards draws the following striking contrast between
the institutions of a country where extensives~ and voting
by ballot prevail, and those of a country where.king, lords,
and commons, are belanced so mnch to the admiiation of
Mr. Duncan: -"

• There are no boroughs where the members monop'olize the
business of the place, or who chase away the stranger as If he were
an enemy, or who can exact town taxes contrary to the will of
their fellow-citizens. Public accounts are not kept from public
inspection. There is no separate borough representation to be hired
over, or owned by the partizans of a ministry. The clergy are here
exaltetl to the dignity of citizens, whose interests are identified with
those of the ~ople. Their condition, relatively to that of their
adherents, is m every respect similar to the situation of dissenting
clergymen in Britain. America elevates no spiritUal lords, on wool.
sacks, in her senate, to oppose the introduction of parochial schools.
Nor is there any political body which courts an alliance with the
clergy. I have never heard of any parson who acts as a justice
of the peace, or who intermixes his addresses to the Great Object of
religious worship with the eulogy of the Holy Alliance.'

With the exception of these strictures on democratic ascend.
eney, some powerful remarks on slavery, and the very judicious
observations on religious establishments which we have already
extracted, Mr. Duncan's work is chiefly a description of external
objects in the various towns through which he passed. These
objects are con.ciseIy and perspicuously presented to our concep.
tion, but they possess less of novelty and interest to a large class
of reuders than the statements made by Faux and Flint. From
the three works, taken together, the reader may forin a fair esti
mate of the condition of nearly the whole of the United States,
between 1818 und 1820. We wish our limits had.enabled us to
present more copious extracts, particularll from Mr. Flint, whom
of the three we esteem by far the best qualified to give an accurate
report; however, on the more important points which fell under
their mutual observation, there is very little di1ference of state.
ment. The prevailing vice of America is a ~barous and cruel
system of duelling; the prevailing foible, an impertinent curiosity
with regard to the private afFairs. of others: but the concurren~

testimony of these writers, must serve to overthrow many of the
~erally received prejudices which prevail in ~land respect
mg the manners and opinions of Americans. "For instance, so
far from having experienced any of that jealousy and unkindly
treatment .to which it has been said Englishme~ have been

I 4.-
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peculiarly obnoxious, our three travellers met with nothing but
undeviating kindness, confidence, and even. generosity. We .
particularly refer to Faux, pp. 54. 127. 258. 308.; to Flint,
pp. as. 267,268.; and shall conclude with th~ following ex
tract from Duncan, vol. ii. p.230.-

, Much that has been written on the incivilities to which a stran
ger is exposed here, is destitute of truth. Generally speaking, a
traveller will meet with respectful treatment, if his own manners are
not rude. The imperative tone which empty-pated coxcombs are
prone to assume at home, would be resented here most indignantly;
but if you request instead of orderin(r' you will rarely receive an un
civil reply. The country innkeeper IS not unfrequentlya man of some
consequence in the neighbourhood, either from his property or from
holding some official situation; and if you enter into conversation with
him, you will often discover that under a plain exterior is concealed
a great deal of shrewdness and information. Sometimes the land
lord's da~hter pours out tea and coffee at a side-table; but she
always maintains a dignified deportment, and is respectfUlly treated
by her ~uest8. The females of every class whom I have seen em
ployed m American innl, have been in all cases perfectly correct in
their manners; nor did I ever see any rudeness offered to them. In
waiters, stage-drivers, and the other retainers of the road, you will
find little of the obsequiousness which is common at home; they
~enerally indeed speak to you more on the footing of equality than
mferiority: I have once or twice had uncivil answers, but not more
frequently I think than at home:

ART. VII. A &lection of Popular National Airs. The words by
'DJ.omas Moore, Esq. 'Fourth Number. Power, Strand. December,
1822.

The &a &ngs Qf Charles Dihdin, 'With a M'!tnoir Qf his Lye and
Writings. By William Kitchiner, M:D. G. & B. Whittaker. 1823.

The LO!Jal and National&llgs ofEngland. ByWiUiamKitchiner, M.D.
Hurst, Robinson, and Co. 1823.

Observations on Vocal Music. ,By Wuliam Kitchiner, M. D. HlU'Bt,
Robinson, and Co. 1823.

WITHOUT labouring like the writers ofold treatises to prove
the importance of' the pursuit in which we are employ

ed, - without introdpcing Sculptor, Pictor, and Cantor,e~
in nn apparently equal contest for superiority, but slily takmg
care that Sculptor and Pictor shall not have a leg to stand on,
just as it happens when an attorney-general or a vice society are
coping with a political 01' theologIcal libeller, - we may mirly
say, that in this, which has been deemed an unmusical nation,
music is becoming nn object of great and increasing interest.
That middle 8h'"C through whir.h a people advances from bar-
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.barism to refinement, has passed away: whole days are no
longer wasted in tedious formality, nor whole nights in brutal
intoxication. Reading and knowledge have induced a more gene
ral attention to health and fortune; and as the leisurely class are
no longer employed three hours at a time in adjusting lI. head
dress, a demand has arisen for employment of a more improving
cast. To find, for a mixed company, topics of rational and en
tertaining conversation during a whole evening, seems, in Eng
land at least, to be a hopeless task; at all events, the difficulty
is not a little increased, if we feel ourselves under the necessity
of finding them; and the mistress of a house must be compara
tively at ease, when the apartment contains a piano-fol1:e, to
which, as to a corps de reserve, she can fly for aid when convers
ation flags. With respect to that portion of the occupied classes
of society, who can afford an occasional relaxation from business
or speculative pursuits, - and few indeed are capable of unre
mitting applicati~n to serious !"atters, - music affords, to such
8S have the mUSIcal ear, orslXth sense, a fund of the purest
pleasure. .

Having thus premised, we shall proceed to consider at some
length the present state of vocal music, the hi~est branch of
the art. We say, the highest branch of the art,because, by the
employment of musical notes and musical rhythm to add force
and effect to the articulate expression of definite images and con
ceptions, is a task mu~h more difficult and much more likely to
combine utility with pleasure, than the merely exciting, by means
of inarticulate or instrumental sounds, a succession of indefinite
sensations.
, However, in this description of vocal music, we have indicated

rather the- rank it may assume, than that which it usually does.
As, in playing on instruments there are two distinct species of
composition,-the one the concerto or studio, the object of which
is to ascertain and exhibit the peculiar powers of the instrument
and exercise the fingers of the player, in order to the more effi
cient performance of the other species, 'Oiz. symphonies, overtures,
sonatas, or single airs; and as the concerto, addressed chiefly
to the judgment of the hearer, produces scarcely any other
sensations than those of approbation, surprise, or admiration,
while the object and effect of the other species of performances
are to produce, in deeper emotion, the various degrees ofcheerful
excitement, sentimental depression, and religiOUS or ama~ory

rervours ;- so, there are two distinct branches of the art of smg
ing, es:;entially different in their object and effects.

For the sake of clearness, we will designate the one mecllani
cal, the other oratorical..
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Meclumical singfng, .is that a4jectire braach of the art which
consists in ascertaining, exel'cising, and exhibiting the mere
powers of the human voice. This process is "C8!Tied on some.
times in the c1o&et, S6me~ before an audience. In the closet,
do, re, mi,fa, sol, la, are the articulate sounds usually employed
for this purpotle; - before an audience, fot, lal, la, -nonsense
verses, - and certain extraordinary excursions of the voice
termed cadenzas, s~ off, like a comet with a tail, from the
orbit of the song. WitTi a view to giving flexibility and power
to the voice, and a perfect command over it, these exercitations
are highly useful, and may greatly tend to promote the sue.
cess of-

Oratorical singing, or the sulJstant;re branch of the art. This
consists of the distinct enunciation and appropriate delivery of
fine poetry, or at the lowest, of common sense, in musical notes
and musical rhythm. .

They who on the one hand have heard Bartleman sing
"Angel of Life ;" Braham, "Deeper and deeper still,"
" The last words of Marmion," "Scots wba ha' wi' Wallace
.bled;" or Miss Stephens, a simple ballad ;-and on the other, have
heard Madame Catalani or Mrs. Dickons execute their elaborate
variations on "Dh ! Dolce concento," or " Cease your funning,"
-will be fully competent toapprehend our meaning, and to appre.
ciate all the difference between mechanical and oratorical singing.

Hear the performance of the three former in the pieces we
have indicated, and various emotions will be excited, in the same
manner and to the same degree as by the happiest efforts of the
dramatic actor: listen to the two latter, and the sensations expe.
rienced will be the same as those on hearing Moschelles or
Kiesewetter on the piano-forte or violin: a modification of the
pleasure of address, - a kind of surpme that the performer's
fingers and the instrument should do 80 much, or that the human
voice should do as much as the instrument.

It is evident that the mechanical singer, however highly,;rifted
by nature or acquirements in his branch of the art, can, if lie be
ignorant of the elements of oratorical singing, produce little
effect beyond surprise or admiration; while the oratorical singer,
although he may greatly increase his success by application to
the details of mechaniCal singing, may, nevertheless, if he be but
moderately skilled in these latter, excite every emotion which is
subject to the dominion of music.

Hitherto, however, vocal muaie of the adjective or mechanical
sort,-difFering in no respect from that which is termed instru~

mental, but by the employment of the human voice for the instru
ment, instead of fiddle or flute, - has been cultivated ahnott to
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the exclusion of the substantive, or oratorical. In the ordinary
execution of this mechanical singing, it is as impossible to collect
words from the mouth of a perfOrmer as &om the string of a
violin, and the sensations produced by the musieal tongue differ
in nothing from those which the musical string is able to excite.

It is immaterial therefOre what fonn of words or what lan
guage is employed - sense or nonsense, ~lish or Imlian,
the -ear is scarcely ever able to distinguish the difference; aDd
if the good company would but confess it, a succession of sol

fa-inga, or fal lal las, would entertain them quite as well as. the
sublimest effiLsions of lyric poetry.

This cultivation of the subsidiary and less efficient branch of
the art to the almost entire exclusion of all the omtory of music;
we ascribe to two causes.

lit, The contr&cted education and acquirements of the greater
proportion of composers and singers, who, exercised only in
notation and counterpoint, have seldom sufficient intellect to dis--
tinguish sense from nonsense; and .

idJy, The very limited quantity of good poetry fitted for the
of· .

p~~~ihe singer. We know of no treatise in which
the prinCiples of musical expression have~ satisfactorily or
deeply investigated; but to us the analogy between the arts of
mosic and omtory, seems close and complete; U; indeed, the
various inflections of voice to which a fine speaker has recoune
during the utterance of an harangue, ought not of themselves to
be esteemed musical notes and intervals. At all events, taking a

.correct and impassioned elocution for our guide, we shall expe
-rience little difficulty in producing a.F~ and uniform impres
sion from the efforts of the singer: following any other criterion,
our success will be inferior and uncertain. As an instance of
this, let us consider a moment the nature of an apoggiatura, the
expressiveqess of which consists in a commene,ement of extreme
softness, a gradual increase of sound till the voice has attained
the requisite volume, and then a l{I'adual decrease, till sound is
almost imperceptible. "As dillerent degrees of emphasis in
elocution" (says an able teacher of instrumental music .) " serve
to point out the particular stress the speaker lays upon certain
words and ideas, and to render his meaning more forcible and
expressive, so this variously leaning upon a lengthened sound,
may be conceived to be a continued emph88is or natural expres
sion, whereby the feelings of the musician are impressed upon
the hearer; - every one knows that it is not merely the wOrd

• Mr. John GlUm, formerly of Cambridge.
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made use of that soothes, consoles, encourages, animates, en
~ our confidence or affection, or on the contrary, that makes
It discouraging, cold, abusive, or insulting; but that all these
opposite and different shades of meaning are conveyed to us by
the tone and emphasis of the sound which is uttered."

If this theory be correct, here is sufficient to account for the
feebleness of ordinary singers. Even. among the educated
classes, to read aloud with propriety and effect is no common
attainment, and to speak with moving eloquence is still more
rare. Now the individual who could experience a 9ifficulty in
readinES a song correctly, is not likely to improve his recitation
in singmg; for, as will presently be shown, he will rarely derive
any assistance from the composer of the music. But in many
instances where the composer is necessarily passive, as in the
common case of singing a succession of stanzas to the same tune
or melody, the singer who is unable to read with propriety, and
occasionalll to make slight changes in the notes of the melody
so as to swt the varying punctuation and emphasis in ~uccessive

stanzas, will constantly he committing the ~ossest absurdities,
and destroying all the effect which the mUSiC might have added
to the poetry. Thus, whenever an air falls on its key-note where
the words of'the accompanying stanza are broken by a comma
only and the sense remains to be completed, the same absurdity
has place, as if a person in reading the same stanza aloud,
should, when he arrived at the comma, give his voice the in
flection which is exclusively appropriated to a full stop, and so
render the passage absolute nonsense.

Instances of this kind are innumerable: scarcely is a song to
be found in which they do not occur; but we shall point out one
or two, to mue our meaning more clear.

In Mr. Moore's beautiful song, "Ne'er ask the hour" (Irish
Melodies, No.8.), the second stanza runs thus,-

• Young Joy ne'er tboug!tt of counting hoon,
Till Care, one summer's morning,

Set up, among his blooming Bowen,
A Dial, by way of warning:

But Joy loved better to gaze on the sun
As long as his light was glowing,

Than to watch with old Care how the shadow stole on,
And how fast that light was going.'

Now it is obvious, that if, in reading these lines, we should,
at ~e words " morning," or "glowing," give our voice the in
flection employed to denote a full stop, the passage· would be
rendered nonsensical; and this will be equally accomplished if
the singer employs for the last syllable of either of those words
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the note printed in the melody; which~ the key-note of the
piece, the musical phrase is as much compfeted, and the ear as
much at ;rest as the attention would be when the reader comes
to a full stop. The first passage stands thus:-

Till Care, one summer's morning,

For the D substitute an A, and the ear remaining in suspense
and unsatisfied, Will perceive that the sentence is incomplete :-

.~

morning, Set up, &~.

The second passage is printed as follows; and, as far as sound
goes, the sense is entirely closed:-

As long as his light wu glowing.

For the last·F an(l D suhstitute E and F,-

glowing, 11Jan to, &c.

the inflection of the voice will be nearly the same as that em
ployed for the same passage by the most correct reader; and in
neither case will the beauty or character of the melody be in the
least affected.

Take another instance &om the striking air of Le garron
rJOlage, in the second number of Mr. Moore's National Melodies:

C Like sunset ~Ieams that linger late
When all IS dark'ning fast,

Are hours like these we snatch from fate,
The brightest anll the last.'

all Is dark'Ding fast,
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According to this, the printed notatioa, aDd the exact passage
of the original melody, the seDIIe is abIIolutely concluded at D,
the key-note of the second strain of the air. The passage being
in the minor key, it is difficult to alter it without departing
from the air more than could be wished: but if a sacrifice must
be made, we should prefer sacrificing the air to the sense j and
taking C with • flat seventh for the harmony of the first of these
two bars, and the~ of the second, (instead of the harmo
nies of G, A, and n:) woUld sing the passage thus,-

all is dark'niDg &st, Are houri, A:c.

So, where, in oroer to give meaning to a sentence, it happens
to be necessary that a particular word should be enounced with
emphasis, it becomes frequently indispensable to substitute for
the note in the melody some other which shall convey this em
phasis. Thus, in the stanza (Ir. Mel. No.8.),-

, 'Twu Dectar fed, of old, 'til said,
Their JU008, Joves, ApollOl;

And man may brew hjg nectar too,
The rich receipt's 88 follows ;'

the sense of the passage cannot be given unless a decided
emphasis be laid on the word his: but this emphasis it is impos
sible to give with the unaccented note assigned to that word in
the printed air:-

~
_ may lin,.. hi. fla:tar too,

But for the Bb in the,first of these two bars substitute Eb with
the hannony of the dominant of the key, thus,-

~.
man II1II1 bnw oWl nea. too,

and the singer may pronounce the emphasis as distinctly as the
speaker. - Again, in order to avoid giving emphasis to words
that are unemphatic, it is equally necessary that the singer should
know how to make 0CCa81cmal changes iD the strict time or
musical notes or ban. In the words, for instance, -

• 'TW88 but to bless these hours of shade
That beauty and the moon were made ..
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if they be 81Plg accOnl~ to the time allotted to them ill the
printed air, the emphasis IS thrown on "but," insteBd of " lJless:"

~
'1Wu but to b1eIa

Simply by singing" 'Tuxzs," to the first note of the second bar,
instead of the last note of the first, the musical emphasis is made
to correspOnd with the oratorical:-

'1Wu but to 6lu. these boars.

We have taken the foregoing examples from Mr. Moore's.
works, because they are more extensively known than any other;
but there is scarcel, a song of the ablest composers that does
not abound in the Vices we have pointed out. Among the thou
sand instances of the kind which his works furnish, we would
adduce from 8 recent opera of Mr. Bishop's, 8 striking instance
of the ill effect of bringing a musical phrase to a close on the
key-note, while the sense of the words is yet in suspense.

In the exquisite air which Mr. B. has composed, so appro
priate to the situation.of Clari, when delivering the following
words,-

• Light bounds my heart 1- Thro' sorrow's night, that drearily
Closed o'er my hopes, the son of JoY is breaking:

. Freed from 8u8penae, my jocund spuit, cheerily .
Is from its mournful dream to life sod rapture waking I'

Would the reader believe that the composer has so managed
the inflection of the singer's voice as to make it appear he comes
to a full stop at " drearily," and to another at " cheerily !" Yet
so it is:-

IIIJ' joewId..mt dIeerily
and by thia the whole passage is rendered nonsense. How eMily
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might he have preserved the sense, without in the l~ detract
ing from the beauty of the air, by writing as follows:-

~Thro' _w.night, that dreuily

~
my jocund apirit cbeerily.

To retum.- Besides the alteration in the time of individual
notes, it is equally necessary·to the success of an impassioned
singer that he should know how to depart occasionally from the
general time of the piece; and instead of inflexibly equalising the
beat for each bar, like instrumental perfonners, in the conduct of
a symphony, sometimes to accelerate, sometimes to retard his
pace, as vehemence, tenderness, or the enunciation of a compli
cated sentence, may require ;-above all, he may indescribably
increase the effect of his art, especially in the delivery of simple
songs and ballads, by short pauses • mterposed in accordance
with the due punctuation of the verses; as thus,-

r.-. ..' . "'=' l<Dtllfldo r;;-. II tempo "......

JfIl. • __ lbII~_ ... : ........ to _Ilo_ . _
To do .all that we have here? required, a singer must have

received not only a good musical, but a good literary education;
advan~swhich wifortunately fall to the lot of few who follow
the profession for a subsistence: he must have ail acquired, if
not a natural judgment in these matters. But how lamentably

• Since writing the above, we have met with the following extract
in Dr. Ki~hiner'sObservations, and are happy to see that the practice
we have just recommended has the sanction of the judicious writer
of the extract.

cc Do not make worda, which ought to be separated according
to the principles of just elocution, rticlc too clo.e to each other. 1 am
disposed to think (I speak. with due deference to professional inform
ation), that little breaches in singing frequently produce a most
admirable elFect. All good readers make perceptible pauses, where
not even a comma is, or ought to be, found in the typography of a
8entence. T1Iefinell reader, if he had a voice and intonation, would
probably be IMfiM# linger."- S".yI/I 011 Si"¥ing, p.19.
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almost the whole class are deficient in this qualit)·, how little
they are able to distinguish sense from nonsense, to understand
the merit of congruity, and to suit the matter to the occasion,
is but too apparent in the selections whicb, when left to them
selves, they commonly make for the edification of their audience.
We bave heard " Ob I my love's like the red red rose," sweetly
trilled out in falsetto at a public dinner to celebrate a county
charity, instead of those convivial or political strains expressly
suited to tbe occasion: we have beard "The tougb wooden
walls of old England for ever," bellow~ out in the music-room at
Oxford, before an amazed audience of dignified academicians.

That composers in general, so far from assisting the singer,
have done as much as in them lay to embarrass him, and in.
crease the difficulties occasioued by bis want of education, is but
too evident from the very examples we bave taken to illustrate
our subject. If Sir Jobn Stevenson and Bishop, - men un
questionably of higher talents and attainments than usually fall
to the lot of composers, - if, under the guidance of Mr. Moore,
- himself a musician, a scbolar, and a man of genius, - such
men, while they put ~ to the expense of buying the same air
repeated two or three times to the successive stanzas of the song,
are ignOl'lUlt of the dFect they might produce by occasiooally
changing a note in the original melody for the purpose of reu·
de~ the song itself intelligible, or, if not ignorant, coutest the
pmpnety of this practice, - what are we to expect from other
composers? What are we to expect, when, instead of selecting
for <luetts, trios, and harmonised airs, such words as may,
without iuconsistency, be uttered by many voices in coujunction,
tQ wit, dialogues, general expressions of aentiment, or choral
exclamations, - the best composers have never besitated to make
three or four persons, male and female, utter at once what could
only iSllUe with propriety from the mouth of a single male or a
sj~e female. Let the ~er imagine two unprosperous swains
with one mistress between them, all three simultaneously exclaim-
iJ}g, each to the others, - .

, r d mourn tbe hopes that teave me,
If tAy smiles had left me too;'

Or wur ~n at once sighing -
, When firat I.w your race I resolved

To honour aod reoown you;'

and he will at once recognise an absurdity wbich h8IJ never been
discovered by musicians, and for which there is the less excuse,
inasmuch as every sentim~nt expressed in general terms is suited
to the purpose of simultaneous utterance in any harmonic com-

VOL. J. J[
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binationofvoices, and may, without incongruity, be supposed, like
the chorus in a Greek play, to come from many persons at oqce.

In truth, with a. very few ex.ceptions, composers have gene
rally contrived to sacrifice the words to the music; assigning the
principal notes·of the air, and sometimes whole bars, to feeble
conjunctions or prepositions, and passing over, without effect, the
prominent idea of the passage; laying a stress on final syllables

. which are scarcely sounded in conversation; converting iambics
into trochees, and trochees into iambics; coming to the close of
a musical phrase while the sentiment to be enunciated is yet in
complete; and in short, evincing such a disregard of grammatical
rules, that if a person were to read the sentence according to its
musical notation, the hearers could never refrain from la~hter..

No 'COmposer has sinned more in this way than Mr. BiShop;
and if we are not misinfonned, he 'sins against· knowledge. In
answer to objections made to his compositions on this score, he
openly propounds that the music is all in all; the appropriate
enunciation of the poetry, a matter of no importance; and that
the sense ought, without hesitation, to be sacrificed, when, by
doing this, a. smoother sound can be conveyed ;-and most man
fully does he carry his doctrine into practice. Take the fOllow
ing as a single 8J>ecimen from the song, " Let us seek the yellow
shore," the music of· which is, in our estimation, for the most
part transcendently fanciful and touching :-

~~
Then huten to. basteD to 80lIIe leafy uook.

In both instances care has been taken to throw the word" to"
upon the strongest accented note of the bar; and in the first
instance the note appropriated to it is of such duration, and
forms so principal a part of the musical phrase, that the meaning
unavoidably conveyed is, that the singer is addressing a given
individual, and exhorting him to join company: "Then hasten
too," i. e. do you hasten as well I. By distributing the words as
follows, this blunder might have been avoided:-

_et~
Then, then basten. then luIIeen to lOme leafY nook.

But then Mr. Bishop would lose the smooth sound of the 00;

for the swelling note at the beginning of the second bar, ROO thQ
four syllables, "lIasten to some.' would (unless the performer
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were careful enough to resort to a lentandQ) be enundated with
a rapidity inooosistent with the dignity of the rest of the piece.

The v.erees of this song are not aestitute of merit, and deserved
better treatment at the hands of the composer; but Mr.Bis~
we suspect, is not aware of the distinction between mechanie&I
BDd oratorical singing, and has never carried his attention beyond
the subsidiary and commonly practised branch of the art. Future
editors will probably say of his compositions as Dr. Burney lwi
said of the contemporaries of Purcell, "Inattention to prosody,
accent, and quantity, was common to all the composers of that
time; and it is absolutely necessary for the 'WOrds to Qe 1'II!'UJl?I ad
justed to the melodies bg somejudicious person equally tender of the
harmony of these admirable compositions as of the prosody of
our language, taking; care to place the accent of each word upon
the accented part oreach bar in the music." (Hist. Mus. vol. iii.
p.l.6.) However, in common with other musicians, he has to
urge in extenuation of this neglect the sort of poetry which he is
usually condemned to wed with music; and this brings us to the
other cause of the cultivation of mechanical, almost to the exclu
sion of oratorical singing, viz. the Vel'Y limited quantity of good
poetry adapted to the purpose of s.g. But before we pro..
ceed, we beg it may be understood that the foregoing observ
ations, with regard to the deficiencies of sing~rs and composers,
are applied almost exclusively to English songs and English
singing. That in the Italian opera there is a large proportion
of highly oratorical singing, no one can doubt .who has heard
Tramezzani or Camporese in any of their celebrated perform
ances; neverthel~ it is obvious that singing in a foreign language
cannot, on those who are unacquainted with the language, pro
duce any emotions other than such as might be equally produced
by instrumental music. Into the merits or defects of the Italian.
opera it is not at present our purpose to enter: we apfrehend,
however, that the opportunities it affords for oratorica singing
are furnished chi«;fly by dramatic situation, and that the song
poetry it contains is at least as contemptible as our own. As to
this latter, till the days of Moore, the quantity in hand, fit for
use, was scanty indeed. Even at the present hour, with the
exception of a few songs from Shaksp~re and Burns, ll!ld a few
extracts from Milton, C~pbell, and Walter Scott, the Grub
street trash with which, iil the shape of song, an audience is
usually treated, is such as it were infinitely better not to h~;
and wben Mr. SincWr .is ordered to trill out such delectable
D81Dby-pam~v as .' , .

, Love's bliDd, they cry;
Oh I neyer, I, &c.

K 2
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we should congratulate ourselves if the words issuing from his
mouth were altOgether indistinguishable, and if, renouncing all
expectation of enjoyment from 'VOCal music properly so called, we
could at least fancy we heard a very equable clarianet playing a
very pretty air. .

The deficiency in the quantity of poetry adapted to singing;
Mr. Moore has supplied to a greater extent, and with happier
success, than any individual who ever wrote. In his varioulJ
songs, amatory, convivial, elegiac, playful, and patriotic, we
possess a mine of musical pleasure such AS our predecessors have
never enjoyed. Of these songs, some are so strikingly beautiful,
that the mere slow and distinct enunciation of them, even by 8n
indifferent voiee, in the notes of the melodies to which they haTe
been adapted, will, if executed with judgment, produce more
effect on an educated audience, than the most scientific perform
ance in which sound alone is regarded, and throw far into the
shade all the legerdemain cadenzas of a tricky singer.

The conceits with which Mr. Moore's writings abound, have
furnished matter of great offence to the critics, especially of that
Quakerly and sober sort, who would confine us to one style of
literature, and clothe all our ideas in the simple garb adopted by
the Greeks and Romans. However the question may stand with
regard 1? other species of composition, it seems to us, that in a
song, a conceit, as it is called, is by no means misplaced. It is
difficult by ordinary means to concentrate attention in the short
space of time OCCUpied by the delivery of eight or ten verses j Mdt

, If existence would cloy
With hearts ever happy and heads ever w.ise,
Be oun the light gnef that is sister to joy,
Apd the ,hort brilliantfoll!! thatfUJlhu and die,:

tt ought also to be always remembered, that many of Mr. Moore',
most exquisite and polished gems are entirely exempt from
these brilliant follies; the objection to which is, that they some
times carry with them an air of painful research where we are
accustomed to look for the first simple expression of feeling.
The songs of " Those evening bells," "Oft in the stilly night,"
Ie Dear harp of my country," and many others, are perfect in
stances of the most affecting simplicity.

The precise emotions which the instrumental performance of
any given' air is calculated to excite, must in a great d~
depend upon the hearer's early associations of ideas, and It is
impossible to foretel in what way each individual may be affected
by the performance; the species of emotion, however, which will
be experienced by a large proportion of hearers, may be guessed
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at with more probability of success; as, whether they will be'of
the melting or animated kind,-whether depressive or ex
hilaratory.

But how few composers or writers have heretofore succeeded
fu making this guess, is apparent from the extreme incon~uity

between many ofour old popular tunes and the words origmally
attached to them. The" Groves of Blarney" was' formerly
sung to a ludicrous kind of auctioneer-catalogue of the goods.
chattels, and effects belonging to Blarney-house and estate.
That Mr. Moore should have discovered, through all the enve
lopes of prejudice and habit, the true character of the air, will
not a little surprise those who only know it as the vehicle of
"The last rose of summer." He enjoys, indeed, a faculty of
doing this, which no one before him ever possessed; and with
singular felicity he has in repeated instances developed, not
merely the species of emotion the air was calculated to excite,
in which, indeed, he has been uniformly accurate, - but even, as
it seems to us, the preci~ train of thought and feeling. We
shall only specify the wildly fanciful air of Lugge1aw :-

, No, not more welcome the fairy numbers
or music steal on the sleeper's ear,

When half awaking from fearful slumbers
He thinks the full choir of heaven ill near,

Than came that voice,' &c.

which, after hearing it with the words, we might almost fancy we
recognise as one of those imaginary strains which we have lost
by the sudden disruption of a morning dream.

Gifted with this extraordinary facility, as well as with the
~hest powers of lyric poetry, it was scarcely possible that
:Mr. Moore should employ them to greater advantaKe than in
giving immortality to airs, the merit of which was established by
tneir having become extensively popular, but which from the
inanity of the words attached to them-" roces inopes rerum,
1UI{JtEtjUe canortE,"- it was impossible to employ for the purposes
of vocality.

With what success he accomplished his task in the eight
·numbers which have been devoted to the melodies of Ireland,
our readers have long been able to judge. Notwithstanding the
temptation, - which, as far as regards the rest of the world, has
been too frequently yielded to,-the temptation to illustrate
subjects of confined local interest, this collection contains in
proportion to its size a far greater number of songs adapted to
general hearers and general singers, than any other of equal
dimensions j we should indeed have termed it a selection, and a

K8
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selection begun, continued, and ended in the most judicioUli
1J18IlDel". In Thompson's voluminous collection (j)f the Seotch
airs, so many of the songs are addressed to subjects purely local,
10 many, - even in the judgment of an Edinburgh reviewer
(No. 77. p. 78.) - are devoted to Corydons, Amyntas, shepherds
with crooks, and Arcadian plains; so many, again, of the melodiet
themselves are intrlIctable to an ordinary voice; that instead of
constitutin~fi~ volumes, the whole which are applicable to com
mon OCC8SlOUlI might be packed into one; and of these, with
the exception of one or two songs by Miss Baillie and Mr.Sm~,
the greater part 81'e the production of Burns. But in the eIght
numbers of the Irish Melodies, the whole that we would exclude,
local, intractable, or uninteresting, would not amount to more
than a single number; while, excepting Burns's "Scots
wha ha' wi' Wallace bled," and" Wbere's he for honest p0
verty that hangs his bend," there is nothing of its class to equal
the remainder.

The success of the songs subsequently written for the melodies
of various nations has, if possible, - even up to the lut num
ber, - been more decisive and striking. Mr. Moore is inex
haustible in the art of giving a new complexion to the snme idea
as often as he wishes to repeat it to a new melody; and the only
complaint we have to make in regard to this latter publication, is
the large proportion of poetry of a desponding and_disheartening
cast. It is true that he has numbered some years since the
CGIIlJIleneement of his career; - it is painful to thiIik-

" Singula de nobis anni prteda1ltur euntes,
Eripuere jocos, ITenerem,-"

We ourselves feel but too sensibly,' that we are

" Too old for youth, too young at thirty-five
To herd With boys, or hoard with good threescore.
Love lingers still, altho' 'twere late to wive;
And as for other love, the illusion's o'er:
And money, that most pure imagination,
Gleams only thro' the dawn of its creation :"

But while "'a single topic of hope or animation remained, we
should consider it as a serious duty to abstain from exciting or
encouraging sentiments of a desponding cast. Life is so beset
with real evils, - with pain in every shape,-that the man who
e~erts his powers to aggravl!-te our misery, is, so far, an enemy to
his species. 'This is the offence with which we gravely charge
!dr. ~oo~ and the whole tribe of sonnetteers and sentiment8l
ISts. Instead of pointing our hopes to the future, they are
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eternally damping our few enjoyments with unavailing regrets
for the past, and conjuring up every image which shall constantly
remind us of the brevity of life, and the transient nature of human
enjoyment: setting suns, fading colours, dying leaves, moaning
winds, broken vows, departed friends, lost pleasures, and voices
from the tomb, -these form the sentimentalist's apparatus of
torture, and his gratification seems proportioned to the misery
he is enabled to inflict. This misery,-depression of spirits,
discouragement, despair,-is the obvious evil attendant on such
exertions of ~tical power. Who can soint out any counter
vailing good? The canting hypocrisy an shortsighted delicacy,
so prevalent in this age of vice societies and constitutional asso
ciations, has raised an outcry against the amatory excitement
which some of Mr. Moore's earlier productions may occasion in
individuals of a warm temperament; and this outcry has in its
result" deprived the poet of a large portion of his hard-eamed
literary property. It seems to us that these moral terrorists are
altogether mistaken in the view they take of the matter; and that
the woman who is early accustomed to speak of and contemplate
the fire of passion as a matter of course, is much less likely to be
endangered than she whOile ebastity is guarded by seclusion and
ignorance, and on whom the first attentions of the first man
produce an almost irresistible impression. To attempt to stifle
the disposition that all who bear the hwnan shape entertain to
wards entering on a topic the most deeply and extensively inte
resting of any, is as unavailing as an endeavour to suppress
the calls of hunger; and the way to counteract the ill effects
with which the 1IJI8Uarded gratification of this appetite may be
attended is not to repre$S every glowing or exaggerated picture
of the subject, but by pointing out the attendant~ and evil,
to enable the. tyro to walk alone and meet witliout risk any
casual encounter.

Be this as it may, we entertain no doubt that more mischief
has been occasioned by two such songs as "Take hence the
bowl though beaminl$" (NationaI Airs, No. +.), and "Oh, ban
quet not in those shining bowers, where youth resorts" (Irish
Mel. No.8.), than by any twenty of the warmest amatory ditties
that the most formidable 1lQD Juan ever chaunted to an assem
b1alce of boarding-school girls.

That Mr. Moore is still able to entertain us in a very different
manner, is evident from the lively and elegant stanzas adapted to
an animated Roman melody in the last number of the National
Airs - "'Tis when the cup is sparkling befOre us;" and that hie
vigour is undiminished when he chooses to direct it against the

K 40
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enemies of social improvement, is amply testified by the song.
" Oh I the sight entrancing," in the last number of the Irish
Melodies-
• Oh! the sight entrancing, when the morning's beam is glancing

O'er files array'd with helm and blade,
And }!lumes in the gay wind dancing I .
Yet, tis not helm nor feather, - for ask yon tyrant, whether
His plumed band.'l could bring such hands
And hearts as ours together?
Give pomps to those \'I'ho need 'em, - the plain man, arm'd for

freedom,
Undaunted braves the gaudiest slaves
That e'er let despot lead 'em.
The sword may pierce the beaver, -stonewalls with time may sever;
'Tis heart alone, worth ateel and stone,
That keeps men free for ever I
Oh I the aight entrancing, when the morning's beam is glancing
O'er files array'd with helm and blade,
And in freedom's cause advancing I'

There is a fervent intensity in these lines scarcely inferior to
Burns's inimitable " Scots wha ha' wi' Wallace bled."

If Mr. Moore can only write as he feels, - snd there is so
much of the true man in him that we suspect this to be the
case,'- if he has ceased to feel amatory or convivial, here he
has a topic for other feelings, the deepest, the most extensive,
the most durable. The world is just now starting into manhood
and intellect, and even in its amusements searches for profit
and instruction; the feebly elegant litterateurs of former days,
whose utmost merit was to amuse an idle moment, are sinking
deServedly into comparative neglect, and the pUrsuit of a higher
object is now essential even. to poetical success, No man is
more capable than Mr. Moore to direct the poetical and musical
feelings of mankind to the highest of all objects, and no man
has been more favoured by opportunity for this purpose;
now, when his judgment is matured, his imagination as vigorous
as ever, and the hey-day of youthful distractions is over, - now,
through the whole world, are the contending forces arrayql
each against the other; tyrants, bigots, and the whole host who
are interested in, or deluded into a respect for, barbarous insti
tutions and misgovernment, on the one hand, - oppressed and
plundered millions on the other. He that feels for the millions
must be no narrow or national Tyrtreus; - but let Mr. Moore
write twenty such songs as that which we have just quoted, and
evet:y language shall take up his strain: from the plains of
Buenos Ayres to the lakes of Canada, from the valleys of the
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Tyrol to the glens of Scotland, one universal chorus shall swell
upon his ear; while the animation of hope, and the brightening
prospects of future man shall cheer the decline of life, and crown
with exhilaration the latest hour of his existence.

Before taking Oul' leave of Mr. Moore's publications, we feel .
ourselves called on to say, that with the exceptions pointed out
in the foregoing part of this artiele, the execution of the musical
department reffects the highest credit on Sir John Stevenson and
Bishop. It hu been objected that the symphonies are too
chromatic, and, as well as the harmonies by Haydn and others
in Thompson's collection; too far-fetched and elaborate for the
accompaniment of simple tunes. Now, variety is the soul of
enjoyment; and it seems to us that these symphonies, while they
partake of. the character of the airs to which they are attached
5uffi~ently to exelude .any' sensation of incongruitl' ~ord a
pleasmg con~t by thell' hIghly ornamented and 'artificial struc
ture: as to the varied harmonies attached to the principal notes
of an air, if the accompaniment be, as it ought always to be,
kept in due subjection to the voice, we do not see how the ap
plication of them can offend the most uncultivated ears; while to
the instructed musician, who wa1l before, perhaps, sated with
the air, they give it a degree of novelty, which is equivalent to
new creation. In Thompson's collection there are many strik
ing examples of the fine effects of this process; and we would
plU'ticularly instance Haydn'S masterly arrangement of the sim
ple tune called the "White Cockade."

Having thus indicated the nature of recent accessions to the
stock of vocal music, where are we to look for a farther supply?
We fear, the collection of Dibdin's sea songs has added little
that is applicable for the general purposes of music. That Mr.
Dibdin was a man of genius, that he occasionally wrote with
elegance and pathos, and possessed an extraordinary facult1 of
addressing himself with effect to the ignorant and unreflec~,

we are far from being disposed to deny; but the title of BritiSh
Tyrtreus, which has been bestowed on him by one of our learned
contemporaries, as well as by his admiring editor, seems to us,
we own, a little exaggerated. Of his sea songs, a large propor
tion are written in the coarsest and most ungrammatical language;
and to an educated audience must be unendurable, however
pleasing they may have been to the class of persons to which
they are especially addressed. We doubt, however, wb;ether
they would now be pleasing to any but the most uneducated and
unreflecting, even of that class; and we have no hesitation in
expressing our abhorrence of the lJf7Itimenw and feelings they
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incul~~. Overweening national vanity, hatred and contempt
of fellow-men, for no better reason than the circumstance of their
having been born at some distance from ourselves, - blind and
bigotted devotion to rulers, whatever the conduct or character
of those rulers may be, -these form for ever the burthen of the
B008; and in these are contained the elements of every specie.
of political depravation.

At a time when it suited the interests of tbe aristocracy of this
country, headed by Mr. Pitt, the quoodam champion. of reform,
to divert the public attention from political regeneration, by
pluo~ing us into a war with the friendly inhabitants of a neigh
lx>ur~ IUnl{(lom, under pretence of a right to interfere with the
mode ill Which they chOlle to manage their own concerns,
when every stra~m was resorted to which could inflame the
passions and mislead the jndgment of the people of Great
Britaio,-when interested terrorists had succeeded by trope and
metaphor, by assertion and sentimentalism, in producing a degree
of delusion which led people to esteem the most reckless and
extravagant of statesmen .a " heaven-born minister,"- it is not
to 'be wondered that these songs should have been highly in
vogue among the ignorant and uneducated. But· those days
are past; and now that we htwe paid and are paying a thousand
millions sterliDg for our folly and injustice, we begin to discover
that it ia heR for the interests and happiness of all nations to
cultivate good-will each towards the other, instead of stirring pp
mutual hatred by expressions of ehildiah and ignorant contempt,
or by insolent pretensions to superi« prowess. We begin to
discover that rulers are meo; and as such, instead of being dei
fied by indiscriminate pmise, must be narrowly watched and
checked~ to prevent them from sacrificing our interests to their
own; and it may fairly be doubted whether, now.-days, honest
Jack Tar, after being tora from his wife, children, and property,
or his peaceful mercantile avomtions, and forced by an unrelent
ing pressgang a-board. a man of war,-there to endure for life all
the vicissitudes of climate, the dangers of battle~ and the fearful
subjection to officers unboundedly absolute,-whether even he
'Would quite HO readily as in former times toss off a bumper, or join
in a stave to the praise of " Excellent Constitution," or of his
humane and considerate ntlers; who, themselves in the full enjoy..
ment of ease, security, and opolenee, can legislate with such
tendet reganl ilr the be. who contribute to their support.

As to " The Loyal and fiational Songs of England," of which
Dr. Kitchiner has now fami$hed so accurate and costly an
edition, upon Iook.iag thea over we could scarcely avoid exclaim-
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iog, as his SStariic majesty is said to have done upon' a similar
occasion, "A pretty collection!" We rear, however, that the
Doctor, or his publishers, may suffer for their loyal paios; for we
cannot easily persuade ourselves that' any but contractors and
placemen, or musicians of tbe Chapel Royal, wiH load their
shelves with such a set of old-fashioned ditties. No persons can
exceed ourselves in IOialty, if by loyalty be meant a rational
attachment to beneficia political institutions; and we have always
heard that it is in this respect English loyalty bas been so bOm)UF..
ably distinguishable from the blind and undiscriminating devotion
of the French people towards the person of their monarch, under
the ancient regime. But these loyal songs breathe the very
spirit of divine right and passive obedience, inculcating equally
the same bigotted obedience tb every reigning sovereign, whe
ther he be a Trajan or a Nero. A little less coarse, a little less
ungrammatical than the songs of Dibdin, they are precisely on
a level in point of sentiment and principle; and as the jud~

Wellt we have passed on the one coUection in this respect, applies
in all its parts to the other, we shall not weary our readers by •
repetition of the same objections under a diH'erent fO)1D. We
ought, however! to add, rot the instruetion of purch&Sent that.
in imitation of the publishers of the Irish. Melodies, wbo have very
injudiciously made their musical customers' pay for gorgeously
flourished title-pages and two absurd enw'svings in each num
ber, the Loyal Songs are graced with a deOication, set forth in aU
the colours of the rainbow, with a congeries of curves and circles,
like the case of an engine-turned watch, or the modern stamp
on the back of a country bank-note. .

Of Dr. Kitchiner's Observations on Vocal Music we are dig..
posed to speak with approbation; and at least to thank him for
his exertions to impress upon singers a conviction that the effect
of music would be increased by rendering it subsidiary to poetry,
and that singing loses all its peculiar power when it is carried on
without due attention to the appropriate delivery of words. With
this proposition theDoctor has commenced his work, as follows:-

I Melody is the soul of ItlUsic, -poetry • the soul of melody.
The warbling of sounda without the di.tmct articulaion of 'Word..
pronounced with proper accent and erophasill, does not deaerve to be
called singing; it is merely playing on the. voice, - a concerto 01;1
the larynx, .and comparatively as uninteresting lUI 8 frame without •
picture: .

The rest of the book oonsists chiefly of the dicta ofvariouS
profe&llOrs, - strung together without order or arrangement,
as authorities in support of this proposition; and an extract frOID

Sheridan of sixteen~ on the art of reading with propriety.
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Instead of adducing authorities in support of what appears to
lIS so undeniable, we wish the Doctor bad thrown off a little of
this modesty, and, relying 011 himself, had entered on the subject
scientifically. .

He might have shown, first, that vocal music is usuallyac
rounted a higher branch of the art, than instrumental, because
singing may add intensity to the emotions producible by the ex
pression of definite ideas; while instrumental music can only
occasion the degree of emotion producible by the raising of vague
and indefinite associations of ideas.

Secondly, that the intensity of the emotions producible by the
expression of definite ideas must, as far as the singer is con
cerned, depend upon the correct and impassioned delivery of the
diction in which such ideas are clothed; and that this kind of
delivery can only consist with the ordinary rules of elocution.

Thirdly, he might have shown by numerous examples to what
extent singers have been deficient in this respect. And,

Fourthfy, how far the fault lies with them, how far with
romposers.

As far as singers and composers are concerned, we think it by
no means difficult to apportion the degree of blame which
attaches to them respectively for the comparative inefficiency of
vocal music.

Although the number of persons who can read aloud or speak
with perfect correctness is small, there is scarcely anyone of
ordinary acquirements, who would not be immediately sensible
of the gross violations of accent, emphasis, and punctuation,
which a singer must repeatedly commit if he follows exactly the
notation presented to him by the composer. Whatever faults n
singer may fall into in this respect, - and in the former part of
this article we have shown how numerous they are, - are charge
able mainly on the composer, and might be avoided by a little
attention to the commonest rules of grammar. On the other hand,
all the distraction occasioned by extrava~t and impertinent
flourishes, all the confusion or absence of Ideas ensuing upon a
.ronfused and indistinct articulation, are vict)S peculiar to the
singer, and might be avoided, if he would only bear in mind
that he ought to be intelligible as well as audible. Salvini has
well remarked, that the "singing, which, to be understood,
labours under the inconvenience of the words being read, is not
unlike to those pictures under which it is necessary to write::,
4 This is a dog, and this is a horse.' " .

Dr. Kitehiner says, "To produce effect on otbers, the per
former must himself feel the passion he wishes to inspire his
hearers with; and to sing effectively with proper and character-
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istic expression, must give to each syllable and crotchet its exact.
relative value; but not bawl upon from, to, 0/, in, and, but,
because they are placed improperly under the accented part of
the bar, or under a long note."

Now, although an educated and judicious singer may himself
correct these faults in the composition, substituting short notes
for long, and displacing the words as occasion may require, it is
evident that in the instances just pointed out, the great blame
lies with the composer, who has been so ignorant or inattentive
8lI to place an unaccented word or syllable on "th.e accented part
of a bar, or .vice 'lJt?osa, or to ~sign important notes in a musical
phrase to ummportant words m the sentence to be sung. .

In the following observations ofDr. K. we entirely concur:
• The cluIfd'anrore of difficulty is a plain English ballad, which is,

.. when unadorned adorned the most," and, indeed, will hardl,.
admit of any omament beyond an apoggiatura. - This st,]e of son~ IS

le88 understood than any; and though apparently from Its simpliCity
it is very easy, - yet, to warble a bal]ad with graceful expression,
requires quite as much real judgment, and attentive consideration of
every note and every syllable, as it does to execute the most intri
cate braoura: the former is an appeal to the heart - the latter
merely plays about the ear, and seldom excites any sensation
beyond.

, Who would not rather bear Miss Stephens sin~ an old bal]ad
than any bra"uTa lI-although her beautiful voice IS equally calcu
lated to gh-e every effect to the most florid son~.

" , The general admiration pretended to be given to Italian muSic
is a despicable piece of affectation; yet vanity prevails 80 much
over the very sense of pleasure, that the Italian Opera is more fre
quented bl people of rank than any other public diversion, -who, to
avoid the Imputation of want of taste, submit to some hours' painful
attendance on it every week, and talk of it in raptures which their
hearts never felt:

Upon the whole, though we regret that the Doctor has not
entered methodically and extensively into the subject of vocal
music, instead of giving us these detached observations, yet even
in printing these, we think he has done good service, and that
few singers or composers will read them without profit.

ART.VIII. 06,eroaIionl on the Judgu'lf the Court 'If Chancery, and
the Practice and Dela9' complained 'If in that Court. 8vo. pp. 68.
Murray. 1823.

WHEN Solomon put forth his aphorism, - There is nothing
new under the sun, the printing-press was not in existence.

Since the invention of that mighty machine novelties are of fre-
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quent appeatan¢fl; and amo~ the recent prodigies of this sort is
the publi.cation.. before us. It is really a novelty. Its aim is to
render the practiCe of the CoI;Ui 9f Chancery " the theme of ge
neral commendation;" to disprove the vile reproach that ita pr~
eeediDgs are -either too dilatory or too expensive; to expose to
pubJ.¥: view and universal admiration the blessings of a. chaneery
luit; 8Dd to show that all the imputed discomfort of that visit
ation consists wholly in the " ignorant impatience" of the suitors,
who arefortunati nimium! Sua si bona nurint!!

We must confessz however, that we are very preiUlDpulOu.s in
venturing Qn this SUbject. The author deprecates the unhallowed
approach of all jg~rant intruders in a solemn quotation, by way
of~ D-om Jere11fj Taylor, which is written in these words:
" Pretend not to more knowledge than thou hast, but be content
to~m ignorant where thou art iO; lest thou beest either brought
to· shame, or retirest into shamelessness." It seems, however,
tbat the author is the absolute monopolist of all the requisite
intelligence and integrity. The alleged abuses of the Court of
Chancery appear to form a privileged region, "within whose
magic Circle none dares walk, but he." Mr. J. Williams, Mr.
Denmltn, and Mr. Brougham, are stated by him to be" confes
sedly ignorant" on this subject (p. 1.); and "the chief speakers
in the late debates" are charaoterised as "not possessing any
knowle4ge oftbepractice against which they spoke." (P. 3.) With
reference to "Mr. Denman's intellects and attainments," he is
pleased, with equal adherence to truth and urbanity, to represent
it as a matter of reproach, "to possess many sentiments in com
mon with him." (P.33.) Those who are not optimists in their
opinion of the practice of the Court of Chancery, are described
as "t?e ignorant ~d theoretical ~oliticians of the day" (p. 7.) ;
and "J.gIlorant dec1auners." (I? 41.) The recent debates on this
very important matter are insinuated to have had no other object
tha.n "to slander the Lord Chancellor" (p. 5.); and are stig
matised as "flimsy and obloquious arguments." (P. 41.) And
the complaints so universally urged against the delays and ex
penses incident to chancery proceedings, are reprobated as " tales
treasured up with a revengeful spirit to gratify men who have
been professionally· disappointed, or oftentimes professionally
rebuked." (P. S.) Now when such men as those above named
ue denounced as ignorant of the subject, connected as .it. is

• In p.5. there is a note containing a most illiberal and unjust al
lusion to the supposed disappointment of Mr. Brougham and Mr. Den
man in having l08t their silk gowns by ~e Queen's death.
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with· the profession of whieh they are such distinguished orna
ments, it is a venturous undertaking in us to approach it. But
who can set bounds to the temerity and presumption of re
viewers? Notwithstanding the author, by the inhibition of his
motto, has fairly warned us off the ground, we shall not hesitate
to enter the intellectual presence of which he fancies himself the
sole proprietor and possessor, in despite of all the engines of
destruction which may be set within it, and in defiance of the
damages be may claim against us as trespassers after notice.

Addison's remark, that a reader seldom peruses a book with
pleasure till ·he knows certain personal particulanl respecting the
author, is familiar to every one; and our author being, as we
suppose, of the same opinion, thus describes himself:-

, The causes mentioned in support of my propositions are such as
occur to my memory at the moment of writing, and they may be
depended on ; for I have been lor seven or eiQht years an o.:casional
attendant on our courts qfjustrce, and as I did not hear the cases I
cite without great. interest; the particulars became deeply engraven on
my memory-a depository f'tom which facts dial inte?elt me seldom
escape. My memory is, tU to lawsaits, my ledF'; aDd I c081d with
facility, and without reference to recordll or papers, write. by itl
~ tlle history of more than a thousaod chancery and common-law
aUlts, though I ha'Oe not the honour to be either al"udge, a barrister. a
.olicUor, a lawyer's clerk, or an officer of any 0 the courts; nor am
I in afty 'Wa}l prqfessionally or pecuniarily dependent upon, or connected
'rlJith any ofthem: (P.20.)

Now as we think, with Addison, that a knowledge of these
particulars " conduces very much to the right understanding qf
an author," we have been at some pains to ascertain their. truth.
We confess that we were struck with the intensity of the zeal of
this " occasional attendant on our courts of justice," who had
unprofessionally and unpecuniarily burthened his memory with
the dull details of more than a thousand suits; who, for the sake
of vindicating the Court of Chancery from the imputations made
against its practice (the ju~ of that court being" altogether
unknown to the writer of this pamphlet, except in his court,
and in his judicial character," p.60.), undertook costly searches
at the Register's ofliee (p. 40.); and who felt so much anxiety
on this subject, that he set on foot a train of minute enquiries at
a village in Sussex~ and in other places; besides making searches
at Doctor&' CommOBB, for the purpose of disproving the allega
tion, that a suitOr- Itad died of a broken heart, in consequence
of the ddsys in his ehaneery suit. (P.56.) The sole reason
afiigued for all this active and expensive zeal lJeins, that the
writer was "a man uninClUJllbend by _y })fOfeaiOll or employ.
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ment." (p.55.) Our scepticism was still further excited by the
author's declaration Of his universal knowledge oflegal practice.
" Familiar as I am (he says, p. 4-0.) with the practice of aU the
courts of Westminster, I was well assured," &C. All these
things, we confess, induced a suspicion in us, that the gentleman
had lnisdescribed himself; and our enquiries eventually satisfied
us, that in all his professions of independence and impartiality
he has been "paltering with us in a double sense," .With what
indignation and con~mptwill the reader learn, that, notwith
standing his assertions, that he has been only "an occasional
unprofessional attendant on courts of justice,"-whose " only
record of lawsuits is his memory,"-that "he is not in any
manner professionally or pecuniarily dependent upon or con
nected with any court,"- that "he is unincumbered by any
profession or employment,"- he is nevertheless a lattJyer bg
profession! Now mark how he has made up his work of decep
tious verisimilitude: - if he had met with the Anguilla Equivo
cationis· of the Jesuits, and had grown pale with the study of
it, he could not have equivocated more sinisterly. He" is
not a solicitor:" true- but he 'WaS. He" is not a barrister:"
true - but he is ahout to be. The truth is, he has quitted the
rank of the former, to attain that of the latter. He is at present
Ii sort of legal chrysalis: having left the creeping state of a
solicitor, he is in a kind of intermediate professional existence,
between that lowly estate and the condition of a full-fledged
barrister, in which he expects shortly to take his flight. Or, to
use a phrase which, we umlerstand, i;;~t amon.g the~
of the law,when they condescend to Jocularity, he IS a suddng
barrister.

We think our readers will now agree with us, that the know
ledge of these personal particulars does " conduce very much to
the riglzt understanding of the author." This defence of the
practice of the Court of Chancery, and eulogy on its {lresiding
judge, may probably be considered a very discreet probationary
ezercise by a professional man just about to be called to the chan-
cery bar. . It was said bl an ancient prophet, "The ox knoweth
his owner, and the ass hIS master's crib;" and there are barristers
to be found, as well sucking as full grown, who are not at all
behind either the ox or the ass in this very vital knowledge.

It is not our intention to enter in this place into the consider
ation of the practice of the Court of Chancery: that important
:~F we reserve for another opportunity; and therefore we

not go into a detailed examination or the pamphlet before

• See Ignonz~, act ii. Ie. 2. "pwJ "oIlu,.
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us. But we cannot re&ain from noticing one topic with which
the author has introdueed his subject. He begins with a most
dolorous lamentation, that it should have been "left to LAWYERS

BY PROJ'E88l0N," to attack the abuses of the Court of Chancery.
Now, in the first place, we apprehend he is mistaken in

supposing that this unpardonable offence was left to be com
mitted by lawyers. The delays and expenses of suits in chan
cery have been proverbial fOl' years; and "attacks" upon them
are to be found every where. But why should he be wroth with
the lawyers for exposing the abuses of their profession? Such
conduct is at least honest and disinterested. Is it that he con
siders that they who live by abuses ought not to complain of their
existence? Or,does he think the craftsman ought not to im
peach the craft? This is indeed a species of self-destruction
which the profession was formerly celebrated for avoiding. Hu
dibras commends their discretion in this particular: -

"Lawyers are too wise a nation
T'expose their trade to disputation;
Or make the busy rabble judges
Of all their secret piques and grudges •
In which, whoever gets the day,
The whole profession's sure to pay."

But, to be serious.-We have had no other object in noticing
this time-serving pamphlet, than that of exposing its profligate
h~; and even this we should have left undone, if the
author had not made his own interested proceedings the medium
of scattering mOlit unjust aspersions and imputations against
honourable and public-spirited individuals. For evident pur
poses of self-interest this professional aspirant, with the most
arrogant and exclusive assumption of independence and impar
tiality, deals forth unlimited imputations of ignorance and of
malevolence against all persons who oppose themselves to the
abuaea which notoriously exist in the Court of Chancery, and
the existence of which we shall take the earliest opportunity of
proving beyond dispute. The zeal, however, of this gentleman
consumes its object: his positions are so preposterous that they
,are insusceptible of credit. He hesitates not to deny, that
"human ingenuity can suggest any plan by which the costs and
expenses of cnancery suits can be materially diminished" (p. 115.);
he justifies the everlasting delay of proceedings by the tritical
observation, that "it is better never to decide, than to decide
rashly" (p.49.), and even goes so far as to denominate that dela)'
" a blasing to tM suitors and tM country"! (P. 26.) In .hort, hIS
optimism is so superlative, with respect to the Court of Chancery,
that we are under no apprehension of his making many oonverts

VO~I. L
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to his doctrine. In matters relatin~ to the Court of Chancery he
is as ultra an optimist as Dr. Pangloss in Voltaire's Candide was
with regard to mundane aftairs generally, who insisted, that "they
who assert that every thing is right do not express themselves
correctly; they ought to say that every thing is best."

ART. IX. Oil tke Adminutration '!f Criminal Jwtice in Enp,land, lind
tke Sp!rit qf the Englill Goroernmmt. By M. Cottu. Translated
from the French. London. R. Stevens. 1822. pp. 812-

T HE distinguishing feature in the administration ofjustice in
En~land, is the institution of trial by jury; and whatever

this instItution may have been in its origin, it is clear that the
quality for which it is now held in esteem, if not the sole pur
pose for which it is supposed to exist, is that of operating as a
check upon the power of the judges; a check, which may have
place in a twofold way: 1st, in the jury's coming to a decision
different from that which the judge might desire them to pro
nounce; 2dly, in the necessity which their presence imposes upon
the judge, - the necessity of summing up the case, of showing
himsellacquainted with all its details, and ofassigning reasons for
the opinion he may have formed on its merits. If such a check
be not the quality for which the institution of trial by jury is so
much esteemed and upholden, it is obvious. that the power of im.
mediate and final decision might at once be left unincumbered
in the hands of the judge.

Now, in order to the jury's operating as a check upon the
judge, in case he should be disposed to do wrong, three things
are essential: -

First, That the jury should not be appointed by the judge, or
any person deriving authority from him, or any person from
whom he derives his authority.

Secondly, That the jury should derive their appointment from
some application of the principle of chance, corrected by an im
partial exercise of human prudence.

Thirdly, That the situation of juror should be impermanent.
To assign reasons in support of the first of these three requi

sites, might, to ordinary understan~appear superfluous, had
not a learned judge seemed to think, ih8.t in order to obtain per~
sons duly qualified, somebody must nominate·, and had he not
adduced reasons why it should be deemed satisfactory that this
nomination should be made by tke knuum and general qffU:er qftke
court.t The personification here should be carefully remarked;
for the expression "tke court" turns aside attention from the fact,

...

.. The. King v. Edmonds, 4< Bam. Ie Ald. 408+. tId.4081.
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that this known and general officer is appointed by thej~ or
judges of the said court whose aberrations the jury is designed
to counteract. But so long 88 human nature remains what it
is, it may be presumed that a person appointed by the judae will
entertain the same views and feelings, and be affected 6y the
same interests and biasses as the judge himself; and that he will,
therefOre, perhaps unconsciously, aim at producing 8O.Ch results
as he may deem agreeable to his patron: the previous connection
between the parties, the selection made by the judge, gratitude
for the benefit conferred, -all tend to jUBtify such a presumption ;
and the judge being similarly circumstanced with respect to the
powerll by whom he was appointed (to say nothing of the effect
producible on 1zU mind by the prospect of promotion for himself,
or branches of his family), a nomination of jurymen by the ap
pointee or appointer of the judge is in effect no other than a nomi
natiOn of them by himsel£ Scepticism, perhaps, DUly be excused
for doubting whether the man in power will, very impartially,
select such persons as are likely to offer a check to his own au.
thority.

As to the second requisite for rendering a jury what it ought
to be; although the same learned person appeared to think that
somebody must nominate, it seems obvious, that for the purpose
of securing an impartial nomination, the operation must be per~

formed by nobody; i. e. by chance: whoever somebody may be, by
whomsoever selected, he 1Ra!J be practised on by either of the
parties concerned. No such practice can exist where the jUl)'men
are appointed under a system of chance; and the possible mtro
duction under such a system of improper or incompetent persona,
may easily be cOrrected by superadding an impe.rtial exercille of
prudence by the parties concerned. Thus, suppose a book
containing a complete list of all the persons qualified to serve as
jurors for a given collnty; - a book, for instance, of 50 pages,
with 10 names in each page. Suppose, for the purpose Of a
given trial, 48 names taken by chance out of this book (as, by
the parties alternately inserting a pen at random into the leaves,
and taking the name nElllrest to the pen); out of these 48 names,
let each party have, as at p~esent, ~J,Krivilegeof striking oft'12.
Suppose, that out of the~ of q . ed persons, there should
be introduced by chance among the 408, three or four persons
whom either party might deem incompetent or improper; - this
is an evil which that party might immediately correct, under the
privilege afforded to both, of excludin~ 1~ from t!'e 48. The
exercise of this privilege \>eiI1j{ mutual, IS, 10 the highest degree
impartial; and It will hardly be pretended, that out of the 48,

L2
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there are likely upon any ~ion to be more than 24- really ob-
jectionable persons. "

Then, as to the third requisite; if the situation ofjuror be, as
at present, attended with pecuniary remuneration, and be ren
dered peonanent, the juror has a direct interest to insure his
obsequiousness towards any person who may have it at once
in his power to place or to omit to place him in such situation.

From repeated attendance too, a sort of connection in the way
of sympathy, which has been called a friendship qfinequality, is
likely to spring up between the judge and the juror, enabling
the judge to acquire that sort of influence over the mind of the
juror which is altogether inconsistent with the nature of a check.

Without going at large !oto the excellences or defects of the
institution of trial by jury, but assuming that so long as judges
are appointed and promoted by the government, such an insti
tution is necessary as a check to the n&tural bias of their interests
and inclination, and that the requisites just enumerated are es
sential to the formation of such a check, let us now see what iCj
the existing practice in the appointo'lent and remuneration of
juries.

With a few exceptions, provided by statute, all persons who
have freehold or copyhold property to the amount of lot. a-year,
or leaseholds determinable on lives to the amount of 201. a-year,
are qualified to serve as jurors in England.·

In London, householders who have property to the amount
of lOot. are qualified; and in other cities, boroughs, and towns,
which have separate jurisdictions, householders who have pro
perty to the amoWlt of 401. t

Lists of the persons qualified are obtained as -follows. The
Midsummer courts of quarter sessions issue warrants to the high
constables of each hundred, ward, &c. requiring such constables
to issue precepts to the several tithingmen, petty constables, &c.
within their respective constablewicks, to prepare a list of per
sons within their respective precincts qualified to serve as
jurors. t

The tithingmen having prepared such lists, with the place
of abode and addition of every person named therein, and havi~

fixed them on the door of the church during two Sundays, verity
them on oath at a petty sessions the week after Michaelmas; the
lists are then delivered to the high constables, who return them to
the October quarter sesaions; the clerks of the peace there enter

• lSEd.I. c.8S. ~ &5W. Ie M. c.25. 8.15. 8G.2. c.25••. 18.
t 8G.2.c.25.8.19. 2SH.8.c.JS. SG.2. c.25. 8.20.
t S&40Ann.c.18.8.5. 8G.2.c.25.
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these lists on record, and deliver duplicates of them to the
sheriff of the county. •

Qualified persons omitted, and unqualified persons inserted in
the lists, may appeal to the quarter sessions; and unqualified
persons may be challenged for want of qualification.t

Out of these lists the sheriff returns not less than 408, nor more
than 72 names, for the service of each assize: no person is to be
returned who, in Middlesex, has served within two terms or
vacations next preceding, - in other counties, within two years ;
except in Yorkshire, where the interval between two returns of
the same person must be four years; - in Rutland only one:
the sheriff is bound to keep a register of such jurors as have
served, and, upon application, to give certificates of service. :I:

The names returned by the sheriff to the assizes nre directed
to be written upon distinct pieces of parchment or paper, of
equal size, and delivered to the judge's marshal; the marshal
is directed to roll them up, each in the same manner, in a box
provided fur the purpose; and when any cause comes on to be
tried, some indifferent person is to draw out 12 of the parch
ments or papers, and if any juror whose name is drawn does
not appear or is challenged, the drawing is to be continued until
12 are obtained. §

Jurors thus appointed are called common jurors; and the re
muneration for their services is, in London, a shilling for each
cause they try; in the country, eight-pence.

There are two modes by which the check proposed in the in
stitution of jury-trial may be done away: first,. by a selection of
persons for jurors whose opinions and interests are the same as
those ofthejudge; secondly, by making it the interest of the juror,
whatever his own opinions may be, to act upon the·declared or
supposed opinion of the judge. Now it is scarcely po85ible that
either of these modes should be applied where a jury is consti
tuted in the way we have just described. With respect to the
first mode, the office of sheriff continuing only for a year, it is
by no means certain that the sheriff for the time being would
feel disposed to pack the gross list of 48 which he returns to the
assizes; but should a sherifF'be occasionally so disposed, the
necessity he is under of returning jurors by rotation, and not
oftener than once in two years, must render it a matter of 00-

• 7 & 8 W. S. c. 82. s. 4. 3 G. 2. c. 25. 8.2.
t 3&4 W.& M. c.25. 8.15.
t S G.2. c.25. 8. 8. lb. 8. 4. 4 G. 2. c.7.

S G. 2. c. 25. 8. 5.
§ SG.2. Co 25. s. 11. & 12.

J. S

7 G.2. c.7. 8.2.
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~ty whether he could find for his gross list ~8 men, or a
majority of that number, suited to his purpose.

With respect to the second mode, the emolument attached to
service being so small, and the service being so transient, it is
impossible a man should have such an interest in the situation
of juror as should induce him, from the fear of losing it, to give
IU1 unconscientious verdict.

Juries thus constituted, being therefore but an intractable
machine, it was contrived to attach to the office ofjuror an emo
lument so considerable and so permanent as to insure the
juror's devotion to any party whose displeasure might deprive
him of a competent livelihood.

The machine thus rendered tractable and called a special jury,
appeal'S to be of recent origin. So late as in the year 1623, no
mention is made of special juries in the books of practice. But
in the 2Sd of Charles II. the court of kin~s bench ruled, (that
is, usurpingly legislated) "That upon affi<Iavit that the cause to
be tried at the bar is of 'Oi!T'!J great consequence, the court will, if
they see cause, make a rule for the qfJU:er qfthe court to name 408

freelwlders."
At that time, then, special juries could only be had in trials

at bar, and on consent of both parties. The rule 8 W. 8.,
whereby it was ordered, that "upon reference by the court to
their officer to return any jury, or to name 408 8tf/I.!dent perlO1U
to try any issue at h"ar, if the attorney on one SIde shall make
default to attend at the time appointed, the officer shall name the
jury," must apply to cases where the attorney made default
after consent; for in Easter term 10 Goo. 1. it was found upon
search that DO speci,al jury had been granted for so years then
last past, WithOU~COsent. (Wilks v. E8mes, Andr. 52.)

The usurpation w ich at this time was confined to trials at bar,
mUst have been ded to other cases in the reigns of Queen
Anne and George I., and the emolument attached to the situ
ation of special juror must have become considerable and perma
nent; for in the third year ofGeo~ II. the statute was passed
which prohibits jurymen from servmg oftener than once in two
years ., s~ting, as the cause of its enactment, "the evil practice
used in the corrupting jurors ;" and in the 240th 'lear of George II.
the statute, which (after reciting that" complaints are frequently
made of the great and extravagant fees paid to jurymen"} limits
the fee of a special juryman to a guinea a cause.

Here then, notwithstanding two statutory recognitions of the

• By 40 G. 2. c.7. the rotation in Middlcaex is ordered to be not
more frequent than once within two terms or vacations.
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mischief of auachinp; permanent profit to the situation of juror,
the legislature confums the usurpation of the court of ~s
bench: - Why? unless it foresaw that the enactment with re
spect to the rotation ofjurors would be eluded ., and that jurors
permanently paid would be of all instruments the most efficient
for favouring the purposes of despotism. ,

At all events, such has actually been the case.
So recently as the year 1807, Sir Richard PbiI:ips, then one of

the sheriffs of London, addressed a letter t to Sir A. M'Donald,
the lord chief baron of the court of exchequer, in which he com
plained that special juries were become virtually permanent in
consequence of the same persons being repeatedly nominated by
the officer of the court; that this was contrary to the acknow
ledged principle of the constitution of juries, contrary to the
express provision of the act of parliament 4< G. 2. c. 7. s. 2.;
and that a partial selection of jurors was the habitual result of
interference on the part of the solicitor for the crown. The lord
chief baron, in an answer which he addressed to Sir Richard,
does not deny any of the allegations; - he admits that special
juries have become permanent; he admits that this is contrary
to the act of parliament: but, the state of things complained of
he justifies on the ground that inconvenience would arise from
summoning jurors who lived at a distance; that the instructing
jury after jury would ~pose parties to the hazard of points
bein2 ill understood; and that in 24 years' experience, he, the
chierbaron, had never seen any inconvenience arise from the
manner of striking special juries, and had known few verdicts
from which he should have dissented.

In 1817, a committee appointed by the common council of the
city of London to enquire into this matter, reported, "That
special juries .were nominated from a book containing a list of
names inserted at the discretion or caprice of the secondary,
who had placed such names on the book as he pleased, and
struck off such as he pleased; that he professed to be regulated
in this practice by the recommendation of other special jurymen,
ofsome attorneys, and of the sheriff, which he considered himself
at liberty to adopt or reject as he thought proper; that although
in the city of London there are an immense number of persons
who Bre eligible to serve on special juries, the book contained
only 485 names from which all the juries are selected; that out

* In 1798 the court of king's bench held tb,at the act does DOt
apply to .pecial juries, where the crown is B party. R. v. Perry,
6 T. R. 458. And also io 1781, Hi!. 5 G. 2. Rex v. Franklin, ib.

t See Phillips 00 the Office of Sheriff.
L40
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of these 485 names of person.., there are no less than 226 who
are not householders within the city of London, and are, of
course, ineligible to serve; that out of the 259 householders in
the list, the number of those who are merchants, in the modern
acceptation of the term, is 88; those usu8.lly !>"tyled tradesmen,
aDd not merchants, 171; that the alleged practice of a special
jury being composed exclusively of merchants (i. e. in London),
is as unfounded in fact as it is utterly unsupported by any prin
ciple of law; that during the sittings after the three terms im
mediately preceding the report, there were jurors summoned for
the trial of 114 causes; and that out of the book. which contained
the 485 names 274 only were summoned, out of whom one was
summoned 55 times, one 58, one 50, one 46, one 45, one 48,
two 42, two 88 times, &c.; that the book being left in the hands of
the officers of the court for weeks together, they may have been
enabled to make a selection destructive of the purity of trial by
jur,; and that application ha..'l been made ,to the secondary by the
solicitor to the treasury to know the political sentiments of a jury
appointed to try a cause between the crown and an individual
for a libel."

With respect t9 the city of London, this report occasioned
some reform all to the number of names and the quality of the
persons from among whom the special jury is nominated (a reform
of little avail while the nomination remains in the·hands in which
it is at present vested); but in Westminster, and other places,
the matter remains as it was. In the case of The King v. Wardle,
for an alleged libel in the Manchester Observer, it was affirmed,
and not denied, that the special jury list for the extensive county
of Lancaster (the population of which amounts to 1,074,000),
contained fewer than 100 names; and in the case against
Major Cartwright and others, that in the county of Warwick
(the population of which is 280,000) the special jury list had no
more than 54 names in it, besides those of the grand jury who
found the bills. From these 54 were to be taken 48 for this and
all the special jury causes to be tried in the county. Yet the
master of the crown office called this a JlOO(l and proper list; and
on motion in court for a rule to check this practice, the rule was
refused, and the court declared that the list was a good and
proper list. _ .

Here then is ample proof, and an admission by one of the
judges, that the situation of special juror has become virtually
permanent; and beiDg so, it cannot be other than a situation of
~nsiderableemolument, while the fee for attendance is a guinea
10 each cause ;-a degree of emolument of mtal importance to a
great proportion of those who are accustomed to serve; for how-
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ever it may be pretended, Ill; it was by Lord EllenOOrough
(Rex v. Woolel', 1 B. & A. 198.265.), that the object of the rule
for a special jury is to attain persons who, "from their better
education and superior intelligence,~ calculated to decide upon
questions of difficulty," and as it is pretended by the officer of
the court, that merchants only are selected in London, and
" ~squirei' in the country,-the contrary appears to be the case,
according to the report just quoted; ana it is notorious, that the
Ilel'Vice is habitually performed by a· set of needy persons not
haoving so much as the requisite statutory qualification, but, from
their constant attendance, stigmatised by the name ofguinea-men.
The reporter from the committee told the commbn council, that
" of the favoured few to whom the master of the crown office had
thought proper to grant patents of rank and intellect, the most
part bad no property whatever in London; that many of thoee
who were summobed were known to have been u1ffortunate in
trade: it was notorious, that many persons derived a certain
profit from serving upon special juries; and if any of them were
to decide against the crown, it was easy to judge what would be
the consequence."

A person who has repeatedly served on common juries in
Westminster makes the following statement as a sample, and a
sample only· : -

" I knew a special juryman who was a common soldier, who,
during a parliamentary investigation, was discharged from his
regiment at the instance of an army agent, and then provided for
in a certain way; - this man, after a time, told me he was en
deavouring to collect as much money as would enable him to
purchase a freehold, as he had the promise of being made a
special juryman: he 1~~chased the freehold, became a special
juryman, and I saw . one day receive nine guineas in the
course of about three hours.

" Another had been cotIChman to a law lord; his master laid out
his savings for him in the purchase of a small freehold, and he
was made a regular guinea-man.

" Another was a very poor man with a large family, whose wife
kept a green shop.

" I Have repeatedly seen and 5Bt by the side of a special juror,
who was so deaf as not always to be able to hear his name called,.
and I have seen one of his fellows give him a push with his elOO_
to induce him to answer to his name."

So much for the better education and superior intelligence
of this ;neltimalJle body, as Lord EllenOOrough termed it.

• See a pamphlet U on the Law of' ~beI." 1m. P. +8.
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The situation of special juror, being, as we have shown,
-.ttended with considerable emolument, and perhaps the means of
futelihood to a large proportion of those who serve, -the attain
ment of such a situation having been rendered an object of d~ire,
the loss ofit an object ofapprehension,-in whose hands is patron
age so valuable lodged? who has the appointment, who the ms.
appointment of 80 many aspirants? who, in short, composes the
body which is supposed to be a check upon the judge?-An
officer of the court in which the judge presides! an officer,
appointed bf the chief judge of that court, or by the judge's
predecessor.

In the court of king's bench, this officer is commonly called
the master; and according to recent decisions of that court,
(R. v. Wooler, 1 B. & A. 198., and R. v. Edmonds, 40 B. & A.
40840.), has a riglrt to select (in what does selecting differ from
packing?) suck persons tU he may tkinkjit. In R. v. Edmonds, it
is laid down, that it would be contrary to all precedent and ex
ample, if the officer should take the names by some mode of
ehance. It required, however, the courage of Lord Ellenborough
to avow and put in force this exercise of arbitrary power.

In the JZe&r 1777, upon the trial of Home Tooke, a re
monstrance being made by that gentleman against a proposal
of the solicitor to the treasury, that the master should select
two names out of each page of the sheriff's book, the master
consented to take the first 48 names of special jurors that should
-present themselves*; wherenpon, whenever a name presented
itself in any way suspected by the prosecutor, the sheriff's officer
affinned that the man was dead, or had retired, or was a bank
rupt: one man, who was asserted to have been dead seven
months, Mr. Tooke knew to be alive, he having that day been
appointed to an office in the city. This man's name being
suffered by the master to form one of the list of 48, was
instantly struck out by the solicitor to the treasury, among the
12 he was entitled to reduce.

. Subsequently to this, and up to a recent period, that is, within
the time during which the present master has enjoyed the office,
something like an appearance of impartiality has been observed
on these occasions, the 48 names haTing been obtained by the
master striking his pen at random into the leaves of the sheriff's
book, and taking the esquire or merchant whose name hap
pened to be nearest to the point of the pen. Under the authority
- express decision of the court of king's bench, this course,

....See Holt's V"mdieatioD of the Conduct and Principles of the
Printer of the Newark Herald.
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however, has DOW been abandoned; and the master, 'lIJit1wut
amgning any rtason, selects or r~ects 'WItatt!'Der names he ma.Y
fkink proper.

The following is a statement, by one who is understood to
have been an eye-witness of what passed upon the last con
tested nomination of jurors,-the jurors appointed to try Mr. John
Hunt, for the publication of the Liberal.

" The master, being seated at a table, round which the parties
in the cause stand, opens the freeholders' book. He turns over-r
the pages, reads aloud any name he may fix upon, which' is taken
down by the parties attending: he usually takes one or two names
in a page; but sometimes passes over many pages without taking
any. He is asked by the defendant why he thus selects, and
upon what principle he makes the nomination; and he explains,
that in the first place he only takes such as are designated
esquires in the book, and of those names, the required number
qwte at random, choosing anyone his eye may light upon,
unless he 1mortJs some reason 'lMy that one is unfit, ana then he
passes him over, reserving the objection, however, entirely in his
own breast. The defendant objects to this mode, as opening.a
door to partiality. Without meaning to convey the slightest
imputation on Mr. Lushington (the present master) he protests
against the principle of a practice which puts it in the power of a
master most completely to pack a jury. The defendant further
suggests that there are various other modes of striking a jury
which would be liable to no suspicion of wrong: he proposes, for
instance, that the book shall be opened at random, and that the
first, second, or third esquire, (as it might be beforehand~
on) in each page so casually opened, shall be nominated until the
whole 408 be oDtained. To this plan, however, the master de
murs: he declares his strict impe.rtiality, and even professes an
earnest desire to adopt that course which shall prevent any p0s
sibility of suspicion; but he refuses to establish a rule OD the
taking of the names, and adherelJ to his own plan of what he
alleges to be an impartial selection. The general suspicion and
reprobation this plan must and does excite with the public beinB
urged by the defendaIit, Mr. Lushington admits, 'tkat ifa fII/Uoo

ter were txJtTtqJt, he 'tIXJUld lrtl'« tke JK1fIJer, ,tnder t"i, pradice,. qf
packingjuriei.' .

" A conversation ensues, in which the maste.r' says he wishes
that all the eligible names were collected in a heap, and he had to
pick out 418 at hazard, in tke manner qfa ballot. He admits thu
all persons named in the book are eligible,~d that be might, if
he pleased, take freeholders who are not esquires; but then the
practice of the office is to take only esquires, ~d he refuses to
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deviate from it. He asserts that the mode of nomination is left
entirely to his discretion, and also that he has on former occa
sions nominated in another way; as, for instance, he has thrust
a pen into the leaves of the book, opened it at the page hit on,
and taken the esquire nearest to the point of the pen. Nothing
can be fairer, says the defendant; will you do so in the present
instance? No, replies Mr. LushiJlW;on; I left off that mode'on
account of the trouble. - Would Ile then fix on any other plan
which should preclude the chance of partiality? No; he objects
(and this after all, was the chief point) to any plan which would
make it peremptory on him to take persons whom he might
think improper men to serve on the jury. He insists that-his
mode (being, as he protests, quite impartially acted upon) is the
best, because it leaves him the power to pass over certain per
sons; for instance, he says, if I see a man holding a place under
government, or notoriously connected with government, I pass
him over: and on the other hand, if I see a man whose opinions
are notoriously improper, I pass kim over."

Now, the possibility ofgetting upon the jury one or two persons
whose opinions mi~ht in the estimation of the master be impro
per, that is, who mlght be strong partisans on either side, is a
thing unavoidable under any impartial plan, which can be no
other than some application of a system of chance; but the law,
as it stands, has contemplated and provided for this inconveni
ence, by allowing each party to strike out 12 of the 408 first
appointed; so that the interference of the master to prevent such
inconvenience is as unnecessary as it is open to abuse. Without
all~ the existence of any such necessity, however, the court
of klng's bench determines that the master shall retain this power
of selecting, unless corrupt motives or corrupt conduct can be
imputed to, and proved on him. When complaint on this sub
ject is made in the legislature, up rises some friend of the master,
and with real or pretended wrath asserts that no one has ever
dared to cast imputation on the purity of the master's motives.

Now all this is completely, probably purposely, beside the
question: no one has imputed corrupt motives or corrupt con
duct to the master; first, because it would be next to impossible
to adduce judicial proof of such motives or such conduct; and
secondly, because such proo~ and the consequent punishment
or removal of the master, would be utterly useless; for, the thing
imputed to the master and not denied, the thing complained of
~d not redressed, is, not that the master does actually Fk a
JU!y, but that he has the JK1ID" of doing so, and of domg so
without the possibility of detection. To this power, the partie&
who may be aWected by it decidedly object; and for the con-
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ferring this power upon him, nothing that will bear the name of
a reason has ever been adduced; while it has been repeatedly
shown, that for any good purpose such power is wholly unne
cessary.

Nothing can equal the facility and securitr with which this
power may be exercised, or rather profited by without being
exercised, but the abject and trembling dependence of the per
manent juror who is the object of selection; -Ire must consider
as the arbiter of his &te, as the person who may determine
whether or no he shall continue in the enjoyment of an easy and
ample subsistence, not only the master by whom he is at first

.selected, but all those powerful personR behind the curtain whom
he may suspect to take an interest in the verdict: to the will of
every one of these, as &r as it can be guessed at, and is recon
cilable with that of the rest, will it be neCessary for him to shape
his verdict. Although in his conception that verdict may be a
matter of indifference to five out of six of these high-seated
spectres, if it be matter of anxiety to the remaining sixth, the
independence of the guinea-man is as effectually destroyed by the
apprehension of this single one, as it could have been by all six.
With none of the persons supposed to be offended, can he p0s
sibly come to any explanation; with no certainty can he so much
as collect their names: his punishment (omission to insert his
name among those of the permanent jurors) he cannot call a
punishment, cannot complain of it as a hardship, or e,ven know
the precise time at which it is inflicted. In the exercise of his
power of· amotion or omission the master observes a discreet
silence; he names no name, he assigns no reason: his acts, if
omission to select can be called an act, are- as incapable of proof
as his motives; and whatever those acts- may be, he is, to all in
tents, safe in irresponsibility.

With those who assert that the operation of an interest such
as we have described, will produce no bias on the juror's mind,
will have no influence in producing his verdict so long as he
is bound by the solemn obligation. of an oath, - we can have
no reasoning in common; we start trom different premises, we
entertain opposite views touching human nature, and can never
arrive at the same conclusions. Without entering into any
disquisition on the utility or effect of judicial oaths, we shall
content ourselves with observing, that ther who maintain that
such oaths are a sufficient protection agamst the operation of
sinister interest on the minds of a jury tribUnal,~'ht with
equal justice carry the position further, and al dis
pense with the incumbrance of a jury, by holding e judse'.
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oath to be a sufficient guarantee for hi» decidinR in all cases
with impartiality and integrity.

It now remains for us to observe, that almost the only class
of cases in which the government and the judges have an in,.
terest in a partial administration of justice, are alleged offences
of the press. The publicity of their proceedings and the cha~

racter of the times, render it next to impossible that ju~
mould receive a bribe, or have· any interest in misdecislOD
upon ordinary cases between man and man: but neither the
judge, nor any other man in power, can patiently endure a
check upon his authority; and the censure of the press is the
only existing check, while parliament is composed of persoos
irresponsible to the people. This check the judges have done,
and are doing every thing in their power to destroy; and ha.e
declared, that all censure of the man in authority is a punish
able offence. Lord Ellenborough has expressly laid it down,
that any thing which may tend to bring such a man into dis
esteem, or even to hurt his feelings, is a libel; and as cen
sure, in proportion as it is merited, cannot fail to hurt his
feelings, however measuredly or calmly that censure may be pr0
nounced, it is obvious that, in point of law, no such censure
can safely be exercised. Nevertheless, in spire of legal prom
bitioD, such censure continues· to be pronounced: - as it is
the last, so it is the most efficient corrective of those tendencies
of power which are mischievous to the community at large,
and is at present almost the only assignable cause of the com
parative absence of misgovernment enjoyed by the people of
England.

Cases affecting the exercise of this censure, in other words,
state prosecutions for libel, are, therefore, of all others the
most important; and these cases are uniformly tried by spea.l
juries.

With respect then to the most importaDt class of cases debated
in our courts of Justice, how does the matter stand as to the
chance for impartiality in the tribunal?

Certain men in power, composing the whole or part of ~e
governing body, exasperated by censure, which is offensive III
proportion as it is deserved, institute a prosecution with a view
to punish the author of an alleged libel.

The judge to whom they refer the question, is a person created
aj~ by themselves; and though not removable by them, fre
quently receives promotion at their hands, and at their hands~
the prospect, if he pleases them, of obtaining a provision for his
fiunily or dependants. Whether the defendant consents or no,
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the prosecutors may insist, and do always insist, on trying their
cause before a special jury. The judge created by the prose
cutors, or one of his brother judges, appoints an officer of the
court called a master: - the master selects the persons from
among whom the special jury are to be taken; the special
jury have a strong pecuniary interest in retaining the situation of
special juryman - some of them derive froni it their whole
subsistence; and the master, without the smallest responsibility,
without the possibility of so much as flo question being asked, has
the power of appointing, or ceasing to appoint, to this situation
whomsoever he pleases.

In the course of this statement, confining ourselves to facts,
we have carefully avoided the language of asperity, and having
concluded it, we shall abstain from all invective. The only im
mediate effect we desire to produce on the reader is, to set him
enquiring whether or no the sta1lement is true; and i~ as we feel
the fullest confidence, the statement cannot, in the main, be
denied, we leave him to his own feelings and comments, perrectly
satisfied they will supersede on our part the necessity of any con
demnation of the system we have just developed. Nothing but
!gnorance of the facts here presented can have led the people of
~land so long to believe, that in jury trial they possess an
impartial and unbiassed tribunal, and a check upon the power of
the judges, or of the several individuals by whom the government
is conducted; nothing but their ignorance can have induced them
to acquiesce so long in a semblance ofjustice, which could scaTcely
delude the most illiterate and barbarous nation.

We have entered into thi'l subject the more at length, becaust
we understand that in the next session Mr. Peel is about to in
troduce a bill to consolidate and amend the laws relating to jurors.
We presume he will insert a ~ause to secure the impartial ap
pointment of those who are to serve: already have the practices
here described been denounced in parliament. It is impossible
that the people can remain long or generally ignorant of them;
and it is equally impossible, that when they are extensively known,
the.existence of them should be beneficial to a government, how
ever conducted: - an alleged libeller may be convicted and
punished, a publiC censurer may be silenced; but indiwlation,
at the means by which the victory has been attained, wID more
than counterbalance the advantage proposed by success.

Up to the present moment, however, there is great reason to
believe, that a large proportion of the community is ignora1lt of
the mode in which jury trial is administered: they are ignorant,
that, except in the cit1 of London, where some liule refOrm bas
taken place, the conviction and punishment of a person who h.
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censured the conduct of men in power, is the uniform result of
his trial. So long as they remain ~orant of this, so long as
they believe the jury to constitute a faIr and impartial tribunal, it
is impossible to conceive an engine that shall so effectually serve
the purposes of misgovernment. A single judge, on whom the
whole responsibility should rest, and wbo might be under the
necessity of assigning reasons for his decision, might sometimes
fear to convict; but when the verdict is in the hands of the jury,
the judge is divested of all responsibility, while the opinion pro
nounced by him is a sufficient authority to shield the jury from
~ro~. -

A government purely despotic might seize and punish the sup
posed offender by means more summary, - it might even carry
on all the farce of a mock tribunal; but suspicion and hatred
would attend all its proceedin~ and the sense of oppression and
injustice would ultimately excite resistance.

Such is the course of what is called jUitice in France, and such
is the result app~hended. M. Cotto, having ascertained that
" the1. order these things much better in England," and ha~
descnbed the principles there prevailing, goes on to say, that if
the French goveJnment is averse to adopt them, "it is because
its reason is blinded by the fear of losing one of tke instruments
which it thinks tke fIUJSt usttfid for the preservation of its authority.
Let it cast away all apprehension; it will be neither less powerful
nor respected, for freely renouncing every kind of influence over
the administratiOil of criminal justice." (P. SOO.)

M. Cottu was dispatched by the French Government to ascer
tain the state of the administration of criminal justice in England,
and a &tter instrument for their purpose they could scarcely have
selected.

He appears to be one of those ingenious gentlemen, who, born
in the middle class of society, and Wfted witli talents and acquire
ments a little beyond those whiCh usually fall to the lot of the
hereditarily opulent, find it exceedingly convenient, at the~
of a certain amount of obsequiousness, to share in the good _din
ners and flattery of the aristocracy, and who esteem this mode of
attaining the advantages of wealth preferable to the pursuit of
them by assiduous anacontinued toil : he is, therefore, an avowed
and steady friend to every institution which is likely to create or
support a privileged class, at the expence of the rest of the com
munity. Finding such institutions in this country at a pitch of
perfection he had never before seen or dreamt at; he saves him
self the trouble of thinking; and takes upon trust, from sundry
members of this same privileged class, nearly all the opinio~

which he chooses to preaent to his readers. On setting out n-ou.
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France, he is first consigned to the Marquis of Lansdowne; the
Marquis consigns him to Mr. Scarlett; and Mr. Scarlett to Mr.
Scarlett, junior, and the gentlemen of the bar travelling the
northern circuit. (See Preface, pp. 5, 6, 7.) With such oracles
for his guides, it would have been presumptuous for him to exercise
a judgment of his own; and he frankly says,-

• The present work is less the ofFspring of my own reflections,
than a collection of opinions received from persons the best informed
on the subjects here treated. When my work was completed, I
submitted it to Mr. Grey·, a young barrister of the greatest promise,
and afterwards to Mr. Scarlett, who kindly snatched a moment from
his numerous avocations to point out such errors as had escaped
me, and ewn to ./Urnish me with some notes on the spirit Wthe E7Iglish
constitution.' (Pref. viii.) .,_~_-- _

It may easily be guessed what sort of opinionsM:couu~-"--.
collect and echo from such society. A legislature, irresponsible
and self-appointed, under a system of election procedure, in which
the open mode of giving votes renders it impossible for the few
who possess the elective franchise to exercise it independently
without the risk of loss; - a court ofjustice, the ju~s in which
sit there by inheritance, without regard to mental qualification;-
the laws of primo~niture; - an unpaid and irresponsible magis
trature";- specialJuries ; - rotten boroughs, &c. &c. ; --whatever
tends to exalt an aristocracy, and oppress and degrade a people;
- find in M. Cottu an avowed and earnest advocate.

His work, however, is exceedingly curious and instructive; not
so much in what M. CoUu proposes to teach, as in what he hal:l
unwittingly betrayed. As M. Cottu associated chiefly with that
assemblage of individuals who are denominated the Whig party,
and as he was furnished with notes on t1ze constihdion by one of
its prominent members, it may fairly be inferred that he speaks
the prevailing sentiments of that same assemblage: - from the
unsuspecting and incautious foreigner we obtain a manifesto, dis
closing views and sentiments such as those who have attentively
watched the conduct of this party have always ascribed to it, but
such, as in all their nakedness, it has never dared to avow. That
the Whig aristocracy has essentially the same interests and incli
nations as the Tories or party in power; - that whenever it has
indulged in the expression of sentiments or the proposal of mea
sures advantageous to the interests of the whole community, its
sole object has been by deluding that community to obtain the
power enjoyed by the Tories; - all this we are driven to infer,
from the circumstance, that of the measures prejudicial to the in-

- Now Sir Charlet! Grey, and appointed a judge at Madras.
VOL. I. .II
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terests of the people at large, a vast proportion has originated in
the Whigs, while in the temporary possession of the reins of
govemment: but on the great topic of poli~cal regeneration,
the fPving to the subject manl the real, and not the mock, or
as it 18 termed, the virtual election of their representatives, - their
sentiments, as far as they have been let out by M.Cottu, differ in
nothing from those propounded by Mr. Canning, or any other
supporter of despotism disguised under popular forms. Hear
what he says, - "

. (These very rotten boroughs, the object of so much jealousy and
declamation, are perhaps a branch of its institution to which the
parliament of England owes its greatest splendour, and liberty her .
most intrepid advocates. Divided between families, of which some
are on the ministerial side, others tn opposition, they are the means
of furnishing parliament with members equally opposed in their views;
some engaged to support power, others to restrain it witbin proper
bounds. They are besides the nursery of all great parliamentary
talents; because their owners, desirous, for the sake of their party
or credit, to produce men capable of boldly maintaining tbeir own
political opimoD, usually return young barristers, or literary mt'll
the most distinguished,' (P. 159.)

As if the people at large, who seldom fail to discover Hlld
employ the best mechanic, lawyer, or physician, were not
equally competent to discover and elect the best politician;
as if the noble and ignoble proprietors of boroughs did not
select the creature devoted to their· purposes much more fre
quently than the man capable of doing public service! "The
eDcou~mentof the public," says an able writer on reform .,
" is uniformly awarded to those qualities which best adapt
any functionary to the service which the public interest require!>
of him. The favour of any small number is, by a similar
rule, distributed lJ,Ccording as consanguinity or friendship, or
any other interest common to a small number, may dictate."

M. Cottu tells us, that the main object of English countl'y
gentlemen is to become of importance in their respective COUII

ties; that with this view they attend musical festivals, races,
assize-balls, and county-meetings; that a family newly come
"to settle in a county" at first bounded in its views, is satisfied
with civilities and invitations; becomin~ by degrees more dif
ficult, it seeks for local titles and dignIties; at length, encou
raged by such success, it aspires, if not to the high honour of
a seat in parliament, at least to that of e.rercising a great i,..
jluence (}f)i!T tlze elections." (P. 6.)

* Statement of the Question of Reform. (Baldwin, 1821.)
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What the nature of this great influence ~ he tells us with
admirable frankness.

• The owners of great manufacturing or trading establishments
possess in their countiea ~eat impo~ce. 'Ptey are respected
for the number of votes which they have at dispoaal; I ,ay dil
poIal: for in tm. there is no sort W disgrace J and when a man
",ho is dependent on a1tother "otel di/ferenJly from Ais emplo/ler, he
is 61lre of1osing his situation. Such conduct, which in France would
be cooaidered the a:tremity W injustice, experiences in England not
the JiglUut hesitation. You must have, or at least follow, the po
litical opinion of him who supplies you with the means or gainmg
your livelihood.' (P. 157.)

With equal naivete, and with equal absence of reprobation,
our author describes the effects of this system of terroriml.
For.a long while, says he,

• When I heard mention in France of the enormous sums ex
pended by the English to procure a seat in parliament, I was at
a 1088 to imagine wbat great advantage they could derive from it,
and in what receive an equivalent. I was unable to understand
thia problem, but at that time I was unacquainted with the nation's
manners.

'A seat in parliament has a further especial attraction, in addi.
tion to its being the most certain mark of a member's actual in

,ftuence in his county; it paves the way to atill /Veater influence,
more particularly when the member elected is an the intere,t fJf
ministers. He becomes then the diapenser of every vacant oRice lD
the county. There is scarcely one but what is bestowed on his
recommenda.tion, - ecclesiastical hendices, puhlic e7llplo!Jf1lNlu, sine
cures, coZlectorakipl f}/ezcise duties, Jaw"rs Wevery kind; nothing is
rifuaed. There are in this way several great families which, fioom
an hereditary attachment to government, seem to have made a tacit
.contract with it, covenanting to use their whole interest to return
to parliament one of their own members or friends; with this under
standing, that, in consideration of the sacrifices made by them, they
shall have almOlt the entire disposal of every lIituation in the county.
ThUB, when Lord Lonsdale, for instance, expends from ~ to 40,0001.
to procure the return of his son, or some of hia friends, it is less
the honour of the representation which is bought at such an exor
bitant price, than theIO~ qf Westmoreland: (Pp.151-15S.) .

To any such plan as th~t ofv~ by ballot, which would
at once root out the system of electiOn terrorism, and save _
the people the expense of repaying Lord Lonsdale for his
purchase of the " sovereignty of Wesbnoreland;" to any system
which should give the voter a genuine vote, and render the
government really representative;-our author would doubtless
be averse. He tells us fairly,

• The aristocracy, as it may be seen, is the real gO'9eming power.
1111 2
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It rules in the counties, where it occupies all administrative situ
ations; it rules the whole kingdom by the parliamentary power, which
is almost exclusively its office: (pp. 160, 161.)

By the aristocracy is meant a privileged class, who, by fonning a
legislature of themselves, their sons, their brothers, and depend
ants, possess the power of imposing taxeS to any amount on
the rest of the community, and spending the amount of such
taxes in providing for one another by overpaid, useless, and
sinecure places. This aristocracy, M. Cottu and his instructors
esteem the greatest blessing a country can enjoy, and the only
security for good government.

, I am goin~ to make an assertion which perhaps may seem para
doxical, but which will appear to be just to every impartial and reflect
ing mind, - that no moderate government, and still more, no real
liberty, can exist without an aristocracy.' (P.235.)

In a variety of passages we are given to understand that the
rich have a paramount interest in the institution and security of
property, and that the poor are constantly arrayed against order
and government. (See pp. 162.238.) "Des exces du peuple;" "les

jUreurs populaires" (p. 241.): these and such like phrases are ever
in the mouths of those who would pillage the many for the bene
fit of the few. Can the advocates of misrule be ignorant that these
pretences are equally false in fact and in theory? There are few
persons in any civilised community who are absolutely destitute
of property; and to the man who has 201. a-year, security of pro

.perty is an object of importance as great as to him who has
20,0001. : the same superiority of physical strength which would
be disposed to grasp at tile 20,0001., would be equally disposed
against and equally formidable to the 201. But how does the case
stand with those who are absolutely destitute of goods and chat
tels? "Take away all public protection of property," says an
author whom we have before quoted, " and the rich man imme
diately finds himself at the head of an association whose interest
leads them to respect proprietary rules among themselves, and
to violate them with regard to every one else. There is no per
son except himself, whom all the members would concur in re
ve~encin8' as their chief. But the poor man, when the public
safeguardS of property are.withdrawn, cannot make it the interest
of any body to maintain its laws towards him. He is perfectly
isolated and defenceless, and stands exposed to oppression from
the powerful associations in his neighbourhood. Let no one
imagine that because he is poor, he is therefore an object not
worth aiming at. His labour is the most valuable of properties,
and he is incalculably the most profitable of all domestic instru
ments. ('.onformably to these principles, in every country where
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there is no law ofproperty, the nch man is a despot and tbepoor
man a slave. In England, 500 or 600 years ago, the property
of the feudal baron was secure and terrible, while the poor villain
had no protection even for life.'" It is clear, then, that the poor
have no interest in the subversion of property: have they any
propensity to array themselves against order and government?
A little observation of human nature must convince us that the
love of ease, which, with regard to the domestic afFairs of each
individual, is so powerful a motive to inaction, operates with ten
fold force, where the interests of the many are concerned. Men
are not easillo moved by the apprehension ofremote consequences,
when the eVIl complained of does not immediately come home to
themselves; and even when it does, dread of the powers that be,
dread of a possible change for the worse, prejudice, superstition,
and ignorance, all tend to generate a spirit of apathy and ac
quiescence. The people are not easily moved by single in
stances of tyranny; and, in point of fact, insurrections against
authority have never taken place till oppression has become ge
neral, severe, and long-continued.

Nevertheless, under pretences such as we have indicated;
M. Cottu is continually exhorting the French government to
establish a privileged aristocracy, which shall enjoy honours,
wealth, and power, at the expense of the rest of the community.
(See pp. 252, 258.) An aristocracy a little less privileged, less
odious, and less despicable than that which occasioned the Revo
lution-for such an aristocracy be tells us fairly the people would
not endure, though he owns the same body have never ceased to
manifest the same pretensions (see p. 247.) as those which occa
sioned their ruin, -,- but an aristocracy just as tyrannical and mis
chievous as there is any probability the people 'tJKJUld endure.

. The prohibition of entails, the abolition of the laws of primogeni
ture, are his constant topics of complaint; the existence of them
in England, the constant object of his envy. (See pp. 242, 248.)

It is consoling, however, to learn from an adverse witness
(for on this point, such must M. Cottu be esteemed), that the
French people are still fully aware of the mischief of such insti
tutions.

, Ideas of equality are now too universally disseminated to permit
the imposition of any other kind or supeno~ty. ~ what app~~s
established for the general interest: and the institutIon of a .nob~ho/
especially cannot hope to overcome the repugnance to whIch It,18
peculiarly subjected, except 80 far as it IIhall be .regarded as a magJB
tracy necessary for the maintenance of public order, ~d as the
means of rewardi~ services to the state, or of perpetuating the rea
collection of them. (P.246.)

1\1 S
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But notwithstanding all his aspirations after aristocracy, our
author tells us that in England there exists between this aria.
toeracy and the people a perpetual struggle, and that it is to the
existence and continuance of this struggle, that we are indebted
for the comparative exemption from misgovernment we still
enjoy. '

, The government of England is a perpetual and armed struggle,
as it were, between all classes of society, acting and re-acting inces
santlr one against the other; in which the lower classes strive to
depnve the higher ones of the privileges they pOBBe88, and which the
latter in their tum defend to the utmost of their power. From this
constant attrition springs public liberty; just as the agitation of the
waters produces their transparency.' (P.147.)

Then follows a great deal of fine writing about tempests and
waters, in lieu of a reason why this perpetual struggle should be
essential to good government; and the passage is concluded with
this assertion -

C Public tranquillity is then founded upon equality in the means of
attack and defence possessed by the different parties.' (P.B7.)

How it is that public tranquillity is founded on an attack and
defence, conducted with equal means by conflicting parties, is no
where explained; neither are we told how privil~s conferred on
a few, can possibly promote the interests of the many: the au.
thor, on the contrary, seems rather to admit that these privi
leges are productive of mischief to the people, inasmuch as he
no where reprobates the people for attacking them.

H he imagine, as many unreflecting persons do, that a g0
vernment cannot stand unless supported by Do combination of the
opulent, and tha. the opulent will never combine for such a
purpose unless they are bribed by privileges conceded to them
at the expense of the rest of the community, - privileges in the
shape of disposing of the public money for their own advantage,
-privileges in the shape of factitious and unmerited honours; 
if he imagines this, we would say, look to the United States of
North America: there may you see a government, not only. sub
sisting but flourishing, - not only established but containing in
itself the elements of durability beyond any other that has ever
existed; and this, without the concession to a single individual of
one of these obnoxious privileges. The government of that
country is, in truth, the only one that has ever had for its object
the united interest of a whole people; but we may rest assured,
that wherever those interests are consulted and promoted, and
good institutions are once fairly in action, the satisfied tnajority
would experience no great difficulty in defeating the attempts of
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a dissatisfied minority, should such attempts, indeed, be e?el'
made.

It is absurd, therefore, to contend, as M. Cottu does, that in
order 10 generate the degree of pu1,>lic Ip~rit .necessary to resist
the encroachments of those in power, it is essential there should
be a continuing conflict in the attack'and defence of privileges,
and that this copflict is the cause of the public spirit prevailing
in England.

The conflict is the e1&ct, not the cause, of the public spirit:
the public spirit is caused by the comparative degree of pub~icity

with which matters affecting the people at large are, and always
have been, conducted in England; in other words, because, except
in the American United States, England is the only country m
which the subject many have ever been enabled to know what the
ruling few were doing. Independently of this publicity, the
political institutions of England are such as would enable an
oligarchy to establish its despotism to any imaginable extent.
The discussions raised by this publicity engender in theoli
garchy a degree of fear for the safety of its own existence; but
publicity alone, unaided by democratic institutions, affords a very
inadequate protection to the great mass of the nation. Repro
bation, the usual result, the oligarchy has borne, and does bear in
:w.4ficient quantity; and in the system of legalized pillage and
insolence, only stops short of such measures as are likely to
occasion instant and general rebellion. Witness the suspension of
the habeas corpus act; the passing of the six acts against free
discusmon; the laws against aliens; the murders of women and
children at Manchester; the trial of the late queen; the neglect
of our commercial interests; the countenance and assistance
given to the Holy Alliance; the contempt expressed for county
meetings, with a long list of etceteras. Upon all these 0cca

sions, and a thousand others, what is called public opinion has
been loudly and ucequivoeally expressed; upon all these 0cca

sions it has openly and resolutely been defied. And yet, says
M. Cottu;

• Even the parliament, although far from offering a perfect system
of representation, and appearing devoted more especially to the in.
terest of the aristocracy, is constrained to follow in the track of public
opinion; with which all may be performed, and without .it nothillg.'

·(P. L98.)

Having thus indicated the nature of our auth.or's political
&entiments, to the development of which a consldeI:a~le pro
portion of his book is devoted, 'we shall ~ow, ~ sUt;Cmctly 8.'1

possible, examine the view he takes of vanous pomts 10 the 00
miaistration of justice in England.

111 4
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An unpaid magistracy is, according to M. Cottu (see p.254-.),
an institution greatly to be desired. To us it has always ap
peared, that next to the having no justice at aU, the worst thing
that can befall a people is, to have it administered by an un
paid magistracy.

Such a magistracy is virtually irresponsible. The country is
so mt/£lJ obliged to them for their supposed gr~uitous services,
that the magistrate must be equally borne out whether he dis
charges his duties amiss, or nE!f$lects them altogether. With
regard to neglect, it is the uwversal practice of the country
gendeman to discharge, or not to dischar~ these duties, just
as suits his convenience: a great proportion of those who are
in the commission never act at their own residences; and of the
numbers who present themselves on the first day of the quarter
sessions to hear the news and enjoy the importance of regulat
ing the expenditure of the county, so small a body remains on
the third or fourth day, that it is with difficulty a legal tribunal
can be formed. As to misfeasance; complain of partiality, cor
ruption, or oppression in a magistrate, the uniform language
of the courts is, that the most favourable construction must he
put on the actions of such men; that the tranquillity and good
order of the country is mainly owing to the functions of the ma
gistracy being discharged by men of property and honour; and
that such men would refuse to discharge these functions if the
courts should be severe to mark in them what is amiss. M.
Cottu affirms, that in the liability to action at the suit of indivi
duals, in the liability to have their conduct reviewed, not by
judges, but by juries, they incur effective responsihility. This,
however, is one of the shadows of security with which the people
of England have suffered themselves so long to be deluded.

As to actions at law, the class of men most liable to the op
pressions of a country magistrate are those whose whole income
does not exceed 25l. B-lear: to conduct a suit against a magis-

. trate may cost the plaintiff, if successful, 500l., if unsuccessful,
lOool. It is a mockery, therefore, to say, that the right of action
is any security to a man of this class. Nevertheless, suppose the
action brought, and the case fairly exhibited to a jury; with sen
timents such as we have above asserted to prevail in our courts,
it is morally certain, that in his charge to the jury, the judge will
exert every nerve in favoUr of the defendant. Suppose, however,
that an ignorant jury, instead of implicidy deferring to his lord
ship (as such a jury will do in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred),
should, as by miracle, find a verdict for the plaintiff, lJe must be
profoundly ignorant ofour jurisprudence who does not know that,
upon motions for new trial, or in arrest ofjudgment, there are~
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thousand technical subtleties which put it in the power of the
judges to terminate which way they please a great proportion ofthe
cases brought before them. A case is hardly to be found in
which a party has ever succeeded in seeking redress against a
magistrate; though it might naturally be supposed that even
under institutions less imperfect than our own, the acts of a nu
merous body of men would, in the course of years, furnish some
instances of error or injustice.

It is, however, erroneous to suppose that the services of these
magistrates are gratuitous because they are not paid in money.
In the shape of dignity and power they receive for their ser
vices a compensation, which by :qumy, especially of the opulent
and idle, would be deemed fully adequate. If instead of being
appointed by the lord-lieutenant virtually for life, they were to
be periodically chosen by the people, the apprehension of~.in
to be re-elected would operate as a salutary incentive to
conduct, and their interest would be consistent with their uty.
In producing this union between mterest and duty, consists the
great art of legislation: as this is the last art which men ac
quire, and as our wise ancestors, the framers of our institutions,
had acquired scarcely any arts at all, it might be readily sup
posed, and upon investigation such will turn out to be the fact,
that almost without exception, the interests of our public func
tionaries, from the highest to the lowest, are diametrically
opposed to their duties. The judge, whose duty it is to ex
pedite the conduct of suits receiving an income of 5 or 60001.
a-year from fees paid on writs of error, has an irresistible
interest in defending and promoting the law's delay. The
duty of the juryman it is, to decide impartially between man
and man: what his interests are, we have pretty plainly shown
in the ~ning of this article; and yet, so misinformed has
M. Cottu been on these subjects, that he gravely says,

. • Here, then, lies the grand secret of the perfection of the English
government. Almost all public situations, of judges, sheriffs, ~urors,

and justices of peace, are so constituted, as to incite in their pos
sessors no interest but that of obtaining the regard and affection of
society: (P.47.)

On the mode of appointing special jurors, which he details
at length (p. 128.), M. Cottu ,makes no observation: he tells us,
however, that at present they.are frequently packed in France;
and he does exhort the government to adopt some process of
chance in the nomination.

• AI to the drawing of the jury for trial, subject at present to
so many abuses, from the littl.e scruple of lome presidents of
auizes in arranging the names of the jurymen in the urn, that tke
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but i,,{ormed and most ezperienced may alwaYI come up jim, it
might be arranged so as to prevent such contrivances.' (P. 108.)

M. Cotto is a lawyer, and of a lawyer's notions of simplicity
he gives us a tolerable exemplification, when he says (p. 121.)
that he considers our English civil procedure - " in general suf
ficiently simple," - a procedure under which, by every species of
unnecessary complication, a man who has been injured to the
amount of 50s. must pay from 50 to 5001. for the mere chance
of obtaining redress.

It is impossible for us, in an article like the present, to follow
our author through all the interesting and extensive topics
which his work embraces; we have touched those only which
seemed of paramount importance, and with one more we must
conclude.

The indifference whi~h is usually manifested in England
touching the prosecution of offenders, and the indisposition to
secure their conviction, greatly perplex M. Cotto. He does not
know whether he must ascribe this to the natural humanity
of our tempers, or to the fear of seei~ an increase in the al
ready overwhelming numbers of our cnminals: he is so little
skilled in the theory of criminal legislation, that he never dreams
of looking for the obvious cause of the object of his wond,er
in the monstrous and barbarous disproportion between offence
and punishment, and in the eJC}>eDse and trouble attendant on
prosecution in consequence of the defective organisation of our
judicial establishment. Where death, or a chance of death, or
even of six <>r seven years' hard labour in the hulks, is to ensue
on the loss of a small sum by thefi? embezzlement, or forgery,
sufferers are slow to prosecute, jurors to convict, and ju~
to sentence. This indisposition in all parties to give occaSIon
to punishment, multiplies the chances of escape to such a degree,
as to hold out the strongest temptation to crime, and sufficiently
to account for the enormous crowd of offenders with which
our gaols are filled. Nicely to apportion the degrees of punish
ment to the degI'ees of crime, can only be the work of an enlight
ened legislator profoundly skilled in the application of the
principle of utility: indiscriminately to visit with death offences
the most various in degree, is a work that may be accomplished
by the most ignorant barbarian; and to such bands, unfor
tunately, a great proportion of our jurisprudence has owed its
existence.

From the foregoing extracts our readers will, we trust, be
enabled to form a pretty accurate judgment of the nature of
M. Cottu's commentaries, and of his political dispositions.
His work, like that of Blackstone and of all other writers
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.who in good set language eulogise existing instituti~ns, has
attracted a large class of readers: the extensive circulation· it
has attained, especially on the Continent, rendered it expedient
that something like a true account of it should be given by an
Englishman; and as we have met with no such account, we
thought it not too late to attempt the lnsk on- the ap~arance

of a translation, which, though bald, is in general sUfficiently
fai.thful to convey the meaning of the original. .

ART. X. On tke Means qfarresting the Progress qfNalitmal Calamity.
By the Right Honourable Sir John Sinclair, Bart. London. 1817.

The Question concerning tke Depreciation qf our Currency staled and
e.ramined. By W. Huskisson, Esq. M. P. New Edition. Murray.
London. 1819.

ERRORS on subjects where the public interest is concerned
are seldom stopped in their first stage,but they are not unfre

quently arrested in the second. And if they are still not checked,
there appears to be a Vis Medicatrix-in the political body, which
continually throws them out in more violent forms, till an end is
in some manner put to the disorder of the public opinion. One
of these efforts ofnature may be considered as having taken place

• in the case of the prevailing doctrines on the subject of national
profusion. The authority of Burke might long have induced
men to believe, that there.was something like a balance between
expenditure and its effects ; - that a country under taxation was
really like the earth which receives back the moisture extracted
from it, and not like a reservoir from which some feet are drawn
annually by the sun and some inches returned by the rain. But
his successors have resolved upon maintaining, not only that the
reservoir receives again what is extracted, but that it does so
when the substantial moisture is drawn out, and only fictitious
showers and paper representations of humidity are added in its
plare; - nay more, that the distress of the owners durin~ some
remarkable periods of difficulty, has arisen from the supmeness
of the overseers, who neglected to draw sufficiently largely for
their own consumption and replenish the reservoir with the
paper representative.

Among the most eminent of the supporters of these opinions
and of their opponents, are the writers cited at the head of this
article. The principles contended for by the Right Honourable
author of the work which is placed first, may be summed up in
the axiom exhibited in his title-page,-that ' either the means
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.of circulation must be incr~ed, or the burthens and payments
to which it is liable must be diminished;' from which it is
concluded to follow, that the way to enable a people to support
burthens and payments is to increase the quantity of the circu
Jating medium. His ministerial opponent maintains, that ' the
currency of a country may be depreciated by excess,' which is
,the great point at issue; - though this admission is not followed
by any calculations of the consequences. But as each has ~ven

the description of his belief rather than of the means by which it
was attained, there appears to be no way of arriving at any con

,elusion but by going back to the simplest state of the phenomena
ill question, and so endeavouring to investigate the nature of the
instrument of exchange; the effect of alterations in its volume,

.:and particularly whether any stimulus. to production is created
by its augmentation; - when the augmentation is made in paper,
who gains, how 'much, and who pays for the gain;""':' with the
effects, either in the way of calamity or the contrary, entailed 011

different classes of the community.
In the earlies~ stage of society after the division of labour bad

been begun, exchanges might possibly be confined to cases in which
each of the parties desired to consume the object which he was
to receive. But it would soon be found out that any thing which
possessed a general and undoubted value in the eyes of those
who wanted to consume it, was a good and desirable paymtlnt if
offered at a proper rate ; - on the ground, that though the re
ceiver did not want to consume it himself, the persons could
never be far off who would be willing to obtain possession of it
by giving something which he did want to consume in return.
And the substances accepted in consequence of this discovery,
may be denominated the instrument of exchange; for by mtlaI1S
of them individuals in the end exchange their commodities for
what they wish actually to consume or to enjoy.

When. the communication among the different parts of the
community was sufficiently improved for the formation of markets
and the equalisation of prices which is the consequence, if any
object, 8l!l for instance a bushel of corn, was offered to a retailer
of the same commodi~ for a quan~ty of the ~urs, salt, ~!d-dust
or other substances which he was ill the habit of recelvmg for
com which he sold, the utmost which he would consent to give
would be, not the quantity for which he would sell a bushel. of
com in .the market, but this quantity diminished by the portJon
which would ensure his necessary profit, supposing him to sell
the bushel for the first. AntI if the bushel of corn was offered
to purchase something else, as for instance cloth, it is evident
that, first, if the dealer in cloth did not want to eat or consume
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corn, the quantity of furs, salt, gold-dust or other substances in
use as the instrument of exchange, to which he would accept it
8S equivalent, would be that which he could recover for it from
a retailer of corn, diminished by the amount of any trouble,
expense or risk which would attend its reception and conveyance
to the retailer; or in other words, he would accept it for what
he could realise by sending it to a retailer who bought it to
sell again. It is true that if he chose to set up the trade of a
dealer in corn in addition to his own, he might at some time
obtain the full market price. But he must deduct the amount of
his expenses, trouble and delay; and his deduction for these,
instead of being less than the deduction of the regular corn
dealer, must always be considerably greater. So that he would
gain nothing by the proceeding, even though the trouble, ex-

- pense, and risk attending the transmission of the corn to a retailer,
which are escaped by it, would be of considerable amount; and
afortiori if they were comparatively small. And, secondly,
even though the dealer in cloth was in want of com for his own
consumption and on the point of sending for it to the mar
ket where he will pay the full market price, he would not accept
the bushel of corn from any of his customers for more than has
been stated. He knows that his being in want of corn for con
sumption is not.within the knowledge of his antagonist, and that
he has only to keep his own secret and the com will come into
his hands at the same rate as ifhe had no such want. A hawker,
indeed, would go away in search of a higher rate; because his
object is to find out persons who want to consume at the market
price, and secure their custom by bringing the corn to their doors.
But a customer who offers corn as the instrument of exchange
does it to es<!ape trouble, and expects only to get what i~ is
worth to every man alike. And a customer is distinguished from a
hawker at first hearing, b~ his saying , I want,' instead of ' Do
you want?' And what 1S true of corn will be true of other
substances, furs, salt and gold-dust among the rest. Summarily
therefore, the value for which an object of any kind would be
accepted as the instrument ofel'<change, would be the valuewhich
could be realised by sending-it to a retailer who bought it to sell
again, deducting all the expenses of the transit.·

• Hence it would be a mistake to think, that if a bushel of com
would buy an ell of cloth, an ell of cloth would buy a bushel of com.
It would buy leu, in the ratio that what could be realised for an ell
of cloth in any kind of substances by sending it to fl retailer of cloth,
multiplied by what could be realised for a bushel of com by sending
it to a retailer of corn, bore to the market price of an ell of cloth in
the same kind of substances, multiplied by the market price of a
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The motive by which individuals would be induced to part
with their substances at this reduced value would be, the desire
of obtaining particular kinds of commodities in return, without
the trouble and delay of exposing the substances in the market
and waiting till a purchaser presented himself who offered the
desired commodities in payment. And if there was no inducement
for any person ever to withdraw any of the substances which had
been once introduced into ernplo)'ment as the instrument of
exchange, they would soon amount to such a quantity as would
prevent the necessity for any new ones unless to supply the decay
of the old. For in any given state of the community, there must
be some amount at which the substances in circulation would be
sufficient to effect aU the transfers required among the remainder.
And for any period in which no alteration took place in the
aggregate wealth and business of the community, this quantity
may be considered as constant; on the same principle that the
fOod used daily may under similar circumstances be considered
as constant, or because one man's exceeding will make up for
another's falling short. And it would increase when the aggre
gate wealth and business were augmented, and decrease when
they were diminished. But instead of there being no induce
ment for any of the substances to be withdrawn, there would be
a continual inducement for every individual to withdraw what
ever was applicable to his own consumption; for be could pro
cure it no where else so cheap. And his consuming it would
not lay him under a necessity for putting an equal quantity of
new substanees into circulation to replace; because his occasion
for the instrument of exchange would be removed at the same
time. For example, the man who ~hould have received corn as
the instrument of exchange, could eat no other com so cheap;
and what he so ate, he would not have occasion for the instru
ment of exchange to buy. Hence the substances in circulation
would -be subjected to a continual drain, through the receiver'll
applying them to their own consumption; and the consequence
would be a continual demand for new. And the share of this
demand which fell on any individual would be proportioned to
the quantity of the instrument of exchan~ewhich he was in the
habit of employing, and not to the quantity which he withdrew.
And from all this withdrawing and substitution there would in
the aggregate be neither gain nor loss; for what was gained by
those who consumed substances out of the instrument of ex·

bushel of com. Or if the proportion of the market price to what
could be realised from a retailer was the same in both, then in the
ratio of the square of what could be realised for eidler the cloth or
the com from a retailer, to the square of ita market price.
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change at a reduced rate, would be balanced by the losses of those
who had to introduce new ones at the same rate.

The characteristic property of the invention of coins is, that
the fineness and weight are authenticated by the external ap
pearance; and consequently it would be for the common interest
~t their fabrication should be confined to the governing power.
And the government could send into circulation in any given
period, as for instance monthly, 88 many new coins as could be
provided and manufactured for the whole of its income during
that period or even a greater quantity; as long as they would be
received for what would pay for the costs, or it chose to be itself
at the" expense of the deficiency.

In the early periods of the issues, the rate at oremck coins'1JXJUld
be received in tile market 'tfXJUl,d rise. For if the coins were com
posed, for example, of a drachm weight ofgold each, - by gold,
to prevent repetition, being always meant either pure gold or
gold of a uniform degree of fineness, - and if one of die coins
was placed by the side of a drachm of rude gold, or, fur greater
distinctness, of gold-dust, - the co~ would be the most desirable
payment, because it would require no weighing or assaying.
And if any other substance, as com or cloth, was placed by the
side of the others, in such quantity as when presented in the
market would purchase the same as the gold-dust, the coin would
be a more desirable payment than this substance also, to any
person who wished to apply what he received to the use of the
instrument of exchange, on account of the difference of trans
port when he should come to use it himself. Hence as long· as
there was any competition for payment in coins, there would be
no man wtlO w.ould not give somethin~ in the way of premium
to get possession of the coin instead ot any of the other objects.
For instance, if the saving from its possession might be esti
mated at one per centum, there would be no man who would not
give a half or a quarter per centum to secure the remainder;
or, which is the same thing, who would not increase the wares
which he would sell for the coin by a two-hundredth or four
hundredth part. But let it be supposed that there was no man
who would not incresse them by a thousandth; - and if it had
been preferred to fix on any other fraction, the nature of
the result would not be altered. Hence a thoasand of the coins
would be received" every where for at least as many commodities
as a thousand and one drachms of gold-dust or the correspondiug
quantity of any other substances. But when a thousand coins
were known to pass at this rate, if they were placed by the side
of a thousand and one drachma of gold-dust or the corresponding
quantity ofany other' substances, it would be as tnIe u ever that
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as long as there was any competition for payment in coins, th~
would be no man who would not increase his wares by a thou
sandth to obtain them. And consequently a thousand of the
coins would come to be received every where for at least as many
commodities as a thousand and two drachms of gold-dust and a
fraction, or the corresponding quantity of other substances. And
in the same manner they would come to be received for as many
as a thousand and three, and a thousand and four. And similar
consequences would be repeated over and over, with as much
rapidity as men could come to the knowledge of the value which
coins were at the existing moment bearing in the market. In
short, the phenomenon would amount to this~ - that whatever
was the height to which the negotiable value of coins should be
known to have risen in the market at large, it would be the inte.
rest of all sellers to offer to receive them at a rate somewhat
higher, rather than be paid in substances which, though they
would command the same at the next place of purchase when
they arrived there, would be attended with some previous ex
pense or inconvenience; and this would cause the n~iRble

value of coins to rise. And it would continue to rise, till either
it had risen to such a height as to make the existing supply of
coins complete or sufficient to conduct all the exch~ of the
community, and thereby put an end to further competitIOn, - or
till the anxiety of men to secure coins by an increase upon the
market rate, was counterbalanced by the fear that the rate might
from some cause be shaken before the coins were out of their
hands.

But for the first of these events to take place, it is clear that
the second must not. And the further the rate was raised above the
value of the metal, the more its durability would become liable to
suspicion, and the greater would be men's dread of the conse
quences ofa downfal. The rising ofthe rate, therefore, would go on
as long as men were willing to risk their property on the durability
of the existing rate, and no longer. Individuals would compare
the loss which they would suffer if the downfal of the rate should
happen within the period for which they expected to retain the
coins, with the advantage which they would derive if it should
not; and according as die loss multiplied by the fraction which
expresses the apprehended probability of its occurrence, was less
or greater than the gain multiplied by the fraction which ex
presses the probability of escape, they might be expected to un
dertake the risk or to decline it. And there would be no
situation in which the rate would not rise by some amount or
other; - because, however great might be the apprehended pro
bability of a downfal, there must always be some rise so small,
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that the loss if it happened to its greatest possible extent, com
bined with the probability of its happening, would be less than
the advantage held out combined with the probability of escape.
Hence there would be a height to which the market rate of
coins would rise in the early periods of the issues, and a height
to which it would not rise; and the height to which it would
rise would depend on the degree of ~ecurity established in the
community, and could only be detennined in any particular
case by experiment. And at this rate the market rate of
coins would go on if the issues were increased; with the excep
tion of such alterations as might be caused by changes in the
public security, or in the public opinion upon that subject. And
if the issues were persisted in, a period would arrive when the
number of coins in circulation, passing at this elevated rate,
would make the supply complete; ana when the supply of
coins was thus made sufficient for them to be empl'7ed in all'
exchanges, they would be employed so accordingly, WIthout im
pediment from the elevation of the rate.

If when this period arrived the number should be further in
creased, the market rate qf coins 'TJ:JOUld fall, to such a point as
would render the final number no more than was required to
make the supply complete. For before the number was enough
to render the 81Ipply complete, every increase of the number
would be followed by the dropping of a corresponding quantity
of the substances previonsly employed to assist in composing the
instrument of exchange. If, for example, these substances had
been com, a portion of corn whose power of purchasing was
equal to that of the new coius introduced, would cease to be em
ployed as the instnlment of exchange, and would be either eaten
by the holders or sent into the market for the purpose of being
finally eaten; for it is certain that men would not continue to
employ it at an inferior valuation as the instrument of exchange
after it had ceased to be wanted in that capacity, when by con
suming it or selling it for consumption they might make it avail
able ror its full marlc:et value. Hence an increase of the number
of coins would, under these circumstances, be at&ended with no
increase of the total volume of the instrument of exchange. But
when the n~ber of cow had become enough to make the sup
ply complete, - since all the other substances previously in cir
culation would have been dropped already, any farther increase
would cause some persona to have in their possession a greater
numerical quantity of the instrument of exchange than woula
have been the case if the coins had not been increased. For the
elevation of the rate would prevent the additional coins from
being applied to the uses of ordinary gold. And since the

'VOL. I. N
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owners can employ them in no other mannel', they must bring
them into the market with the intention of purchasing a novel
quantity of ~me commodities or other at the existing prices, or
a (Iuantity which they would not have thought of purchasing if
it had not been for the increase of the coins. And by the ap
pearance of these novel intentions in the market, an extraor
dinary demand would be created for all or nearly nIl-kinds of
commodities, amI pal"ticularly for the necesSlll'ies of life. F01'

thongh the additional coins might be poured into n small
number of channels at first, they woultl quickly be subdivided
into an almost infinite number of channels; and a gt'eat propor
tion of them would ultimately be employed as the wages of
mechanical labour, which are principally expended on the neces
saries of life. AmI when an extraordinary demand thus arose
for any pntticular kind of commodities, the dealers would at
tempt to raise the substantial price. For the raising of the
substantial price upon an increase in the demand, is not a pureiy
arbitrary act arising out of a desire to take advan~ of other
men's necessities; but, to a certain extent at least, it lS what the
sellers must either effect, or make the buyers a present of a por
tion of the commodities at their own expense. In the first place,
an increased quantity of commodities cannot be extracted from
the natural sources from which every thing must be ultimately
derived, without the exertion,. not only of a greater quantity of
labour, but of a greater comparative quantity. Again, if indivi
duals are to increase their labour, they ha\le a just claim not only
to an incl'ease of reward at the old rate, but to an increase in
the rate for a given quantity. A man who is working twelve
hours a day already, will not, unless in cases of extreme want,
be induced to work fourteen by the mere prospect of being com
pensated for the additional hours at the same hourly rate as
before, and other men bave no right to expect it of him; but he
may be induced to do it by an advance in the rate per hour.
And thirdly, since the sellers are exposed to all losses which
nt'ise from unexpected diminutions in the demand, they must
either protect themselves by raising their substantial prices on
occasion of an increase, or heal' those losses without redress.
From some or all of these reasons, therefore, the dealers in ~
nel'O.l, and pal"ticularly the dealers in the necessaries of bfe,
would be obliged to attempt to raise their substantial prices; and
this could only be done by attempting to raise their money
prices. And they would not only attempt to raise them, but
they would effect it, FOl' the reason why denlel'S cannot ah"ays
raise their money prices as the)' might he disposed to do, is be
caule they qmnot depend on the cooperation of each other.
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But where the necessity is real and general, none will undersell
the other; and consequently the prices will be raised. An ex
ception may appear to be presented in the caseA of some kinds
of dealers, who from particular causes cannot raise their prices
to meet small variations in the demand, or in the value of money;
as in advanced stages of society is exemplified in the fees of"
lawyers and physicians, the prices to theatres, and other instances.
But these dealers, if they do not raise their prices at one time do
it at another, or el8e reduce the quality of what they give; for
they can uo more go without their just recompense to an inde
finite extent than any other set of dealers. The advances in the
money prices of different commodities would not necessat"ily be
all in the same proportiou; and there might even be some kinds
of. which the money prices would not be raised at aU except as
they were affected by the prices of other kinds. But if there
was a rise in the money prices of all or nearly all kinds of com
modities, and particularly in those of the necessaries oflife, eve,ry
man would discover that the coins were of less substantial value
to him than before. Their substantial value would not be de
teriorated to all men exactly alike; but it would be deteriorated
to all. Let it be suppOsed then, that to those to whom the
deterioration was least, it amounted to a thousandth; - and if it
had been preferred to fix on amy other fraction, the nature of the .
result would nol be altered. But under these circumstances all
dealers would find that instead of receiYing the substantial in
crease of reward to which they had a just claim, their expected
recompen8e had been diminished in at least the proportion ofnine
hundred and ninety-niDe to a thousand. And their first pro
ceediBg .-ould be to Irttempt raising their money prices again in
at least the opposite proportion; and, as before, they would
not only attempt ~ but they would effect it. For they would be
conscious tllat they were only seeking for their just recompense ;
and consequently none would undersell another or flinch from
his demand. But by this sewnd rise of money prices the sub
stantial "fame of coin. would be deteriorated to all men by at
least a thotlSlllldth ~n. And consequently the dealers would
raise their money pnces as before, in at least the proportion of a
thousand to nine hundred and ninety-nine. And similar~
sequences would be repeated. over and over, with as much rapidity
as the dealers could learn the existing market rate of coins, ODd
raise their money prices with a view to counteract the effects of
its declension. And what is described above, would be Ute

= ence of the impulse given by one appearance of the in
number of coins in the market. But as long as the

market rate.. not reduced to the point which renderecl &be
N 2
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number in circulation no more than was required to make the
supply complete, the presence of the excessive number of coins
in the market would cause a succession of new impulses, whose
effects must be added to those of the first. And the final result.
would be, that by the efforts of the dealers to overtake their sub
stantial payment, the market rate of coins would be reduced till
the progress of the reduction W88 met by the opposite tendency
for the rate to rise. But when the reduction had arrived at this
point, it could proceed no further, and the dealers would be
obliged to give up the pursuit after their substantial prices.
For by giving it up they in fact give up next to nothing; be.,.
cause what they were in pursuit of was the smallest quantity .
which was sufficient to make itself felt. But if they were to
reduce the rate any lower, their interest in raising it again would
be of perpetual recurrence, and must amount in the end to more
than they submit to once for all by giving up the pursuit.
And if after this the number of COinll should be diminished, their
negotiable value would rise, on the same principle as before~

Also, if instead of any alteration in the number of coins, an al
teration of a contrary nature should take place in the aggregate
wealth and business of the community, the effects produced
would be the same. The negotiable value of the coins, therefore,
~ould possess an exp~diIlg alld~~traetingproperty, by which
It would accommodate Itself to the number and the demand.

If the issues of new coins were persisted in, a period would
arrive when a coin would purchase the same quantity of com·'
modities that might be purchased with the metal contained in
it, or -with what would be given for it by a goldsmith. And if
the issues were continued further, it would purchase less; and
coins would be returned to the uses of ordinary gold, till the
number was reduced to that which being circulated at the value
of the metal would make the supply complete. For till this
was accomplished, there would bea premium upon removal.
But if the application of -coins to the uses of rude metal was
artificially impeded, then what could be purchased with a coin
would be redu~ below what could be procured for the metal
contained in it by any person who chose to dem it in defiance
of the obstacle. ,

If, during these operations, any alterations took place in the
aggregate wealth and business of the community, the requisite
corrections must be made. But the savings arising from the
employment of the improved instrument of exchange will,
themselves, constitute additions to the aggregate wealth; and
con~uently a correction will be required. And the -effect
would be, to defer the time when the issues would render the
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supply of coins complete; or to make a greater number of coins
required to produce this result. But though the time would
be deferred, it would not be put off without limit. For it must
be an extraordinarily wretched and unsettled country indeed,
where the market rate of coins would not rise sufficiently to
afford the government a fair profit on co~, and even to pay
the expense of increasin~its issues by borrowmg. But wherever
it rose sufficiently for thIS, the issues would be sure to overtake
any demand for coins which could arise out of their own em
ployment.

After the supply of coins had been rendered complete at the>
most elevated market rate, no increase of demand, production
or wealth in the aggregate, would ensue from an increase of
their number; but on the contrary, a diminution. For since
the additional ooins are continually swallowed up by a propor
tionate rise of money prices, the aggregate power of the com
munity to purchase and to consume cannot be finally augmented;
it being clearly indifferent as to this point, whether the business of
the community is transacted with a certain number of coins at
a given value, or with double the number at half the value.
The only question is whether an increase of something does
not take place during the period that the value is shifting. But
the increase of demand for commodities which is the cause of
the change in the value of coins, exists only while the chan~

is taking place, and its immediate operation is to produce Its
own counteraction. For example, if the effect of the additional
coins was to throw a demand for a thousand bushels of wheat
into the wheat market, the rise of price which would be the
consequence would ca~ the consumers of wheat in general to
economize their consumption and their demand; whicli must be
set off against the other. And every time the impulse on the
wheat market is renewed, the stimulus to economize demand in
another direction will be renewed also; and the same for any
other commodities. Hence, to expect a final increase of demand
on such a foundati09, i5 like expecting to raise a pyramid of
water on a lake; for the foundation is always giving way. And
not only will there be no increase, but, on the other hand, the
amount of what was given to the government for the additional
coins will be deducted from the wealth of the coin-holders at
large; which must diminish their power of demanding. '

An increase of production, employment and wealth, might
be created in some particulal' branches of trade, in consequence
of the direction t: by the govemment to the additional coins ;
but it would be ced by an equal diminution in some other
hranc-hes. For if the purchases of the govemment with the

• s

.... :
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new coins had been so dh'idetl among nil imttginable commodi
ties, that the numbel's applied to the plll'chase of each should
have cOlllinued in the sume propOl,tion os befOl"e, the .new coins
would have been (luietl,)" absol'bed by II. cOl'responding delweci
ation, the government would have obtained n portion of all
commodities for its coins, and the amount would have been lost
by the coin-holders at llll'ge; and there would, on the whole, be
neither increased production, employment nor wealth. AmI
if the purchases made with the new coins were distributed in
some different monner, the same sumfi could only excite the
some quantity of production, pay for the same quanti"ty of
labour, and emplo)' the same quantity of capital, in the ag~
gate, in one place as in another, If the favouretl trades, therefore,
haeI been more lively, some others must have been proportionably
more dull. ,

What are called Agios appear to present experimental proof
of the truth of the fore~ing principles, 'Vhen it happens, as
it does in some countrIes, that bank paper will sell for mOJ"e
than the value expressed in it, the' difference, as is well known,
is the agio, Since this bank money has the advan~ne of being
secure from fire, robbery, and other accidents, and of being
paid away by a simple transfer, without the trouble of counting
or the risk of transpOiting it from one place to anothel', it is
evident that to all persons who are in the habit of eml)loying such
slims as the paper is drawn for, it will be more advantageous to
be paid in this papel', at whatever may be its existing neg9t:able
value, than in ordinary money. Hence, if this difference of
advantage amounted to a thousandth or to any other fi'oction that
can be named, the negotiable value ought to rise to the greatest
height which the confidence of the public in the dnrability of
the price would allow; unless the issues wel'e sufficient to
supply the public demand at a lower rate. And if the bank
should determine, as any other trader would do in similar circum
stances, to inCI"ellSe its issues as long as the price would pay for the
tl"Ouble of issuing, the l)J"ice ought to fall to the point thus deter
mined, and there remain; with the exception, that the demand
lor bank money should happen to decrease, in which e\"ellt the
pl'ice would fall further, unless the bank should offer to buy up
its pltper. And accordingly, it appears that the Bank of Am.
sterdam 'bllS of late )'ears come to the l"esolution to sell at all'
, times bank money for CUiTenC)', at five per cent. agio, and to'
, buy it I1hrnin at four per cent, ~io; in consequence of wh,idl '
, resolution, the agio can nevel' elthel' rise above five, or sink'
, below fOUl' pel" cent,' But' before tbis resolution wus taken, '
, the mm'ket pl'ice ofhallk mone)' lIsed sometimes to rise so high',
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, as nine per cenL agio, and sometimes to sink so low as par.'·
From all which it may be inferred, that five per centum was the
bank's livin~ profit, or what left a fiUr remuneration for its
trouble in dus bnmch of its trade after paying the expenses; and
that the issues were consequently extended till the agio was re
duced to this poinL And at the same time that a hundred.
pounds in this bank money was being n~ted for as much
as a hundred and five pounds currency, the absolute and in
trinsic difference between being paid with a hundred pounds
bank money but passing for a hundred and five, and with a
hundred and five pounds currency, might not be worth two
shillings. The phenomenon has been differently accounted for,
by supposing the agio to be the difference between the good
standard money of the state, and the clipt, worn, and diminished
currency poured into it from all the neighbouring states. To
which it may be objected, first, that the variations of the agio
from nine per centum to nothing are inexplicable upon this
ground, unless it can be supposed that the deterioration of the
coins brought from all the neighbouring states would ever with
one consent become nothing; and secondly, that since the
bank can command the magnitude of the agio by regulating its
issues, and can afford to fix it pennanently at one value, the
agio cannot be the diffurence between the standard money of
the state and the degraded currency of its neighbours, which it
is clear the bank can neither command nor foretell.

In a State where the receipts and disbursements of the public
bad been made only in commodities, much trouble would be saved
if the government was to fabricate paper billets having a certain
value specified in each, as for instance a bushel of wheat, and
deliver them in its payments in lieu of the commodities specified;
engaging to receive them again for the same value in discharge
of taxes, and at all times to return the specified commodities
upon demand. And in consequence of 'the convenience attend
ing the employment of the billets as the instrument of exchange,
a number of them would be neither returned in discharge of
taxes nor in demand of payment. And for every billet so
retained in circulation, it is clear that the commodities which
had been received when it was issued would be in the hands
of the government, over and above the receipts of the taxes
or just revenue j and ~at a corresponding quantity of some
commodities which had been previously employed as the in
strument of excqange, would be restored to their ordinary
w;es. The public have given commodities for paper, and ill

• Wealth of Nations, B.4. en. 3.
N 1·
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retum paper performs for them the office of the instrument of
exchange, and releases an equal quantity of commodities from
that employment. The public therefore are just where they
were; and the commodities which were given for the papa
remain with the government. A kind of creation has taken
place, by making paper perfonn the office of valuable commodi
ties; and it is the government that is the gainer.

If the government should issue from time to time a greater
number of the billets than were returned in discharge of the
taxes in the same interval, they would proceed to occupy the cir
culation to the exclusion of commodities; and on account of
their superior convenience, they might be expected to bear an
'agio till it was reduced by the multiplication of their number.
But when the number retained in circulation had become suf
ficient to reduce them to their natural value, or cause each to
exchange for the value of the bushel of wheat which was ex
pressed in it, the number retained in circulation could not be
further increased, whatever might be the issues. For any in
crease of the number would cause the exchangeable value to be
diminished below that of the wheat which might be obtained
upon demand; and conseque.ntly they would be carried in for
payment till the superfluous number was reduced.

If when the government had thus issued the greatest number
which would be retained in circulation, it should cease to pay in
wheat upon demand, it does not follow that there would be a
general overthrow of the whole circulation, or that every man
would apply his billets to the purposes of waste paper. On the
contrary, if the refusal to pay in com was accompanied by a law
making the billets legal tender in all contractS where the value
had been expressed in bushels of wheat, - in which, by~
legal tender, it is sufficient to understand that the law denies~
medy, - men would make an attempt to continue the circulation,
and what they attempted would succeed. Considerable agitation
would probably occur at the moment; but when this was over,
it is as well established as any other fact can be by experiment,
that the public paper would continue to perfonn the office of the
instrument of exchange. Paper issued by private bankers might
do the same, if the consent of the community, expressed through
the organ of a law, would make it legal tender also. By such a
proceeding it would in fact be made public paper; for it could
make no aurerence whether the paper thus adopted by the law
was signed in what was called the government's bank, or in one
that went by some other name. But inasmuch as neither the
community nor the government sees any good reason for doing
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this kindness to the private bankers, they are obliged to. depend
upon their power of paying on demand.

If, after this, the government should continue to issue from
time to time a greater number than were returned in discharge
of the taxes in the same interval, then, on every addition, an in
creased number must in some manner make their appearance
in the market; and from this, an increase of paper prices, or,
which is the same thing, a depreciation of the paper, would
take place by the same steps as in the case of an addition of
superfluous coins. For example, if exclusively of the number
occupied in the discharge of the taxes, four thousand billets were
in circulation at any particular instant where three thousand cir
culating at par would be sufficient,-then the billets would be
depreciated by one fourth, or a billet purporting to be for a
bushel of wheat would in fact exchange only for the value of
three-quarters; or, which is the same thing, the paper prices of
commodities would rise by one third. It would be of no con
sequence that a bushel ofwheat was expressed in the billet. The
government, which made the promise of a bushel of wheat, has
refused to keep it; and other persons are bound to give, not
what the government promised without intending to perform, but
what the state of the market will allow. If the government
should attempt to prevent the depreciation by forcibly causing
the value of a bushel of wheat to be given for every billet as be
fore, this would be equivalent to enacting that every man should
have a right to take a bushel of wheat from hi'!! neighbour upon
giving him three quarters of a bushel in return. And the con
sequence of pushing the enforcement to the limit of f.OSSib~ty

would be, that every man's property would be at the disposal of
his neighbours; or in other words that there would be no such
thing as property at all. - Hence the proportion of the nominal
value to which each billet would be reduced would at any time
be expressed by a fraction, whose numerator was the number
sufficient for the circulation when the paper was at par, dimi
nished by the number engaged in discharging the taxes; and its
denominator the number actually in circulation, diminished by
the same. And if this is subtracted from unity, the fraction which
remains will express the depreciation.

It may be useful to examine the consequences of such a system;
- and first, if the nominal amount of the taxes remains unaltered,
or they continue to be discharged by the same quantity of paper
as at first. When the whole of the circulation had come to be
occupied by the billets at pal', if the government should go on
iasuing from time to time - as, for iDstance, daily - a number
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equal to what were returned in discharge of the taxes in the same
interval, no depreciation would ensue; for the number in circula
tion would remain unaltered. These, then, may be called the
.legitimate issues; because in any period they are authorized. by
the number returned by the taxes. And any issue over and
above this number may be called a~ issue; and the sum
of the legitimate and superfluous issue 18 the actual issue. Also,
by the nominal value or amount of any quantity of paper must
be understood the value or amount of the commodities, as for in
stance the bushels of wheat, which are expressed upon the paper;
in opposition to the substantial value, or what can really be got
for it in exchange.

No part of the superfluous issues could be returned by the pay
ment of the taxes; because the legitimate issues are equal to the
paper returned by the taxes, and the superfluous issues are over
and above. The superfluous issues, therefore, must all go to cause
depreciation. Let it be supposed then, that the issues and the
nominal produce of the taxes are uniform; and that the effect of
each day's superfluous issue becomes sensible at the conclusion of
that day or the beW.nning of the next. During the first day no
depreciation woulcfbe felt. But on any of the following days,
the sum of the augmentations to the number in circulation would
be equal to the superfluous issue of one day multiplied by
the number ofdays during which the superfluous issues had been
carried on ; - from which the depreciation may be found. And
what the government would substantially receive on the same day
in exchange for the superfluous issue, would be expressed by the
nominal amount of the daily superfluous issue, diminished by the
product of itself and of the fraction which expresses the depre
ciation. And what it would substantially lose on the same day
by the diminution of value of the legitimate part of the issue, or
the paper received for the taxes and re-issued, would be expressed
by the nominal amount of the legitimate daily issue multiplied
by the same fraction. And the result to the government on any
given day would be equal to the first of these quantities dimin
ished by the second; or to the nominal amount of the daily
superfluous issue, diminished by the product of the actual daily
issue and of the fraction which expresses the depreciation.
Hence, when the depreciation became such that the product of
itself and of the actual daily issue was equal to the daily super
fluous issue, the daily result to the government would beno~
or the increase !,f gains would be at an end. And this would be,
when the depreciation became e<Jual to the daily superfluous
!ssue, divided by the actual daily ISSue. But if the superftuous
ISSUes were continued after this period, the government would
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begin . to lose; fur it would suffer more by the diminution of
what it obtained for the paper received for the taxes, than it
would obtain for the superfluous issue. And the losses would
in no very long period amount to as much as all the previous
gains; after which there would be no escapin~ final loss. - And
conversely to have produced a given depreciation by~ual and
uniform issues spread over the Iar~ period for whiCh the influx
of gain is possible, the daily superfluous issue must have been to
.the actual daily issue, as the numerator of the fraction which ex
presses the given depreciation, to the denominator. For exnmpJe,
to have produced a depreciation of one seventh in this manner,
the daily superfluous issue must have been one seventh of the
actual issue, or one sixth of the nominal produce of the taxes.
But when the depreciation had reached one seventh, there would
be an end ofdaily gains, and daily losses would commence. And
these I098eS would amount to the sum of the previous gains, when
the depreciation reached twenty-six hundredths nearly; as may
be verified by trial. •

• If .A repreaents the number of billets, each nominally for a bushel
of wheat, which are lIufficient when at par for the whole circulation
including the payment of the taxes, h the number occupied in dis
charging the taxes, , the daily lIuperftuous i88ue,p the daily nominal
produce of the taxes or legitimate wue, t the number of days
that the lIuperftuous isaUeB have gone on, and z the fraction which
espreueB the depreciation, - then, the .issues and nominal produce

of the taxew being supposed uniform, 1/1 will be equal to 1-A~~~,

or to : • The bUllhelll of wheat received for the superftuous
A- +It .-

issueduring; will be ,i.lt~ J and the bushels lost on the remainder of the
iaeuewillbe~. The result therefore during t will on the whole be

• . A-b-pt .
11I- (&+p) b, 01' A b x It. Ofwhicll the auent, corrected 80 all

- +It
to be netbing when t is nothing, it! (' ~p x (A-b) X hypo log.

A -b+1t )_pt J which ill the total gain of the government in any
A-6

time t, expressed in bWlhela of wheat. When the depreciaticm ill
luch that (,+p) ,iz ill equal to Ii, the daily gains will be at IUl eDd.

, It,
And this will be when z= --; or when ~AJ.~=--' or

. '+P -u+•• '+P
t = A-b. When t is greater than this, the result during i will be

negatfve, or there will be a daily loss. Anl1 these 10lllell will balance
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What is given to the government on any day for the super
fluous issue, will on the following day be lost among all the
holders of paper by the consequent incresse of depreciation.
But the payers of the taxes will, on the following and every succes
sive day, gain the amount of the additional depreciation on their
respective payments, in addition to a11 that they gained by the
old; for the paper which they require to pay their taxes will be
procured with so much less of substantial cost. And what the
payers of taxes gain, the government will lose; because the
paper will buy less by the same quantity when it is re-issued.
The gain of the government therefore will be made once for all
and there will be no more of it; but its losses from the conse
quences will recur every day and be endless. And this is what
makes the government sure to lose in the end.

If a system of funding had been previously established, the
gains of the government.would be extended, in consequence of
what would be taken from the stockholders. And if the payments
to the stockholders also are supposed to be made daily and uni
formly, then on anygiven day the result to the government from the
depreciation would be equal to the result in .the preceding case,
increased by the product of the daily nominal payment to the
stockholders and of the fraction which expresses the depreci
ation. Or it would be expressed by the nominal amount of the
daily superfluous issue, diminished by the product of the durer
ence between the actual daily issue and the daily nominal pay
ment to the stockholders, and of the fraction expressing the
depreciation. And by substituting this, the consequences may
be computed as before. - Hence the gains of the government
would be continued, till the depreciation became equal to the
daily superfluous issue divided by the difference between the
actual daily issue and the daily nominal payment to the stock
holders. And if th~ superfluous issues were continued after this

the previous gains, when the fluent above given becomes nothing.

And this will be, when the depreciation becomes such that ~
1-%

divided by the hyperbolic logarithm of_I- is equal to '+p. from
1-% p ,

which the depreciation may be found by the method· of approxi
mation. Conversely, for the daily gains to come to an end when the
depreciaaon is of a given magnitu,de, I must have been. in such pro-

portion to p, that_'_shall be equal to the given depreciation. If.
. I+P .. '

for Instance, the gains come to an end when the depreciation is one

seventh, I must have been ICe.. And the losses will balance the
'. 6

prevIOus g&lDs, when II = ,25975.
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period, the government would on any day lose more by the taxes
than it received both by the superfluous issue and by the ~n
made from the stockholders. - For example, if the daily nommal
payments to the stockholders amounted to one half of the daily
nominal produce of the ta.xes, and if, as before, the daily super
fluoqs issue had been one seventh of the actual issue, the gains
of the government, instead of coming to a conclusion when the
depreciation was one seventh, would be continued till it was
one fourth. But from the time that the depreciation was
one seventh, the government, though it continued to gain from
the stockholders, would be losing from the other conse
quences of the depreciation: and these losses are what at
length bring the influx of gain to a conclusion. And when the
depreciation had reached one fourth, there would be an end of
daily gains, and daily losses would commence. And these losses
would balance the previous gains, when the depreciation reached
a little more than forty-two hundredths. Hence even the gains 
from the stockholders would not prevent final loss. This' system
therefore could answer no purpose; except to a government
intent only on present gain and careless of the consequences. •

But where men had been brought to be in any degree tractable
under taxation, it would be a poor financier ibat could not con
trive that the substantial value of the taxes should continue undi
minished. For it is for the most part practicable to lay a tax 80

that it shall operate ad 'DaWrem; and where it is not, the proof of
the rela~ve magnitude. of the tax having declined.is always a good
foundation for demanding that the rate should be mcreased. And
in reality suell an augmentation is not an increase ofthe tax.- There
is a fraud going on, but not a fraud upon the payers of th.e taxes.
In that capacity at least, they are only spectators. It may be
assumed therefore, that in practice the substaritial value of the

. .
• IfP = fJ + T, of which fJ is paid daily to the stockholders, the

result to the government during i will be st- (, +p) .tz + qt~,
or J - (s + r) jz; and the consequences may be deduced from
the former computations by substitUting r for p. The influx of gain

will cease when ill =--'-; but 1088 will have been arising from the,+r
effects of the depreciation in ail quarters except the gains from the

stockholders, from the time that II was equal to:....!.-. If,= P6 as
'-rP

before, and fJ = ~ ,rwill be equal to g If, and the intlux of gain will

be at an end when :c:::: +. The losses will balance (he previoul

gains, when 11 = ,42817•.
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taxes would be made to keep pace with the depreciation. But if
this was the case, the influx of gain would at once be made per
petual; for there would be no deductions for loss upon the
taxes. The proportion of the nominal value to which each
billet would be reduced, would at any time be expressed by a
fraction whose numerator was the number sufficient at par for
the whole circulation, and its denominator the number actually in
circulation; the number occupied in discharging the taxes being
left out of both, as being the same proportional part. What
would be substantially received on any day for the superfluous
issue, would be equal to the nominal amount of the daily super
fluo!lS issue, diminished by-the product of itself and of the fraction
which expresses the depreciation. What would be substan
tially gained on the same day from, the stockholders, would be
equal to the nominal amount of the daily payment to the stock
holders multiplied by the same fraction. And the sum of these
two quantities would be the daily gllin of the governtnent. By
computing the bushels of wheat received for the superfluous
issue on each successive day of the period in which any given de
preciation has been brought to pass, their number will be found
to amount to such a proportion of the number of billets sufficient
at par for the whole circulation, as is expressed by the hyperbolic
logarithm of the inverse of the fraction which expresses the re
duced value of each billet.· And the bushels extracted from the
stockholders will be found to amount to iuch a proportion of the
number of billets sufficient at par for the whole circulation, as is
expressed by taking the product of the fraction which expresses
the depreciation and of the inverse of the fraction which expresses
-the reduced value of each billet, - diminishi~ it by the hyper
bolic logarithm of this inverse, - and multiplymg the remainder 
by the DOminal payment made to the stockholders in any given
period, divided by the superfluous issue in the same period.
And the sum of these two amounts will be the gain of the
government. t

• The hyperbolic logarithma may be found from the logarithms in
the cOllUllOn tables, by multiplying them by 2,30268li29. The loga
rithm of a fraction is equal to the di1Ference between the 10~arithlD8

of the numerator and of the denominator: considering the dii'e~ence

u subtractive iIUltead of additive and cice 'Oe1',8, when the denomi
nator is the greatest. By the inverse of a fraction, ill meant the trac.
tion inverted; u four thirds iRiwad of three fourths.

t Where the nominal amount ·of the taxes rises with the reduction

of value or the billets, if~ is the numlrer engaged ill diechargi.

the &uti whm the depreciation begins,~ will be the number
III
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. Because the portion of. the instrument of circulation which is
engaged in discharging the taxes rises in nominal amount in
proportion to the reduenon of the substantial value of each billet,
it has been seen that it may be left out of the calculations al~ther.
And this leads to an observation of importance. If the InStru

ment of circulation consisted in part of bills of exchange, the
nominal amount of the bills drawn from time to time would also
rise in proportion to the reduction of the substantial value of
any given elementary part, as, for instance, of the pound sterling.
Hence bilbl of exchange, so far as they will be affected by depre
ciation, may be left out of the calculations al~ther.

The losseS of the stockholders from the reduced value of the
payments made to them, would have no effect in lowering the
nominal price of stock, For if an annual payment oHive notell
would sell for a hundred when there was no depreciation, an
annual payment of five depreciated notes would sell for a hundred

engaged in the same employment after any number of days t. Fur

if this number is called x, :r will be to~ as A +at - z to A - ~ ;

from which it follows that x will be to A .:st as~ to A, or x wilibe

equal to A +st. The proportion of the on;naI value to which

each billet mwill be reduced, will be equal to A -~, divided by
A+st h'ch' al Adm,)A +It - --- ; w I IS equ to -A--. An % wll be = 1-

m +st

A
A -, or A at • The bushels of wheat received for the super-
+st +st •.

fl ' d' ., 'II b .' A )t It Of h' h th ftuous l88ue urmg t, WI e It - stz, or--- W IC e uent.
A+,t

corrected 80 aa to be nothing when t ~ nothing, is A X hypo loS-

A +It Th bush Is ' , •-A-- . e • e gained from the stockholders durmg '.

will be viz or A,qtt • Of which the fluent, corrected as before, is
+It

qt - (if- x hypo fOg.' A;st ); w~ich is equal to yt:: _('i,A x

. A+It'\ f cst ..4+") It .hyp.log. -A-' or to A x -, X A - hyp.log·-A- • And ..t 18

equal to A +st multiplied by _It__ ; or to the invene of the re-
A A+" .

duced "slue of each billet, multiplied by the depreciaUoa. If .:aiJ
It will =.A.. and the first iuent will = A x ,2876&192; and the se

S '
cond fluent will =Ax.!..x ,{)t0565141.,
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depreciated ones; the security of the government and other
circumstances in general being supposed unaltered.

H such a paper purported to represent coins instead of corn,
and was made a legal tender in lieu of them, the progress of
the issues would cause coins to disappear from circulation. For
depreciation would be produced as soon as the coins and notes
together were more than would be sufficient for the circulation
if their value continued at par; and both would be depreciated
alike. But as soon as the coins were depreciated below the
metallic value, they would begin to be returned to the uses of
metal. And as long as the paper in circulation was enough to
keep up this degree of depreciation, all efforts to increase the
number of coins by issuing new ones, would be like pouring
water into a sieve.

If the transformation of coins was opposed by laws, these
laws would produce no effect in finally preventing it. Never
theless, the government might have a motive for putting a stigma
on the transformation of coins. For if.it conld make it impos-.
sible for decent people to tum their coins into rude metal, to
all decent people the power of obtaining coins for notes would
be II useless privilege; and what would be useless to them if
they had it, they would not murmur at being refused. .

To send new coins into circulation, would be one way 'to
reduce a depreciation; but the cost of coining would be thrown
away, because the coins must disappear. The same result may ,
be obtained without cost, by destroying the paper as it comes
in, instead of re-issuing it. And if tlie government was bon&

.fide to destroy the depreciation at its own expense by the con
trary of the steps by which it had brought it on, it would make
but a partial restoration, and be a great gainer on the balance
of the account. But there is something yet behind; - for it is
possible for the government to destroy the depreciation, and not
do it at its own expense. It may do it at the expenSe of other
persons; as, for instance, of the payers of the taxes. It will
indeed be obliged to make advances of money in the first in
stance; but they may be repaid over and over by the conse
quences. And for this end it is only necessary to change the
mode of laying the taxes, from imposts ad 'Dalorem to imposts
fixed in nominal amount. 1be case will then be the reverse of
the case first examined; and the having to pay the stockholders
in a currency of increased value, will not prevent the arrival of
a period when what is gained upon the taxes will overbalance
all the outgoings. Hence, if through the cessation of war or
other causes the government shoUld be master of any sur-
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plus revenue, it would be a most profitable speculation to employ
it regularly and constantly in buying up the superfluous paper.
And universally, if a f50vernment can procure the nominal value
of the taxes to be raised from time to. time. while superfluous
issues are being carried 00. and to remain stationary when they
are reduced- as the valve of a pump allows a passage in
one direction, and prevents it in the other, - both the issuing
of superfluous paper and the withdrawing will be profitable
operations. But if instead of the nominal amount of the taxes
remaining undiminished for an unlimited period, a surrender
can only be deferred for as long 8S is necessary to pay the ex
penses of the process, the government will make a clear gain
of all the credit of the proceeding, and most probably make a
&rther gsin by the unobserved' increase of the substantial value
of the taxes which are left.. .

If billets of the nature described were issued by individuals,
they could cause no deprecia~on as long as either commodities
or coins could be obtained for them on demand. But if the
government should allow its own paper, which was itself not
recoverable upon demand, to be legal teuder in payment of
the notes of private bankers, then the existence of depreciation
would have no eftect in causing the notes of private bankers to
be returned. For there is nothing to be gained by demanding
one kind. of paper in exchange for the other. It may be thought
that some inducement would arise ou\ of the increase of value
which would be produced by diminishing the quantity of paper
in circulation. But the way to determine the effect is to see what
an individual would gain. In 1810, for example, when there
are asserted to have been fifty-six millions of paper in circulation
in Great Britain, the holder of five pounds of the paper. of a
private banker, on the supposition that by returning it he in
creased the value of the pa~r in circulation by the whole five
pounds, would gain something less than the two-thousandth
part of a &.rthing. And the holder of two hundred and forty
pounds, by carrying it back might make a gain of very near a
farthing sterling. That is, be might enjoy the prospect, that
,in his purchases with the two hundred and forty pounds, he
would receive the value of a 6vthing more, in consequence of
the change of money prices. Little seems to be ,required to
prove, ,that Inch temptations never caused a single note to be
returned. The author of the second parpphlet however has
adopted a diiFerent conclusion-; in which he appears to follow
the author of the Essay on the Principle of Population.t .

VOL J.
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t B. S. Ch.5.
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On"the foregoing grounds, the gains in particular cases may
be .calculated. For example, it has been asserted, that the
circulation of the notes of the Bank of .England amounted in
1810 to twenty-three millions sterling, and the total circnlation
of Great Britain, including the notes of private bankers, to
fifty-six millions; to which may be added about four millions
in specie.· In 1814 under the same system, the depreciation
below the metallic value was something more than one fourth.
Upon which data, supposing the superfluous issues to have
proceeded with uniformity since 1797, the sum required for
circulation, free. of depx:eciation, might be collected to be near
forty-five millions. But an allowance must be made for the
increase of the sum demanded for the circulation. Let it be
lJupposed therefore that this sum in 1797 was thirty millions; an
amount at which it had been .stated by some persons in 17761;
and which can hardly be extravagant at the other period. And
by employing this instead of forty-five millions, it will follovr,
that on the supposition that the depreciation proceeded from
over issues and that the allowance for the increase in the de
mand for money is sufficient, there would have been received
for the superfluous paper the substantial value of thirty millions
multiplied by the hyperbolic logarithm of four thirds, - or eight
millions six hundred and thirty thousand four hundred and
fifty-eight pounds, sixteen shillings and sixpence; which would
have been taken from the holders and users of the instrument of
exchange during the progress of the depreciation. Of which,
by dividing it according to the paper of each in circulation in
1810, three millions five hundred and forty-four thousand six
hundred and fifty-two pounds, sixteen shillings and eleven..pence
would have been received by the government, and five millions
ei~ty-five thousand eight hundred and five pounds, nineteen
shillings and seven-pence by the private banken; - the whole
being over and above what might have been gained in any
quarter thro~ the substitution of paper for coins. And if the
payments to ilie stockholders are supposed to have arnounte4
to sixteen millions annually on an average, and the superfluous
paper to have been accumulating from 1797 to 1814 at the l'a~

of ten seventeenths of a million annually so as to make the de
preciation furally one fonrth,-the difference between this aDd the
paper really in existenCe being allowed for the in<;rease in the
sum demanded for the circulation, - the govermnent would

• Speech of Mr. G.Johnstone in the House of-£ommons on the 19th
of July, 1811.

t Wealth of Nations, B. 40. Ch.I.
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further have gained from the stockholders the substantial value
of thirty-seven millions two hundred and fiftYooOne thousand
five hundred and fifty pounds, eleven shillings and twopence."
Which makes the whole gain of the government forty millions
seven hundred and ninety-six thousand two hundred and three
pounds, eiKht sbillings and a penny; and the whole loss of the
public, inc1udi~g what is taken by the private bankers, forty
five millions eight hundred and eighty-two thousand and nine
pounds, seven shillinwJ and eight-pence. And all these are
substantial millions, clear of depreciation; but if their value is
reckoned in the degenerate millions of 18140, the numbers must
be increased by one third. The four millions in specie have
been treated as if they were non-existent; for it is evident that
they were not in circulation. The moment one of these coins
appeared in public, it must have been hunted down for tho
melting-pot or exportation. Those therefore that escaped fRust
have lain hid. .

The advocates of the paper system, when pressed on the sub
ject of the depreciation, say that it proceed~ from a rise in the
value of gold. But if it had proceeded from this cause, it would
have been the interest of the government to make the value of
paper keep pace with that of gold by diminishing the quan
tity, for the sake of the increased value which would be given
in perpetuity jo the taxes through the simple contrivance of
fixing them m nOII!.inal !UJlount. And the same will apply to the
supposition of a diminution in the sum ,demanded for circulation,
~hether proceeding from a diminution of the wealth and business
of the community, or from what has been called 'economizing
the circulating medium.'

It might be interesting to inquire into the causes of the good
understanding between the ministers of past times and the
private bankers, which could induce the former to give up 80

much of what they apparently might have brought into the
coffers of the government. It can only be explained by sup
posing that the bankers had strong means of defence. They
tnust evidently have been of all meo the best informed on the
ptllUre of the process going forward j and to have had them in
opposition in their quality of bankers, would never have been
got over. Fairs and markets would have rung of the cxtncted

-. In this cue f':: IIixteen millions divided by the number or clays
in a year, and s = teD seventeenths or a million divided by the same.

Hence 1'.- =16>( 1.-!. And the ftuent = thirty millions')( 16 x 11
0
7 x

I 10
,0Io56S141: which is =87251550,56,

02
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niillions, as they have since rung of the omnipotence of credit
and the blessings of an extended circulation; and a tribune
would have been erected in every country town, which no statutes
could have silenced. It is difficult to say the bankers were to
blame, in taking what it was so necessary to offer them. At the
same time it is. consolatory to see, that forty millions could not
be taken by the ministers, without allowing some other persons
to take five millions more. A despotic government would clearly
have taken all. The fact therefore affords a measure of the
distance from despotism, and of the difficulty of taking money
from the public.

An inference from the above theory is, that a public paper not
payable upon demand may be maintained at a given standard, by
increasing or diminishing the quantity in circulation according to
the market price of gold. If the government should never create
new paper, but upon proof produced before the popular branch of
the legislature that a note would purchas~ a certain prescribed f!r
standard quantity of gold and something more, - and if the cre
ation was limited to what would reduce the quantity purchasable to
the standard quantity,-it would be impossible for depreciation to
arise; unless the demand for the instrument of exchange should
ever become retrograde. And in this case, the withdrawing of
a quantity of paper would remedy the evil.- The expense
of doing this would be no more than would take place if the
paper was payable upon demand. But there would be this ad
vantage, that a necessity for refunding could not be broultbt on
by alarm, but only by a real diminution in the demand fur the
instrument of exchange. At the same time a nation which
should have the process of substituting paper to begin, would
do well to keep the value in sight. Hence jf such a nation had
a debt, - and there appears to be little use in considering the
case of a nation which has none,- it could apparently do no
thing better with what was brought into the hands of the govern
ment by the substitution of paper for gold, than apply it in aid·
of a sinking fund. For the whole wourd then be employed with
the same advantage to the public as other sums which are levied
from them with die same specific purpose; and any paper which

• If the staDdard or proper price of gold is to the variation of
price as C! to~, the proportion of the existing currency which must
be added or WIthdrawn to bring the price of gold to the standard

price will be G~g; th~ negative sign being used when the price of

gold ia too low or paper ia to be added, and the positive in the con
trary cue.
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it might ever become desirable to absorb, could be procUred
without waste by returning into the market a portion of the stock

.of the fund. And this is not the old mistake of making a trea
liure of a redeemed debt. For the debt has received an express
diminution, with the included purpose of giving back a part in
case of urgency. A diminution of ten pounds, even with the
possibility of being obliged to give up one, is a;; Illi events a
diminution of nine. And there is also the chance, that the sur~

render will not be required at all~ - The standard price of gold
muSt be fixed a little above the metallic price or that which is
expressed by the number of coins into which a given quantity of
gold is wrought. And at the same time, the private bankers
must be obliged to pay in coins; and when the government is
applied to for coins, it must sell them II.t such a rate as will pay
the cost and just profit of coining. Without these precautions,
there will be nothing to prevent the private bankers from driving
in the paper of the government, and causing as much de
preciation as they please. One of them cannot much outrun the
other; but there will be nothing "to hinder them from all goin~
on together till they reach any assignahle point. And 4n parti
cular; the confining either a private or public bank to discounting
bills at dates however short, will be no limitation. For it amonnts
to a pennission to issue in perpetuity as much paper as men can be
persuaded to borrow, under the formality offrom time to time re
newing the contract. - Subjection to the proposed standard would
attach the value of the currency permanently to that ofgold. And
to demand a standard abstractedly free from variation, is like
seeking for better bread than is made of wheat. Gold is by gene
ral consent the best standarp. for the use wanted. But if it is
required to compare the value of gold at distant periods, corn,
taken on the average of a sufficient number of years to obviate
the diversities of seasons, affords an alm03t perfect measUl'e,
through the interference of the principle of population.

And here it becomes a question, how much of the instrument
of exchange a nation is bound to allow the private bankers to
occupy. A people by their own act or that of their government,
can make a substantial savin~ of forty or fifty millions sterling,
through the process of issumg a paper currency not payable
upon demand, under a proper check upon the issue. That they
have the power of doing this, arises from the fact of their being
a nation, and is totally distinct from the principle 00 which an
individual can circulate notes under a promise to pay. It is a
:pure perquisite of nationality, which nothing else can acquire.or
possess. A portion of risk too attends the gain; and this also
the public takes.· If ever there was n process by which the pub-

o :3
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lie hu an exclusive right to profit, it is this. There is nothing
in it like commerce or exchange; it is a simple exercise of in
ternal economy on a national scale, like that by which an indi
vidual replaces hi'il silver vessels with glass. In the midst of this
stands up an order of men, and represents that it will be con
venient to them to take twenty or thirty million'! of the public
profit, and that they have. a right to do it because they will be
at the expense of issuing the paper. Which is precisely 8S if they
should enter the house of an individual, and insist on carrying off
his silver drinking-vessels on the ground that they would leave
glass ones in their room. I t would be of no use to try to per
Suade him that it was their trade, or that they were benevolent
dealers who established agencies in every town and village out
of apprehension that any man should be in want of vessels. And
it would be equally useless for them to assure him, that the glass
was just as good for the purpose of drinking. He would admit
it; but he would aver that he, and not they, had a right to the
difference. If they proceeded to positive attempts, he would
proceed to lock up his plate. Which. they would probably pro
nounce to be iniquitous, and contrary to the right which all men
had to be on an ~ual footing in his plate closet. Upon which
he would double his lock. Men are hawks when they view their
interests singly, and beetles when they are to lose in crowds.
There is no reason why a single pound of the public any more
than of the private saving, should be carried off by any but the
owners; - though it seems to be considered, like Park's caravan
by the Africans, as a 'dummuJafimg or thing to be eaten' by
any that can lay hands on it. A government may not always be
the most exact representative of the public; but it mnst always
be some representative. For it must be a very bottomless pit,
if the public is not something richer for what it saves, and poorer
for what it gives away.

But perhaps there is not much danger that any government,
when the necessity for conciliation was removed, should do other
wise than take all. The stewards of the' public are often SU9

pected of allowing the general wealth to drain out; but, without
peculiar reasons, they can never find it eeonomical to make it
over to whole orders of men in the gross. There must be some
merit, beyond the mere willingness to take it and be thankful ;
- the most expansive administration will be more select in its
attachments. Where the contrary took place, it was to secure
the .taking of a grearet", sum,. and by no Jh~ for the simple
servICes of the private bankers, though doUbtleSB they were always
helpful. But in the sbsence of such a reason, a government
seems as likely to allow the public forests to be scriunbled for by
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the landholders, as to permit what it might take for itself to be
taken by the bankers.

Since the issuing of superfluous paper is likely to be carried
to a greater extent than that of coins, there may.be consequlmce£
which it would have been useless to notice under· the head of
coins,_ though they might have been traced there if it had been
preferred. One of these is, the multiplication of bankruptcies.
If the increase in the nominal prices was mistaken by the manu
facturers and traders for an increase in the demand, they would
endeavour to increase their rate of manufacturing and trading;
and as there could in the end be no r('.al demand for a greater
<tuantity of goods than hefore, this increase of production would
be .checked by the expulsion of those traders who were least
able to bear up against disappointment. The rate of profits in
every branch would be reduced to the lowest at which men with
average advantages and good conduct could maintain themselves
in the de~ of comfort which custom had made necessary for
their station, - those of extraordinary abilities and good fortune
would accumulate wealth, - and the weakest and least advantage
ously circumstanced, among whom might be expected to be
found those who had to pay for borrowing or long credits, would
be driven out of business by bankruptcy, or avoid it by a volun
tary retreat. Hence what are rightly termed 'failures in busi
ness,' including the rare cases in which bankruptcy is avoided by
retreat, appear to be the natural check to the indefinite multi
plication of traders, as the consequences of diminished food are
the check to the multiplication of the inferior classes of labourers.
Under ordinary circumstanr.es, the process of expuls~n goes on
without exciting much attention; but under the operation of a
stimulating cause like the fallacious semblance of an increase in
the demand, the evacuation might assume a tremendous appear~

anee, and exhibit itself in the shape of incalculable misery to
-innocent and hopeful individuals. And if this is a natural pr~
cess, which from the inevitable operation of men's eagerness to
better their cendition must be always taking place with the
weakest, it forms a striking reason for the moderation with which
modern nations have agreed to treat the unfortunate in trade. 
As long as the superfluous issues were persisted in, the fallacious
appearance of an increase in the demand would be prolon2ed ;
but it would not accumulate, though its effects would. If the
advances of the depreciation were uniform, it would be a uniform
constant force. For it depends, not on the absolute magnitude
of the depreciation, but on the rate at which it is incrp..asing.

. And while the force existed, its effects might be looked for in
.a progressive elongation of the List of Bankrupts, in propOltion

o 1-
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as by the action of the cause more and more individUals were
drawn into the vortex and cast out.

The solitary case in which an increased quantity of commo
dities might be finally called into existence in consequence of the
multiplication of superfluous paper, would be if the substantial
wages of labour did not keep pace with the progress of the de
preciation. For there would be a continual str'11J{gle on the
part of the masters to prevent the nominal ·rate o(wages from
rising; and in most countries the laws ~ve an unjust advantage
to the masters. And if the workmen did not succeed in raising
the nominal rate of wages so as to keep pace with the depreci
ation, - and it is almost certain that they would not succeed,
one portion of the substantial recompense of which they were
thus defrauded would be employed in exci~ them to an in
crease of· production, and the remainder would pay the profits
of the masters on the additional commodities produced. The
portion applied in the first of these ways would be so adjusted,
that the reIlUlinder should be sufficient to pay the profits. And
this adjustment would be effected by the same means by which
the adjustment of the supply is enforced in C\ther circumstances.
If the profit left was too great, the rate of manufacturing would
be increased; and the contrary. But it is evident that all that
was gained in this mann~r, would be extracted from the nerves
and muscles of the labouring classes, by the double process of
increasing their labour and diminishing their reward. •And this
could cause no increase of the aggregate wealth; for all that was
given to one would be taken from another. Yet in the eyes of
the masters it might appear to be a material improvement; and
they would probably not fW.l to celebrate the advantages of an
augmented circulation, the extension of manufactures and com
merce, and particularly the increased employment given to the
poor.

It will be urged ili denial of the injury sustained by the la
bouring classes, that taxes _cannot be levied on the wages of
labour. Which is true, as it proves that there.is no use in a
government's attempting to levy taxes upon wages; but is
not correct jf extended to prove, that nothing. ('.an be taken from
the poor. The recompense of labour will find its level as water
does, - that is, as fast as it is able. But the Nile Dlay always
have been two miles higher at its source than ~t its mouth, and
all manner of difference may have been made by it to lravellers
upon tlie stream. There is a wide difference between an effect
that has taken place, and an effect that is endeavouring to take
place; and between the effort being in a man's· favour or against
him. And when the labouring classes have been endeavouring
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to overtake their wages for twenty years together, they may well
be supposed to be behind. . The stren~ of the argument
against them is, that if any thing is taken from them their num
bers cannot be kept up; and consequently, if their numbers are
kept up, there can have been nothing taken from them. But
happily for the poor this assumption is as yet incorrect. It is
quite evident that the very poorest classes have still something
that they might lose. All minor moralists and dispensers of
admonitory pamphlets are full of demonstrations of it. The
promoters of saving-banks are so many evidences to the belief,
that the poor might possibly save; and if they can save, they
have something that they might go without. It is undoubted
that to the present hour, llOme of them consume their superfluous
wealth in tobacco, and others waste it in spirits; and it is im
possible.to say that if Uris was transferred to the master, either
their own health or that of their posterity would sufrer. It is
difficult to prove that white bread has an., inherent advan~ in
increasing population, over brown; and It has at all events been
demonstrated that nothing can upon this ground be reasonably
objected to potatoes. It is not yet in any part of Great Britaia
a moot point, whether the hog lives in the house or the labourer
in the pig-stye; the labourers of Great Britain have therefore all
this that they may come to. And even the Irish labourer may
find a lower point in the West, as lon~ as a hog is better com
pany than a slave-driver. Whenever It is thought desirable to
answer the complaints of the poor by logic, they are reminded
that in comparison with the poor in other countries they live
like gentlemen; which is an avowal that they might possibly live
worse. In short there is a cloud of witnesses, that, in Great
Britain at least, the poor have still something that might be taken
from them. They cannot keep up their numbers and live as
they used to do; but they may live worse. There are strange
depths in ill living; and the rich are almost sure to be mistaken,
when they undertake to think the poor past the possibility of
being hurt. The most substantial frif'nd the poorer classes ever
had, - though some of their sincere well-wishers persist in not
finding it out,-has declared that he 'really cannot conceive'
, any thing much more detestable than the idea ofknowingly con-'
, demning the labourers of Great Britain to the rags and wretched '
, cabins of Ireland, for the purpose of selling a few more broad'
, cloths and calicoes.'· The' first step towards preventing this ,
detestable consummation appears to be the removal of the idea
~t the.poor cannot be deprived of what they have. They can-

• Enay OD the Principle of Population, b.... ch.lO.
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not be deprived of it all; they cannot be deprived all at once.
But their habits may be gradually deteriorated by the pressure
of a constant force. They may learn to do without one frag
ment of comfurt to-<lay and a second to-morrow. One decency
of life after another may be dropped into the gulph, till they
approach within any assignable quantity to the beasts that perish.
When there is a given standard for honest poverty, those who
are below it will not multiply, or will multiply less. But it is
evident that the obstacle is in the mind and not in the physical
impossibility, and that if the mental standard is depressed, popu
lation may go on. If any thing can effect such a depression,
the double screw of a depreciation appears competent to do it.

One of the worst properties of this depression of the reward
of labour would be, that it would accumulate, and the interests
engaged in support of it would accumulate with it. And if the
system was carried to any ~reat extent, it might form one of the
most intolerable engines of oppression on the labouring classes
which it is possible to conceive. Its operation would be silent,
gradual, irresistible. It would ~ve no warning, there would be
no jerk, no exertion, nor any thmg which could be fixed on to
concentrate resistance into a particular period. The bewildering
misery of an animal in the receiver of an itinerant philosopher,
would be a faint image of the situation of an uninformed mecha
nic, - dying because working would not support existence as it
used to do, - knowing neither the source of his evils nor the
remedy, - cajoled, threatened, tormented, pitied, - in sight of
the comforts ofhis neighbours, yet running against a wall harder
than brass if he attempted to help himself, - disgusting to the
refined by the u~couthness of his distortions, ana suspiciously
«:yed by the timid as one who would bite if he could. The very
workers of the machine might be employed in condoling with
the suH'erer, and perhaps scarcely themselves know the nature of
the process. And a hundredth part of the gains thus squeezed
from the classes who are already weakest, would suffice to keep
up no mean apparatus of splendid charity. It will be asked if
it would be better that the charity should be omitted. It is like
an inquisitor's giving cordials to his patient; - it would be
better to give no occasion for the kindness.

But there have not been wanting those who have tho~ht that
a superfluous issue of paper, with the consent of all partles con
cemed, was an excellent mode of taxation. It is a tax. on the
users of the instrument of exchange, levied in exact proportion
f:O what they employ; so that it may be considered as the beau

.,dial of a uniform tax upon expenditure. And it has one sin
gular advantage; -1hat it costs nothing to collect. But the
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objections to it appear to be three. The first is, that uniform
taxation is essentially unjust. In whatever mode taxes are col
lected. it is plain that not only more should be levied. but a
greater proportion should be levied. on the rich than on the poor.
If a man of two thousand pounds a year contributes a twentieth
of his income to the exi~ncies of the state, it is plain that, to
preserve fairness, a man ot two hundred a year should contribute
less than a twentieth. For as he is much nE',arer to the posses
sion of the mere necessaries of life, to diminish his power of pur
chasing by a twentieth would make a much more dangerous
inroad upon his happiness than a levy of a twentieth upon the
other. The necessaries of life are those things of which the
non-possession necessarily causes physical suffering, as hun
ger. thirst, or injury from exposure to the weather; and the
nenrer a man is to the simple possession of these already, the
less he can afford to be reduced in any given proportion. There
is an infinite difference between being driven from white bread
to brown, and being driven from burgundy to port. And it
'Would be difficult to prove that any right to inflict greater distress
on the poor than on the rich. can arise out of the fact that the
poor are distressed already. - The object, therefore, should be,
to make taxation bear on all with fairness; or if there are not
data for doing this with exactness, to assign a scale which shall
approach to it. And the first thing that presents itself, is that
there are some· stages of poverty on which it is evidently im
proper to lay any direct taxation. Day-labourers, fur example,
may safely be placed in this class. But there ill another class
who are in point of fact equally unable to bear any reduction of
their means of support. And this is composed of the persons
who, though ostensibly better paid than the day-labourer, art'

placed just on the other side of the great gulph which the habits
of civilized society have established" fietween manual and mental
labourers. The respect paid to mental labour in all its forms,
joined to the frequent neoessity there is for such labourers mixing
with the wealthier classes, has created a demand upon them for
a certain elegance in their appearance and mode of living, which
it is in vain for them to think of resisting without giving up all
the resources which previous habits have placed witliin their
reach. And though it may be true that the possession of this
superior elegance is in itself a source of enjoyment, yet the
mental labourer may be as utterly unable to support any dimi
nution of his means of living as ~he other. And this appears
to show, that an equitable scale of taxation must commence
above the class which contains the poorest order of mental la
bourers. And another requisite would evidently be, that in no
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imaginable case the taxation should exceed a certain per centage.
It would be an absurd rule which should make the percen~on
a wealth of any imaginable magnitude approach to the whole;
and it might be equally improper that it should amount to Ii
half or a fourth. The scale, if expressed by the visible arithme
tic of curves, should be nothing at a certain income, and ap
proach to some reasonable per centage as to an asymptote. The
l!implest scale of this kind would be one where the per centage
should be nothing on the income supposed to contain tile
poorest class of mental labourers, and should fallon the higher
mcomes according to a uniform rate upon their excess above the
sum which is to pay nothing. .. For example, if a hundred and
fifty pounds a year paid nothing, two hundred should pay at a
fixed rate, as for instaDce five per centum, upon fifty; two hun
dred and fifty at the same rate of five per centum upon a hun
dred; and so on. On such a scale the per centage on a sum of
unlimited magnitude would approach to five per centum on the
whole. - The above considerations display a strong objection to
taxes on the instrument of exchange, on the ground of their
uniformity. And the othet objections are, their acting on the
labouring classes as an intolerable engine of depression, and the
endless mischief arising from the vitiation of money contracts.

The leading error in the first pamphlet appears to consist in
not perceiving, that after the instrument of exchange, composed
either of coins or paper, has been made sufficient to conduct the
exchanges of the community without the aid of commodities, its
volume or numerical quantity has nt) eonnexion ~ith what men

• Th 0 hOM m :Z:-Q h 0 the equatIOn to t e curve IS 9= x - x --; were :z: L'J e
fl :z:

abscissa measured from atoint without the curve, a the distance from
this point to the vertex 0 the curve, 9 the ordinate, M a given line,

and m a given fraction. If:z: represents the income, a the inco~e
n

at which taxation is to commence, ~ the uniform rate levied on
. n

lhe exceSll of :z: above a, the ordinate 9 will VIU')" as the per centage
which the proposed scale assigns to the income represented
by:z:o Or the proportion of the ordinate to the gi...en line M,
will always be that of the numerator to the denominator of the
fraction which expresses the per centage on the income. - If a line

is drawn parallel to the abscissa at a distance equal to M x ~ and OD
n

the same side of it: as the cur't'e, it will be an asymptote; for when :z:

is indefinitely increued, 6 approaches to being equal to M x ~.
"
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will be able substantially to payor to expend. The argument
appears to be, that when men have an incr:eased quantity of the
instrument of exchange, they must necessarily be anxious to
employ it. 'Put money into people's pockets, and they will
consume.' And a stimulus to production is concluded to be
the consequence of the continual necessity offinding employment
for the instrument: - without adverting to the possibility that
the project may evaporate, as so many other projects for a per
petual motion have done, through some simple principle which
is overlooked. Let it but happen that there is depreciation, and
the whole expectation vaIiishes. The mistake is in assuming
that because a certain increase in the improved instrument of
circulation, or every increase up to a certain point,. promotes
production, an increase. beyond that point will do the same.
.An insufficient supply of cOins or paper which should necessi
tate the employment of commodities, may be compared to a bad
and insufficient highway. The wares which are circulated by
means of it, will be conveyed with a degree of difficulty and
delay which is a hindrance to production; and every improve
ment in it will have a contrary effect. Bu~ when the road has
been brought to the best condition which the· materials will
admit, and has been made wide enough to convey all that is 'to
be carried upon it without confusion 01' delay, it would be un
reasonable to expect that, by making t~o or three parallel roads
of the same kind, production should be any further increased.
The same produce which might have been conveniently carried
upon one road, would only be carried on two or on three. And
if any man was led into increasing his business or expenditure
by confounding such an increase in the m~s of conveyance
with an increase of the wealth to be conveyed, it is evident that
he would be corrected by disappointment.
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ART. XI. PERIODICAL LITERATURE.

1. Edinhurgh Re'Oiew. Vol.I, 2, &c.

I F periodical criticism is good for any thing, it cannot be less
needed in the case of periodical literature, than of any other

class of the productions of the press. It is indeed a subject of
wonder, that periodical publications 8hould have existed so long,
and have come at last to occupy so great a portion of the time
and attention of the largest class of readers, without having
become subject to a regufar and systematic course of cliticism.
We trust it will appear that we shall "ve rendered an import
ant service to the rro~ess of the human mind, in setting at
least an example 0 thiS species of control; in showing how
great has been the need of it before it existed, how much of
evil it is calculated to prevent, and how muc.h of positive ad
vantage it cannot faU·to secure.

Periodical literatQre is so wide a field, that though we shall not
interdict ourselves from any part of it, we shall select for our
provin~e more particularly that portion, with respect to which
the demand for the service which we thus desire to see rendered,
will, to every intelligent mind, appear to be the strongest. The
review ofbooks, with the influence which it has in giving direction
to the taste for reading, has long been a department of literature
the effect of which has been very imperfectly appreciated. For
a considerable number of yMrs this field has been to such a
degree occupied by two rival, celebrated, and successful public
ations, that the old have sunk into insignificance: the attempt
to elevate new ones, has hitherto proved abortive; and it will
hardly ~cumbent on us, unless with casual exceptions, to
bestow much of our attention upon the rest.

Another circumstance renders criticism peculiarly necessary
in the case of the publications to which we have alluded; we
mean, the Edinburgh and Quarterly Reviews: under ·the guise
of reviewin~ books, these publications have introduced the prac
tice of publishing dissertations, not only upon the topics of the
day, but upon all the most important questions of morals and
legislation, in the most extensive acceptation of these terms.
Whatever occasion, therefore, there can be for that species oft
censorship which criticism exercises over those who assume
the task of supplyin~nourishment to the human mind, it is pre
sented by the publications in question, and with peculiar cir
cumstances of aggravation.
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Of these circumstances, some they have in common with other
periodical publications; some are peculiar. to themselves. Oncl
law to which periodical literature is subject is attended with
consequences, the WX>d and evil of which have never yet been
sufficiently analyseJ, though it is of the highest importance that
they should be familiarised to the public mind. If a work is
publiShed, not. periodical, and possesses real merit, it can
afford to be overlooked for a time; and though it may be
little noticed for the first year, or years, may count with tole
rable certainty· upon that degree of ultimate fame to which it is
entitled. Not so with periodical literature. That mnst have
immediate success, to secure so much as existence. A periodi.
cal production must sell immediately, at least to a certain extent,
otherwise it cannot he~ed on. A periodical production must
be read the next day, or month, or quarter, otherwise it will
not be read at ail. Every motive, therefore, which prompts to
the production of any thing periodical, prompts to the study of
immediate effect, qf unpostponed popularity, of the applause of
the moment. To catch at this applause is then to be regarded
as a grand characteristi.c of .periodicalliterature; and the good
and evil consequenceS which arise from it deserve to be dili
gently traced, and correctly estimated.

On the favourable side it may be affirmed, that as the diffu
sion of all the IlQOd which is derived from reading, must be in
proportion to the diffusion of this which is its instrument, this
peculiarity in periodical literature is an eminent advan~. By
consulting the public taste with continual anxiety, the pleasures
of reading are perpetually supplied to the greatest possible num·
ber. The number of those who love reading and the number
of those who derive pleasure from. periodical literature, are the
same. To it, therefore, we are, it may be said, indebted, for
the grand source of general intelligence; that is, the grand
source of the 'greatest possible good.

The most effectual mode of doing good to mankind by read·
ing, is, to correct their errors; to expose their prejudices j to
refute opinions which are generated only by partial interests,
but to which men are, for that reason, so much the more at
tached; to censure whatever is mean BDd selfish in.their beh.
viour, and attach honour to actions solely in proportion to their
tendency to increase the sum of happiness, lessen the sum of
misery. .

But this is a course which periodical literature cannot pursue.
To please t~e great body of men, which is the object of the pe
riodical writer, he must flatter their prejudices.. Instead of
calling in question the opinioGs to which they are wedded, he
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must applaud them; and the more he can furnish such men
with reasons for being more in love with their opinions than
before, the more he is sure of commanding their approbation,
and of increasing their zeal to promote the reputation of his
work.

The most mischievous of all erroneous opinions are those
which lead to the injury of the great number of mankind, for the
benefit of the small number; which tend to make it the interest
of the small number, by giving them the power, to oppress the
great number in all practicable wayS; and to brutalise them for
the purpose of rendering the oppression DlOre easy, and more
secure. 'Dtat these are the most mischievous of all opinions, is
proved by merely telling what they are. Tha~ literature is useful
only as it contributes to the extirpation of these detestable
opinions, is so far true, that deprive it of this tendency, and it is
doubtful whether it would not be more of a curse than a blessing.
These, however, are the ·very opinions which periodical lite-

'raOOre is under the strongest inducements to promote, and the
discouragement of which it is utterll unsafe to undertake. It is
obvious what is the general course It will pursue. .

The opinions, on the propagation of which the success of pe
riodical writings depends,- immediate success, that success which
is essential to their existence, -are the opinions in vogue; the
opinions of those whose influence is the most extensive, who can
go farthest in creating or hindering a reputation. But what is
the class most instrumental. in settin~ the fashion, which exer
cises the greatest control over the opmions of other men? The
answer is not uncertain. The people of power compose it. The
favourite opinions of people in power are the opinions which
favour their oWn power; those opinions which we have already
characterised as~ the grand instruments of evil in this
world, th~ ultimate and. real cause of the degradation and misery
of the great mass of mankind. To these opinions periodical
literature is under a sort of necessity, under an inducement
which generally operates as necessity, of serving as a pandar.

It is a common observation, that notwith.st&nding the influ
ence of error in the world, arising partly from ignorance, partly
from the mHuenee of interested opinions in ~b quarters, the
opinion of the wise and distinterested, though they are small in
number, always, or at least generally, prevails at last, and be
comes the opinion of the world. That there is this tendencr
in the opinions of the wise, is certain; and it is the ground
of alI our hopes for the amelioration of mankind. When an
opini~n, fowided on truth, and tending to good, is once de
clared,and when there is the means of making it generally
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known, and of calling to it continually the attention of man
kind, it is sure to make its way; and by degrees to bear down
all that opposes it.

Here, however, the characteristic malady of periodical litera
ture is most clearly seen. Instead of aiding this beneficent pro
gress, it is opposed to it. The success of those impOrtant .
opinions, the progress of which involves the overthrow of the
opinions which are dearest to the classes by whom pOwer is ex
ercised for their own benefit over the rest of the community, and
dear to them for this reason, that they tend to the sUppOrt of
the power wl1ich they so employ, is slow. Periodical literature
depends upon immediate success. It must, therefore, patronise
the opinions which are now in vogue, the opinions of those who
are now in pOwer. It will obtain applause, and will receive re
ward, in propOrtion as it is successful in finding plausible reasons
for the maintenance of the favourite opinions of the pOwerful
classes, and plausible reasons for the discountenance and rejec
tion of the opinions which tend to rescue the interests of the
~ter number from the subjection under which they lie to the
mterest8 of the small number. In this view, it is evident, that,
so long as the interest of the smaller number is the predominat
ing interest in any community; so long periodical literature is
the natural enemy of the most important and benencent class of
opinions, and so long may the balance of its effects be expected
to be decidedly in opposition to them. We say the balance of
its effects, because there is no doubt that occasionally, from
various motives, the more impOrtant of which we shall think it
expedient to describe, the periodical press displays exertions
both in opposition to the opinions which tend to confirm
abusive pOwers in the hands of the few, and in favour of the
opinions which tend to rescue from these powers the interesb
of the grearer number.

After the mass of the peol?le have become a reading people,
8 reward is held out for writmgs addressed peculiarly to them.
The opinions of the people will, of ~urse, be consulted in such
writings; and those opinions which are peculiarly recommended
to the powerful classes by the circumstance of their favouring
the existence of those powers of theirs, which may be used .for
their personal purposes, will not be the peculiar objects of
applause. But it ill with the more numerous, as it is witlt
the less numerous classes; they have some opinions which an.
just as well as important, and they have others which are
erroneous.

It is of very little importance, in addressing the peClflle, to
continue recommending to 'hem right opinions, ~'hi('h they

VOI~ I. p
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already possess. Labour of such a kind is labour thrown away.
The really useful effort, in the case of the people, as in the case
of any other class, is to contend against erroneous opinions,
and introduce to them ideas which, though full of important
consequences, are as yet strange, and perhaps revolting, to their
minds. From this undertaking it is now sufficiently evident to
oW' readers that the periodical press is debarred. It cannot wait
for that success which depends upon the slow progress of just
opinions, and the slow removal of prevalent errors. It must
aim at that immediate 1lI>plause which is bestowed only for
immediate pleasure; for gratification administered to the mind
in its present state; for encouragement of the favourite idea,
flattery of the reignin~prejudice.

We have seen, dunng some late years, in this country, since
the talent ofr~ has become more general, periodical pub
lications, addressed 111 a particular manner to the more numerous
class. They are cheap publications, from the circumstances of
the purchasers; .and they have been worse than they otherwise
might have been, from the characters of those who have been
the principal instruments in their production, and who, had they
been wiser and better men (for, with little exception, they have
been very defective in one or other, or· both, of these requisites),
might have obtained as much success, with less subservience
to the errors of those whom they have addressed. It is abund
antly apparent, however, even on a cursory inspection of the
writings to which we have thus alluded, that the principal influ
ence to which they bend is that of the favourite opinions, right
or wrong, of those to whom they look for their reward. That
writings produced under this influence can hardly fu.il, where men
are 88 ill instructed as they still are in this country, and where
partial and sinister interests so greatly preponderate, to have a
greater tendency to evil than~ we imagine cannot, after
what we have stated, be regarded as matter of doubt.

The two publications which we have already pointed out as
destined to be the principal objects af our attention in this de
partmeat, are addressed to the aristocratical classes. From the
circumstances belonging to them it will appear that they may
be regarded as ulmost exclusively addressed to those classes. To
what defvee they have been ~ubservien~ to the interests of those
classes, 111 other words, hostile to· the mterests of the more nu
merous class, it would be premature in us, and perhaps hardly
fair, as yet, to pronoWlce. That can be properly determined
only by evidence adduced; and that evidence will be among.the
res.ults of the examination to which we mean to subject them.
It 18 enough in the meantime to estimate correctly the induce-
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ments to this fatal subserviency Wider which they have been
placed.

Assuming that they agree in thiJ> main and characteristic cir
cumstance, of being addressed to the aristocratical classes, upon
what principle, we may be asked, do we account for the great
diversity which appears in their tone and character; a .diversity
so remarkable, that they are not regarded as competitors, but as
enemies, as tending not to the same, but to opposite ends; as
promoting irreconcilable opinions, the one upholdiI;tg what the
other endeavours to destroy? The elucidation of this point is
of great importance, in laying the sround-work to our future
labours in this department. It is in fact a point, the elucidation
of which goes far into the philosophy of British history, and will
therefore, if we can perform it satisfactorily, demand a rather
more than ordinary portion of attention, on the part both of our
readers and of ourselves.

We use the teno "aristocracy" in a somewhat extended signi
fication; and as we shall for the most part adhere 10 that use of
jt, we are under the necessity of expounding somewhat carefully
the sense we thus attach to it, and of requesting our readers to
lx.'>Stow attention enough upon this explanation to retain it in
their memory for future purposes. We do not use it in the
mere sense of a titled nobility; nor in that of the families pos
sessed of large fortunes. These are connected circumstances,
but of secondary, rather than primary import. Wherever a
government is not so constituted as to exist solely for the good
of the community, aggregately considered, its powers are dis
tributed into a certain number of hands, in some cases bearing
a greater, in some a less propo1:tion to the whole community;
but a nWIlber always small in comparison with the population
at large. This body, sharing among them the powers of govern
ment, and sharing among themselves also the profits of misrule,
we denominate the 8l'istoeratical body; and. by this tenn, or the
aristocratical class; or in one word, the aristocracy, we shall
be careful to distinguish them. The comparatively small number
posses"iog political power compose the real aristocracy, by what
ever circumstances, birth, or riches, or other accident, the different
portions of them become possessed of it.

The aristocracy in some countries consists almost entirely of
the lords of the soil. This in former times was the case in al
most all the countries of Europe. And in those which have
made the smallest progress in knowledge and civilisation, it is to
a great degree the case at the present moment. In countries still
more .sunk in barbariam, as in Turkey, and in most. Asiatic
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countries, the military hordes compose almost the whole of the
efficient aristocracy, and are not hereditary. In our own
country, the aristocracy is a motley body; and it imports us to
be familiarly acquainted with the ingredients of the compound.
If we assent to the doctrine of the ~inburgh Review, - and
we are willing, for the present, to take it upon their showing, 
we must conclude that the powers of government are centered
in the House of Commons, and are there substantially and ulti
mately exercised.· If this be the case, it is only necessary to
enquire, of whom the House of Commons is composed, and by
whom the members are sent there; because in their hands, of
course, the powers of government are efficiently lodged. It will
not be necessary for us to go into the minute details, or indeed
into any disputed subjects. For the conclusions which concern
our present purpose the broad and incontrovertible matters
of fact will suffice. The owners of the great landed estates have
the principal influence in sending members into the House of
Commons. They possess the representation of the counties ex
clusively. The members for the counties (Middlesex has more
of the nature of a town) are returned by a combination among
the leading families, and commonly by a compromise between
the two parties, the one being a Whig and the other a Tory.
In respect to the boroughs it is not necessary that we should
descend to a particular enumeration. Mere notoriety will suffice
fQr our present purpose. That a large proportion ofthem are in
the hands of the same great families, either to nominate or ef
fectually to influence the return of the members, will not be
denied; because men in their senses do not make affirmations
with respect to matters of fact which every body who knows
them possesses sufficient grounds to deny.

There is a certain number of the boroughs, the constitution
of which is such, that the electors find it for their interest to sell
their votes on each occasion to the highest bidder. It is proper,
though it is somewhat of a deviation from the present purpose,
to remark, that this class of the boroughs is a general subject
of vituperation, to those who, from their influence as landed pro
prietors, determine the election in counties, and in the borough!!
over which their influence extends. Unhappily their influence
sets the fashion i~ morality as well as in dress; and their long
continued cries have made it be regarded as peculiarly infamous
in. the electors in boroughs 'to sell their votes. But why should
it be more infamous in a poor elector to sell his vote in 'a
borough, than for a rich lord of the soil to sell his vote in par-

• Vol. x. pp. 411,412. &c.; and vol. xiv. pp.287. SOO &0,
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liament? "Why is the one traffic infamous, the other honour
able ?" For this reason, and this alone, that the great men
influence public opinion more than the little men: the case would
otherwise have been directly the reverse; the conduct of the rich
lord would have been the most infamous, as in degree it is un
questionably the most highly mischievous. The case of the
elector in the. borough who sells his vote to the highest bidder,
and that of the man who in a borough or a county gives it ha
bitually to the lord, are essentially the same. Each, with little
or no regard to the fitness of the man for whom the vote is
given, follows his own interest. The elector who places his vote
habitually at the disposal of his landlord, does so because his
landlord could, and he fears would, do him injury, if he acted
otherwise. The elector who takes money for his vote, does so
for the immediate benefit which it yields. It is the part of men
who are not legislators, but drivellers, to whine against. people
for following their interest. In legislation the onl, enquiry is,
how to make the intere&t of men and their duty coincide. What
we desire is, to place the right of voting for members of parlia
ment on such a footing, that it shall not be for the interest of
the voter to give his suffrage from any other motive than the
verdict of his conscience, preferring the fittest man. And for that
we are called Radicals, and other names. intended to be oppro
brious, by those whose interest it is that the right of voting should
never be placed on any better than the present foundation.

To return to the mode in which the boroughs, so constituted
as to make it the interest of the electors to sell their votes to the
highest bidder, aJfect the composition of the British aristocracy ;
- it is evident that they open a door of admission into the g0
verning body to monied men. Such men, in considerable num
bers, do·by such means, as well as by what is called the purchase
of a borough, that is, of the means of intimidation over the
wretched electors, originally possessed by some neighbouring
lord of the soil, become members of the House of Commons;
and thus the class of monied men become sharers in the p0s
session of the powers ofgovernment, and form a portion, though
a minor, and hence a subordinate, portion, of the aristocracy of
England.

Tn the composition of the aristocracy of England, the import
ance of· its two props deserves much and careful consideration.
Its two props are, the Church, and the Law; by the Law, we
mean here the professional body.

We need not lengthen. our investigation by representing the
influence which religion exercises over the minds of men. It
will be allowed to be great. It is evident ofwhat importance it
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is to an aristocracy, that is, a small number, exercising, and for
their own advantage, power over the great number,'to be able
to tum this influence, the influence of religion, to their own pur
poses. It is manifest how great a support to their power they
may derive from it. Now it is obvious, that the short and efFec
tual method of being able to tum the influence of religion to their
own pwposes, is to obtain an influence over the teachers of re
ligion. It is equally easy to discover a sure expedient for their
obtaining an influence over the teachers of religion. It is to form
them into a corporate and dependent body., with gradation of
emoluments and power, from something small, to something very
great; retaining the nomination to the enjoyment of those emo
luments principally in their hands, and admitting the body to
a share in the power and profits ofthe aristocracy. .In the aris
tocracy of England, accordingly, the church, or the organised
priesthood of the state, is to be regarded as a real and efficient
part. Of the mode in which it acts as a portio~ of the aris
tocracy, and receives its share of the profits of misrule, the details
must be left for future opportunities.

As the security for person and property, the things most dear
to men, depends upon the law, to be sure of possessing the requi
site knowledge of the law, is to every individual a matter of the
last importance. If the law were as simple and clear as it might
be made, every man of competent understanding might have all
the knowledge of it requisite for his guidance and security. But
where the law has been rendered exceedingly complex and "ob
scure, nobody understands it but those wlio devote themselves
professionally to the study of it. The class of lawyers become,
in such circumstances, a class of very great importance. Men
look to their knowle~ as the principal ~ound of their security;
they acquire a habit of trusting to them 10 ahnost every import
ant transaction of their lives. In proportion as they have much
to risk, that is, in proportion as they are rich; and in proportion
as they are timid, that is, averse to run risks;-theyfall into a state
of absolute dependance upon the lawyers. It is evident from
this explanation, that as it is of great importance to the aristo
cracy to be able to use the influence of the teachers of religion
for their own purposes, it is of great importance to them also, to
be able to use the influence of the lawyers for their own purposes.
To this end they are obl~ to admit them to a requisite share
in all the advantages of the aristocracy. It is known to every
body how unintelligible a mass the English law is; how extensive
a sway the tribe of lawyers exercise over the actions of their
countrymen; and to how considerable a share in all the distinc
tions of the aristocracy, and all the profits of misrule, they are
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admitted. Details we reserve for occasions as they arise. The
general facts, as we have stated them, are too notorious to admit of
dispute. Accordingly, the share, which the Church and the Law
are treated with, in the good things of the aristocracy, insures
their strenuous exertions in its 'Jupport; and, at all times, what
ever is noxious in Ilristocratical opinions and prejudices has had
the great majority of both those bodies for its zealous supporters:
all those doctrines which have for their object to secure the m.: .
terests of the great number SWlinst the usurpations of the small
number, and all the individuals who promote those doctrines,
have been, at all times, to the great majority of lawyers and
churchmen, the objects of the most bitter persecution.

From the developments which we have thus afforded, we
think a pretty clear conception of what is meant by the aristo
cracy of this country, politically considered, may easily be drawn.
The more efficient part of it is undoubtedly that small number
of leading families, probably not two hundred in all, which. re
tom a majority of the members of the House of Commons.
This oligarchy is really and truly the governing power of the
~ountry. This governiJ?g power, like o~r govemi.ng powers,
18 oblIged to make sacrifices to convemence; and In order to
have instruments, and secure the services of those who would be
dangerous enemies, is constrained to make a partnership con
cern, and to deal out certain minor shares: those are the shares
of the monied interest, the church, and the law. Men of talent,
as a class, have been sometimes represented as a constituent part
of the House of Commons, and thence of the aristocracy; but,
we think, erroneously. If they come in independently, by the
purchase of a seat, they come in as monied men. If they come
in as the nominees of this or the other great landlord, they
come in as mere attomies of the aristocracy. They are servants
in an office; they are not a part of the aristocracy, any more
than their butlers or stewards.

We are now drawing to a close with that development which
we have deemed necessary, as enabling De to characterise two
publications which are addressed to the aristocracy of this coun
try, and which, notwithstanding their agreement in this leading
circumstance, exhibit so much diversity in their more obvious
appearances.

There is only one particular more into the analysis of which,
as a preliminary explanation, it will be necessarY for us to
enter. The aristocracy of this country are naturally, in their
political proceedings, divided, under the guidB?ce of their in
terests, into two sections. The Quarterly ReVIew follows the
one ..seetion: the Edinburgh Review follows the other. The
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one of these sections is commonly known under the title of the
ministerial party. The other is known under that of the op
position party. What are the interests which preside over the
formation of the ministerial party are sufficiently obvious; and
as they are in general correctly estimated, we are under no
inducement to spend many words in explaiaing them.

+ As the benefits, periodically arising from the engrossment of
the powers of government in the hands of the few and the con.,.
sequent employment of them for the benefit of that few, have
to be divided; and as the division in thi., country is confided
to a fixed individual, called the King, who thus acts as the
head of the aristocratical and governing body to whose interest
it is more conducive to give up the division to such a func
tionary, than to run the risk of those destructive contests, which,
but for such an expedient, it would be apt to occasion; - all
that part of the aristocracy, who either are satisfied with the
share which they receive, or think they have a better chance of
such a share by meriting the favour of the present distributors
than by any other course they can pursue, range themselves
under the King's immediate advisers, and lend their influence
to the promotion of all their designs. This class of motive.-; is
so obvious, and the operation of them so well understood, that
we I!1ay now pass to the consideration of the interests which
operate to the formation of the other section of the British arist0
cracy.

To all candid and intelligent readers it is unnecessary to re
mark, that we are here tracing the interests which predominate
in the several situations which it is our object to explain It is
obvious, that all enlightened legislation proCeeds upon a calcu
lation of those interests, and that it is the business of true philo
sophy to form that calculation exactly. It is not therefore ne
cessary for us here to enter into the motives of a different sort,
which may bear a share in ranging this or that individual in the
one or the other party. One man may adhere to the ministry,
because he approves of their conduct; another may join the op
position, because the conduct of the ministry appears to him to
be wrong. All that is necessary here is, to caution unwary rea
soners against allowing those motives which may predominate
in the breast of individuals, from occupying that place in their
reasonings which belongs to those motives which act upon the
class as' a class, and by which, as a class, they must be governed.
It would be absurd to say that a comparatively small number of
men formed into a class by possessing all the powers of govern
ment oyer the great number, and the means of using those powers
fur their own advantage, will not, as a class, be actuated by the
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desire to render that advantage sa great as possible. This being
admitted, and it being clear that a man would render himselF
contemptible by deny~ it, the only care of the rational man
is, to ascertain the course of action to which that desire must
conduct the class; and having done so, to make it kno~ to
others. This is the course wnich it is now our endeavour to
pursue; and our anxiety is to guard our readers against the de
lusion which is so often practised, of turning away the attention
from the consideration of the motives which must govern the
class, by holding up to attention the other motives, wliich always
may, and very often do, actuate individuals. There is not a
more fertile source of false reasoninK, in matters ofgovernment,
than this.

If, in the class who share among them the powers of govern
ment, there is one part who are pleased with the share which
they receive of the advantages, or prefer the prospect which they
have of sharing under the favour of the existing distributors;
there is also, naturally, a part who are not pleased with the
share which they receive, and who are willing to prefer any to
lerable chance of sharing by other hands. These are they who,
in this country, form themselves into what is called the opposi
tion. The interest which actuates the conduct of this section of
the aristrocacy, are somewhat less obvious, from the modifications
they undergo, than those which actuate the ministerial section.
The immediate object of the opposition is to effect a change
of the hands by which the distribution of the advantages is made
- to obtain hands thro~h which their share will be enlarged.
The means which these mterests prescribe to them for the at
tainment of this object, afford a clue to the labyrinth of their
conduct. The grand expedient for driving a minister from his
situation is, to deprive him ofsupport in the House of Commons;
to lessen as much as possible the number of those who vote for,
increase as much as possible the number of those who vote against
him. There are minor expedients, court intrigues, and others, but
this is so much the leading and established course, that we may,
for the present purpose, overlook the remainder. The plan, there
fore, is, to excite disapprobation of the principles and conduct of
those who retain the distribution, and to excite approbation of the
principles and conduct of those whom they wish to hold it in
their stead. In this the Opposition are under the necessity of
endeavouring to reconcile courses which are rather opposed to
one another.

The primary object, of course, is, to discredit the ministry, and
augment thefavour oftheir own leaderswith the aristocratical class.
But in onler to do t1Wf the more dFectua1ly, it is expedient to
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produce as much as possible of the same effects upon the public
at large, including the middling and lower classes. Public opi
nion operates in various ways upon the aristocratical class, partly
by cont~on, partly by conviction, partly by intimidation: and
the principal strength of that current is derived. from the great
ness of the mass by which it is swelled. It is the interest of the
Opposition, therefore, to act, in such a manner, or rather to speak,
-- for speaking is their action, - so as to gain favour from both
the few and the many. This they are obliged to endeavour by a
perpetual system of compromise, a perpetual trimming between
the two interests. To the aristocratical class they aim at making
it appear, that the conduct of their leaders would be more ad
vantageous even to that class, than the conduct of the ministry,.
which they paint in colours as odious to the aristocracy as they
can. On the other hand, to gain the favour of the popular
class, they are obliged to put forth principles which appear to be
favourable to their interests, and to condemn such measures of
conduct as tend to injure the many for the benefit of the few. In
their speeches and writings, therefore, wc commonly find them
playing at seesaw. If a portion of the discourse. has been em
ployed in recommending the interests of the people, another must
he employed in recommending the interests of the aristocracy.
Having spoken a while on the one side, they must speak a while
on the other. Having written a few pages on the one side, they
must write as many on the other. It matters not how much the
one set of principles are really at va.riaDce with the other, pro
vidP.d the discordance is not very visible, or not likely to be clearly
seen by the party on whom it is wished that the delusion should
pass.

In this game, of aristocratical, and popular, it is sufficientlyevi
dent on which side, at last, the winnings remain. There are
two sufficient reasons which determine the point. In the first
place, it is the aristocracy through whose decision exclusiTely
the object of the Opposition must be attained, - that of ejecting
the ministerial party, and giving possession to them. They
must, therefore, be very careful not to excite any suspicion
that they are in reality lcss favourable to the aristocratical side
of the account than those whom they wish to supplant. And,
therpfore, whatever the zeal of which they make show in favour
of the people, it inust still appear to the aristrocacy, that it bears
upon no points of which they have any occasion to be afraid; that
~t leads to the diminution of none of the advantages which the
monopoly of the powers of government bestows upon them.
There is .another, and a perfeetlJ' llDfficient reason in favour of
the same tendency, that the opposition thems~et ue a section
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of the aristocracy; a section that wishes, and· hopes, to be the
leading section; and whicQ, therefore, cannot be expected to aim
at the diminution of advantages which are its own.

From this development or the interests and views of the two
sections of the. aristocracy in this country, it is clearly seen what
may be expected to be the aim and tendency of the publications,
particularly periodical, which look for success to the favour and
applause of the one or the other. Those on the ministerial side
have, as far as the interests of the aristocracy are concerned, a
more simple course to pursue. They advocate them directly,
and with enthusiasm, affected, or real. The aristocracy are
spoken of as the country. Whenever the interests of the country
are named, it is the interests of the aristocracy that are meant.
The aristocracy are all in all. Compared with them, every
thing is of trifling importance. With respect to the interests of
the ministerial section, the business of the writers on that side
is, to beat down the pretensions both of the opposition section or
the aristocracy, and of the people. The people are represented
as altogether vile, and any desires which they may exhibit to liee
the powers of government so disposed of, that they may have
some security that these powers shall not be employed for the
benefit ofthe aristocracy at their expense, as inconceivably wicked;
as contrary, above all things, to religion; also contrary to law, and
to order. The opposition section of the aristocracy are arraigned
on two accounts; first, as attaching blame to the ministers fur fiw
tious purposes, namely, to put their leaders in, and the ministers
out, without being able to show, that the conduct of the ministers
is riot as ~ood for the country, that is, the aristocracy, as that of
the oppoSItion leaders would be; and secondly, a still more dread
ful ·odium is endeavoured. to be cast upon them, by representing
the professions which they are obliged to make in favour of the
people as acts of support to these hideous pretensions of the
people about securities for JCOOd government, which tend to the
overthrow of the church and the state. .

The course which is necessary to be pursued, by such periodi
cal publications as adopt the vocation of promoting the cause of
the opposition section of the aristocracy, will be easily under
stood, after what has been already said, without many words fur its
elucidation. The seesaw of the party must be recommended; and
the more of skill and Pains is bestowed upon this object, the more
of approbation may be expected. It is called the middle course.
Every art is used to gain it reptrtation, under the title of moder
ation, and by the application of bad names to the two sets of
opiniotl's, betweeJ't which the party.oscillates, .and which it is in
reality putting forward by turns. The set of opiniOns, purely on
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the side of aristocratical power, are called despotical. Those
which support the demand of effectual securities in favour of the
people are declared anarchical, and are commonly stigmatised
by some nickname in the slang of the day; jacobinical, for in
stance, at one time; radical, at another. They have a method
worth observing, by which they prove that the party holds a
middle course; by which term middle they always desire to be
understood wise. When the people blame the party as aristo
cratical, and produce actual declarations of opinion on the part
of its leaders which go the full length of the aristocratical pre
tensions, the writers ask how you can misinte~ret their words
so far, when they can produce you other declarations of opinion
which go to as great an extent in favour of the popular demands.
This proceeding they reverse, when charged as democratical, on
the part of the aristocracy. They do not allow that two con
tradictory opinions on one and the same point, destroy one
another, and should be regarded as no opinion at all. ~~t
hold that two contradictory opinions are good for nothing,
of them by itself; but that, both together, they form another nice
opinion, exactly in the middle way between both.· ' ....

It is essentW., in writing upon this plan, to deal as much as
possible in vague language, and cultivate the skilful use of it.
Words which appear to mean much, and may by those to whom
they are addressed be illterpreted to mean much, but which may
also, when it suitS the convenience of those who have used them,
be shown to mean little or nothing, are of singular importance to
those whose business it is to play the game of compromise, to
trim between irreconcileable interests, to seesaw between contra
dictory opinions.

Language of this description is peculiarly needed in making
declarations which are meant to gain favour with the people.
A party which is itself a section of the aristocracy, which desires
to please the aristocracy, and by means of pleasing them to be
come the distributors of the good things which the possession of
the powers of the govenunent bestows upon the aristocracy, risk
nothin~ by speaking explicitly in favour of their privileges.
What IS requisite is to have v~e terms at command, when it
is necessary to speak in opposition to these privileges. Aristo
cratical domination, in the abstract, may be spoken of as some
thing exceedingly hateful, or pregnant with the worst of conse
quences. The people may be exnorted to be on their guard
against it. They may even be told that the ministers have no
other object than to introduce it; and that this alone is a suffi
cient reason for hating them, and for using every exertion to
turn them out. In the meantime, great care must be used not
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to remove any part of the veil which conceals from the view of
the people, the real amount -of anstocratical power in this
country. When any specific measure is proposed, which would
really operate to the diminution of that power, - choosing the
members ofparliament by ballot, for instance,-it must be loudly
decried, and every thing must be done to attach to it, if possible,
the apprehension of evil consequences. On the other hand, if a
measure is proposed which has the appearance of being calcu
lated to diminish the power of the aristocracy, but which in
reality has no such tendency, perhaps the very reverse, such as
the disfranchisement of the boroughs called rotten, giving the
representation to the counties, then the epithets of praise must
be collected. The man who brings forward such a measure as
this, must be hailed as the first of men; the man who should
accomplish it, must be described as the most happy.

One important part of the business of writers on the side of
the opposition section of the aristocracy, one of the qualities by
which they can most effectually recommend themselves, is, being
ingenious in the invention of schemes of this description; schemes
which may have the appearance to the people of befug calculated
to add to their securities, but which would, even if accomplished,
leave the power of the aristocracy untouched. Of this class of
plans one example is seen in that which we have already men
tioned, diminishing the number of borough members to augment
that of county members. Another example is seen in the doc
trine about representation by classes; by which it is attempted

~ to persuade the people, that they have securities enough, provided
every class is ~resented in the House of Commons; that is to
say, the landed interest represented, the mercantile interest re
presented, the army, the navy, the law, the people represented;
though it should "appear that the people have no real, efficient
control over one man in this composition; that they have not
the choice of so much as six, out of six hundred; and that even
a bare majority, chosen and influenced by the aristocracy, would
determine in the long run, and on the real balance of the account
the nature of the government.

Having thus seen what are the motives which operate upon the
two sets of periodical writers who address themselves to the two
sections of the aristocracy, we have anticipated much of the ge
neral matter which will be applicable in criticising, in detail, the
Edinburgh and the Quarterly Reviews. We have already
stated, that the Edinburgh Review is addreSsed to the arisoo
~ on the side of the opposition section; the Quarterly
ReVIew is addressed to it on the side of the ministerial section.
We sbaIl see in our progress how truly they have obeyed the
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springs which we have represented as operating~y upon
the conduct of publications produced iIi similar CU"CqDlstaDces.

It will be understood that we have been speaking of the poli.,.
tical part of these two pliblications; including, in the political
pale, the two props of the aristocratical polity, the political reli
gion of the country, and the law, in both senses of the term.
As to the literature of the Quarterly and Edinburgh Reviews, in
the more confined sense of the term,-the poetry, and other works
of imagination and entertainment, the mathematics, chemistry,
and so on, -these publications have lain under no peculiar bias
from situation; and the goodness or badness of their articles on
these subjects must be ascribed to the accidental qualities, moral
or intellectual, of the writers. As far as their criticisms on these
subjects may appear worthy of notice, they will be reviewed in
other departments of this section of our work.

One word of a personal nature seems to be required. We
have described the interests which operate to withdraw periodical
writers from the line of utility, and we have represented it lUI

nearly impossible for them to keep true to it. What! Are we,
it may be asked, superior to seducements to which all other meo.
succumb? If periodical writing is by its nature so imbued with
evil, why is it that we propose to add to the supply of a noxious
commodity? Do we promise to keep out the poison which aU
other men yield to the temptation of putting in? If we made
such a pretension, our countrymen would do right in laughing it
to scorn; and we hope they would not fail to adopt so proper a

jcourse. We have no claim to be trusted, any more than anyone
J. &mon our contemporaries: but we have a claim to be tried.

Men fave diversities of taste; and it is not impossible that a man
should exist who really has a taste for the establishment of the
securities for good government, and would derive more pleasure
from the success of this pursuit, than of any other pursuit in
which he could engage, wealth or power not excepted. All
.that we desire is, that it may not be reckoned impossible that
we may belong to a class of this description. .

There is another motive, as selfish as that which we ascribe to
any body, by which we may be actuated. We may be sanguine
enough, or siUyenough, or clear-sighted enough, to believe, that
intellectual and moral qualities have made a great progress among
the people of this country; and that the class who will really ap
prove endeavours, in favour of good government, and of t~e hap
piness and inte~ceof men, are a class sufficiently numerous
to rewal"C1 our endeavours. No matter what our motives may be,
the public will soon see whether our actions continue true to the

\ ends ,!hich we profess; and that is all by which ~eirinterests

\ __can be affected; all, therefore, about which they need to care.
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Of the two works which are to form the principal objects of
our attention in this department, the EdinbuJl[h, and Quarterl,
Reviews, we shall begin with the Edinbur~h tleview, both as It
was the first in its commencement, and as It is by far the first in
importance.

It originated at Edinburgh in the social studies of a small
number of men, then mostly young, whose pursuits were literary,
and who had alreadl excited great expectation of future emi
nence. The reputation of the parties attracted attention; an(,l
the superiority of the performance to the mean articles which
then filled the pages of the existing reviews, the novelty of mix
ing disquisitions of the reviewer with the notice of books, the
tone of severity naturally piquant, and the wit and irony by.
which it was frequently enlivened, ~ far in accounting for the
extensive circulation which it speedily acquired.

\\Then it first appeared, and for some time afterwards, it was
not decidedly attached to the opposition section of the aristo
cracy. At that time indeed the opposition party had only beIlon to
effect a resurrection from that inhumation which it sufIereJ from
the aristocratical terrors engendered by the French revolution.
It sh~wed, however, from the beginning, that disposition to com
promise which suited exactly the pu~ses of an opposition sec
tion, as soon ll& it renewed its strength. At first the seesaw was
performed between those opinions which were necessary for
obtaining the favour of the aristocracy, and those opinions
which had obtained the sanction of philosophy, and which, with
out renouncing the character of philosophers, men· could not
abjure. To obtain, if possible, the good opinion of both aristo
crats and 'philosophers, the doctrines of both ~re put forth.
High examples, in this country, bad already been set, and most
succesSfully, of this species of authorcraft. With as servile
doctrines as ever bad been propagated under the guise of law,
Sir William Blackstone, in his Commentaries, had mixed a
portion of the liberal opinions which philosophy had not only
sanctioned, but to which at that time, ,p~eding the French re
volution, it had given reputation and fashion. The other in
structive example to which we allude, is that of Paley, in his
Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy; where, with many
liberal doctrines, to which the proFS of the human mind had
given birth, there is a predominating mixture of opinions, the
object and tendency of which is to keep the human mind for ever
shackled and debased.· And to this mixture, there is no doubt
that a~ portion of the splendid success of these celebrated
works IS to be ascribed.

In proof of UUs. obeenatioo with respect to the EdinDurgh
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Review, we may appeal to the first article in the first number.
It is a Review of Mounier, de l'I~e des Plzilosophes. For
the aristocrats, a great part of it is 10 the Antijacobin tone; con
curring with the fashionable opinion, that of-the Revolution and
all its imputed evils, the cause is in a great measure to be
ascribed to the philosophers. For the philosophical part of the
public, again, a portion of it is employed in representing philo
sophy as perhaps the foremost among the causes of good. We
quote but one passage:-

, That there were defects and abuses, and some of these very grou
too, in the old system of government in France, we presume will
scarcely be denied. That it was lawful to wish for their removal will
probably be as readily admitted; and that the peaceful influence of
philosophy, while confined to this object, was laudably and properly
e~rted, seems to follow as a necessary conclusion. It would not be
easy, therefore, to blame those writers who have confined themselves
to a dispassionate and candid statement of the advantages of a better
institution; and it ·must seem hard to involve in the guilt of Robes.
pierre and the Jacobins, those persons in France who aimed at nothing
more than the abolition of absurd privileges, and the limitation of ar.
bitrary power. Montesquieu, Turgot, and Raynal, were probably, in
some degree, dissatisfied with the government of their country, and
would have rejoiced in the prospect of a reform; but it can only be
the delirium of party prejudice that would suspect them of wishing
for the downfal of royalty, and for the proscriptions and equality of
a reign of terror. It would be treating their accusers too much like
men in their seIl8ell, to justify such men any farther on the score of
intention: yet it is pomble that they may have been instrumental in
the Revolution, and that their writings may have begun that motion,
that terminated in ungovernable violence. We will not go over the
commonplace arguments that may be stated to convict them of im
prudence. Every step that is taken towards the destruction of pre.
Judice, is attended with the danger of an opposite excess: but It is
no less clearly our dutT to advance against prejudices; and they
deserve the highest pr81Se who unite the greatest steadiness with
the greatest precaution. At the time when the writings we are
speakin~ of were published, there was not a man in Europe who
could discern in them the seeds of future danger. So far from de
nouncing them as the harbingers of regicide and confusion, the public
received them as hostages and guides to security. It was long thought
that their effects were inadequate to their merits: nothing but the
event could have instructed us that it was too powerful for our tran
quillity. To such men, the reproach of improvidence can be made
onlT because their foresight was not prophetic; and those alone are
enutled to call them imprudent, who could have predicted the tempest
in the calm, and foretold those consequences by which the whole
world has since been astonished.

, If it be true, therefore, that writers of this description have faci
litated and promoted the Revolution, it is a truth which should detract
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but little either from their merit or their reputation. Their designs
were pure and honourable; and the natural tendency and promise of
their labours was exalted and fair. They failed, by a fatality which
they were not bound to foresee; and a concurren::e of events, against
which it was impo~sible for them to provide, turned that to mischief
which was planned out I:>y wisdom for good. We do not tax the
builder with imprudence, because the fortress which he erected for
our protection is thrown down by an earthquake on our heads.

, There is another set of writers1 however, for whom it will not be
10 easy to find an apology, who, instead of sober reasoning and prac~

tical observation, have intruded upon the public with every species of
extravagance and absurdity. The presumptuous theories and auda
cious maxims of Rousseau, Mably, Condorcet, &c. had a necessary
tendency to do harm. They unsettled all the foundations of political
duty, and taught the citizens of every existing. community that they
were enslaved and had the power of being'free. M. Mounier has too
much moderation himself, to approve of the doctrines of these reo
formers; but he assures us, that instead of promoting the revolution,
it was the revolution that raised him into celebrity; that they rose
into reputation, after it became necessary to quote them aa apologists
or authorities; but that, before that time, their speculations were
looked upon as brilliant absurdities, that no more deserved a serious
confutaion than the Polity of Plato, or the Utopia of Sir Thomas
More.- With all our respect for M.Mounier, we have some difficulty
in believing this assertion. Rousseau, in particular, was universally
read and admired, long before he was exalted into the Revolutionary
Pantheon; and his political sagacity must have had some serious
admirers, when he was himself invited to legislate for an existing
community. Whatever influence he had, however, was unquestion.
ably pernicious; and though some apology may be found for him in
the enthusiasm of his disordered imagination, he is chargeable with
the highest presumption, and the most blameable imprudence. Of
some of the other writers who have inculcated the same doctrines, we
must speak rather in charity than in justice, if we say nothing more
.cyere:

We must leave this passage, though it is plausibly wordel}, to
speak for itself. That Raynal sholfld be enumerated among the
sober-minded writers, Condorcet among the inflammatory, must
surprise anyone who has read them. Though two classes of
writers are here spoken o~ one witb praise, the other with blame,
it is really not easy to say to which of them, in point of conse.
quence, the greatest quantity of evil is ascribed.

Observe, however, the real doctIine. It is laudable to
put forth such writings as those of Montesquieu, Turgot,
and Raynal: this is for the philosophers. It is wickoo to
put forth such writings as those of Rousseau, Mably, and
Condorcet : this is . for the aristocrats. - Observe also the
implied consequence or what is here said, the restraint upou

VOL. I. 2
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fi-eedom of discussion which is covertly recommended. To
put forth enlarged theories re~ ~vernment, pointing
out what is really necessary to afford seCurities to the people, and
how much, under every existing government, those securities are
wanting, ought to ~ prohibited. "Presumptuous theories and
audacious maxims have a necessary teudency to do harm." But
who is to judge what theories are presumptuoUs, what maxims
audacious?- All must be pennitted, or none; or government,
that is, the party interested~st the people, must judge. Upon
what principle the classification of the writers is made, it would
be absurd to attempt to divine. Any classification answered the
purpose of seesaw. It was enough to have one cluster to 'praise,
another to blame.

There is another remarkable specimen of the seesaw, in the
same number.

e In a subsequent part of his pamphlet, Mr. Godwin sets the doc
trine of the particular and general affections in so clear and masterly
a light, and in a manner so very superior to any thing we find in
In. Parr's sermon on the same subject, that we have great pleasure
in laying the passage before our readers.

e " For, after all, though I admit that the assiduities we employ for
our children ought to be, and must be, the result of private and do
mestic affections, yet it is not these affections that determine them to
be virtuous. They must, as has been already said, be brought to a
standard, and tried by a criterion of virtue.

, "This criterion has been above described, and it is not perhaps of
the utmost importance wbether we call it utility, or justice, or, more
periphrastically, the production of the~eatest general good, tbe
greatest public sum of pleasurable sensation. Call it by what name
you please, it will still be true, that this is the law by which our ac
tions must be tried. I must be attentive to the welfare of my child;
because be is one in the great congregation of the family of the wbole
eartb. I must be attentive to the welfare.of my cbild; becaulre I can,
in many portions of the never-ceasing current of human life, be con
ferring I,Jleasure and benefit on him, when I cannot be directly em
ployed In conferring benefit on others. I best understand his
character and his wants; I pOSBesS a greater power of modelling his
disposition and influencinf{ his fortune; and, as was observed in Poli
tical Justice (p.lS2.), he IS the individual, in the great distribution
of the class needing superintenilance and supply among the class ca
pable of affording them, whom it falls to my lot to protect and
cherish. I dO' not require that, wben a IIIan is employed in benefit
ting his child, he should constantly recollect the abstract principle of
utility; but I do maintain, that his actions in prosecuting that benefit
are no further virtuous than in proportion as they square with that
principle:' •

This is going a great way for philosophy. What follows is a de
vout offering at the shrine of aristocratical bigotry and insolence.
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• Aware of the very superior manner in which Mr. Godwin's com,
plaint is now accustomed to be treated, we had great hopes. upon
reading so far, that a radical cure bad been effected: but we had no
Booner entered upon his remarks on population, than this pleasing
delusion was dispelled, and we were convinced it was a case for life.
The great expedients which this philosol?her has in store to coun
teract the bad effects of excessive p'opulation (so ably pointed out by
Mr. Malthus), are, abortion and chIld-murder. In gratitude for,t,hese
noble remedies of social disorder, may we take the libertyofsuggest
ing to Mr. Godwin, the infinite importance of shaving and blistering
the crown of his head, of keeping the prifIUB '0;(£ open, and of strictly
pursuing an antiphlogistic regimen. By these means we have Some.
times seen the understandings of great philosophers wonderfully and
rapidly improved:

There is one doctrine, to which we shall have frequent occa
sion to advert, because it is a favourite with the Edinburgh Re
view. It is a doctrine expected to please both aristocracy and
people; and ample use is accordingly made of it. The doctrine
lS, that irregular and tumultuarr ebullitions of the people in fa

.vour of liberty, are of 8in~ul8r unportance.
It is not from such irratwnal effervescence, that the aristocracy

have any thing to fear. It is not a mobbing populace that can
act with perseverance and consistency sufficient to overcome the
defences which guard the undue powers ofan aristocracy. If, then,
the people can be 2Ulled, by these false demonstrations of liberty,
into a belief that they possess~ government, the security of
the aristocracy is increased; and the doctrine which leads to sup
port this 'delu'lion, is a doctrine entirely to their taste.

On the other hand, by pompous talking about the public
·spirit of the people, about independence of mind, and so forth,
displayed and generated in the turbulence of an election, it is
expected that the vanity of the people will be piqued; and that
ther will be persuaded to believe thel are something, by that
which effectually proves they are nothing. The passage where
we find this doctrine first set forth in the Edinburgh Review, is
an early one. It.is in the first volume (p. 884.), in the article on
Dernieres Puis de Politique et de Finance par M. Neckar.

• The only foundation of political liberty i. the spirit of the people;
and the only cirC1JDlJtance which muea a lively impressibn uJ;lon their
senses, and powerfully reminds them of their importance, their power,
and their rights, is the periodical choice of their representatives. How
easily that spirit may be totally extinguished, and of the degree of

· abject fear and slavery to which the human race may be reduced for
· ages, every man of reflection is sufficiently aware; and he knows that
the prtI!8nation of that feeling is, of all other objects of political

· science. the most delicate and the most difficult. It appears to us,
- that a peophl who did. not choose their representatives, but only those

Q 2
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who chose their representatives, would very soon become indifferent
to their elections altogether. To deprive them of their power of
Dominating their own candidate would be still worse. The eagerness
of the people to vote is kept alive by their occasional expulsion of a
candidate who has rendered himself objectionable, or the adoption of
one who knows how to render himself agreeable to them. They are
proud of being solicited personally by a man of family or wealth. The
uproar even, and the confusion and the clamour of a popular election
in En~land, have their use: they give a stamp to the names Lihert!J'
ConstItution, and People: they infuse sentiments which nothing but
violent passions, and gross objects of sense could infuse; and which
would never exist, perhaps, if the sober constituents were to sneak,
one by one, into a notary s office to deliver their votes for a represen
tative, or were to form the first link in that long chain of causes and
effects, wbicb, in this compound kind of elections, ends with choosing
a member of Parliament.' .

The first article in the second volume is a specimen of
the sacrifices which are made to the taste of the aristocracy.
It is almost· wholly antijacobin•.. It is a review of the work
entitled Etat de l'Europe, by that instrument of the Holy.
Alliance, Gentz. It is an elaborate display, and a general
adoption, of his views, respecting the admirable governments and
the prosperous condition, of the several countries of Europe, be
fore the French Revolution; and respe~ting the weakness in the
design, and the misery in the effects, of that great convulsion.
" There was nothing in the internal situation of the European
kingdoms that required such a stormy reformation, as the Revo
lution threatened to accomplish; and this revolution, so far from
being the last link in a long chain of disasters and abuses, was,
in fact, a most grievous and unexpected interruption to their
career of prosperity, and can in no degree be justified by the
pretended disorder and desperation of their affairs." Even in
this article the other scale is not entirely forgotten. Something
is thrown into it by a pointed condemnation of that popular ob
ject of attack, the partition of Poland.

A most singular species of morality is preached in the Edin
burgh Review, at times: as, for instance, in the article on Belsham's
Philosophy of the Mind, in the first volume.

I Mr. Bel:ttam has one short argument, that whatever is true cannot
be burtful. It is the motto of his title.page, and is afterwards re
peated, with equal emphasis, at every time of need. "If the doc
trine be true," be contends, "the diffusion of it can do DO harm.
It is an established and undeniable principle, that truth must be
favourable to virtue." (P. Sl~.) To us, however, this principle, in
stead of being undeniable, has always appeared the most question
able of postulates. In the declamation of Plato, or the poetry of
Akenaide, we admit it with little sCfllple, because we do Dot read
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Plato or Akenside for the truths they may chance to contain; but
we always feel more than scepticism, when we are assailed by it in
a treatise of pure philosophy: nor can we ac,count for an almost
universal assent it has received, from any other circumstance,
than the profession and habits of the first teachers of morals in our
schools, 'and of the greater number ,of their succell8ors. It was a
maxim of religion, before it became a maxim of philosophy; though,
even as a religious maxim, it formed a very inconsistent part of the
optimism in which it was combined. The Deity wills happiness; he
loves truth: truth therefore must be productive of good. Such is
the reasoning of the. optimist. But he forgets, that, in his system,
error too must have been henificial, because error has been; and that
the employment of falsehood for the production of good, cannot be
mortl unworthy of the Divine Being, than the acknowledged employ
ment of rapine and murder for the same purpo&e. There is, there
fore, nothing in the abstract consideration of truth and Deity, which
justifies the adoption of such a maxim; and as little is it justified by
our practical experience. In the small events of that familiar and
hourly intercourse which forms almost the whole of human life, how
much is happiness increased by the general adoption Qf a system of
concerted and limited deceit I for it is either in that actual falsehood,
which must, as falsehood, be productive of evil, or in the suppression
of that truth, which, as truth, must have been produc~ve of good,
that the chief happiness of civilized manners consists; and he from
whose doctrine it flows, that we are to be in no case hypocrites,
would, in mere manners, reduce us to a degree of barbarism beyond
that of the rudest IIl1vage, who, in the simple hospitalities of his hut,
or the ceremonial of the public assemblies of bis tribe, has still some
courtesies, which he fulfils with all the exactness of polite dissimu
lation. In the greater events of life, how often might the advantage
of erroneous belief be felt! If, for example, it were a superstition of
every mind, that the, murderer, immediately on the perpetration of
his guilt, must himself expire by sympathy, a new motive would be
added to the side of virtue; and the only circumstance to be re
gretted would be, not that the falsehood would produce effect, since
that effect could be only serviceable, but that perhaps the good ef
fect would nllt be of long duration, as it would be destroyed for ever
by the rashoess of the first daring experimenter. The visitation of
the murderer by the nightly ~h08t, which exists in the superstition
of so many countries, and which forms a great part of that complex
and unanalysed horror with which the crime continues to be con
sidered after the belief of the superstition itself has ceased, has pro
bably been of more service to mankind than the truths of all the
sermons that have been preached on the corresponding prohibition
in the Decalogue. It is unfortunate that with this beneficial awe
unneceuary horrors have been connected; for the place continues to
be haunted, as well as the person; and the dread of our infancy is
thus directed, rather to the' supernatural appearance, than to the
crime. But if superstition could exist, and be modified, at the will
of an enlightened legislator, so as to be deprived of its terrors to the

Q 3
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innocent, and turned wholly against the ~ilty, we know no principle
of our nature on which it would be so much for the interest of man
kind to operate. It would be a species of prohibitive religion, more
impressive, at the' moment of beginning crime, than reli~ion itself j

because its penalties would be more conceivable and Immediate.
Innumerable cases maY' be imagined, in which other errors of belief
would be of moral advantage j and we may therefore assume, as
estahlished and undeniahle, that there is nothing in the nature of truth
which mnkes it necusarily good j that in the greater number of in
stances, truth is beneficial j but that, of the whole number of truths
and falsehoods, a certain number are productive of good, and others
of evil. To which number any particular truth or falsehood belongs,
must be shown, in the usual way. by reasonings of direct experience
or analogy; and hence, in a question if utility, the demonstration of
mere logical truth cannot justly be adduced as superseding the ne
cessity of other inquiries. Even though the contrary of that postu
late which Mr. Belsham hali assumed could not have been shown
from other cases, it would not tkerifore have been applicable, without
proof, to the great questions which he discusses: for these questions
comprehend all the truths that are of most importance in human life,
which are thus the very truths from which the just.ness of the assumed
principle is most fully to be demonstrated or denied:

We shall hereafter have various occasions to examine this
doctrine, and to show the applications of which it is found to
be susceptible, in defiance of all the jesuitry of party. We may
leave it safely, at present, when we cannot afford so many words
as would be necessary for its exposure, to the reflections of our
readers. The public mind has now certaiIily got beyond this
standard of ethics. On the other side, the actions consectated
as virtues by the prevailing cant, whether they have or have not
any connection with the sources of human happiness, are spoken
of with a reverence truly edifying: as in the article in this same
volume on M. Necker's Rejle.rions sur la DiV01'Ce, where the
ancients are considered very immornl for not including all the
conditions, included by us, in the marriage contract; as also in
the article on Madame de Stae1's Delphine, in the second volume,
where we may remark, by the way, the singular contrast between
the mode in which the same lady is there treated, and in an
article in a subsequent volume, in which we shall hereafter see
she is held up as nearly the first of all human beings. At the
latter period, however, she was in England, and in fashion too,
especially with the opposition part of the fashionable world. In
1808, about ten years preceding the laudation, the language was
as follows :-

.' .This dismal trash, which has nearly dislocated the jaws of every
cr~tlc among us with gaping, has so alarmed Bonaparte, that he has
lelzed the whole impression, sent Madame de Stael out of Paris, and.
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for aught we know, sl~ in a nightcap of steel, and dagger-proof
blankets. To us it appears rather an attack against the Tim Com
mandments, than the ~ovemment of Bonaparte, and calculated not so
much to enforce the nghts of' the Bourbons, as the benefits of adul
tery. murder, and a great number of other vices, which have been
somehow or other strangely neglected in this country, and too much
so (according to the apparent opinion of Madame de Stael) even in
France.

• It happetul, however, fortunately enough, that her book is as dull
as it could have been if her intentions had been good; for wit, dex
terity, and the pleasant energies of the mind, seldom rank themselves
on the side of virtue and social order; while vice is spiritual, elo~uent,
and alert, ever choice in expression, happy in allusion, and judicious
in arrangement.

• To conclude.- Our general opinion of this book is, that it is cal
culated to shed a mild lustre over adultery; by gentle and convenient
gradation, to destroy the modest,}' and the caution of women; to
facilitate the acquisition of easr. VICes, and encumber the difficulty of
virtue. What a wretched qualification of this censure to add, that
the badness of the principles is alone corrected by the badness of the
style, and that thus celebrated lady would have been very guilty, if
she had not been very dull !'

The second volume is, we think, distinguished, by its contri
butions to the aristocratical politics and morality. Among the
more remarkable specimens, the article on Belsham's Memoirs
of George III. has attracted our attention. We quote the two
first paragraphs, to show the indignation with which the writing
of party pamphlets uuder the guise of history is deemed worthy.
We presume it will not be reckoned much more laudable to write
party pamphlets under the guise of reviews.

• The preceding volumes of this history had created in our mind»
50 little expectation of merit in those whICh are now presented to the
world, that we cannot with propriety sar that we have been dis
appointed. There is a fraud 10 the very tltle-p~e of iliis work; for
if the reader expects to find in the .. MemOIrs of the Reign of
George III:' any thing like an history of that period, he will soon
find himself dolefully mistaken. B1 the illiberality, party IIpirit, and
intemperate ardour for the propagation of his political opinions, which
Mr. Belsham displays, he has forfeited the title of historian, for tIMJ
more appropriate, iliough less respectable, name of zealot, or pamph..
leteer. The bitter and licentious spirit in which he had indulged hia
pen throughout his former volumes, has now risen to a height more
intolerable to the reader and disgraceful to the writer. It appean
that Mr. Belsham's habits of writing, like all other evil habits, increase
in virulence, in proportion as they proceed; and unless the wholesome
discipline of criticism be administered, the press mny, at some future
day, groan under a still more highly accumulated mass of personal
,abuse and intolerant zeal.
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, By stripping these volumes, however, of their title to the,rank of
history, to which they have assuredly no more claim than a book
made up of political registers and party pamphlets can pretend to,
we have greatly abridged to ourselves the unpleasant task of censure;
and by thus brIDging their merits and defects to the decision of an
inferior standard, we have' allowed greater latitude to the author's
eccentric excursions, and greater indulgence to his violations of de
cency and propriety. It may be proper, however, to hint, that the
former are always observable, when a low factious citizen' comes under
the cognizance of the law; and the latter, whenever a prime minister,
a Tory, or an alarmist, is honoured by a mention in his annals.' .

Observe with attention the notion relative to freedom of dis
cussion inculcated in the following use of the term " libellous."

, After detailing the principal articles of the petition for refonn of
Parliament, presented by the " Society of the Friends of the People,"
this libellous orucle thus delivers itself:-

• "Whoever reads this celebrated petition, and still retains the
opinion, that the Parliamentary representation of this kingdom needs
no reform, may be regarded as in a state of mind far beyond the reach
of facts or of argument:' ,

When it is remembered what that petition was - a petition to
be allowed to prove at the bar of the House, a fact which is in

- reality too notorious to be denied, that a decided majority of the
House of Commons is chosen by somewhat less than two hundred
great families; and when the state of mind, which in the teeth
of such a fact can deny the need of reform, is described as inac
cessible to the evidence of facts or argument;-to hold forth such
a description as libellous, that is, according to the law of England,
punishable, worthy of fine and imprisonment, is to propagate a
doctrine, the character of which we wish not to pronounce.

We request attention to the acts which in the following pas
sage are presented to the reader under the title of" exertions"
of government.

• We admire, too, the lofty and contemptuous style in which Mr.
Belsham treats the exertions of government at that period.

• "Notwithstanding the great predominance of the spirit of loyalty,
and the numberless addresses of duty and allegiance transmitted from
all partl; of the united kingdom, and the perfect security of the
~ovemment, a mean and merciless spirit of revenge displayed itself
ID the prosecution and punishment of very many petty offenders,
accused of the vague and indefinable crime of sedition -amongst
whom were several printers and booksellers; so that it became
extremely dangerous to publish any tract or pamphlet reflecting in
any manner upon the measures of ~ovemment: and the liberty of the
press was Bilently and virtually anmhilated." ,

We should have been happy to find something in this volume,
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which we could have placed in the popular, to balance the mighty
weight in the opposite scale; but after turning over the pages
with some attention, we have found nothing that would answer·
the purpose. This, be it remembered, was n period in which
the aristocratical tide was running very high. When the war
was just renewed with France, when the courage of volunteer;'
ing, and the fear of a French invasion, were the passions of the
day, aristocratical opinions alone.were a marketable commodity.

It is curious to observe on what occasions the Edinburgh Re
view sometimes chooses to introduce a favourite portion of the
aristocratical~: the occasion, for example, of Bishop Wat
son's proposal for paying the national debt, where is inculcated
the importance of keeping a large fund of the matter of corrup
tion at the disposal of the croWD.

•Besides, we confess that, sincere as our attachment is to the ancient
privileges of the people, we cannot contemplate, without some alarm,
so sudden a shock as the power of the crown must necessarily receive
by the change. We can call the projected reduction of patronage by
no other name than a violent change in the balance ofthe constitutioR ;
and this consideration alone should have no small weight with us, in
these times, when the unhappy experience of our neighbours has so
'strongly recommended to practical statesmen that predilection, which
every wholesome theory had long before encouraged, for the most
gradual alterations in, political systems:

At this time much respect was professed for the old govern
ment of the Bourbons•. Mr. Stephens, the autbor of" A His
tory of the late War," is blamed for calling it tyranny and des
potism. Such language is stigmatised as " revolutionary verbiage.'-'
In the article on the correspondence ofLouis XVI., he is rep1"&
sented as baving been always a friend to reform. It is affirmed,
that designs against his crown had been avowed from the begin
ning of the Revolution; and'his Christian charity is celebrated
in the same sort of strain, commonly dedominated cant, as would
have become the class of fops described in the article in the
first volume on Rennel's Sermons. . ,

, A clasa of fops not usually designated by that epithet- men
clothed in profound black,· with large canes, and strange amorphous
hats - ofbig speech, and imperative presence - talkers about Plato
_ ~eat afFeeters of senility _ despisers ofwomen, and all the grace.
of bfe _ fierce foes to common sense - abusive of the living, and
approving no one who has not been dt:ad for a~ l~t a century.
Such fops as vain and as shallow as theIr fraternIty m Bond-street,
differ fro~ these ~nly as Gorgonius difFered from Rusillua.'

We pass over the fourth and fifth v;olumes, which are in much
the same spirit with the second and third, except that there seeDl&
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a disposition to avoid grappling with any importarit and tender
subject. Political economy, indeed, obtains a due share of at
tention; and the abolition of the slave trade begins to be recom·
mend~, - two subjects upon which the Edinburgh Review has
rendered important service. And upon these subjects, as well
as upon that ofCatholic emancipation, which has been laboriously
handled, a remark is required.
. These are precisely the description of subjects which suit a
publication, pursuing the career which has been pursued by the
Edinburgh Review. The hold pOllsessed by the aristocracy
upon the powers of government, was not likely to be weakened,
by any ~pinions propagated on the subjects of political economy,
and· the slave trade; not even on that of Catholic emancipation;
for though the anile and priest-ridden portion would certainly
make a clamour, and feel apprehension for the consecrated prop,
the more manly portion, having Borne respect for the reputation
of good sense, would have little respect for matronly fears, and
would neither cry down nor discard a publication which attacked
them. These were subjects, therefore, on which a reputation
with the liberal, the enlightened, and the disinterested part of
the public, might be courted, without risking much with the
aristocratical and the prejudiced.

It is curious that at this time the Edinburgh Review forced
even political economy occasionally into prostitution to the aris
tocratical system. An instance is afforded, which we must
briefly notice, even in one of the volumes which we said we
should overlook.

.. At the period in question, the favourite object with the aris
tocracy was the pursuit of war, even with an expenditure which
laughed to scorn every other specimen of national prodigality
which the world had ever beheld. Towards a new argument in
favour of this unparalleled waste, thousands were situated nearly
like the Eastern sovereign in respect to a new pleasure; they
were ready to give mines fOl" it.

It will not be denied that a bold attempt was.made to furnish
such an argument in the following memorable passage: -

, But the evils of increasing.capital, like the evils of increasing
population, are felt long before the case haa become extreme; and a
nation, it may be observed, is much more likely (at least in the present
i1tate of commercial policy) to suffer from increasing wealth than
from increasing numbers of people. Are there. no checks provided
by the cOlIBtitution of humao ,nature, BIld the construction of civil
society, for the one, as well 81 for the other of these evila? Mr.
Malthus has pointed out the manner in which the principle of popu
lation is counteracted; alld we apprehend that causes neerly anaIo~ua
will be found to check thel'rogr_veiMreaae ofcapiW. LuxuriOUS
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!ivin~, and otl'er kinds of unnece8lllry expenditure - abo,e all,
political expenses, and chiefly the expenses of war- appear to UI

to funUsb, those necessary checks to the indefinite augmentation of
wealth, which there was reason cl priori to suppose would be lOme
where provided by the wise regulations of nature.'

It is not the incorrect political economy which we here mean
to expose. Other occasions will preseDt themselves for that
purpose. What we wish should obtain attention is, the spirit
which is manifested by the declaration, that" a. nation, situated
as ours, is much more likely to suffer from increasing wealth,
than from increasing numbers of people:" and that in suell cir
cumstances, the expenses of war are a blessing I

We shall have many occasionll to point out where the Edin
burgh Review has lavished the language of condemnation upon
the extravagance of ministers. Can we contemplates more
perfect specimen of ~saw, than this? .

In the sixth volume, and in the year 1805, (we think it mate
rial to notice the time,) a counterpoise begins to be placed iri the
popular scale, which had long remained so unequally supplied.

In reviewing Talleyrand Sur les Colonies, &c., they introduce
a paragraph in favour of that which the few, by whom the
powers of government are usurped, have so much occasion to
dread; the prevalence of enlightened principles, persecuted,
under the name of theory, by the said few, the patrons of
practice, and eulogisers of " things as they are."

• The papers n'ow before us, are evidently dictated by this train of
reflection; but they have assumed a more general fonn, and contai~

a variety of discussions upon the principles of colonization. In
dependent of the epigrammatic force and eloquence of their style,
and of their more substantial merits 88 sound and ingenious specula
tions upon a subject of equal diflicu)ty and importance, they cannot
fail to interest us in their practical applications. They were the result
of actual observation in countries where the author had' access to the
best infonnation, or was actually engaged in affairs. They were drawn
up with a view to influence the conduct of France, under a govern
ment in which he soon after bore an active part. Subsequent events
prove, that they were not without effect in shaping the measures of
that ambitious power. These tracts, it should be observed, however,
appear in a fonn purely speculatiYe ; their reasonings are general and
philosophical; formed indeed upon facta, but guided by large, scien
tific views; by an appeal to principles at every step; and by the kind
of argument that inferior statesmen det'ide as'them'etical, while their
adversaries are conquering the wond by the c~mbinatioD8 to which
it leads. The views'of political economy by which our author seems
to have been guided, are liberal and enJigJW;ned. ~e lmows tho
roaghly,the best doctrines of the acience, and}s fully Impressed with,
their' U'uth. - It will be diflicult indeM for our readers to believe that
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the writer of some of the passages which we mean to extract, is a
leading personage in the present fiscal adminis~ration of France.
And, however much the recollection may lead us to lament so striking
an instance of talents and knowledge enslaved by sordid principlell,
it is comfortable to think, that there are, among the rulers of that
country, some whose lights are superior to their conduct, and that
the justness of their original views may one day triumph over the
gross ignorance and petty ambition of their more pr>werful co-
adjutors.' . .

The article on " Bailly's Memoirs" is in 0. tone much more
in opposition to the antijacobin spirit, than any thing which oc
curs before. The following passage seesaws pretty remarkably
with some already produced. Having spoken of the occasion
which had been taken from the French Revolution to "involve
in discredit the principles of political philosophy, to give strength
to prejudices, and to sanction abuses," it goes on:-

• The same circumstances which have thus led us to confound what
is salutary with what i~ pernicious in our establishments, have also
perverted our judgments as to the characters of those who were con
nected with these memorable occurrences. The tide of popular
favour, which ran at one time with a dangerous and headlong violence
to the side of innovation and political experiment, has now set, per
haps too strongly, in an opposite direction; and the same misguiding
passions that placed factious and selfish men on a level with patriots
and hl!roes, has now ranked the blameless and the enlightened in the
herd of murderers and madmen.

• There are two classes ofmen, in particular, to whom it appears to us
that the Revolution bas thus done injustice, and who have been made to
share in some measure the iRfamy ofits most detestable agents, in con-

il;equence of venial errors, and in spite of extraordinary merita. There
are none indeed who made a 6gure in its more advanced stages, that
may not be left without any great breach of charity, to the vengeance of
public opinion; and both the descriptions of persons to whom we have
alluded only existed, accordingly, at the period of its commence
ment. These were the philosophers or speculative men, who incul
cated a love of liberty and a desire of reform by their writings and
conversation; and the virtuous and moderate, who attempted to act
upon these principles, at the outset of the Revolution, and counte
nanced or suggested those measures by which the ancient frame of
the government was eventually dissolved. To confound either of these
classes of men with the monsters by whom they were succeeded, it
would be necessary to forget that they were in reality their most
strenuous opponents, and their earliest victims. If they were instru
mental in. conjuring up the tempest, we may at least presume that
their co-operation was granted in ignorance, since they were the 6rst
to ~all before it; and can scarcely be supposed to have either foreseen
or mtended those consequences, in which their own ruin was 80 inevi
t~ly involved. That they are chargeable with imprUdence and
with presumption, may be affirmed, perhapl, without fear of contra-
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diction; though with regard to many of themt it would be DO euy
task, perhaps, to point out by what conduct they could have avoided
such an imputation; and this charge, it is manifest, ought at any rate
to be kept carefully separate from that of guilt or atrocity. Benevo
lent intentions, though alloyed by vanityt and misguided by ignorance,
can never become the obJects of the highest moral reprobation; and
enthusiasm itself, though It does the work of the demons, ought still to
be distinguished from treachery or malice. The knightly adventurer,
who broke the chains of the galley...laves, purely that they might
enjoy their deliverance from bondage, will alway. be regarded with
other feelings than the robber who freed them to recruit the ranks of
his banditti:

This article is in itself as instructive an example as can be
found, of the craft and mystery of compromise; of trimming, and
seesaw. 1£ one sentence is in favour of truth and freedom,
another is in favour of prejudice and servility. To balance such
passages as the fo~er, we hltve others, in the following strain :-

, We are very much inclined to do justice to the virtuous and
enlightened men who abounded in the constituent assembly of France.
We believe that the motives of many of them were pure, and their
patriotism unaffected: their talents are still more indisputable; but
we cannot acquit them of blameable presumption and inexcusable
imprudence. There are three points, it appears to us, in particular,
in which they were bound to have foreseen the consequences of their
proceedingti.

, In thefirst place, the spirit of exasperation, defiance, and intimida
tion, with which from the beginning they carried on their opposition
to the schemes of the court, the clergy, and the nobility, appears to
us to have been as impolitic with a view to their ultimate success, ae
it was suspicious perhaps as to their immediate motives. The parade
which they made of their popularity; the support which they sub
mitted to receive from the menaces and acclamations of the mob;
the joy which they testified at the desertion of the royal armies; and
the anomalous military force, of which they l?atronised the formation
in the city of Paris, were so many preparations for actual hostility,
and led almost inevitably to that appeal to force, by which all pros
pect of establishing an equitable government was finally cut off.
Sanguine as the patriots of that assembly undoubtedly were, they
might still have been able to remember the most obvious and import
ant Jesson in the whole volume of history, that the nation which has
recourse to arms for the settlement of its internal affairs necessarily
falls under the iron yoke of a military government in the end, and
that nothing but the most evident neceuity can justify the lovers of
freedom in forcing it from the hands of their governors. In France,
there certainly was no such necessity.'

The rollowing passage is a laboured panegyric .upon the
actual composition of the ~~h House of Commo~s:. with
the declaration of a general pnnclple worthy of all a~bon:
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, No repreeentatlve legistatare, it appeen to UB, can ever be re
spectable 01' secure, tIB1esa it CGntain witltin itself a weat proportion
of thole w1M> form the Datura! aristocracy of the country, llnd 81e
able, aI individuals, to influence the conduct and opinions of tile
greater part of its inhabitants. Unlesa the power, and weight, lUld
authority of the auembly, in shott, be really made up of the power,
and weight, and authority of tile individuals who compose it, the
factitious dignity they may derive from their situation can never be
of long endlll'llIlce; and the dangerous power with which they may
be invested, will become the subject of scrambli.og and contention
among the factions of the. metropolis, and be employed for any
purpose but the general good of the community. ' .

, In En~land, the House of Commons is made up ofthe individuals
who, by birth, by f9rtune, or by talents, pOS6ess singly the greatest
influence over the rest of the people. The most certain and the
most permanent influence, is that of rank and of riches; and these
are the qualifications, accordingly, which return the greatest number
of members. Men submit to be governed by the united will of thOle,
to whose will, WI individuals, the gt"eater part of them have been pre
viously accustomed to submit themselves; and an act of parliament
is reverenced and obeyed, not because.the people are impressed with
a constitutional veneration for an institution called a Parliament, but
because it has been passed by the authority of those who are recog
nised as their natural superiors, and by whose intluence, as indi
viduals, the same measures might have been ,enforced over the
greater part of the kingdom. Scarcely any new power is acquired,
therefore, by the combination of those persons IDto a legislature:
they carry each their share of influence and authorit,Y into the senate
a1on~ with them; and it is by adding the items of It together, that

,_ the mfluence and authority of the senate itself is made up. From
such a senate, therefore, it is obvious that their power can never be
wrested, and that it would not even attach to those who might suc
ceed in supplanting thein in the legislature, by violence or intrigue,
or by any other means than those by which they themselves had
originally secured. their nomination. In such a state of represent
ation, in short, the influence of the representatives is not borrowed
from their office, but the influence of the office is supported by
that which is personal to its members; and Parliament is only
re~arded as the great depositary of all the authority which formerly
eXisted, in a scattered state, among its members. This authority,
therefore, belonging to the men, and not to their places, can neither
be lost by them, if they are forced from their places, nor found by
those who may supplant them. The Long Parliament, after it was
purged by the Independents, and the aS6emblies that met under
that name, during the Protectorate of Cromwell, held the place, and
enjoyed aU the form of power that had belonged to their prede.
cessors; but as they no longer contained those individuals who were
able to sway 'and influence the opinion of the body of the peop'e,
they were without respect'or authQrity, ·and speedily came to be the
objects of public ,derision and comeQlpt. .
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• As the power and authority of a legiilature thus coDstitnted is
perfectly secure and inalienable on the one hand, so, on the other,
the moderation of its proceedings is guaranteed by a consciouanell8
of the basis uron which this authority is founded. Every individual
being aware 0 the extent to which his own influence is likely to reach
among his constituents and dependants, is anxiolls that the mandates
of the body shall never pass beyond that limit within which obedience
may be easily secured. He will not hazard the losa of hi!; own
power, therefore, by any attempt to enlarge that of the legislature;
and feeling, at every step, the weight and resistance of the people,
the whole assembly proceeds with a due regard to their opinions and
prejudices, and can never do any thing very injurious or very distaste
ful to the majority. From the very nature of the authority with
which they are invested, they are in fact consubstantiated With the
people for whom they are to It!gislate. They do not sit loose upon
them, like riders on inferior animals; nor speculate nor project
experiments upon their welfare, like operators upon a foreign sub
stance. They are the natural organs of a great living body; and are
not only warned, by their own feelings, of any injury which they may
be tempted to inflict on it, but would become incapable of perform
ing their functions, if they were to proceed far in debilitating the
general system.

• Such, it appears to us, though delivered perhaps in too abstract
and elementary a form, is the jWlt conception of a free representative
legislature:

There is a return to the malignant lan~ageof antijacobinism,
in the review of the "Continuation ot Belsham'a History of
OTeat Britain," in the same sixth volume.

• The events which took place in the Neapolitan territory, af\er
the French armies had been driven from Italy by the victorious
Suvaroff, are narrated with considerable spirit; but in a manner "hich
betray" the author's decided predilection for the Revolutiolrists, and
his detestation of all b;r whom the interests of the Royal party were
espoused. His narrative is faithfully taken from the" S/teteM," of
the excellent Helen Maria Williams; of course he becomes quite
impassioned, and by flU' too noisy, for the propriety of history. That
the Neapolitans were incapable of enjoymg a free government, he
is, however, obliged to admit: it follows, therefore, that the project
of a repUblican constitution W88 as absurd 88 it W88 wicked; and

. that the only remedy against greater evils, was the re-eetablishment
of the government which had been unwarrantably pulled down. But
although we are not disposed to weep with Mr. Billsham over the
prostrate democracy of Naples, we are not therefore inclined either
to justify or palliate the excesses of those by whom it W8lI overthrown.
It must, however, be recollected, that the Royal government, in a
justificatory memorial which it afterwards published, strOllgly dis
avows the charge of proscription; but OUT author neither adverts to
this or any other document,-having gone no fmher, 'apparently,
in search of authorities, than to the said Sketches ofMiM WillilUn8.
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C From these excursive details our historian then returns to objects
more immediately connected with British annals; but it. is only for
a little while that he stops to shed the lights of history upon our dark
and disordered political system; for he soon starts away to expatiate
upon topics which seem to have greater charms for him. Meantime,
he adverts to the expedition to Holland in 1799; the account of
which is done up from the disaffected newspapers of that time, in
Mr. Belsham's own happy manner. It seems, indeed, not to be so
much the intention of our historian to give a just account of the
objects of that expedition, and the real causes of its failure, as to
sneer at the military talents, and ridicule the despatches of the
British commander-in-chief.'

Think of" disaffected newspapers," and " the military talents
of the British commander-in-chier' ! It seems as if a page of a
ministerial daill paper, had slipped'into our hands.

From the Sixth to the ninth volume, there is nearly a blank
with regard to the great branch of politics, the securities for
good government. In the ninth volume, there is an article which
goes over a great part of the field of government, and which,
beside the usual characteristic of being on both sides of the ques
tion, is one of the most remarkable specimens of the use of words
without ideas, and of forms of expression covering ignorance
with the semblance ofknowledge, that we could at present point
out, fashionable, and popular, and of course prevalent, as this
mode of composition is. We present the following pWisage in
proof of our remark: -

, It has sometimes struck us, that the bias which is found in some
theoretical writers upon legislation in favour of established systems,
and in others towards changes, may partly be accounted for by the
character of the country and government for which their labours were
designed. In the ancient republics, the sovereignty was generallf
exercised by the whole body of the people, liable to the natural tur
bulence and instability of all democracies, and, in those of Greece,
to a certain constitutional levity in the national character. The
beautiful fabrics of civil polity might be swept away by the surge of
a moment, whenever the factious, who Joved sedition, or the am
bitious, who aimed at tyranny, should rouse the madness of the mul
titude. Against these perils of innovation it was difficult to devise a
barrier compatible with the supremacy of the public will. The
legislators of antiquity were not, however, deficient in their endea
vours to secure the stability of their institutions. The proposer of a
new law among the Locrians, we are told by Demosthenes, wore "
"ope about lIiI necki if it failed of adoption, bis life was an instant
aacrifice to the sanctity of the established constitution. Less violent,
yet powerful, checks were imposed by the laws of Athens and Rome.
The people, jealous as the, were in the extreme of their legislati~e
rights, Bubmitted to a prevIous negative in the Nomotheue of the one,
and in the ..aenate of the other. _ At Rome, indeed, this corrective of
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innovation was, in a great degree, done away by the plebiscita, which
passed by a vote of the tribes, without the authority of the senate, and
acquired, at a pretty early period, the complete force of what were
more strictly called laws. But there was yet another tie by which
the prudence of ancient legislators bound together the systems they
had framed. This was su!>eratition. They called in a force to which
the ph;rsical power of the multitude must yield, and appealed to an
authonty by which its acknowledged sovereignty might be lawfully
controlled. For them the voice of the gods was raised in oracles;
for them the mlsterious symbols of fate were displayed in auguries;
to them the divmities ofwoods and fountains taught more than fallible
wisdom could have discovered. The worship, the ceremonies, and
processions of antiquity, were mingled with the laws of civil re~en,
and cast over them a veil of reverence and regard that made mDOV

won sacrilege. None but the patrician families could tend the
sacred chickens of the augural college. The privilege may not seem
invaluable. But ifit was declared that these chickens refused to eat,
an assembly of the people was that instant dissolved, their clamours
silenced, their leaders appalled, and not a wreck left behind of the
clouds that bung over the public tranquillity. And this distinction
was the last' to fall before the gradual progress of the plebeian
claims. ,"

, In absolute monarchies, on the contrary, the genius of the conati
tution, and commonly the prejudices of the people, resist with a 80rt
of inert force every species of in1\ovation. Theoretical writers are
therefore led to throw their weight into the opposite scale, and to
counteract that ' froward retention of custom' which baBIes all their
schemes of public improvement. The abuses likewise ofsuch govem
ments are commonly much more fiagrant, and the grievance. more
lubstantial, than in those of a republican form; and while these na
turally rouse the indignation of enlightened and patriotic men, the
dangers of that turbulent fennentation, which is apt to attend political
change, seem generally rar less, where the prince, and not the people,
administers the remedy. During part of the last century kings aspued
to be philosophers, or listened at least to those who bore the name;
lOme looked for power, and some for reputation, in the destruction
of ancient usages. The fancy of the theorist was inftamed; his pro
jects became more extensive and less gradual, when he had but to
persuade a lingle man of their poBBibility and excellence. It may be
noted,' that although innovations are rare in absolute monarchil:s, let·
when they do take place, they are likely to be almo.t as sweepmg
and 88 sudden as in democracies themselves. For theae forms of
government, as Mr. Burke has well remarked frem Aristotl" bave
Itriking pointl of resemblance in their arbitrary nature and their dis
~gard of private rights. The promulgation ofa l~gislati~ec;ode by a
~le edict,~ at nce, up~n how~ver SpeCI?US p~lDcJples! the
anCient customs 01 aDation, associated With all their notions of rJght,
especially as to property;-prejudicee which i~ is, s.o dangerous to
disturb; interwoven with the plans of so many mdiVJduals for their
dOIDestic happiness; familiar, by long habit, to the popular under.

VOL. I. ' B
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standing, and accommodated, in all those petty occasions which can·
not be foreseen, to the exigencies of social life; - is a piece of in.
fatuation and tyranny which none, one would think, but a prince in
the barren ignorance of the purple, or a 'bookish theorique' in the
presumptuousness of speculation, could approve. Yet Filangieri ad.
mires the celebrated project of Catharine, her philosophical code of
Russian laws, and the absurd mockery of delegation from the dis
persed and ignorant boors ofher vast empire. 'She left to her kingdom
the choice of its delegates, and consequently of its legislators. Under
such circumstances, not a single peasant could doubt of the value of
the new code, or could hesitate a moment on the preference between
it and the ancient system.' The total negleCt into which we under
stand this code to have fallen, is an answer to such an absurdity. We
are far from charging Filangieri with that infatuated abhorrence of
existin~ institutions which distinguished the early times of the French
revolution. In certain passages he appears aware that reformations
cannot be hastily taken up or suddenly executed. But the general
bias of his schemes is, to make all provision against the sluggish spirit
which adheres to every thing that is old, and very little ~ainst the
turbulent spirit· which grasps at every thing that is new. HIS institu
tions are laid out for a free government; but he lived under arbitrary
power, and naturally thought most of the evils which he saw around
him, From this error, and from one very common wit~ speculative
men, that of attributing more wisdom, and virtue, and influence, to the
im~arymagistrate, than a real individual will ever posseu, we find
pOSitions-advanced, from which we shrink as wild and dangerous"and
projects brought forward which appear visionary and absurd. Let
the following be a specimen. .

, " The first step to be taken is to create in the public a wish for the
proposed reformation. A change'in the constitution of a country is
not the work of a moment; and to prepare the way for it, the incli
nations of the people should be gradually led towards it. They
.hould be made fully sensible of tne inefficacy of their established
laws, and be convinced their hardships and oppressions are owing to
them. The ablest writers should be employed to state the eJrors and
inconveniences of the old system, and the propriety as well 118 the
necessity of abolishing it, and adopting a more advantageous one.
When these efforts are successful, and the public wish is united with
the force of government, one of the greatest obstacles is surmounted,
and there is no reason for any further apprehensions from a passionate
and ungovernable attachment of the multitude to their ancient
usages••• • • • When this first step is taken, another naturally fol.
lows. Having prejudiced the public opinion against its ancient laws,
it should be inspired with a confidence in the proposed ones; and the
arguments intended to produce this nec8ssary predilection, ought to
be plain and striking, and, in some degree, flowing from the public
sentiments," &c. (Vol. 1. 57.)

We invite our readers to try, as a useful exercise, what ideas
they can extract from this passage: or what explicit principle of
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approbation or disapprobation (or any species of institution. The
seesaw here is so rapid, that, as in the swift succession of the
prismatic colours~ the mixture becomes confusion. The ancient
republics are" beautiful fabrics of civil polity," but nevertheless
such wretched fabrics, that "they might be swept away by
the surge of a moment, whenever the factious who loved
sedition, or the ambitious who aimed at tyranny, should rouse
the madness of the multitude." There is a class of writers who
love change, and a class who hate it, seemingly for its own sake.
We are sorry the writer did not inform us where th~ are to be
found. From habit, and from the love of ease, all men are averse
t'J change) where the prospect of some considerable good is not
presented to them. . Under a long-eontinued system of misrule,
those who profit by it are averse to change from self-interest,
those who suffer by it from bad education. Men of no descrip
tion are anxious for a change, but from the hope of advantage.
Is the prospect of advantage not a legitimate principle of action?
·Why does the Edinburgh Review endeavour by vague imput
ations to throw discredit upon that which is the source of every
benefit to man? Every improvement is change. Why, instead
of language which deserves no better name than that of aristo
cratical slang, did it not give U8 some principle by which to dis
tinguish the advantages which are yet to be pursued, and which
ought to engage all our ardour, from those which are more
imaginary than real, and which may not be worth what must be
risked in the pursuit of them?

We quote the following passage for the sake of contrastinlc it
with an opinion, the support of which is exceedin~ly labouroo in
the next volume. .

, The predominant character of the British system of gcrvernment,
though it is e88entially republican, is certainly rather adverse than
favourable to innovation. It partakes, indeed, rather of the nature of
an aristocracy, on a very large and liberal basis, than of any other
polity; and the genius of an aristocratic commonwealth is of all
others the most hostile to any change. Though the direct share of
the monarch in legislation has become nominal, that of the House of
Peers is very real and effective; and, on looking narrowly into the
spirit which has generally actuated that assembly, we shall perceive,
that new projects in legislation have encountered a very marked dis
couragement within its walls:

Hear now what is said, at p. 40 18. of vol. x. -

, The balance of the constitution now exists, in a great degree,
in the House of Commons; and that 888embly posseues nearly the
whole legillative authority.'
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The following is the same idea mOrE: expanded -
c The a4VaDtages of this arrangement are, BI we have already inti

mated, - that the collision aDd shock of the three rival principles, is
either prevented or prodigiously softened by this early mixture of their
elements, - that by converting those sudden aDd successive checks
into one regulating and graduated pressure, their operation becomes
infinitely more smooth aDd manageable, aDd no longer proceeds by
jerks aDd bounds that might endanger the safety of the machine, - .
while its movements, instead of being fractured aDd impeded by the
irregular impulses ofopposite forces, slide quietly to the mark, in the
diagonal produced by their original combination.'

• We have stated already, that the prospect of these advantages
probably operated, in part, to produce the arraugement which en
Bured them; but it was dictated, no doubt, by more urgent con
Bideratione, aud indeed, as we think, by a neceuity which could not
be resisted. The great object to be accomplished, was not 80 much
to eave the House of Commons from the mortification of having their
bills stopped by the Lords, or rejected by the Sovereign, as to pro
tect thelle two estates from the hazard to which they might be
exposed from the direct exercise of this privilege. By the vast aDd
rapid increase of wealth aDd intelligence in the country at large, the
consideration aDd relative authority of that branch of the government
which staDds most in connexion with it, was suddenly and prodigi
ousl~ enlarged. The very circumstance of its being open to talent and
ambition, ensured a greater proportion of ability and exertion in its
members; lIIld their numbers and the popularity of their name aDd cha
racter, all contributed to ~ive their determinations a degree of weight
aDd authority, against which it would no longer have been safe for
any other power to have risked an opposition. No ministry, for a
hundred years back, has had courage to interpose the royal negative
to' any measure which has passed through the Houses ofParliament,
even by narrow majorities; and there is no thinking man, who can
contemplate, without dismay, the probable consequences of such a
resistance, where the House of Commons had been zealous aDd
nearly unanimous. It is needless to lay, that the House of Lords
would oppose a Btill feebler barrier to such a measure of popular
letrialation. In order to exercise their constitutional functions with
salety', therefore, it became necessary for the king and the great
families to exercise them in the lower house, - not agai7l8t the united
commons of England, but among them; and not in their own cha
racter, and d.irectly, :-.but covertly, ~d mingled with those whom it
was substantially tbelr lDterest and their duty·to control.

• It is thus, as it appears to us, that the balance' which WBI in danger
.of being lost through the increasing power and influence of the lower
house, has been eaved b~ being transferred into that assembly; aDd
that all that was essentially valuable in the constitution, has been
aecured by a silent but very important change in its mode of oper
ation. Thill change we take to be, that the influence of the crown,
and of the old aristocracy, is now exerted in that house by melUl8 of
memben aent there to support that iIUluence; and that, ill that
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house, .. the great depository of the political power of the nation,
and the virtual representative of the whole three estates, the chief
virtue and force of the government is now habitually resident.

, This last conclusion, we are persuaded, will not appear either rash
or hazardous to those who consider the exclusive power which is now
almost formally yielded to the House of Commons, with regard to
the supplies ; and the admitted impossibility of going on in the ad.
adminIStration of the government, without the support of a ,decided
and permanent majority of its membeJ?l:

To the last sentence is appended the following note: -
'See Hume's Essay on the Independency of Parliament; the very

b..is of which is, that the House of Commons absolutely commands
all the other parts of the government, and may. when it pleases,
swallow up the rest, and engross the whole power of the constitution:

To this theory of the constitution, and the consequences which
these reviewers deduce from it, narnell' 19at the usurpation which
has been effected upon the people's rights to place and displace,
and exercise an efficient control over, the members of the
house of commons, is salutary and desirable, we shall take a
future opportunity of replying. On this, above all subjects, de
lusion is fatal; proportional pains will therefore he requisite both
to discover true principles, and to make them clearly seen by the
public. The little which we can afford to add to the present
article, must be employed in exhibiting a few specimens more of
that leading feature in the character ofilie Review which has occu
pied our attention in several of the more immediately preceding

~~ shall pass on to a period when the Review thought expe
dient a much higher langu~ on the side of the people, than it
had ventured on before. The whole of the article entitled " On
the Rights and Duties of the People," in the twentieth volume,
though much of the language is still vague and slippery, may be
given as a specimen of the new lengths which it was not scrupled.
at this particular time, to go in opposition to aristocratical
interests.

. According to the following passage, th~u~h it had, in the p~
vlousparagraph, been allowed, that the prmclple ofrepresentation
is the grand secret for good government, yet it is maintained,
that for the people to let the powers of government out of their
own hands, even to real representatives, is attended with imminent
cLuJger.

, With all these blessings, however, and they are 88 undeniable as
they are important, the plan or delegated authority is liable to
teVeral objections - not, mdeed, such 88 greatly to detract from
ita merita - but such 88 are well adapted to keep our jealousy awake
to its abuses. It may be enough to mention one, into which indeed

R S
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almOlt all the others resolve themselves. The dele~tion of the
greatest of all trusts, that of government, necessarily Implies a sur
render of the function itself, and with the function much of the
power - and leaves the people, in some degree, at tIle mercy of
those whom they choose for their trustees, during the whole term of
the appointment. Hence the danger of those trustees abusing their
delegated authority in such a manner as to weaken the control of the
people over them - and, by rendering themselves more powerful
and less accountable, to make the resumption of the trust more dif
ficult. It is lJuite manifest, thereforE!, that there is nothing of which
the Constitution, in a state like England, ought to be more jealous,
than any step towards independence on the part of the represent
atives - any attempt of theirs to acquire a substantive and separate
authority - either an existence not created, or attributes not be
stowed by the people. From so self-evident a maxim we may deduce
all the ar$uments in favour of parliamentary reform -all the observ
ations which plac,e in the strongest light the abuses in our represent
ative system - the principles which render the septeDoial act by far
the greatest mockery of popular rights, and breach of common good
faith that ever was committed by the governors to the governoo
the grounds uron which the exclusion, of so many of the com
munity from al share in the govern~ent, and the usurpation of the
elective franchise by the few, are demonstrably shown to be a mere
subversion of the very purpose and meaning of representation:

The main object of the article is to maintain the utility of
meetings of the people in large bodies, to declare their opiniOns
on public measures and men. The following is a curious

, passage:-

• It is quite true that the adoption or rejection of specific measures
ought in no case to be left with the bulk of the people. But it is
equally true, that the people have a right to deliberate on specific
measures - to discuss them individually and in bodies- to expreaa
the result of those deliberations, and to tender to the Legillature
and the Executive Go.,ernment their opinion, their advice, nay, the
free expression of their wishek upon all matters of public imJ.>ort.
This is the sacred inalienable right of the English people - It is
theirs as they are freemen - it is theirs as they are both the foun
tain and the object of all government -it is a right, the invasion of
which we conscientiously hold to form an extreme case - a case,
perhaps, more easy than safe to discuss; and one which all lovers of
their country, and fTiends to the peace and good order of society,
must fervently pray against ever living to see pl"8ctlcaJJy moved.
This right, however, was actually violated by Mr. Pitt - by the very
man who did not scruple to invade the fir.t principles of the repre
sentative system on the opposite quarter, by takiIIg the sense of the
country on a ~rticular measure. He was the first minister who
cve~ dared abridge the rights of Englishmen to discuss their own
affairs:
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The people of En~land, according to this paragraph, .ought to
have taken arms agamst the government, and to· have appealed
to Heaven, when their rights were invaded as they were by
:Mr. Pitt.

After various observations to shew the importance of meetings
held by the people to overawe their representatives, however
purely elected, comes the following picture of the actual state.

• We have all along been reasoning upon the supposition that
the parliament is really. and not in name only, a representation of
the people - that its members are chosen by the nation at large
that Its deliberations are the result of discussions among delegates
appointed by those whose business they are to manage - that the
choice of them is free, and the trust so often renewed, as to give the
elector, by the mere act of election or rejection, some control over
the deputy - that the representative body consists of persons sent,
on the part of the nation, to resist the encroachments of the crown
and the aristocracy, and not in any considerable number, of persons
chosen by the croWn and Aristocracy to play into their hands, and
betray the people under the disguise of their trustees. But how
greatly is the force of the argument increased by the actual state of
the representation? Who shall Bay that a parliament, chosen as
ours really is, requires no looking after? Who shall tell us that
the crown requires no watching from the people themselves, when
their regular watchmen are some of them nnmed, and more of them
paid, by the crown itself? Who shall be permitted to question the
necessity of the people deliberating about their own affairs in their
own perSODll, when such vast masses of them are wholly deprived of
the elective franchise, and destitute of any semblance of represent
auves to speak their wishes, or to transact their business.?

• The history of last session, fruitful as it is in lessons of political
Wisdom, offers none more striking than the one which it reads to us
upon this important subject. The most weighty interestl discussed
in parliament were those of the manufacturing districts. The bread
of hundreda of thousands was in ~uestion; and the two houses were
occupied for many weeks in discussing their grievances. Those
persona composed the population of Birmingliam, Leeds, Man
chester, SheBield, Wakefield, Halifax, Boulton, Bury, Glasgow,
and other placea. Not one of those towns, some of them contain
ing 100,000 inhabitants, haa a single representative in parliament,
except Glaagow·; - and Glas~ow is repTelented (if the abuse of lan
guage may be tolerated) by Its corporation uniting with three other
corporations, and the whole four sets of magistrates chusing one
member; but so that the other three at all times (and two of them
every other parliament) may return the member, and leave Glasgow
whoHy out of the question. Now, in what .manner could those
great and most important bodies of men have made themselves heard
but through the public meetings, which they wisely and cODlltitution
ally held to disC11IS their ~jeyances? In no other way could they
have each obtained a heanng, or established a correspondence with

.4
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a temporary representative: - But surely in no other way could
thel have gained the point, which they did 10 nobly carry with the
legtllature and the executive government. In specifying theee
towns, we have enumerated the greater part, by far, of the manu
facturing interests of England; - and they are all without local re
presentatives in parliament. Is it ask.ing too much, to demand that
they may use freely the only meana len them of sharing in the public
councils - ofinftuencing the measures for which they pay 80 dearly
in all ways - and auemble from time to time in order to commuw
eate with each other, and with the government, upon the matters 10

imminently affecting them? In truth, while so many vast branches
of the community are wholly deprived of all share in the represent
ation - while so many members of parliament owe their existence
to private nomination - while the electors; who exercise their fran.
chise the most amply, have only an opportunity once in six or seven
years of changing their delegate - and while the enormous patronage
vested in the crown, strews with tempting baits the whole floor of
the House, and besets every avenue to it with promises and threats
he must be a stubborn lover of despotism indeed, who can deny that
the people betray their own cause, and have themselves to blame for
the mismanB¥ement of their affairs, if they cease to discuss and
speak out theJr own minds upon all fit occasions. Such a parliament
mru' be aided by the watchful eyes of the country. If the people
slumber themaelve., let them not vainly hope that their r~rt:lema
Ii,," will be very vigilant,- or very successful in the public C8UJe,
whatever they may be in their own:

On the other hand, here is a passage in the very same num
ber (xl), which, though it is somewhat misty and oracular,
nevertheless contains a view of the beau idial in government,
well calculated to administer consolation to the holders of aris
tocratical power.

• The great point, then, is to ensure a free, an authoritative, and an
uninterrupted communication between the OItensible administrators of
the national tJOwer, and its actual constituents and depositories; and
the ebiefdistiDction between a good and a bad government consists in
the degree in whieb it affords the means of such a communication.
The main end of government to be sure is, that wise laws should be
enacted and enforced; but such is the condition of human infirmity,
that the hazards of sanguinary contentions about the exercise of power
is a much~ reater and more imminent evil, than a considerable ob
struction ID the making or llxecution of the laws; and the beat
government therefore is, not that which promises to make the best
laws, and to enforce them most vigorously, but that which ~uards

best against the tremendous conftictll to whieb all administratiOns of
government, and all exercise of political power is apt to give rise.
It happena, fortunately indeed, that the same arrangements whieb
most effectually ensure the peace of society against those disorders,
are also, on the whole, the best calculated for the purposes of wise
and efficient legislation. But we do not hesitate to look upon their
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negative or preventive virtues as of a far higher cast than their posi
tive and active ones; and to consider a representative legislature to
be incomparably of more value when it truly represents the efficient
force of the nation in controlling and directing the executive, than
when it merely enacts wholesome statutes- in its legislative capacity.

• The result'of the whole then is, that in a civilized and enlightened
country, the actual power of the State resides in the great body of the
people, and e.pecially among the more wealthy and intelligent in all
the ditrerent ranks ()f which it consists; and consequently, that the
administration of the government can never be either safe or happy,
unlest it be conformable to the wishes and sentiments of that great
body; while there is little chance of its answering either of these con
ditions, unless the forms of the constitution proville some means for
the regular, constant, and authe.tic expression of their sentiments,
to which, when 10 eX{lressed, it is the undoubted duty and obvious
interest of the executive to conform. A Parliament, therefore, which
really and truly represents the sense and opinioDs - we mean the
general and mature sense, not the occasional prejudices and fleeting
pauions-of the efficient body of the people, and which watches over
and effectually controls every important act of the executive magis
trate, is necessary, in a country like this, for the tranquillity of the
government, and the ultimate safety of the monarchy itself, - much
more even than for the enactment ()f the laws; and, in proportion as
it varies from this description, or relaxes in this control, will the peace
of the country and the security of the government be endangered:

This description cOJTesponds to what one might call a good
Whig parliament j which, though it would turn out the ministry,
and put in their opponents, would be much more' careful to pre
"ent any radical change, than it would be to make good laws.

The contradi~ons involved in this description deserve par
ticular atten'tion. "The main end of government, to be sure,
is, that wise laws should be enacted and enforced." The best
government, however, is a government which has an end more
highly valued than its main end.

Was obscurity studied, or were the ideas of the writer far
from clear, when he said, CI We do not hesitate to consider a
representative legislature to be incomparably or more value when
it truly represents the efficient force of the nation in controlling
and directing the executive, than when it merely enacts whole
some statutes in its legislative capacity?"- The illustration of thi-i
topic will be completed by specimens from the succeeding num
bers of the Review, in our next publication, when other Charac
teristics of the work will come under review.
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2. The Q..arlnly Revie'al, No. Lvm. - Fau, MeMOfYl!Jle Day,
in A.merica.

OUR brief notice of the recent travels through the AnglO:
American United States had just been printed oft; when the

Quarterly Review for December made its appearance; Rnd as it
contains a long article on " Faux's Memorable Days," a fitter
opportunity could scarcely have presented itself for estimating
the candour, knowledge, and integrity of that Review,-and for
developing the process by which i~ fabricates a representation
calculated to flatter the passions and prejudices of those who
entertain an instinctive hatred of responsible and economical
government. .

The writer seems absolutely delirious with joy at finding in
Mr. Faux's journal, what any intelligent and reflecting person
might easily have anticipated, and what we have distinctlyad
mitted in our introductory remarks on emigration; viz. that
everyone who emigrates to or resides in a newly settled and
thinly peopled country must, though assured of an adequate
subsistence, submit to great physical inconvenience and pri
vation, -that his security for person or property will not be of
so high an order as in some older established communities, the
slender mearu of the new society not admitting of an efficient
judicatu~e and police, and the absence of neighbourhood render
ing character of comparatively little importance, - and that
without assiduous industry he can never attain a situation of
tolerable comfort.

In order that persons disposed to emigrate might know pre
cisely what amount of inconvenience and peril they would have
to encounter, we have extracted from Mr. Faux the most aggra
vated and best authenticated instances of both kinds of~
ance, rendering them occasionallv more prominent by i .
type; lLI!d, allowing for all these detractions from the advant8l(e
~f ceasing to feel anxiety on the score of subsistence, or I die
actual pangs of hunger, we have indicated the class of persons
who alone can better their situation by emigration to such a
country.

After the general admissions contained in our outset, it would
have been superfluous to have loaded our pages with umltiplied
instances in detail; but had we been disposed to do this, so many
of those mentioned by Faux rest upon mere hearsay or the
assertions of loose talkers, that the number of authentic facts
would not have been considerably increased.

Now how has the writer in the Quarterly Review constructed
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his article? Thirty-two pages, - the whole of this lengthy per
fOimance, -has he nearly filled with extracts from Faux,contain
ing the details of individual instances offerocity, violence, knavery,
boasting and vulgarity, disappointment, failure, despondency,
bad soils, bad climates, bad food, discomfort, dirt, and barbarism,
- all on the debtor side of the account, without hinting at the
existence of a single item on the creditor side. In Mr. Faux's
journal the good and evil are pretty equally- blended; descriptions
of kindly soils, of successful IUld satisfied mdustry, of generosity,
liberal feeling, and integrity, and of the good effects of an. eco
nomical form of government, are neither unfrequent nor ill
attested; indications are given of the cause of failure. in many
cases of disappointment: but of all this, not one word from the
writer in this Review, - it would not have suited his .purpose ;
which, from his sneers at the " Land of Freedom," and irrepres
sible expressions of hatred towards republican government, we
may fairly assume to be, an endeavour to persuade the reader
that the evils, physical and moral, inseparable from every infunt
state ofsociety, are altogether the result of American institutions,
or rather o( the absence of a certain institution; for in the
want of an established chw'ch, the Quarterly reviewer discovers

, the muse of every o:fFencecommitted in the United States. (p.369.)
Without religion, says he, there can be no morals; without an
established church there can be no rel~~0!ll-atleast, none that
will suit this gentleman. The only religious people are those
who take upon trust all that their parish {l?~st delivers, - who,
without bestowing a single thought on religion or the evidence
adduced in support of it, say their prayers, ~o to church, nod
through half the service, and pay tithes Without a murmur.
Those who investigate a little,- who differ from what said
parish priest chooses to lay down, - who doubt the Athanasian
creed, or any of the thirty-nine articles, - who are depressed
with the f6ar of eternal flames, or elevated with the hope of eter
nal pleasure, - these are all, according to the charitable and ex
panded views ofthe Quarterly Review, infidels or fanatics! (p.369.)
Whatever may be the effects of religion in general as a sanction
for morals, this writer himself affords a striking instance, that
" that pure and reformed branch of it," the established church,
is not competent to compel the observance of truth among its
acquiescent votaries. He is DO doubt an eminently pious and
churchgoing man, and he is sufficiently instructed to be aware
that there are many modes of making a mendacious statement
besides die simple process of mendacious invention. Suppressio
veri est ezpressiQfalsi. There is the false by omission, as well as
the falsa by substitution; and of all modes of fa1aehood, t.hefalse
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b!J omission is the most deceptious, because it contains to a certain
extent the elements of truth.

Now a more base and mischievous falsehood than that conveyed
by the totality of the article now under consideration, it is impos
sible to conceive; base, because in the face of repeatedly conflicting
statements contained in the very book referred to, the reader of
the article is induced to believe that the book contains none but
unfavourable representations, and he is told (p. 868.), that the
reviewer has given " but the smallest portion of the unfavour
able account of the American population;"-mischievous,. be
cause by every species of insolence and contempt, endeavours
are made to exasperate against each other two nations who have
the strongest interest in preserving the relations of friendship.

So much for the candour and integrity of our Tory scribe I
Now for his knowledge, and the value of the materials with
which he has filled his thirty-two pages.

Who - unless it be one whose intellect has been blinded by
existing abuses - is ignorant of the leading principles which
assign the various degrees of trustworthiness to the various spe
cies of evidence; of the difference between primary and second
ary evidence, between direct testimony and kearStl!l? What
child does not know that in passing from mouth to mouth every
story either gains or loses so much, that after a certain number
of transmissions it is often difficult to recognize the original nar
rative? Now at least one half of the fRets selected with such care
by the Quarterly Review from Faux's journal, rest, not upon
Faux.'s own observation and direct testimony, but upon no better
evidence than mere hearsay, and that of the weakt'$t and most
unsatisfactory kind, - the babble of loose talkers, tavern com
panions, and disappointed projectors. Great reliance is placed by
the Review on general assertions hazarded at random, collected
from few or inconclusive particulars, and mixed up with the foolish
opinions of foolish individuals; and yet, after havin~ been at the
pains to devote four pages to the rendering contemptible and ridi
culous an individual whose opinions Faux details at the greatest
length, the writer concludes his article by ascribing to the opinions
ofothers, so repeated by Faux,greater credit than to the statements
and opinions of Faux himself, whose integrity and understand·
ing are highly vaunted at the beginning of the critique.

The Quartelly reviewer extracts the story of "a poor fellow
who was found lying in the street" (at Charlstoa) " in a hot broil
ing sun 110· by the thermometer, with both legs broken and
m:eoofully bruised, having been robbed of all he had: he had
lam there all night, equall~' unnoticed by the nightly watch and
the open-day humani~y of the citizens; and had not an old Pros-
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sian colonel oftered a dollar to have him removed as a nuisance,
he would have been sufFered to roast and be devoured by the
fIi "es.

We omitted to select this story for extraction, not only because
we deemed it somewhat improbable, but because Faux does not
say that he saw the sight himsel~ and the narrative is accom
panied with one or two minute circumstances which cast an air
of doubtfulness over the whole; - for instance, the person who
ordered the sufferer to be removed, is said to have called out to
two slaves, "Here 1 Jul1 and August I" do so and so. Consider
ing the heat of the day, It struck us as somewha~ singular, that the
slaves should be so appositely named July and August, in such
happ}' succession. The same circumstance probably struck the
camhd reviewer as a ground for distrust, for he cautiously omits
it in his extract.

The following story is a.IsO extracted in the same Gpirit : -

, I saw an execution lately defeated by that boasted spirit which
they call liberty or independence. The property under execution
was put up to sale, when the eldest son appeared with a huge her
culean club, and said, " Gentlemen, you may bid for and buy
these things, which were mr father's, but by G- no man living shall
come on to this ground With horse and cart to fetch them away.
The land is mine, and if the buyer takes any thing away, it shall be
on his back.' ..

We omitted to select this story as one of the examples to show
the degree of insecurit, the emigrant might have to encounter,
not because we deemed It improbable,-for in our introductory
remarks we had admitted and accounted for the weakness of the
judicial arm in remote and thinl)' inhabited districts, - but
because the story does not rest on the authority of Faux, but
was related to him by one Squire Liddiard ; of whom we know
nothing, except that by his own account he was precisely the
sort of person who ought not to have emigrated to the Western
States, - a London merchant, with a counting-house near the
Exch"ange and a citizen's box at Blackheath.

Such are the stories, and so evidenced, on which the reviewer
grounds his implied proposition, that the American people are
so debased, and their institutions so pernicious, as to render
existence among them absolutely intolerable, and our "excellent
constitution in church and state" the only thing which can
secure the happiness of man. These stories bear the date of
1819.

Three !Jean have not elapsed since an aged pauper, in the
middle of this metropolis of London, was thrust from parish to
parish, from ofIlcer to ofIlcer, each contesting the liability to ad-
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minister relief, till the last On whose hands he was thrown left
him famishing with cold and hunger in the open streets. The
wretched sufferer, unable to crawl further, laid himself down at
night in a public thoroughfare near Drury Lane, where thou
sands passed by him regardless of his dying groans. The next
morning he was found a stiffened corpse, and a coroner'sjl,ll'J
brought in a vet:dict of " Died by Starvation !"

Three months have not elapsed since two individuals, one of
them with the rank and education of a gentleman, tempted by the
prospect of gaining a few pounds, made beforehand every pre
paration for the murder and interment of one of their familiar
companions; enticed him into the vehicle which contained the
sack for the concealment of his corpse; dispatched him within a
few miles of this same metropolis, by beating his skull to pieces;
and having deposited him in a pond close by the house at which
the deceased and themselves were to have met for a convivial
entertainment, sat down to supper as if nothing extraordinary
had happened !

Three weeks have barely elapsed since a drama founded on thio;
horrible assassination; was performed at a public theatre in this
same metropolis; in which drama was produced on the stage,
before a crowded and applauding audience, the identical vehicle
and horse which had conveyed the miserable victim on his
journey to eternity !

Three days have barely elapsed (Jan. S. 18240) since, in the
same county which was the scene of the preceding outrage, a
special constable, James Orainge, has actually been muraered
in an attempt to enforce legal process; the party who resisted
being a man of education, and assisted by a beautiful woman of
twenty-six I·

The story of the dying pauper is at least as aftlicting to hu
manity, and a little better authentiCated than the jocose appeal
to July and A~st at Charlston; - and the story of James
Grainge carries mto effect what Squire Liddiard's story only
threatens.

Now suppose A. B., an American traveller through England,
had stated, among other things, the four preceding facts; sup
pose he had also stated the recent murders of Mr. Mumford, of
Mrs. Donatty, of Mr. Smith at Greenwich, of the Marrs, of the
Bouats, and as many others as he could pick up in coffee-houses
andstage-coaehes; suppose he were to state the number of
juvenile offenders every year committed to prison within the
preomcts 'Of London, the number of houses annually set on fire

• See'the NeWlpaperl for the 2d 'of January, l~
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about the time of the half-yearly payments of rent, the number
of paupers and amount of poor-rates, the number of bankrupts,
the number of insolvents, and the amount of assets available
to tbeir creditors; suppose he had also stated such appearances
as he might have observecl of occasional prosperity, comfort, and
cleanliness, - appearances of fertile soil, unbounded capital, and
transcendent industry and skill;-

What would the Quarterly reviewer have said if a North Ame-
rican democratic reviewer, reviewing A. B.'s travels, should make
a detailed extract of all the disparaging circumstances, omit all the
favourable ones, and then exclaim, or leave the reader to imply,
" These are the blessed effects of monarchical and aristocratic
institutions! This is the land where King, Lords, and Commons
are so happily balanced, that each plays into tbe hand of the
other! This is the land of legitimate sway, 'attempered liberty,'
and borough influence! This is the laiJd of the established
church! Federalists and sentimentalists, before you cross the
ocean to gaze at empty pomp and factitious dignity, before you
surrender your uuderstandings to admire the antiquities of your
half-civilized ancestors, listen to A. B. Mark well the facts we
have laid before you, and then choose your dwelling, if you dare,
among a people so heartless as to leave a fellow-creature to perish
in a crowded street,-so cruel, as to view with approbation, at a
play-bouse, objects which would most forcibly bring to their
imagination all the details of an aggravated murder; - settle,
if you dare, in a land where neither person nor property are
secure,- where assassinations are the topic of the day, and the
arm of the law is resisted by weapons of death !"

Would the Quarterly reviewer admit, that such a represent
ation as this contained one spark of candour, integrity, or truth ?

. Would he admit, that a reviewer who should so exclude every
favourable representation in regard to England, - who should
ascribe to institutions, incidents inseparable from the condition
of man in the present state of society, - would he admit, that such
a reviewer possessed one spark of feeling, honour, or principle?
And yet this is precisely the process which, with a fiendlike
exultation, this writer has pursued with regard to America.

But before we have done we shall bring home to him, yet
more clearly, blind maliwrity~st a people whose only offence,
beyond the failings to which it IS subject in common with his own
countrymen, is the offence of having an economical and respon
sible pemmenL

It IS notorious, that a great proportion of those who leave this
country, either for Chili or the United States, are of the lowest
and most ignorant class; it is equally notorious, that they com-
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monly labour under the delusion of expecting that, when they
arrive in the promised land, they shall be exempt from the com
mon lot of humanity, the necessity of labouring for: subsistence;
and that they frequently waste in idleness and drinking the hours
and mopey with which they might shortly better their condition.

No man knows this better than the writer in the Review him
self: he admits it expressly in page S66.; and yet he has extracted
from Faux every-expression of discontent from every disappointed
emigrant, without in the least adverting to the cause of each in
dividual's diiappointment, though, in a .variety of instances, Faux
has clearly traced it to the imprudence or incapacity of the
sufferer.

In a laboured article" On the Condition of the Negroes in
our Colonies" (p. 4-76. in this same number), the Quarterly attacks
Mr. Wilberforce for rejecting all apology for the treatment of
slaves in the West Indies; and contendS that they are, in many
respects, better off than the labouring classes in England.
(No. LVIII. pp. 479. 4-85.) But no sooner does he come to the
United States,-where, as we have demonstrated (ante, p.llS.),
the treatment of slaves is infinitely less severe than in the West
Indies, - than our reviewer altogether alters his tone: "Though
many of the planters treat theiF slaves well, and allowthem as much
indulgence as is consistent with their situation, yet negroes being,
in the eye of the .American law, a de~ed class, and denied the
enjoyment of equal rights, their wellbeing is entirely dependent
on the personal character of their owner; and however humane
their treatment roa., be, we camwt agree 'Witk.farmer Faw: in his
conclusion, that theJ.I' condition in any, much less in many, respects
is better than that of paupers in his native land."

If they are a d~ed class in the eye of the .American law,
are they not equally so, and that within the writer's knowl~
in the Anglo-West Indian law ? If their condition in the West
Indies is better than that of an English pauper, what should make
it otherwise in America, where, according to his own admission,
" many of the planters treat their slaves well, and allow them
as 11I1I.Ck indulgenu as}s consistent 'With their situation i'''

Our reviewer's hatred, however, is not confined to America
or Americans j his own countrymen become the objects of attack
for no other offence than that of preferrin~ a residence on the
other side of the Atlantic: and how is thIS attack conducted?
.Not content with filling four whole pages in the endeavour to
render ridiculous and contemptible Mr. Thomas Law·, a man
who, through a long and eventful life, has sustained the most ir-

• A brother of the late Lord EUenborough.
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. reproachable character, this writer, with all the charity and good
fiUth so peculiar to a moralist of the Quarterly Review, proceeds
to sneer away his reputation for integrity and principle by men
dacious and unfounded insinuations, -as, that he quitted Eng
land for America because he was mortified at not being a peer.
Again, "This gentleman," says this writer; "accumulated (it
is not said by what means) an immense fortune in India." True,
it is not said by what means, for the history of his Indian life
would have been grossly irrelevant in a book of travels through
America; but we can take upon ourselves to say by what means
he did not accumulate his fortune: he did not pander to the
passions and prejudices of an insolent and craving aristocracy, by
detailing as many as he could find recorded of those crimes and
disorders which could not but have place to a certain extent in a
Community of ten millions, and then, with an utter disregard of
truth and principle, exhibit this catalogue to the world as a re
presentation on which men should form their opinions as to the
character and condition, and the effect of the political institutions
of that same community.

But we have not quite done with this reviewer. As if it were
possible for any civilized society, however well orwmized, to
exist without contribution for common purposes, as if It were not
notorioue 10 the whole world, if not to the Quarterly Review,
that the several ststes in America receive for local purposes a
revenue~us to our county and poor's rate, and that this
revenue is ra1l>ed by taxes imposed in the legislature of each
state, - the general ~vernm8nt expenses of the whole United
States being defrayed chiefly by the customs,-this writer, on
extracti.1ll{ from Faux, that land in the Illinois belonging tD
Orator Hunt's brother was uncultivated, and selling for the pay
ment qf tazes, appears absolutely dancing in a transport of joy.
"Avast reading, there I" he cries. (p. 865.) "Overhaul that ar
ticle again 1 as Old Trunnion says. Tazes, did you say? Ta.res,
in this last retreat of suft'er.ing humanity, and the land selling to
pay them I"

Yes, Tazes! With any man in his senses, the question is,
not, whether there are tazes, but what is their amount. And
this is a piece. of information which, with regard to America, the
Quarterly Review never will dLzre to give: still less will it dare
to contrast it with the taxation endu~ by Great Britain. Pro
bably the reviewer would have suppressed his mirth and trans
port had he anticipated that the false insinuatidn it was meant to
convey, would have induced us to lay at once before the eyes of
mankind this fearful contrast, which we should othef\\;se have

vOL. I. 8
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deferred for a season. Let him read what follows, and then call
in, not HawserTrunnion, but the Attomey-general to his assist
ance; for if,'as Lord Ellenborough expressly laid it down. any
thing is a libel which may kurt the feelings of any individual
(meaning, of course, a dignified individual), nothing, we conceive,
can be more libellous in the eyes of one of the ruling few than
the columns of~reswe shall forthwith deplog.

As we have bel'ore had occasion to state, the expenses of the
general government of the United States; - of the army, navy,
public offices, public officers; of conwess; of the interest and
liquidation of the public debt, and of all extensive undertakings
affecting the States at large, - are defrayed, in time of peace, by
a revenue derived almost exclusively from the customs and the
sale of lands -in the new territories of the Union.

So far, and for such extensive purposes, we have nothing
beyond indirect taxation, and that to how small an amount we
shall presently show.

Besides this, there is raised by direct taxation in each indi
vidual state a local revenue, called the state tax, analagous to
our county and poor's rate; which revenue is applied to

. the following, among other purposes, which comprehend, in
addition to those before stated, almost all the possible expenses
of local _and general- govemment.-Judicaiure, including the
salaries of judges, expemle.'l of courts, rewards to prosecutors,
and expenses of trial: gaols: elections: public printing and
stationery: schools: roads·, bddges, and fishery-encourage
ment: expenses of the state parliament.- The revenue for
these purposes is raised in some instances b, a tax on land (ex
oeedinS in no case four-pence an acre, and 10 many districts not
exeeedmg one penny); in others by a capitation tax on all males
above sixteen; in others by assessments on carriages, or other
articles not of primary necessity; and in the older states, by the
sale of lands, and by the interest arising on monies.belonging to
the state. (See Statistical, Political, and Historical Account of
the United States, by D. B. Warden, late Consul to Paris.)

Now our county and poor's rates, in addition to the mainte
nance of the poor, cover scarcely nny expenses but those of
~ls, bridges, and that part of the expense of judicature which
IS occasioned hy the building and furnishing of courts, rewards
to prosecutors, and some of the expenses of trial.

In addition to our county and poor's rates, we are also saddled

• These are in some places maintained by contributiona of labour,
or by compOlitioDB in lieu thereof.
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with tithes; - paying about the fourth of the value of all the
landed property of the country for the support of an established
church; a blessing with which brother Jonathan has learned to
dispense.·

• The Quarterly Review, in a laboured article on the ecclesiastical
revenues, has endeavoured to prove, among other things, that tithes
do not operate as a tax on the general consumers of corn, by rais-
ing the price of the article. •

If, the writer argues, tithes were abolished, land of the lowest
quality, which now pays no rent, - the produce being equal only to
the payment of tithes in addition to the expenses and ordinary pro
fits of cultivation, - this land would pay in rent what it now pays in
tithes. But the reviewer keeps out of sight .this important circum
stance, that if tithes were abolished, all that portion of land would
be brought into cultivation which now not only cannot pay rent, but
cannot even after the first seven/ears pay tithe in addition to the
expenses and ordinary profits 0 cultivation. In such case, the
nearest means ofsupply being increased, the price of corn would fall.

The reviewer thinks he has gained a great point in asserting that
, there are no cultivated lands in Britain which do not pay some rent;
but he is ignorant that with regard to this, the true 9uestion is, not
whether the land pays rent, but whether the last application rifcapital
to the land pays rent. Thus, suppose lands 1, 2, 3, 40, successively
decreasing in fertility, it commonly happens that before 2, S, 40, or
the inferior lands are cultivated, capital can be employed more pro
ductively on those lands which are already in cultivation. It may
perhaps be found that by doubling the capital already employed on
No. I., though the produce will not be doubled, it may be increased
three-fourths; and that this quantity exceeds what could be obtained
by employing the same capital on No.3. In such case, says Mr.
Ricardo, .. capital will be empl~ed in preference on the old land.
and will equally create a rent; for rent is always the difference
between the produce obtained by the employment of two equal
quantities of capital and labour."_u The capital last employed pays
no rent."

But admitting, if the reviewer pleases, that tithes do not raise the
price of com, and consequently do not operate as a tax on the
consumer, it still remains that the clergy of the established church
are supported by a modification of property the most pemicious
that ever was devised by the barbarity of ignorant and superstitiow
ages.

It is admitted, on all hands, that tithes operate WI a constant
source of irritation between parson and parishIoner, and as a con
stant check upon agricultural enterprise and improvement. They
do not, it is true, prevent the person who employs bis capital on land
from obtaining in the long run the same rate of profit as every other
capitalist, but they divert from land a great portion of capital, which,

s 2
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But, to the point.-Direct taxes for the expenses of the gene
ral government in America we have seen there are none; tithes

but for the institution of tithes, would infallibly be employed on it,
and employed to the promotion of abundance.

A farmer, for instance, has taken 100 acres for a term of seven,
fourteen, or twenty-one years; he is willing to layout lOOl. or lOOOl.
in•draining, manuring, or irrigating; the improved and increased pro
duce will just repay his expenses, with the ordinary profits of capital,
but it will not do this and pay tithes too: the parson is inexorable,
of course quite regardleas of himsel~ but he has " a duty which he
owes to his successors,"-he refuses to relinquish his tithes even for
a period, till the farmer shall have been indemnified for his expenses;
and the farmer, who has not piety sufficient to raise the parson·s in.
come to his own loss, abandons the projected improvement. This
it no imaginary or uncommon case, and within our personal experi
ence we could point out repeated instances in which the process we
have just described has literally been gone through.

Now, as the institution and maintenance of pro(lerty in general
can be supported on no other ground than that it IS productive of
general good, the most corrupt and ignorant legislatures have never
hesitated fr~m time to time to abolish such modifications of property
as have been proved to be clearly p~rnicious to the community at
large.. Thus Henry VIII. suppressed the monasteries; Charles lI.
abolished. feudal wardships, and the oppressive remnant of feudal
services; and yet the feudal guardians had as good a right to certain
proceeds out of the estates inherited by their wards, as the established
clergy to a portion of the produce raised by their parishioners. Not
only have legislatures been in the habit of abolishing modifications

. ofproperty inconsistent with the general good, but it has been and is
their daily practice after allowing some compensation (generally in
adequate) to the individual injured, to invade property on no other
ground than that on the occasion in question, the advantage to the
public is so great as entirely to counterbalance the loss and incon
venience to the individual; and this in cases where the property in
vaded, instead of being of an objectionable kind, would, but for the
projected advant~e to the public, have been enjoyed consistently
with the general lDterest of the community at large; as where the
park or farm of an individual, is, against the will of the owner, appro
priated by act of parliament to a canal, a road, or a fortification.

As to the time and mode of abolishing pernicious modifications of
property, and the compensation or substitution to be made to the
holders of it; these are questions for the enlightened and humane .
legislator, which at present we are not called on to discuss. How
ever the reviewer's main argument in favour of tithes, is the advan
tage which he says a parish derives from the residence of a person
educated as our parochial clergy usually are. As to the eXistence
of this alle~ advan~e we are directly at issue with. him, and shall
take an early opportumty of showing that nO such advantage as that
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there are none; and the figures below will prove that the state
or local taxes covering so many more objects than our county
and poor's rates, do not equal those rates by nearly three quarters
their amount.

The states and counties have been taken at random, the one
from Warden's book, the other from returns made to Parliament,
and are offered merely as a sample.

Popula- PopuJa.. Popula- .Ave~
English AmoDn of

United States. tionin Revfnue. tion in tion in Poor & other
1810.

Counties. 1811. 1821. Rates in
ISI8-14-16.----- -------Dollars. ,IJ

~husetts. 472,040 S06,999
} Devon..... ~96,JOO 447,900 288,429

SouthCarolina 415,115 919,026
Maine .......... 228,705 209,257 Cornwall.' 229,900 262,600 120,568
New York ..... 959,049 917,745

1811 I Middlesex 985,100 1'167,500 669,109
Virginia........ 974,622 414,198
Connecticut ..• 261,942 79,192 1811 ElSex ...... 260,900 295,300 928,891
Pennsylvania.. 810,091 601,944 1815 Lancaster • 856,000 1,074,000 498,419
Delaware ...... 72,674 72,163 1811 Bedford ... 79,600 85,400 74,782
Kentucky ..... 406,511 105,180 Kent. ...... 885,600 494,600 407,459

It must be distinctly borne in mind that the whole of the
above revenues, arising to the several States, is not made up of
direct annual taxes, but that a considerable portion of each is
acquired by the sale of lands and the interest arising from monies
belonging to the state. So that it may fairly be affirmed that
the whole amount of direct taxation falling in any shape upon
any given amount of population in the United States, does not
equal a fourth of the poor's rates and county rates alone, paid by
an equal amount of population in Great Britain.

Now for the comparison of the expenses of the general govern
ment.

The whole expense of the civil government, including the
salaries of the President and Vice-President, 'lDflges qftke mimhers
if tke Senate a,ul House qf Representatives; the diplomatic and
miscellaneous expenses, including pensions; all the public offices,
post office, mint, light-houses, surveys of land, the' government
of those parts called territories, and every other expense what-

described, exists; -admitting, however, that it does exist, it furnishes
no argument in support of tithes. The residence of a parochial
clergy would be much more effectually sec~red (sa in Scotland) by
the payment of a salary OD condition o~ resIdence, th~ by the per
ception of tithes from two or three parIShes, o~e. of which only can
be inhabited ~t the same time by the same percIpIent.

S 8
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1,500,000
6,797,899

e,'er, which does not belong to the army and navy, - were
estimated for the year 182~ at 1,6640,297 dollars, or 858,6191.·

By the British finance accounts for the year ending the 5th of
January, 1821, the sum actually paid .was 6,797,8991.; this sum,
like the 853,618/. in America, includes all the items which do
not belong to the military or naval departments. Thus the civil
government here costs very nearly twenty times the amount of
the civ.il government in America, - in other words, it costs the
nation as much to be governed for one year, as it costs the
Americans to be governed for twenty years; and yet America
is, beyond all comparison, better governed than Great Britain
and Ireland. But we do, in fact, speud more than thirty times
as much as the American United States for our civil government.
In the finance accounts before alluded to, the charge for manage
ment, that is, the expeuse attending the collection of the revenue,
is set down at £8,267,688
There are other sums also paid out of the gross

receipts of the revenue, from which, when we
have deducted drawbacks and discounts, there
will remain upwards of

To which add, as before

And the annual expense will be 1B11,565,082

Which is nearly thirty-three times the amount of the annual
expenditure in America. But it may be objected, that in America
there are also charges for management: to which we reply, cer
tainly; and that some of them are included in the 858,6181.
which the civil government CORts; and that a sum greater than aU
the charges of management in AmeriCft, is raised in several ways
for the government here at home, which is given away in pensions
and payments of various kinds, and never comes into the annual
finance accounts. So that the money thus raised may be set off
against the expense of management in America.-Another objec
tion which may be made is, that each of the state governments
defrays its own expenses. But here again the balance will be in
favour of America, the county rates, and other assessments and
payments for local purposes at home, being probably several times
the amount of all the state governments in America; we will,
however, take them at the same sum, and then the account will
remain as before stated, namely,
That the charge for the civil government here

amounts to o!€ll,565,OS2
In America to 358,618

.. The dollar hu throughout been calculated at 401. Sd.
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or very nearly one THIRTY-THIRD the sum we are compelled to
pay.

But to show still more plainly the profligacy of the system here
at home, we will make a few comparisons in demil.-On the
16th of March, 1819, was "published by order of the House of
Commons, a paper, No. 114., being an account of the total ex.
pense of the following offices, viz.: - Privy Council, Treasury,
Secretaries of State, and Messengers in the Lord Chamberlain's
department:"-

£. s. d.
1. Privy Council office - Clerks, Messengers,

Coals, &c. - - - 27,878 17 ] 1
2. Treasury ditto - 108,189 17 6
S. Secretaries of State - 122,880 5 0
.... Messengers in the Lord Chamberlain's office 2,000 0 0

&€255,S94 ° .s
This is a most monstrous sum for only three of the public offices,
and the porters, or, as they are called, the messengers of a fourth
office; but enormous as it is, it by no means shows the actual
sum these offices cost. It is not many years since a sort of ex
posure took place in the trade department of the treasury, whe.
it W88 discovered, that clerks of 8001. a-year kept magnificent
houses, ~ular sets of servants, and three or fuur ~es,
spending, ill ~t, the revenues of noblemen froID the fees they
obtained; it is enough, however, fur our purpose, to take the
expense of these offices at the sums furnished by ministers them
selves: let us then see what our brethren in America pay for
having the' business done for which these offices are 'appointed.
The whole expense for every thing which in any way relates to
the Treasury, the Secretary of State, and the Exchequer of the
United States, including the expense of distributing 11,000 copies
of the laws passed at the preceding Congress, was 408,0851., not
one-fifth part of the charge for the three offices here j and if
we could ascertain the expenses of the Exchequer in addition
to the three offices, as well as the pensions and sinecures, it
would probably come out that the whole charge was more
than a dozen times the amount paid by the people Of the United
States.

The expenses of the Houses of Lords and Commons cannot
be ~tcly stated; but the finance accounts give us some items.
In the session of 1822 there were voted -

s 4
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For salaries to the officers of both houses 
Fittings and furniture for ditto
Expenses of ditto
Printing for ditto -

Jan.

£22,800
22,500
19,055
6~,677

£129,OS2

~9,000

1,950
1,000

In the United States of North America each of the represent
atiVE'S in both houses receives eight dollars, or sas. 6d. per diem
wages, during the time they are going to, remaining at, and re
turning home from· Congress, as was formerly the case here.
Supposing the Congress to sit for three months, or that the
member is occupi~ one hundred days on the public business;
then as the number of representatives in the two houses is 2S7,
the amount of their wages will he 189,600 dollars, or ~0,2901.;

and this is possibly the best laid out money which a people can
expend, and which we of coune do not expend on those who,
instead of being the servants of the people, are their masters, and
ooght not, of course, to receive wages. On this point, then,
there is nothing to which we can compare it.

The American government, however, furnishes an explicit ac
count of all its expenses under the following headll, viz.:-

1. Senate and House of Representatives, Dollnrs.
their officers and attendants S1+,866 } 125 266

Deduct wages to the members 189,600'
2. Firewood, Stationery, PRINTING, and

ALL OTHER contingent expenses of the
two Houses - - 

s. Library of Congress and librarian's
salary - - - -

• 40. Purchase of books for the library;

Dollars 177,216
--

In pounds sterling £87,608

Not one-third of the expenses which are paid here for the same
objects, probably not one-fourth, when it is considered that the
statiO'Tll!TY, and many other items of expense, are char~ to ac
counts not included under those for the Houses of Lords and
Commons. •

In our profuse way of doing business, the printing alone, it will
be seen, amounts to nearly twice as much as the whole expense
of the two houses in America; and if the stationery be added, ta
much more than twice as much.
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One example in the way ofprintirig may snflice.-In Ame
rica all the public acts of the Congress are printed at length in
the principal newspapers, for which the government pays at
the rate of two dollars a column; and no less than SEVENTY
newspapers actually insert the acts and receive the pay. The
acts of Congress are printed in the octavo form on coarse paper,
and they usually occupy aOOut one Inmdred pages. Appended
to these are the public treaties and other matters relating thereto;
an immense number of copies are printed, of which the secretary
of state for the current year causes eleom tlzuusand copies to be
distributed to the proper persons throughout the United States:
the prin~ of these acts makes one of the items in the fore
named account.

The printing of each 1000 copies of the American acts cannot
cost more than SOl.

We, however, disdain this beggarll-looking useful mode, and
our acts are accordingly printed m folio on writing paper~

Those of the last year occupy 14046 pages, and cannot have cost
80 little as 12001. for a thousand copies.

Another pretty specimen of the way in which an irresponsible
assembly can vote the public money, may be taken from what is
called the CivilList; which is principally composed of the KING'S
household, and allowances to the other members of the royal
fiunily,
And amounted in 1821, to ,el,064,877
Not, however, including further allowance to those

members of the royal family, pensions, &c. of 489,229

,e1,604,106

But besides this enormous mm, this most monstrous charge,
for what may be with more strictness called the civil list, there
are other expenses which make the whole amount to 2,878,8921.;
which is more than the whole expense of the American govern
ment, civil, military, and naval.

A considerable portion of this charge of nearly three millions
is called the ordinary charge of the civil list ; but besides the or
dinary charge, there are enormous annual charges out of the
ordinary course. In 1818 an account of these charges was
printed by order of the House of Commons, in two papers,
Nos. 48. and 49. of that &e8.!lion. The title of these papers is,
" Expenses of a civil nature which do not form part of the ordi
nary charge of the civil list." Look at these, John Bull, and
if they do not make you sick at heart, and if your gall does not
rise as your sickness comes on, your apathy is extraordinary.
They are comprised under the I' following heada: -
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liB. s. d.

552 6 8

3,597 13 6

°605 11

1. Salaries, &c. to officers of the Houses of
Lords and Commons - 6,298 6 8

2. Expenses of the two Houses 1,043 14 5
8. Monuments erecting - -. - 8,965 Ii °
4. Conveying governors and other persons of

distinction to their places of destination
5. Allowances to admirals of duty on wine

drunk at their tables
6. Salaries and expenses at the receipt of the

exchequer .
7. Contingent erptmSe at tke treasury and &cre-

taries qfStatl!s qffices . - 54,1407 15 6
8. Difdencies qf fees made good in the same

'!ffices - 87,673 13 9
9. Works and repairs of public buildings - 50,938 4< 7

10. Furniture for certain public offices - 15,592 9 5
11. VARIOUS PUBLIC SERVICES - 177,938 19 10
12. Extraordinary disbursements ofambassadors 64,016 14 1
18. Outfit fur secretary of legation at Stockholm 214 16 6
14. Presents to ministers at foreign courts - 33,565 ~6 7

.£450,146 7 6

Thus we see that the ertraordinaries, as they are called, ofthe .
civil list alone, cost 96,5331. 7s. 6d. more than the whole civil
government of America.

The ertraordinary disbursements of ambassadors alone cost
us 64,0161.

While the 'Whole cost of all !:lorts of foreign ministers, ordinary
and extraordinary, cost the United States 148,500 dollars; or
81,5561.

And yet the diplomatic business of the United States is better
performed than that ofany other nation whatever.

On the 3d of May, 1822, the House of Commons printed a
paper, No. 285., contaiping an account of the whole ofhis Ma
jesty's diplomatic service from 1793 to 1822; from which it ap-
pears that the charge for 1821 was - tB265,962
That of America, as before - ,B81,556
Add to this agents for claims for spoliations

at Paris ana London - - 850
And for relief and protection of American

seamen in foreign countries - - 8,500
And the total expense will be ..£40,906
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- £1,069,280
1,133,919

Less than one-siztk of the money expended by the government
here, much less efficaciously for good purposes, but infinitely
more mischievously for bad purposes. The bare charge for
diplomatic services costs us more than two-thirds the amount
of the whole expense of the civil government in America. _'Vould
a !rouse of Commons freely elected by the whole people permit
such thiJigs as these to exist? Would they ever have sent a
minister jobbing to the empty palace at Lisbon, and paid him
upwards of 1+,0001. for a sea-airing to his family?

In the finance accounts for the year 1821 are the following
items:-- _
Ch8l'ges of management, customs
Ditto--- excise

e€2,20S,199

Bat the whole cost of the American government,
including the civil government, the army, and
navy, is £2,010,220

Or, 192,979
-less than the cOst of management of the two engines of exaction
and patronage, the costoms and excise, here at home.

On the 27th March, 1821, the House of Commons printed a
" Report from the Committee appointed to prepare the Militia
Estimates." It consisted of two parts, viz.: -

II€ s. d.
1. Estimate, charge of DISEMBODIED militia,

Great Britain, for 1821 - -
2. Ditto, Ireland

269,519 12 2
125,388 18 11

Total charge of DISDlBOlJIED militia £3940,908 11 - 1

Being 41,3951. more than the whole of the civil government of
the United States in all its branches.

For the _present we purposely exclude all mention of bur
army, navy, and debt.

So much for taxes in America, as to which we will now leave
the Quarterly reviewer to his own reflections. With reSpect
to all the details about provincial courts of justice, we are
quite willing to admit that public courts and public officers
in remote and thinly-peopled dis~cts may hav~ ~me of the
vices, though none of the useless parade and dignity attached
to their fellows in England. We have no time to pursue the
subject further, but recommending to this writer and all his tribe
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the diligent perusal of the President's last address to Congress,
we shall conclude with the followin~ striking passage from the
mtroduction to Mr. Warden's statistical work:-

" Doubtless the government of the United States is not exempt
from the errors and imperfections that adhere to all human in
stitutions. But compare its public conduct with that of the old
governments of Europe. How calm and reasonable is its Ian
~age; always addressing itselfto the understanding and the solid
mterests of the people, never to their passions or prejudices.
It seeks no aid from superstition, supports no gainful im~
tures, and UieS none of that dis~sting cant with which the
old goverhments of Europe vanush over the degradation of
the people. It is a stranger to state craft and mYtltery. All
its acts are done in the face of day. It promotes knowledge,
religion, and learning, without the preference of particular sects,
and without debasing them by falsehoods beneficial to the
ruling powers. It is the only government in the world that
dares to put arms freely into the hands of all its citizens.
From Maine to Mississipi, it commands a prompt and ready
obedience without any other w~pon than a constable's sta1F.
In a word, it secures property, satisfies opinion, promotes the
development of industry and talent with a rapidity· hitherto
unexampled; lUid with the smallest sacrifice of individual rights
and property gn the part of the people, it accomplishes all
that the most expensive and powerful governments pretend to."
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ART. XII. MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

CR U18E8 Relidmce in New Zealand. *- The author of this book,
in ·the most unaffected and unpretending manner, has given U8

a striking and entertainin~ sketch of the very interesting tribes who,
in relation to us, have their heads whe~e their heels should be; or, in
other words, the antipodea of Great Britain, the natives of New Zea
land. Savages, the natural- men, have all the corporeal attributes in
great perfection; the pleasures, and the pains, and the accomplish
ments of the senses, are carried to a pitch of excellence which leave.
us poor debilitated invalids far behind, and raises them to a level
with our dogs and foxes. Suppose a human being endued with an
athletic frame, strong affections, uncontrollable passions, quick intel
ligence, gross habits, a warm love of blood, and an acute relish
for human Besh, and we may fonn an idea of the nations of whom
Captain Cruise has given us a great many pleasant and instructive
anecdotes. The manners of the New Zealanders are, in many in
stances, extremely singular, or, rather, they vary very much from
ours; such, for instance, is the pleasure they take in joinin~ noses;
for it seems that we have been hitherto mistaken in supposmg that
the meeting of lips, in which we on this side of the globe have
taken such delight, time immemorial, has any foundation in the
immutable laws of nature. Kissing go~s by noses in New Zealand;
and when a little more civilised than they can boast to be at present,
they will probably write books (as philosophers have done here,) en
titled Rasia, or, perhaps, Nruia, to prove tnat their practice is more
cleanly, convenient and agreeable. Little seems to have been effected
in the way of civilisation; it is a slow work of time - the soH
must be prepared before the seeds are sown, and then covered up for
a sesson before the springing even of the first gentle shoot. The
first preliminary towards doing good, is to learn the exact condition
of the objects of the intended benevolence. Before we can make
any progress in spreading the blessings of civilisation in a nation, it
is necessary accurately to know the materials upon which the change
is to be wrought. In this point ofview Captain Cruise's little volume
possellses a high value; it is full of instruction respecting the real
character and condition of the people. We can safely recommend
it both as a useful and an entertaining book. - It is handsomely
printed, thongh we could have spared some of the margin and have
saved some of our money. Ifauthors derived the benefit of the high
price of their own works, we should not grumble; but they are too
generally printed and publishedfor other people. I

The Stranger's Gra'Oe.t-This is a mournful tale, simply and power
fully told•. It describes the unconscious growth, origin, an~ guilty pro
gress, and fatal tennination of the loves of a youthful plUr, who, by
the mother's side, bear to each otJier the relation of uncle and niece.

• Journal of a Ten Months' Residence in New zeaiand, by Richard A. Cruile.
Esq., Captain in the 84th Regiment of Foot. Longman & Co.

t Longman & Co. IllmO.
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I

The stron~est objection (if it be an objection) which can be made
to the work Itself, is already made by the mention of its subject. H
the author be exonerated from censure on that score, there is little
else which can call forth any other expressions than those o( strong
and unqualified praise. For the selection of 8uch a 8ubject, how
ever, and for all which that selection involves, the author is justly
held responsible.

The sanction of high authority may be pleaded in his behalf.
Attachment of a more properly incestuous character, and therefore
more criminal in itself and more revolting in its exhibition, was a
favourite theme with the poets of antiquity, and with our own early
dramatists. Modem writers of talent, of genius even, amongst
the choicest which France, Germany, and England have produced,
have, by their practice, added their suftrages to those of their
predecessors. As the objection must be chiefly resolvable into a
presumed immoral tendency, a still more important testimony
than that of the manufacturers of fiction may be adduced in that of
the teachel'll of moral and religious truth. That sacred history should
contain the record of some connections of a similar description, wsa
doubtless necesll8ry to the perfection of the narntive.or to the p'ur
poses for which that narrative was constituted a part of the Bible.
The necessity could scarcely extend to the regular public reading
of such p~es,which is a matter of ecclesisatical arrangement,.and

. implies an opmion on the part of the fathers of our church that tlley
may be perused without danger, and even to edification.

Yet is there an opposing authority to which an author owes some
deference, and that IS public taste and feeling. Besides that clac
sical literature stands, and must stand, above all criticism, and in
spite of all objections, it belongs to a very different and much smaller
class of readers than an English novel. One reason for its restric
tion, at least in translations, and as to females, is the very fact in
question. By this also has the popularity of the modem writers, to
whom we referred, been injured, and the delight which they might
have afforded been proportionally diminished. It constitutes, we
apprehend, the sole reason why many dramas of Ford and Massinger,
and other kindred spirits, cannot be revived with any prospect of
success. And with regard to the theological part of the defence, it
may be replied, that our religious instructors act under the authority
from which tbe sacred volume emanated; that they rely on the Iris
torical truth, and the moral and devotional accompaniments of the
narratives; and that such are not the passages more particularly'
indicated by them, or by parents in general, for youthful perusal and
study.

The capabilities of these subjecta fur tragic effect are certainly
8I'~t I too great for them to be entirely ,proscribed: at the lIllIDe
time that 10 much has already been made of them, and there is inch
a feeling (not altogether unreaaooable) ~DIIt them, as to render the
judgment of an aut~or som.ew~t questiona1?le in. preferring them
to. the countless v&nety "filch 18 open to bls chOice. Shakspeare
never had rec~W'lle to them; probably from the consciousness of
power to exercise a sufficiently despotic sway over the passions with-
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out the aid of topics whose very mention excites lOme degree of
horror. The writer -before us has ample talent for framing a deeply
interesting tale out of much less objectionable materials.

Nor was it necessary for him to draw the full-length portrait of a
passion of this description, which is introduced much less offensively
when the parties are supposed to be ignorant of their relation to each
other, as in the ffidipus; or when it is rather surmised'by the reader
than delineated by the author, as in Byron's Manfred. To exhibit
the ei~cumstances by which two innocent hearts are predisposed for
a forbidden and almost unnatural attachment, its advance to a fearful
strength, its varying conflicts with every good principle, and final
triumph over all, is a task which he has so well executed as to leave
nothing to complain of, unless it be that he imposed it on himself.

We have told the worst of this little book, which has nothing in its
language that can offend even the fastidious; nor in the sentiments,
or the conduct of the tale, but what the most rigid must be satisfied
with. The characters are only in outline, but they are well grouped;
and the disastrous consequences of the criminality of the lovers are
imagined with sufficient probability, and narrated in that unadorned
and unobtrusive style which leaves them to sink into the heart by the
force of their own pathos. The taste and feeling of the writer, and
his acquaintance With human nature, are inferences which will be
deduced on a second reading. The tale itself will take care of the
first.

Italian Tale&.~_ Cruickshank (that is to say, George Cruickshank,
for there are two of the name, who are brotlJers) is certainly tlJe first
artist in his way of the present day ; and much credit is due to the
publisher of this work for drawing him from mere caricaturing, and
mferior occupation to illustrate books of ~allantry and humour. It
is not so easy, as may be generally supposed, to arrive at excellence,
in this line. It ,requires a prodigious fund of observation; a keen
insight into folly; an intimate acquaintance with the peculiarities of
individuals; a knowledge of humour and wit, and how tlJey operate
upou different constitutions; some notion of the passions; besides
the ordinary accomplishments of drawing and composition, which are
common to every painter. The first comic artist with whom we are
acquainted is 8SlUredly Hogarth; and he, though he seldom invaded
the ground of history or tragedy, must be considered as one of

-the very first painters who have done honour to art. It is true, that
with a knowledge of the theory of !P'ace, he failed most decidedly in
the practice; and tlJal, with all his merit, he was inferior. on the
whole, to the topmost spirits in art, - to Michael Angelo and
RalFaelle, and Corregio and Rembrandt,.,- and perhaps to Titian and
Rubens; yet it was not so much in pQf»er that he was wanting, as in
the quality of mind which leads to particular objects. ~e had as
much mastery over his subject as his greater brethren; but his pictures
will always remain inferior to theirs bY' 80 much as reason and observ
ation are below imagination. Nevertheless he was a great ~ter;

• Charles Baldwyn.
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and in in his way, we believe, is admitted to be unrivalled. We
would not be understood to say that Cruickshank is equal to Hogarth,
or that, in fact, he is not many grades below him. He has not, 88

yet, shown either the invention of Hogarth, or his dramatic talent, or
that marvellous discrimination of character which places him, rather
than any other artist, by the side of Raft"aeIIe himself. Nevertheless,
if we were required to point out the artist who was next to Hogarth,
in point ofcomic merit, we might find great difficulty in preferring any
to the young artist, George Cruickshank.

He has illustrated these Italian tales, generally speaking, happil)-;
and, in one or two instances, with a grace which (without imitation)
a'pproaches the beauty of Stothard's compositions;- we mean par
ticularly in the print of the "Pomegranate Seed," With respect to
the stories, some of them are pleasant enough, some are really hu
morous, and some, it must be confessed, little better than incidents.
The ~eat merit of the book lies decidedly in the plates; although
the tiles are told simply, and sometimes a naive humour shines
through the somewhat quaint phraseology, which, itself, reminds us
of the early translations of Boccaccio. Yet few of the stories, how
ever, may compare with those of the great Italian. Neverthelesll,
the " Teacher Taught," is an exemplary matter, and carries, moreover,
a moral, which we recommend all readers (with or without wives) to
attend to. The story of the unfortunate Grasso (" Who· am I ?") is
facetious, and reminds us, pleasantly too, of our o)d friend, Christo
pher 81», and also of an older friend, Abon Hassan, the." sleeper
awakened." It would not be easy to instil into a man the Pythagorean
doctrine in a more laughable manner. The" Pomegranate Seed" it
unsatisfactory, IlDd prodigiously improbable to boot; but the beauti
ful figures of the young countess and her ladies would make amends
fQr thrice the sins of the story. Upon the whole, we recommend
the book sincerely to the notice of our readers.

Miiford on CArinianit!J' etc. - With none of its redeeming merits,
the present volume abounds with the characteristic faults of the
author's History of Greece. The same hard and intricate style, even
in a worse degree, without any of that accurate learning which is one
of the chief recommendations of Mr. Mitford's principal work. To
the variety of opinions existing amon~t the professors of Christianity,
Mr. Mitford imputes many of the dO)lbts, and much of "the indif
ference, observable among Dlany bred to the profession of that re
ligion; and, before the French revolution, enough manifesting its
rapid growth in open avowal, Europe over; more especially among
the higher orders, and most where the Roman is the religion of the
state; checked then by the enormities practised in the name of phi
losophy, but as the horror of these, with time, producing gradual
oblivion, has faded, it may be feared growing again."

• ObiervatioDi on the Hiatol'}' and Doctrine of Chriatiauity; and, as histori
cally connected, on the Primeval Religion, on the Judaic, and on the Heathen
public, mystical and philosophical: the latter P~pc:leed as an Appendix to the
Political and Military HiJtory of Greece. By William Mitroi'd, Eeq. limo.
LoadoD, 181S.
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To solve the doubts and to obviate the indifference described in the
·foregoing sentence, which we offer at once as a specimen ofhis style
and an explanation of his purpose, Mr. Mitford has published these
remarks. We confess we doubted more than once in the perusal of
the first fifty p~es, how far the author was in earnest. Whilst pro
fessing to explam the minutest disc}oepancies of Scripture, he is con
stantly perking in our faces its more serious difficulties, without
appending any reasonable answers. With incautious readers Mr. Mit.
ford will scarcely fail "to raise more doubts than be solves:' His
method is exactly calculated to produce that effect. For instance,
when he wants a proof of the goodness and justice of the Deity, he
invariably resorts to the examples of chastisement related in the Old
Testament, in preference to the promises of the New. He affects
considerable satisfaction in reflecting that the singular blessings of
lIJIaeat-corn, and the art of writing, must necessarily-have been vouch
safed by the immediate interference of Heaven; although, in the
same page, he alludes to the alarming sophisms of Epicurus, and pro
poses "a solution so inadequate as to provoke a doubt how far he
understood the propositions. Mr. Mitford will at least be esteemed
an unprofitable advocate of revelation by all whose judgments are
not previously bribed by the subject to fall in with any favourable
ltatement, ttowever nugatory.

We are struck throughout with the same unremitting endeavour to
depreciate the value of every attempt to improve the condition of
mankind, which is so conspicuous in the History of Greece. This,
in a writer who has never looked at politics as a science, is natural
enough. Here, however, he has advanced 11 further step. In the
le(:ond volume of the History he rather insinuated than asserted the
usefulness of the institution of slavery: in the freJl8n1 book he openly
defends it; for such, in fact, is the amount 0 all the vague phr8.leB
with which the declaration is accompanied. We will first observe,
that at page 86. of the Fourth Part, he talks of " the slaves necessary
to the well being of the Athenian people, (U negroes to our Welt Indian
colonist•." So far, perhaps, even this IS susceptible of being explained
into a harmless meaning, or, rather, into no meauing at all. But what
shall we say to the following illustration ofhis great,Principle,-which,
by the bye, he prints in small capitals, as thou~h It had the merit of
novelty, - that " Man, with reason for his gUIde, was placed in this
world for trial?" The argument, if not strikingly ingenious, is at
least original. "That slavery, authorised by the Old Testament, is
forbidden by the New, cannot be shown; and, if trial is the purpose
for which man has his existence in this world, THB ALLOWANCE 01'

ILAVERY, FAR FROM BEING ADVERSE, IS AN ADDITIONAL MODE FOR
BOTH SLAVI: AND MASTBR!" (p.ll S.)

Mr. Mitford, in the present book, has drawn largely on his former
reputation; but we can assure him that a greater name than his would
have been unable to shield from ridicule propositions so extravagant
as these. The natural and factitious obstacles in the way of human
improvement are too numerous already; and disclaiming, as he does,
all connection between polities and religion, it is scarcely fair in

VOLoI. T
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Mr. Mitford to introduce a perverted doctrine of the latter as a IIlUIC

tion to the most atrocious of all the abuses of the former. We have
only to add, that the price of Mr. Mitford's Observations on the
Primeval Indian and Heathen public, mystical and philosophical Re
ligion, the latter apropos of the Political and Militar'y History of
Greece, and the whole as connected with ChristianIty - is roine
,hillings.

T!Jller', Lift qf Sir T. Craig. - - The' title of this book ought to
have been reversed; instead of the life of the celebrated author of
the treatise on the feudal law being made the principal subject, it
should have run thus, " Biographical Sketches of the most eminent
Legal Characters, since the Institution of the Court of Se88ion, &c. in.
cluding an Account of the Life and Writings of Sir Thomail Craig:'
In truth, Sir Thomas Craig occupies but a very small portion of hi.
own book, and very little more than some of the other jurists whom
the author haa introduced. He who looks for a full and learned dis
quisition on the great works of this eminent legal antiquary, to become
familiar with their excellences and acquainted with their defects, will
certainly be disappointed; nor will the interest or information which
the volume contains on other persons and topics be a sufficient in·
demnity for the omission. The enumeration of names and the re·
spectful mention of honourable familie&, with a briefmemorial of the
tune at which this person and that person came into the world, and
according to the common lot of nature went out ofit, is not q.uite suf.
ficient to insure popularity. Yet Mr. Tytler with such matenals, eked
out with some well.known portions of Scotch history, and a rather dull
analysis of the author's Latin poems, has manufactured a thickset,
8QIid.lookin~ duodecimo. If there had been more comprehensive
ness of delllgn and greater amplitude of detail, the author would
probably have produced a more entertaining and instructive work.
The style is in general good, although occasionally deficient in cor
rectness, and his narrative is sufficiently clear and spirited. The
reflections, however, with which it is interspersed, we beg to inform
Mr. Tytler, are not of that value which entitle them to be made.
The best sketches are those of Lord Chancellor Thurlstoune and the
Earl of Haddington; both are entertaining.

Corft Ctutle, or Keneswitha.t - This is a fair-looking novel, with a
neat vignette of the remarkable fortress which gives name to the
work. The seene is laid in the eleventh century, and is intended to •
present a picture of the Saxon manners and the incursions of their
northern enemies, the Danes. In this part of his task the author has
succeeded better than in the cOilstruction of his plot or the delineation
of his characters. He has evidently studied 00. Saxon history, and
his book contains some information illustrative of that period; but the
atory he has invented to render it more agreooble, is clumsily told in

• An Account of the Life and Writings or Sir Thomas Craig of Riccarton, in.
cluding Biographical Sketches of the moat emiDeut Legal Charactera since the
Iutitution of the Court of 8eIsion by JlIDlell V. till the Period of the Unio.
of the Crowu. By Patrick Frater Tytler, Esq., Advocate. F.R.S. • F.s.A.
Edinburgh,18513.

t Hunt. RObinson, and Co. 8\'0.
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a mononotous and incumbered style : towards the conclusion indeed it
grows insufferably tedious. One reuon of this is, that after having
brought us to the point where it ought to have terminated, he very
unseuonably commences a new series of adventures which have all
the appearance of a fresh story. Amongst other curiosities of the
Saxon times, the author indulges us with a very long, particular, and
dull account of tbe ceremony qf initiation to a club of Saxon Free
masons. Ifwe look to the descriptive parts, we shall find that he
is not a whit the more happy in those than in the rest. In the de
scription of Corfe Castle, one of the most singular and striking objects
in the kingdom, he has recourse to a dry emlmeration of wards, &c.
extracted from a history of the county, instead of giving an animated
picture of it himself. The characters in the book too, although very
much praised and 'admired by their contemporaries, continually
disappoint us. They are so vague and undefined that we can form
no intimate acquaintance with them, with the exception of the black
mailed warrior, who wields his battleaxe with the same mighty power
and is enveloped in the same temporary mystery, as a black-mailed
knight in a less recent work not unknown to fame. In short, if the
author will write, we recommend him to apply himself to writing
history instead of novels; for although he is a man 'of some talents,
he has neither fervour of imagination nor knowledge of character
sufficient "to people the world of fiction.

The Spae--wife. • - Such a being as " poor Anniple the Taen-away,"
is a treasure to the votaries of romance. Wellllupported, she would
have been akin to Undine, the most glorious creation of fancy, next
to Ariel; and as it is, may be reckoned fairly worth the White Lady
of the House of Avenel. Pity that the author Ilhould, in some
de~ree, have marred his own work; altd by the agency and behaviour
which he assigns to Anniple have not only interfered with our faith...
which is always ready to answer the largest demands provided th"e
bill be well ~rawn, but what ill still worse, have puzzled UI tG know
what she thought of herself. She might have done her spiritin$'
without the conlcious cunning of iD88Dity or impol'lture. She oUght
always to have spoken like one of a world without souls.

To conceive better than he executel; to sound too loud a note of
preparation; to continue an effort, frequently a very vigoroos one,
and up to a certain point completely effective, till it becomes too ob
vious, - are indeed the besettin~ SlD8 of the author of the Spae-wife.
They have been very visible m some of his fonner proauctions,
particularly in Ringan Gilhaize, and might be copiously exemplified
from his present publication. He can avoid them, as the Annala of
the Parish, that delightful efFu1lion of bonhommie, bear witne8l. Here
the historical importance of his tale and characters lleduces him into
an ambitious Iltyle, in which he is much less at home. His speech
eeema u if it had been rising into sGng, but stopped half way in a
chaunt. His Pegasus spreads and rustles his wings, and after all
oo1y go. off in a canter. The reader's eye informs bim that the

• Oliver IUId Boyd, EdiDbursIJ. ZJ vaIL 12mG.
T 2
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book is in prose; but there are many passages during which the
hearer is liatening for the rhymes, and wondering that they recur at
luch long intervals. There is much beautiful desetiption of scenery,
espeCially of the enchanting neighbourhood of Loch Lomond; but
too often the author will not leave it alone when it is beautiful.
He "paints the lily," and lays it on with a trowel. The narrative
is overdone in a similar way, when the more striking incidents of
the'tale are to be told. There is a tone of exaggeration, like that of
a French bulletin announcing a great victory, or a court· newspaper'
recording a royal fAte. He describes like a sonnetteer, and nar
rates like an Irish orawr. For instance, a lady runs away from
the court of James I. at Perth, to meet her lover, attended by
a faithful highland youth, just as the conspirators were proceeding
to the- assassination of that monarch: the uproar comes swellin~

on the gale after them.
, The Lady Sibilla for a moment drew her bridle and looked 'back.
, " On, lady, on!" cried Nigel.
, A turn of the road. brought the town in view, and they bebeM

lights borne along and flaring at many windows, and· shapes and
shadows of hurrying men gliding on the walls of the houses.

, " On, lady, on!" cried Nigel.
, The sounds of panic and consternation rose louder and wilder.

Bells rung as with a frantic vehemence, and drums were b'eaUng to
arms, and trumpets clamouring the alarum.

, " On, lady, on!" cried Nigel. ,
, " I cannot proceed," exclaimed the lady Sibilla, almost sinking

from the saddle.
, " On, lady, on!" was all that Nigel could reply.
This might do; but so it gites" on," for four whole pages, till the _

. lady gets off, and Nigel recovers breath enough to varyand lengthen
the burden of the song.

Another vexatious trick of this writer is the portraiture of dark
or violent passions which prepare UI for some extraordinary course
of action, or some single deed of daring, and then evaporate, to our
great disappointment. It makes one angry to be so hoaxed. There
are a lord and a lady in this tale, - whether they be the hero and
heroine is a point on which we are not quite clear, - who are put
forward so that we felt it a duty to be interested very deeply about
them, and who, notwithstandin~ all our expectations, do very little
besides running away together 10 the last chapter. We thought our
selves used very ill by them, particularly by the lady, of whom we
had great hopes that she would turn out a terrible one. Her lover,
if he be the hero, might plead privilege perhaps; for the despot of
modem romance has practically decreed that the hero's office shall
be a sinecure, at least compared with what it used to be. In the.
~~t Scotch nov~hI the hero is generally pretty nearly the mGst in
~J.gmficant fellow m the book. So far as he is .concerned, therefore,
It becomes us to submit. And the imitator is sufficiently successf~
after all the drawbacks we have made, for UI to submit cheerfully.
Indeed our chief objection is, that he spoils his own good thingt ; 'that
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. • An HiatoricalSketch of the Measures taken by the CdntiDen~~W'en in
order to destroy the Spaniah Constitution. By an Eyt>witness. P'\'lridg<:. •
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It is the poor artifice of i~overishedthought to say the Spaniards
wue not ready for benefici change; which, if it mean any thing,
means thill, that the greater the neceBBity for good government, the
leu the chance of obtaining it. When oppression reaches its mu
"'."', endurance cease. to submit; opinion obtains the mastery: it
may be again subdued, but it has added to its strength by its short
IUCCeae, "and the mazimu", of oppre88ion, which leads to revolt, is
lowered. The strug~le may have heretofore been spread over ages ;
but civilisation has gtven a marvellous impulse to all that is intellec
tual. The fruits which once could hardly blo88om in a century, may
now ripen in a year; and if there be a country in which the retrospect
of the past gives good hope for the future, that country is Spain. Is
it no tnumph for the ClU18e of liberty to reckon thousands and tens of
thousand.! of intelligent, and courageous, and devoted partisans of
constitutional government in a country which, half a century ago,
.w nothing but an uncontrolled despot and his obedient slaves? Is
it no triumph to have seen Spaniards abolish the Inquisition, destroy
the system of tithes, break up their monastic institutions, establish
schools, reform prisons, humanise their penal code, put an end to the
privileges of pnmogeniture? .Ii this nothing?

Charlton, or Scenes in the North cif Ireland. --In this age of histori
cal novels it is perhaps no great praise of Mr. Gamble to say that his
is not the worst, or even one of the worst, of that extensive species.
He has been unhappy in hia subject. The author of Kenilworth may
deal as he pleases with the d&ys of Queen Elizabeth and the Pre
tender, and incur no great risk of detection if he occasionally make
the faa. bend to meet his political prejudices or the convenience of
the plot. But we are too well acquainted with the circumstances of
the Irish rebellion. The calamities of that period are too recent,
and attested with too horrible a certainty, to pennit his requisite
licence to the historical novelist. Mr. Gamble's story wears in con
sequence an air of conlltraint which is fatal to this species of com
position. Whenever his incidents rise to the interest of romance, they
lose their probability; and when they are on a level with the attested
facts of history, they lose their interest. This is a dilemma incident to
the nature of the case; and one which would have proved as fatal
to a more eminent genius as we fear it has been to Mr. Gamble. The
domain appropriate to the novelist is the history of remoter periods
itself, for the most part, as romantic as a fairy tale. The common
sense of mankind is concerned in the memoirs of more recent
times, and cannot be insulted by the intnJsion of fable into matters
of serious moment.

The author is accustomed to his art, and writes with ease,
though without much gt'ace or elegance. His attempts at wit at
times are tolerably successful; but his whole style and manner
whatever he may think to the contrary (see Preface) - are palpably
formed on the Northern model, and not unfrequently degenerate

.. B! John Gamble, Esq., author of Irish Sketches, &e. :J vam. Illmo. Bald
WIn, Cradock, and Joy.
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into so close an imitation, as to suggest comparisons which can in
no way be favourable to the author. After all, the book is above
mediocrity, and will probably find a ready sale in a market which
it seems impossible to overstock with such materials, be their quality
what it may. .

St. Joll1f#OU:II, or John, Earl rif Gowrie. --Another imitator of the
Prince of Novelists. But though he may have made use of the same
kind of materials, he has moulded and disposed them into many
striking and agreeable portraitures, which bear evident marks of the
man of genius and observation; and if they were original- if the
star of the north had not lighted the way to the shrine where the
author was to worship, his praise would have been great, his reput
ation lasting. As it is, he can only be called a succe.tllful imitator;
one who has, with the assistance of a guide, penetrated into the depths

.of the heart, and drank largely of the same well of human feeling.
He possesses an easy power over his subject; his diction is flowing
and agreeable, and his story, though slight and simple, is interesting;
but his characters, though consistent and well drawn, have nothing
new, bold, or original, about them. In those situations, however,
which call for the display of feeling, he is natural, spirited, and
charming. The noble Gowrie is, like most of the leading personagel
in novels, somewhat tame; but the MRSter of Ruthwen is a fine,
graceful, spirited sketch, full of young feeling, the sport. of the vary
ing passions which distract the heart of man in the May-day of his
~e. Agnes is a little saint; the J:esuit is a failure; and James the
Sixth, who acts a conspicuous part in the tragedy which closea tm.
work, is exhibited in more disgusting colours than any in which we
have ever seen him. In Nigel he is invested with something like a
royal air; but in St.Johnstoun he appears without any thing of r01a1ty
but the name. Euphan, a popish old woman, is deacribed With a
bold and sweeping pencil. The Bcene between her and James is,
indeed, dramatJc, grand, and imposing; it ia in the very spirit of the
author of Waverly: and in her meeting with her only surviving son,
whom she supposed dead, there are touches of genuine pathos. The
author's descriptive powers are of a high order; they are truly pic
torial; hill scenes, and the subjects under his description, are palpable
to the mind's eye; we see them in colour, shape, and gesture, in
dress, speech, and action, as if they were all present to the eye of
sense. This is no mean praise. .

Schmidtmeyer" TraveZ, in Chik. t-It is highly probable, fro~ hiS
name, that Mr. Schmidtmeyer is not an Engliahman. At any rate
he shall have the benefit of the doubt; and he may think hil11.8elf
well quit, if it serve to excuse his style, which is surely ~e worst
ever penned by an ill-educated foreigner.. F~r the ~oo~ Itself he
can offer no apology. The little informa!lo'! It contalDS IS 8Carc~ly
worth d'ur notice; nor are we the more e8811y IDd~ced to p~t up With
the scanty supply because it has been taKen,. 10 many Ill8tances,

- Edinb~h, Maclachlan. 3 vols. llimo.
t Travels mto Chile over the Andes, in the Years l8lla and 18511, &C. Bl

Peter Schmidtmeyer. 4to. pp. 366. Longman ond Co. l8114.
'1' 40
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" from the works of scientific travellers and writers who had the best
means of obtaining autnentic documents, -- and particularly from
Baron Humboldt,"

Mr. Schmidtmeyer's book admits of no regular analysis. He has
DO 100ReJ' landed at Buenos Ayres, at the fifteenth page, than he sets
about a general acoount of the two continents of North and South

• America, with occasional observations on the three remaining quar
ten of the globe. His method of description is thus happily hit off
by himself: -" Skipping from Europe to Asia, from Asia to Mrica,
and back again to Europe by way of America - standing with his
feet restin~ on Popocatepelt and Mount Blanc, his hands on
Dhawalagirl and Chimborazo, viewing Corcovado and the New
Southern Lands ;" and lastly, co turning about, and looking for a north
west passage or the magnetic pole," (p. 209.) The purpose of
Mr. Schmidtmeyer's voyage was to travel across the contment to
Mendoza, if not as straight as the croll' could fly, at least as
much so as the road would allow. This end he accordinglyac
complished; but whilst waiting for the travelling apparatus at
Buenos Ayres, he amuses the reader by a detailed account of every
thing relating to every part of the American continent, with the
single omission of. that which he came to visit, and proposes in his
title-page to describe. Besides a vast quantity of matter, all of
which "we read in Humboldt's," and which could only lose its
interest in Mr. Schmidtmeyer's English, we have disquisitions without
end on every subject of human science-medicine, meteorology.
and geognosy; politics and political economy; morals, divinity, and
literature. We are gravely told, that America was discovered by
Christopher Columbus, a Genoese, but received its name from the
Florentme Americus Vesputius; that the serpents of Paraguay are
of no contemptible dimensions; since Dobrizhoffer has not scrupled
to relate a story of several men, W11O, mistaking one for the trunk of
a tree, quietly sat down upon it, and remained many minutes in that
posture before they got up again; and finally, that the south-west
wind of the pampas is somewhat violent, since Azara relates an in
stance of a hurricane " tearin~ off the head of a horse which was
fastened by the neck!" All which marvels are repeated with seeming
confidence, although ·the author was not ignorant of the cuentollk

ftaile, u much the curse of the Spanish colonies as of their mother
country.

After dragging us through 120 pages of such matter, and a chap
ter on the states of La Plata, which occupy together nearly half the
volume, the author begins his journey. As he met with no ad
ventures in his progress from Buenos Ayres, to Santiago, to relieve
the dullne&ll of the route or to show his contempt for regular
arrangement, to which he exhibits on all occasions an invincible
r~pugnance, he introduces an occunence which took place on his
return; when it seems he wu put into great jeopardy by a sudden
irruption of a royalist horde. headed by Carrera, who were laying
wute the country right and left in the name of the lef'timate king
and the Virgin. Having dispatched a chapter, entitle II Mendoza
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and Goitres," videlicet, of and concernin~ the city of Mendoza, and
the goitres, with which four-fifths of its Inhabitants are afBicted, we
reach the pass of the Andes. This is the best portion of the book.
The passage over that part of the cordillera called the Cumbre, the
summit of the ridge, is easy travelling, in comparison with certain
places in which even the mules with their instinctive skill sometimes
lose their balance and are precipitated. An instance of tllis kind
our author witnessed on his return, "when the mule which W88 going
immediatel, before him witll two boxes, struck one of tllem against
a stone, m188ed her hind step, and rolled down some hundred feet.
The mule died shortly after tlle accident; and when the author
reached the spot where she lay, he saw the skeletons of several
mules, which had perished in the same manner:' He adds, however,
that "the bad path did not continue above a mile and a half; and
that two men, with a single day's work, might render the road very
safe:'

The description of Chile is extremely vague and unsatisfactory.
Mr. Schmidtmeyer, who seems, amongst other disqualifications, to
have been imperfectly acquainted with the Spanish language,
hastened from town to town, surveying every thing with a cursory
and superficial glance, and accordingly relating what he saw without
method or correctne&8. In lOme of his descriptions of the domestic
manners and amusementsof the inhabitants ofthe towns, he rises above
his usual mediocrity. But we look in vain for that minute delineation
of the nature and capabilities of the country, and the political and
private state of the people, which forms the principal value of works
like the present. In his general estimate of Chile and its inhabitants
we are inclined, from authentic information, to agree. As the
passage is the best in the book, we shall extract it almost entire.

, There are, perhaps, few people and lands better formed for im
provement, and for the exhibition of good national qualities, than
Chile and its inhabitants; but the natural advantages p088essed in
tllat country are held in check. • • • • The country has a fine form,
an advantageous situation, a most healthy c1i1nate, and a very fertile
soil; but the occupiers have no encouragement for extendin~ and
improving its cultivation. • . . • The Chileno is naturally intelhgent,
docile, and of a temper remarkably even and cheerful: he is
capable of much actiVIty, if excited t.o it; but when young, the
road to rational improvement is not open to him; and when grown
up, unless born within the small circle of the wealthy, he is held
too low in tlle ranks of society to feel the effect of that great lever
by which human faculties are best set in motion and excited,-emu
latioD. The advantage of allowing agriculture and commerce to
run their course with freedom and without heavy burthens, have not
yet travel!ed l? Chile,. and the trade by which th~ product~ of its
lands, of" Its wnes, of Its manufactures, and of foreign countnes, are
circulated there, is heavily laden with duties and shackles, not only
in its course with foreign nations, but even among the Chileno.
themselves:' (p. 100.)
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AdventUTU of Hajji Baba. • - This is a Persian Gil BIas, certainly
not quite so full of genius as the amusing work of Le Sage, nor yet
falling below it to an unmelUlureable distance; something is wanting in
the writer, as much or more in the nation to whom his hero belongs.
Persia is the best scene for a light-hearted adventurer, after Spain;
but it is in vain to look elsewhere for the same rich materials of ro
mance as are to be found in the manners, pursuits, occupations, and
governmentof the latter O1Olt remarkable country. J.Jke Gil BIas, Hajji
Baba is tossed about from rank to rank with all that suddenness of
elevation and depression which can only happen in a despotic govern
ment, where the fortunes of all men depend upon the will of one,
and where, for the quick dispatch of business or pleasure, the tedious
forms of law and justice are dispensed with. These rapid changes
present every advantage to the novelist, and from his mtimate ac
quaintance with the manners of Persia, the author of this book has
been able to avail himselfof them to a very great extent. Indeed,
such il this writer's familiar, almost native knowledge of the people
he describes, that we may assert with some confidence, that there
are not ten men in the country who are, from their local experience,
qualified to have produced the adventures of Hajji Baba. We may
add too, that such is our opinion of the talent displayed in them,
that on that account alone we should not be inclined to increase that
number very considerably, were we required to say how many were
ca~able of writing them at all with the same easy humour, the same
felicitous strokes of satire, the same vigorous delineationS of cha
racter. The defects of the author are similar to those of his great
prototype - he is incapable of pathos; he passes over the finest op
portunities of affecting the feelings, and faHs whenever he attempts
to use them. His hero is a worthless unfeeling knave, who, were it
not for his invinl;ible good nature, would inspire us with no feelings
but those of disgust and contempt. Indeed the whole book is cal
culated to produce similar feelings for the entire species, were it not
that the cause of the degradation of this particular nation is con
stantly kept before our eyes. A bad government is the llOurce of
all the vice and folly, the baseness, heartlessllees, and egregious
vanity of a Persian. We·can truly say, that it is seldom that II. book
leaves Mr. Murray's shop, which is likely to give birth to better
notions respecting the nature and ends of national government.

Hajji Baba is not a book to make extracts from; - it is an entire
piece of uniform texture, invariably well wrought, but seldom dis
tinfuished by parts more remarkable than the rest. HoweTer, we
wiI enable our readers to form some idea of it, by quoting a pretty
long passage, which describes Hajji's first employment by a Persian
doctor, into whose service he has just entered.

, Requesting me to approach nearer to him, and in a low and con
fidential tone of voice, he said, looking over his shoulders as if afraid
of beiDS overheard, co Hajji, you must know that an ambassador

• Murray.• vola. 12mo.
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from the Franks is lately arrived at this court, in whose suite there. ill
a doctor. This infidel has already acquired considerable reputation
here. He treats his patients in a manner quite new to us, and h88
arrived with a chest full of medicines, of which we do not even know

_ the names. He pretends to the knowledge of a great many thinga
of which we have nerer yet heard in Persia. He makes no distinc
tion between hot and cold diseases, and hot and cold remedies, 88
Galeaus and Avicenna have ordained, but gives mercury by way of
a cooling medicine i stabs the betly with a sharp instrument for wind
in the stomach i and, what is worse than all, pretends to do away

.. with the small-pox altogether, by infusing into our nature a certain
extract of cow, a discovery which one of their philosophers hu
lately made. Now this will never do, Hajji. The small-pox haa
always been a comfortable source of revenue to me i I cannot afford
to lose it, because an infidel chooses to come here and treat us like
cattle; We cannot allow 1Iim to take the bread out of our mouths.
But the reason why I particularl,Y want your help proceeds from the
following cause. The grand viZier wali taken ill, two days ago, of a
strange uneasiness, after having eat more than his usual quantity of
raw lettuce and cucumber, steeped in vinegar and sugar. This came
to the Frank ambassador's ears, who, in fact, was present at the
eating of the lettuce, and he immediately sent his doctor t~ him,
with a request that he might be permitted· to administer relief. The
grand viZier and the ambassador, it seems, had not been upon good
terms for some time, because the latter was very urgent UJl1t some
demand of 810litical nature might be oonceded to him, which the
vizier, out 0 cousideration for the interests of Penis, W88 obliged
to dt·ny; and, therefore, thinking that this might he a good oppor
tunity of conciliating the infidel, and of coming to a compromise, he
agreed to accept of the doctor's services. Had I been apprised of
the circumstsnce in time, I should easily hue managed to put a stop
to the proceeding; but the doctor did not lose an instant in ad
ministering his medicine, which, I bear, only consisted of one little
white and tasteless pill. From all accounts, and as ill luck would
have it, the effect it has produced is something quite marvellous.
The grand vizier has received such relief, that he can talk of nothing
else; he say!!, ' that he felt the pill drawing the damp from the very
tips of his fingers;' and that now he has discovered in himself such
newness of strength and energy, that he laughs at his old age, and
even talks of making up the compliment of wives permitted to him
by our blessed Prophet. But tAe mischief has not stopped here;
the fame of thiS l1l!ldicine, and of the Frank doctor, has gone
throughout the court i and the first thing which the king talked of
at the lelam (the audience) this mornin~, W8Jl of its miracul~ pro
perties. He called upon the grand Vizier to repeat to him all that
he had. before said upon the subject i and as he talked of the won
ders that it had produced upon his person, a general murmur of
applause and admiration was heard throughout the assembly. His ma
jesty then tumed to me; sad requested me to explain the reason why
such gre~ effects shouldpr~ from so small a cause, when I wu
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obliged to answer, stooping as low as I could to hide my confusion,
and kissing the earth -" I am your sacrifice: 0 king of kings, I
have not yet seen the drug which the infidel doctor has given to
your majesty's servant, the grand vizier; but as soon 88 I have, I
will inform your majesty of what it cOlIBists. In the meanwhile, your
humble slave beseechea the Centre of the Universe to recollect,
that the principal agent on this occasion, must be an evil spirit, an
enemy to the tme faith, since he is an instrument in the hands of an
infidel; of one who calls our holy Prophet a cheat, and who disowns
the all-powerful decrees of predestination."

, " Having said this, in order to shake his growing reputation, I
retired in deep cogitation how I might get at the secrets of the
infidel, and particularly enquire into the nature of his prescription,
which has performed such miracles; and you are come most op
portunely to my assistance. You must immediately become ac
quainted with him; and I shall leave it to your address to pick his
brain and worm his knowledge out of him; but as I wish to procure
a specimen of the very medicine which he administered to the grand
viZIer, being' obliged to give an -account of it to-morrow to the shah,
you must begin your services to me by eating much of lettuce and
raw cucumber, and of making yourself as sick to the full as his
highness the vizier. You may then apply to the Frank, who will,
doubtless, give you a duplicate of the celebrated pill which you
wil,l deliver over to me."

, " But," said I, who had rather taken fright ·at this extraordinary
proposal, "how shall I present myself before a man whom 1 do not
know? Besides, such marvellous stories are related of the European!!,
that I should be puzzled in what manner to behave; pray give "me
some instructions how to act." " .

, "Their manners and customs are totally different to ours, that is
~ue," replied Mirza Ahmak; " and vou may form some idea of them
when I tell you, that instead of shaving their heads and letting their
beards ~row, as we do, ther do' the very contrary; for not a vestige
of hair IS to be seen on theIr chins; and their hair is liS thick on their
heads as if they had made a vow never to cut it off: then they sit on
little platforms, whilst we squat on the ground; they'take up their
food with claws made of iron, whilst we use'our fingers; they are al.
ways walking about, we keep seated; they"weat tight clothes, we
loose ones; they write from left to right, we from right to left; they
never pray, we five times a day; in short, there is no end to what
might be related of them; but most certain it is, that they are the
most filthy people on the earth, for they hold nothing td be unclean;
they eat all sorts of animals, from a p.ig to a tortl>ise, without the least
acruple, and that without first cutting their throats; they will'dissect
a dead body without requiring any purification after it, and perform
all the brute functiona of their nature without, ever thinki~ it ne
cessary to ~o to the hot-bath; or even rubbing themselves Wlth sand
after them. .

, " And is it tr:ue," said I, "that-they are so irascible, . that If per
chance their word is dou~ed, and,they are ciUled liars, they will fight
on INch~ occasion till they die ?"
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, " That ls also said of them," aDltwered the doctor; "but the
case has not happened to me yet; however, I must warn you of one
thing, which is, that if they happen to admire any thing that you.
p088e88, you must not say to them, as you would to one of us, 'It is
a present to you. it is your property,' lest they should take you at
your word and keep it, which you know would be inconvenient, and
not what you intended; but you must endeavour as much as p088ible
to speak what you think, for that is what they like."

, " But then, if such is the case," said J. " do not· you think that
the Frank doctor will find me out with a lie in my mouth; pretend
ing to be sick when I am well; asking medicine from him for myself,
when I want it for another?"

, " No, no," said the Mirza; "you are to be sick, really sick, you
know, and then it will be no lie. Go, Hajji, my friend," Mid he, put
ting his arm round my neck: "~o, eat your cucumbers immediately,
and let me have the pill by thiS evemng." And then coaxing me,
and prev.enting me from making any farther objections to his unex
pected request, he gently pushed me out of the room, and I left him;
scarcely knowing whether to laugh or to cry at the new posture which
my affairs had taken. To sicken without any stipulated reward was
what I eould not consent to do; so I retraced my steps, with a deter
mination of making a bargain with my patron; oot when I got to the
room, he was no longer there, having apparently retreated into his
harem; and therefore I was obliged to proceed on my errand.'
. Prose hya Poet.*-This is an amiable and amusing little work-full
of goodnature, fancy, and, what perh~ps the author himslf does bot
suspect, humour. Though inclined to quarrel with the title, we had
not read far before we were assured that the writer was not merely
a soi-disant poet. Nay, we moreover discovered, not only tbat he
was a bonafide poet, but we had no difficulty, on proceeding a little
further, in detecting, under this general designation, the excellent
author of " the Wanderer' in Switzerland." The purest feelings of
philanthropy have always distinguished that amiable man; and they
never, perhaps, were displayed more conspicuously, or more amiably;
than in these very entertaining and instructive essays. To our tastC8t
this "Prose" bears a high value, from the knmvled~which the
poet possesses respecting the situation of many classes of the poor,
and for' the strong sy.mpathy which he excites for their miseries and
deprivations. It seems that he resides in a large manufacturing
town, and that he has extensive means of information. We beseech
him to neglect no opportunity of instructing the public concernin~

the real state of that class, as to whom the opulent ranks of thlB
country know as little, or indeed less, than they do of the poor of
Naples or Madrid. In the meantime we will give the author's
.sketch of the general life of an old woman. .

, A female child is'bom in a poor man's family; and there is joy
tb,ere, even on such an event, for nature will be glad at that tiine,
however melancholy the prospect of futurity. If the infant be hardy
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enough to survive a few years of bad nursing, coarse &re, and per
haps cruel usage from rude parents, or sordid relatives, among whom
she has been left an early orphan, - no sooner is she able to carry a
child than she begins to learn to nurse; her little arms are strained to
clasp a baby halfas hig as herself, and her feeble knees totter beneath
a burthen which she kisses with transports of unfeigned affection,
while it almost benrs her down. Thus, from the very lap she is
taught by the sweetest feelings of nature, as well as by premature
toil, the lessons of love, and the habit of sacrificing self-will and self
indulgence to the wants and the caprices of others; she scarcely
ceases to be an infant before she is initiated in the practical duties of
a mother. Yet she is happy, because the sun shines, the shower falls,
the rainbow shoots, and the birds sing for her; sleep is sweet, and
play is pleasant, and food delicious; she has not yet found out the
secret of being discontented with what she has, and coveting what
she has not.

, As her younger sisters grow up under her, they gradually relieve
her from the deli~htful though oppressive employment of nursing;
but it is only to give her the opportunity of undertaking harder and
less amiable tasks. She now becomes her mother's assistant in house
keeping, that is, the household drudll;e of all the family: ahe cooks,
and scours, and bakes, and washes, and works, when she ought to be
improving her mind at school, or exhilarating her spirits and invigor
ating her limba in healthful sports with companions of her own age.
Almost the only solace of her painful pre-eminence at home, in this
HaKe oflife, is that, as her mother's deputy, she can exercise a petty
authority over her juniors on the hearthstone, and scold and slap the
little ones when they are obstreperous, or she is ill-humoured. Pre
aently, however, she is tall enough to be put out to service; a place
is found for her in some family, little superior in wealth or inform
ation to her own; and here she experiences how much truth there i5
iri that proverbial saying among persoDs of her class, - to There's no
end of women's work." The hardier sex, from the master to the
loungest apprentice, labour and rest at interv:ala. The servant girl
IS up earliest in the morning; she is on fo~t all day; even the Sab
bath scarcely affords a breathing space to her; and till she is per
mitted to retire at night, she knows no respite from active drudgery,
except the few minutes· of her meals: but those meals are hearty
ones; her couch may be straw or eider-down, for aught she knows or
cares, for her slumbers are sound and her dreams are golden; she
thrives, and is cheerful amidst all her toils and privations. The
flowers come in April, the nightingale sings in May, and love in due
seaaon awakens in her breast all the hopes and the fears, the jea
lousiea, anxieties, and entrancements, that agitate more refined and
susceptible bosoms; for love is a leveller, and his ioBuence is equally
(\verpowering in whatever heart it prevails. Our young maiden, in
her own expressive language, is lure to have "a sweetheart," with
,!,bom the wooing interludes, amidst her weary service, make toil de
liJ~tful, if oot for its own sake, yet for his. Meanwhile, though
pmlOoed to time and place in her duty, like a wren sitting on nine
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eggs, every one of which must be hatched; yet as even the brooding
mother flits occasionally from the nest" to pick a scanty meal," and
then returns with double ardour to her task, - so our indefatigable
maiden seizes the hasty opportunity whenever it occurs, if it be but
for a moment, to steal out and exchange a word or a look with the
youth of her choice, and feel as if there were something in life worth
living for to the poorest of its possessors. And so there is.

C Preliminariea are soon arranged, where being thrice uked at
church is all the legal formality required; they are married, and she
has a home of her own, such as it is ; - but she is charmed with being
mistress of herself, and heedless of the future. Her husband' lives
with her a few years, and they are as well off lIS other folks; their
children are multiplied, so are their troubles; - trade fails; her part
ner is unfortunate or improvident; his health is broken, and he dies
before his time; or he falls into bad company, his morals are de
bauched, he goes for a soldier, or runs away nobody knows whither;
and she is left, in middle age, a widow, or a widowed wife, with a
numerous offspring, the oldest of which is hardly fit for apprentice
ship. These grow up around her, - if they are not dispersed by the
overseers,-according to her own character, in habits of industry or
sloth, subsisting fru~ly ~)D their honest earnings, or miserably on
parish allowance. One by one, however, they leave her: the son.
are scattered abroad; some settle in humble occupations, others are
rovers, and enter the army, or seek their fortunes at sea; the ~h
ters in their turns engage in domestic service, or in manufactonea,
from whence, in the course of nature, (as it is in low life) they are
duly married off; and while she is growing old, her immediate suc
cessors are transmigrating through the ~e stages of poverty and
trial, to the IlllIDe consummation of wretchedness as she and her hus
band pused before them, and through which their descendants are
doomed to follow them., Every year they are further removed, and
estranged from her, or have additional burthens and expences of
their own to bear. Thus every year she is more deserted; and her
helps fail just in 'proportion as her strength declines, her infirmities
increaae, and assIStance from others becomes indispensable to her
wellbeing. .,

• At length, worn down with bodily exertions and long suffering;
broken in spirits, and bowed under a weight of years; without a
relative beneath her roof, - if she have yet a roof to shelter her,
except perhaps a grandchild or two, whose parents are in the grave,
and whom she has to nurse and feed, when she herself ought to be
nursed and fed like an infant,-she lingers out to the latest period
of decay in penury and sickne88, with just food enou~h to make her
feel unceasingly the yearninga of hunger, and clothmg enou~h to
make the lack of more a grievous discomfort. Yet so mysteriously
and mercifully mingled is the cup of life, that there is sweetnes.s at
the end of the bitterest draught, and the very dregs of it are drained
with del~t by tboee to whom cc tlIe enl days are come, and the
Ytl8lll when they say we have no pleaaure in them." These few
general outlines, with little comparative variation, might be filled up
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with the features of each particular case in " the short and simple
annals" of thousands of poor old women breathing at this day the
air of heaven, and loving the warmth of the sun, if they cannot see
his hearns, - so as to form perfect biographical resemblances of all.

e The aged and unprovided females of the present day are also in
less favourable circumstances than, it may be hoped, those who are
treading in the steps of womanhood after them, to the same extrem
ity of helplessness, are likely to be placed in when they arrive there.
Formerly there were few Christian and benevolent institutions for the
spiritual and temporal welfare of the poor; no societies among their
superiors for bettering their condition, and more effectually hel~ing

them, by teaching them to help themselves. Such genuine charities
are now both numerous and flourishing throughout the land. Those,
therefore, of the feebler sex, who now form the advanced guard in
the march of human life, and already verge on the confines of the
grave, having passed that limit beyond which mortal strength is
declared by the voice of inspiration to be "labour and sorrow,"
those who are thus cftcumstanced, at this time, have fewer reliources
and consolations than their successors are either wisely preparing for
themselves, or by anticipation enjoying through the beneficence of
others. There is, therefore, the greater need to urge with importun
ity the p."actice of that part of " pure and undefiled religion,' which
u "to visit the widows in their afIliction;" seeing that a few more
seasons wiH utterly sweep away the living race of old women, and
hurry them beyond the reach of wrong or compassion from their
fellow-creatures.

e But independent of casual disadvantages, th~se sufferers, in their
lowest state, have a peculiar claim, on account of their sex, on the
veneration and gratitude of both sexes; - a claim on their own,
springing from the purest sympathies of a sister-nature; a claim on
ours, founded on the strongest obligation that can bind one being to
another, - the obligation of birth. When the Almighty had taken
Eve from the side of the man whom he had created, and brought her
unto him, Adam said, " This is now bone of my bone, and flesh of my
flesh." The debt which the first woman thus owed to the first man,
her daughters have been repaying through all generations. Every
son of Adam has been born of a woman, and beholden for his very
substance to a mother; from the fountain of whose blood his veins
were first filled, and from the pulsation of whose heart vital motion
was first communicated to his own: - of every one, therefore, who
assumes to be an hereditary lord of this nether creation, woman may
say as literally as Adam ~~ to Eve, -" ~his is now bone of" my
bone, and flesh of my flesh. -" Man that IS horn qfa tvOmaH!" III 80

beautiful, and tender, and solemn an expression, that in the whole
compass of language, there is not another, connected with terrestrial
existence, that awakens deeper feeling, that associates 80 many affect
ing ideas, or comprehendll more of what is lovely, and awful, and
dear, in alliance With our social nature; while it.'~oucbea with personal
application every individual of the species.'
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